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Foreword

It is a pleasure and an honor to have organized the 8th Conference on Image and
Graphics Technologies and Applications. The conference held during April 2–3,
2013 in Beijing, China. The conference series is a premier forum for presenting
research in image processing and graphics and their related topics. The conference provides a rich forum for sharing the progress in these areas: the generation
of new ideas, new approaches, new techniques, new applications, and new evaluations. The conference is organized under the auspices of the Beijing Society
of Image and Graphics.
The conference program includes keynotes, oral papers, posters, demos, and
exhibitions. For this year’s conference, we received 89 papers for review. Each
of these was assessed by no fewer than two reviewers, with some of the papers
being assessed by three reviewers; 40 submissions were selected for oral and
poster presentation.
We are grateful to the eﬀorts of the people who helped make this conference
a reality. We are grateful to the reviewers who completed the reviewing process
on time. We received a record number of submissions this year. The local host,
Beijing Jiaotong University, enabled many of the local arrangements for the
conference.
The conference continues to provide a leading forum for cutting-edge research
and case studies in image and graphics.
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Real-Time Non-invasive Imaging
of Subcutaneous Blood Vessels
Xianzheng Song, Jian Yang*, Weijian Cong, and Yue Liu
Key Laboratory of Photoelectronic Imaging Technology and System,
Ministry of Education of China. School of Optoelectronics,
Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing 100081
jyang@bit.edu.cn

Abstract. Automatic, fast and accurate extraction of the blood vessel is an
important task in the image-aided diagnosis of disease. In this paper, we describe
a novel superficial vessel imaging and projecting system. First, the superficial
vessel of human arm is captured by NIR imaging technique, and then three
pre-processing algorithms, including hair removal, non-uniform illumination
correction and vessel enhancement, are developed to strengthen the vessel image.
Second, a model-based binarization method is proposed to detect vessel-like
structures. And then the mathematic morphological and connected component
refinement methods are integrated to remove small vessel noises. Experimental
results demonstrate that our system can imaging superficial vessels on real-time.
The proposed system does not need any human interaction, which hence can be
used in clinical venipuncture practices.
Keywords: Blood vessel, Imaging, Enhancement.

1

Introduction

In clinical, vein detection is useful for venipuncture and allergy testing [1]. During regular
venipuncture, veins are detected artificially according to the physician experience.
However, the veins are hard to be detected especially obesity people or new infant.
Therefore, real-time and reliable vein imaging and segmentation are important for clinical
diagnosis. Up to now, various vessel extraction approaches have been developed.
Mohamed Shahine [2] et al. utilize an adaptive threshold method to calculate the average
values around each pixel of image in a predefined small area using neighbor pixels.
Diamantis [1] et al. extend the threshold method by using the local histogram, which
combines the intensity frequent and average gray-level value to calculate the local
thresholds. Chen [3] et al. accomplish the segmentation of vein by using a mathematical
morphology method, which combines dilation and erosion operations to calculate the local
*
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thresholds. Chaudhuri [4] at el. present a Gaussian matched filter (GMF) approach, which
assumes the gray-level profile of vascular cross sections is approximated to a
Gaussian-shaped curve. And then, they construct different Gaussian templates with 12
directions to find vessel-like structures. Hoover [5]et al. extend the GMF method with a
threshold probing procedure, which decides the vessels by a set of criteria. Gang [6] et al.
propose an amplitude-modified and multi-scale second-order differential of Gaussian
filter to improve the detection accuracy of different scale vessels. Their responses of
different scales are combined by normalizing the amplitudes. Other methods[7-10] have
also improved the results of the matched filter combining the adjusted method. Some
scholars developed vessel tracking based methods [11-13], for which the vasculatures are
extracted according to features of centerlines and edges. After a preliminary segmentation,
vessel tracking starts from a set of seed points obtained by artificial labeling or automatic
selection. Points in a local area are evaluated to decide whether they belong to the vessel
structure.
The aim of this study is to design an imaging device and vessel enhancement system
to capture superficial veins. In order to obtain a clear image of veins, a NIR light with a
wavelength of 850nm is selected as the light source to irradiate the skin. NIR imaging
has the two followed attributes [14-15]: (1) NIR light can penetrate human skin into a
depth of approximately 3mm; (2) As the effect of reduced hemoglobin, venous blood
can absorb the incident NIR radiation intensively. Then a CCD camera is utilized to
capture vein image. As large amount of noises is usually mixed with the blood vessels.
It is important to enhance and extract the blood vessels. In this study, hair removal,
non-uniform illumination correction and vessel enhancement are designed to extract
blood vessels from the background, and morphology method and connected component
refinement method are integrated to remove small vessel-like noise.

2

System Architecture

In order to improve the effect of vein imaging, the extracted blood vessels are designed
to be back-projected to the image source and superposed onto the skin. Then, a half
transparent mirrors is set in front of the hand, which hence can split the incident ray and
the projected ray separately.Fig.1 demonstrate the hardware design of the imaging
system. In this figure, (A) and (B) are the camera and infrared light. While (C) is a half
transparent glass with a infrared cut-off filter (IRCF). (D) is the projector. To remove
the effect of non-uniform illumination, the power of the light source is designed as DC
12V, 4.2A.And by decreasing the aperture, the light can be adjusted bright enough to
avoid the background interference. According to the design, extracted vessels can be
back-projected to human skin. As the image source and the projecting target are
coaxial, the processed vessels can be perfectly superposed onto the source under the
human skin.
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Fig. 1. Hardware design

3

Vein Extraction

The captured NIR images show various noises, poor contrast and shadows at the edges.
In order to extract the blood vessels from the NIR image, 6 main processing steps are
designed as follows: (1) background segmentation, (2) hair removal, (3) non-uniform
illumination correction, (4) contrast enhancement, (5) image binarizaiton and (6) vein
rectification. The extraction flowchart can be found in Fig.2.

Original
Image

Segmented
Results

Background
Segmentation

Vein
Rectification

Hair
Removal

Illumination
Correction

Image
Binarization

Contrast
Enhancement

Fig. 2. Flowchart of vein extraction
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(1) Background Segmentation
As there are large differences between the skin area and the background in infrared
image, the background pixels can be segmented roughly by using a global threshold
method. We have:

Tb = Mean − b ×

M



x =1

 y =1

N

  ( f ( x, y) − Mean ) × Bg ( x, y ) 

2





N

  Bg ( x, y )  − 1

x =1  y =1

M

(1)

where M × N is the size of the captured image from the camera. f ( x, y ) is the original
image, Mean is the mean gray value of area limited by the B(x,y). b is
constant. Bg ( x, y ) is a mask image, here includes the whole pixels. By using the global
threshold Tb of the original image, initial extraction of the skin profile is regarded as a
mask which can reduce the computation complexity in following procedures.
(2) Hair Removal
In NIR image, the gray value and the shape of the human hair which is similar to
venous features may interfere with the vein extraction. Thus before the vessel
enhancement, it is necessary to remove hair in skin regions. Compared with the vessel
features, hair is much shorter and thinner. So when selecting a cross-shaped structuring
element, for which the size is same with the average hair width in image. Then we have:

{

{

ω ×ω

Hr ( x, y ) = min max f ( x, y ), ( x, y ) ∈ Tc

} , ( x, y ) ∈ T }
ω ×ω

c

(2)

where Tc
is the structuring element with size of ω × ω . The most prominent effect
of closing is to eliminate the single outliers whose gray values are lower than their
neighbors.
ω ×ω

(3) Non-uniform Illumination Correction
Though the source lights distribute around the NIR camera, the illumination component
on the image is uneven. The source image can be assumed to be consist of the
illumination component I ( x , y ) and the reflection component r ( x , y ) .Then, we have:
f ( x, y ) = I ( x , y ) × r ( x, y )

(3)

Illumination component is the intensity distribution of incident lights in the image. And
reflection component is the light distribution reflected by objects. The former contains
the low frequency component of the image, whereas the latter contains the high
frequency component. So the illumination component can be acquired by filtering
image with a low-pass filter.
In this study, a 7 × 7 mean filter is applied to eliminate the random salt-pepper and
the gradient noise produced by hair removal. Then, the illumination component
I ( x , y ) is achieved by applying a 41 × 41 low-pass Gaussian filter (LPGF) within the
mask segmented in previous procedure. At the edges of the mask, the outside pixels
should be neglected or replaced by averaging the inside ones. To obtain the corrected
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image, the gray scale should be linearly extended from 0 to 255 with the formula (4),
then we utilize the followed equation to linearly stretch the grey scale of the image.
IR (x,y)=

r (x,y)-min{r (x,y)}
× 255
max{r (x,y)}- min{r (x,y)}

(4)

(4) Contrast Enhancement
By calculating the histogram of image, the gray values are proved to be concentrated in a
narrow range. Gray scale transformation is necessary to enhance the contrast. First,
aglobal optimal threshold is regarded as an approximate boundary between the vessel and
the skin, which is calculated by Niblack with mask B(x,y) and differentcoefficient b.Then,
to broaden the gray-level range, we presents a nonlinear stretching method. We have:
Trans ( IR ) =

1
1 + (Tb IR )e

(5)

Where e is a coefficient to control the magnitude of intensity stretching.
(5) Image Binarizaiton
The expected shape of the vessel can be assumed approximately to be a Gaussian
distribution of the vessel cross-section, and changing smoothly in the tangential
orientation of vessels. Besides, another hypothesisis that the ideal background should
have a constant intensity, of which the response should be approximate to zero.
Therefore, the sum of the values in the templates should ideally correspond to be zero.
So we design a set of templates with 8 different orientations, and the value of the
template corresponds to a Gaussian distribution in a specific direction. Compared with
the responses of templates in one pixel, the maximum one is one of the features of the
pixel in the synthetic image. And the corresponding orientation is considered as the
normal orientation, which is taken for another feature. Correspondingly, the minimum
response and the tangential orientation are also taken into considered for segmentation.
In our study, the average width of the vessel is nearly 10 pixels. So the size of the
kernels we choose is 17 × 17 , and σ is 5 . To meet the requirement of real-time
projecting, the GMF method is simplified that one template only contains a single line
in the corresponding orientation.
Based on the above analysis, 3 criterions are designed to distinguish vessels from the
background: (1) the largest response of a vessel should be greater than a threshold
calculated by the mean of the synthetic image. (2) the difference between the maximum
and the minimum response should be also greater than a threshold related to the
mean.(3) the difference between the normal and the tangential orientation should be
larger than 45 degrees. Criterion(1) confirms the extracted vessel should respond
intensively, while criterion (2) and (3) exclude the interference of isolated noises.
Hence, we have:
M

Maxφ > α ×

N

 Maxφ > 0? Maxφ : 0
i =1 j =1
M N

 Maxφ > 0?1: 0
i =1 j =1

(6)
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M

Maxφ − Minφ > β ×

N

 Maxφ > 0 ? Maxφ : 0
i =1 j =1
M N

 Maxφ > 0 ?1 : 0

(7)

i =1 j =1

Maxθ − Minθ ≥ 45

o

(8)

Where φ is the response of the orientation template, while θ is the corresponding
orientation. α and β are weighted parameters.
(6) Vein Rectification
This step is designed to remove the remaining noises from the vein image. First, a
morphological opening is applied to break the bridge between the vein pattern and the
noise. Since the large areas of the segmentation results are more possible to be a true
vein, the connected component extraction is adopted to remove the small noise. And an
adaptive threshold of the connected component is utilized to extract the largest
connected vessles. Then, the median filter is utilized to smooth the edge of the vein
pattern.

4

Experimental Results

In this section, the experimental results demonstrate the availability and efficiency of
our proposed method. Fig.3 shows the intermediate processing results of a forearm. In
this figure, (a) is the original image, (b) shows the result of background segmentation.
The upper image in (c)shows the source image with hair, while the bottom image shows
the results of hair removement result. (d)shows the lighting image,(e)gives the
illumination corrected image, while (f) gives the enhanced image.
Fig.4 shows the vein extraction results. In this figure, the first row shows the original
NIR images, while the second row gives the extracted vein skeletons superposed onto
the original images. It is obvious that the contrast of dorsal hand vein is better than that
of forearm vein which can be explained by the limit of NIR penetration distance. From
the results in (d) and (e), the present method performs well in high-quality image.
Meanwhile, it achieves precise segmentation in low-contrast images. Comparing (b)
with (c), it presents the images at different distances. The performance in (e) and (f)
states that our system allows a range of variation of distance, which is necessary for
practical application.
To quantitatively evaluate the vein extraction method, the experimental results of the
proposed method is compared with the man-made extraction results by clinical
professionals. In this paper, our method is evaluated in term of true positive (TP), true
negative (TN), false positive (FP), false negative (FN), sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp),
positive predictive value (Ppv), negative predictive value (Npv) and accuracy (Acc).
TP, TN, FP and FN can be expressed by vein classification probabilities, as can be seen
in table 1.
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(b)

(d)
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(c)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. Intermediate processing results: (a) Original image (b) Background segmentation (c) The
upper image is the source image with hair, while the bottom image shows the results of hair
removement result. (d)Lighting image (e) Illumination corrected image (f) enhancement image.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. Experimental results of vein segmentation
Table 1. Vein Classification

Vein detected
Non-vein detected

Vein
(TP)
(FN)

Non-vein
(FP)
(TN)
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Se and Sp relate to the method's ability to identify vessel and non-vessel,
respectively. While Ppv and Npv show the ratio of the pixels correctly classified as
vessel and non-vessel. Finally, ACC measures globally the ability of total
classification. These values can be defined as follows:

Se =
Ppv =

TP
TP + FN
TP

TP + FP

， Sp =

， Npv =

TN

(9)

TN + FP
TN

(10)

TN + FN

TP + TN
(11)
TP + TN + FP + FN
Table 2 shows the evaluation results of 8 images acquired by our system. The last row
of the table shows the average value. The average Acc value listed in table 2 is 0.9508,
which guarantees that the main vessel can be detected by the proposed method and
satisfies the requirement of adjuvant venipuncture.
Acc =

Table 2. Performance Results

Image

Se

Sp

Ppv

Npv

Acc

1

0.8462

0.9576

0.6237

0.9868

0.9490

2

0.9092

0.9672

0.7864

0.9877

0.9604

3

0.6117

0.9934

0.7566

0.9870

0.9809

4

0.9451

0.9315

0.6800

0.9910

0.9333

5

0.9630

0.9494

0.7392

0.9942

0.9512

6

0.8792

0.9500

0.7278

0.9810

0.9406

7

0.8297

0.9749

0.7868

0.9809

0.9603

8

0.6646

0.9685

0.7508

0.9530

0.9306

Average

0.8311

0.9616

0.7314

0.9827

0.9508

Fig.5 shows the final extracted vessels projected on the human arm. The processing
speed of the system can be up to 40 ~ 60ms per frame which satisfies the real-time
requirement.

Fig. 5. Results in application
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Conclusion and Discussion

Our study aims at assisting the nurses to deal with venipuncture and allergy testing in
clinical, especially for obesity people and infant. It realizes a venous visualized display
by superposing the extracted vein pattern of the skin. The system mainly includes the
followed hardware: NIR camera, mini projector, computer, IRCF and the NIR light
source. In the system, the camera with the NIR light source captures the vein image.
Once the vein is extracted, the mini projector projects the results onto the skin. The
IRCF splits the incident ray and the projecting ray into two directions, which hence can
avoid the interference of different light source. To extract the veins, the proposed
method firstly removes the background by a global threshold, then get rid of the hair
noises by a closing operation. After that, the uneven illumination is corrected by using
an imaging model. And, the result is enhanced by a nonlinear stretching based on a
boundary value. Then, the enhanced image is binarized by a model-based method,
which designs eight kernels with different orientations and classifies the pixels with
three principles. Finally, noise is excluded by the mathematic morphologic method and
connected component refinement, and the venous edges are smoothed by a medium
filtering. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is very effective
and robust for vein extraction. This study can obtain clear veins on the right site of the
hand on real-time, which hence can be utilized for assisting the venipuncture process.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the National Basic Research Program
of China (2010CB732505), National Science Foundation Program of China
(60902103), New Century Excellent Talents in University of Ministry of Education
of China (NCET-10-0049) and the Plan of Excellent Talent in Beijing
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The Electronic Countermeasures Optimization
Based on PCA and Multiple Regression Analysis
Yu Zhang and Huimin Ma
3D Image System Simulation Lab,
Department of Electronic Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
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Abstract. Looking for the best solution for Confrontation is crucial for the effect
of electronic countermeasures. In this paper, we put forward the concept about
the optimal laying space [1], analyze and evaluate the simulation results in
different countering situation base on the maritime infrared electronic
countermeasures simulation platform [2]. Then, here comes up with a way to get
the optimal laying space based on PCA [3], which effectively solved the problem
of strategy optimazation in electronic countermeasures. Also, the paper builds a
model to evaluate the probability of countering success by using the multiple
regression analysis [4], and provides the probability parameter for the selected
best countering strategy. The testing results match properly with the results from
the simulation platform, indicating that this method is able to find the best
strategy for electronic countermeasures.
Keywords: electronic countermeasures, strategy optimization, PCA, multiple
regression.

1

Introduction

The electronic countermeasures system generally includes two entities—attacking side
and defensive side. Under certain circumstances, various environmental factors such as
wind speed, wind direction are regarded as an entity, namely environmental entity.
Actually, the research on electronic countermeasures is to simulate the interactions
between each entity, formulate countering strategy and effective evaluation for the
strategy. To sum up, the relationship among the entities in electronic countermeasures
can be summarized as the following diagram (Fig.1):

Fig. 1. Electronic countermeasures system
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 11–20, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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In recent years, electronic countermeasures system has become a focal point of
research domestically and internationally. There is some progress in electronic
countermeasures modeling, for example, the electronic countermeasures simulation
system based on HLA[5] in literature 1 and the electronic countermeasures simulation
system using Multigen Creator to model the environment in literature 2. All the
achievements mentioned above have provided good solutions for modeling the
electronic countermeasures system.
With the solution of modeling the electronic countermeasures system, the key points
and the difficulties of the research in electronic countermeasures remains in how to
formulate countering strategy and effective evaluation for the strategy. Previously, the
study in this area is almost restricted in the theory analysis according to the principle of
confrontation. While the appropriate performance assessment methods are absent,
actually, formulation of the strategy was often influenced by many subjective factors.
In addition, the so-called decision-making "optimization" work was actually a kind of
"pre-optimization", and that was choosing a better one among several options prior to
the confrontation as a practical countering strategy. Although this commonly used
method has already been well developed, the flexibility was greatly restricted.
Meanwhile, in the previous study domestically and internationally, the confrontation
"decision-making" is often aiming at finding the way to launch the jamming shells, that
is, how to send jamming shells (including the type, quantity, launch location of
jamming shells and so on) to make the best interference. Optimization in the
decision-making overlooks the impact of other variables, that is, no matter what the
measured parameters of attacking side (seeker) such as distance, direction, and all kinds
of environmental factors such as wind direction, wind speed are, only one type of way
to launch the jamming shells is used, or one in several ways is selected. In this case, the
effective evaluation of the method is recapitulative, and cannot be carried out in a
particular environment.

Fig. 2. The model to evaluate the success probability of confrontation

Taking infrared electronic countermeasures at sea as specific research background,
pointed to the optimization of electronic countermeasures strategy, this paper
introduces the concepts of the optimal laying space. The paper has taken into account
all kinds of factors which have a great impact on the result of the confrontations,
including seeker factors and environmental factors. In short, it is under specific
conditions that the counterplot is optimized “in real time”. In addition, this study
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combines simulation tests with theoretical analysis. According to the existing data from
the simulation platform and aiming at the seeker and environmental factors, this study
raises a model based on PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method for solving the
optimal laying space. By using the multiple regression analysis method, we set up a
model to evaluate the success probability of confrontation, as Fig. 2. Such methods and
results have more practical value and guiding significance than previous research.

2

The Optimal Jamming Shells Laying Space Proposed

2.1

The Definition of Optimal Laying Space

In electronic countermeasures, firing the jamming shells is one of the effective combat
methods. The core problem of confrontation strategy optimazition is to optimize the
position where the jamming shells are distributed. In the actual confrontation, the
position where the jamming shells are distributed is decided by many parameters such
as launcher position, level angle, pitch angle, angular acceleration. This is a complex
problem of fire control. The previous studies often optimized the strategies which based
on the parameters of jamming shells. Because of the high complexity, it was difficult to
optimize the strategies “objectively”. Introducing the concept of laying space, we
divide and conquer the research on strategy optimization and the problem of fire
control. In this way, it is effective in reducing the decision-making complexity to use
the parameters of laying space instead of the parameters of jamming shells, the model
like Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The procession of the optimization of strategy

The jamming shells laying space is defined as follows: the space where the jamming
shells were distributed is called the jamming shells laying space;
1) For the same types of jamming shells, suppose that the volume and shape of every
laying space is equal and every laying space is a cuboid whose length, width and height
are fixed.
2) Suppose that the base plane of the laying space parallels to the horizontal plane.
And the height of the laying space is perpendicular to the horizontal plane. And one
plane of the laying space is perpendicular to the seekers and ships connection.
3) In the coordinate whose origin is defensive side (ship) and X-Y axis is horizontal
plane, the rectangular coordinate ( X , Y , Z ) and the polar coordinate (r ,θ , ϕ ) can be
used to describe the centroid of the laying space absolutely.
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4) Determine the number of laying spaces due to the specific environment of
electronic confrontation and combat experience. And according to the main effect each
laying space takes, choose several laying spaces whose value of optimization is larger.
Through simulation, sample and enumerate in the spaces within a certain range to
optimize the laying spaces. Under certain confrontation conditions, the laying space
with the highest confrontation success rate would be the optimal laying space.
2.2

The Acquisition of Data Samples

In this study, the data samples were acquired through the maritime infrared electronic
countermeasures simulation platform. This platform can simulate the real process of
maritime infrared confrontation and give accurate confrontation results in different
situation (such as seeker parameters, environment parameters etc.).
For each infrared electronic countermeasures experiment, the main parameters
determining the optimal laying spaces and confrontation success rates are wind
direction θ1 , wind speed

v1 , seeker distance l2 , seeker direction θ 2 , seekers

instantaneous velocity v2 . Meanwhile, considering that the measurement of the above
five parameters exists errors in the actual combat, the random noise is added to the
above known variables in a single experiment for the authenticity of simulation. Then
sample and enumerate the laying spaces through the simulation platform. After several
experiments, we can get the optimal laying space and the highest confrontation success
probability, that is, the following data form.
Table 1. Data form

θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2

The optimal laying space

Success probability p

According to several groups of the confrontation condition parameters
θ1 , v1 ,θ2 , v2 , l2 , the optimal laying spaces with success probability are acquired. Because
the optimal laying space is acquired through sampling and enumerating, the collection
of the laying spaces is an enumerable collection. Everyone in the collection is an
optimal laying space corresponding to several groups of confrontation condition
parameter.
2.3

Solving Optimal Laying Space Based on PCA

The progress to acquire the optimal laying space through the simulation platform under
a confrontation condition is not real-time. And the confrontation condition parameters
θ1 , v1 ,θ2 , v2 , l2 are not enumerable. The strategy-making in actual combat need clarify
the relationship between the confrontation condition parameters and the choice of the
optimal laying space in real time. In this research, each component of the inputting
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vector (θ1 , v1 , θ2 , v2 , l2 ) has a different effect on choice of the optimal laying space.
And we cannot set up the weight of each component subjectively. The PCA can help us
to accomplish this mission well.
PCA (Principal Component Analysis-PCA), is also known as the main component
analysis, sometimes also is known as eigenvector analysis. As the name suggests, PCA
is the main part of the data extracted, which describe the characteristics of objects. In
fact, from the point of view of geometric transformations, the basic idea of PCA is to
find an optimal subspace. When the high dimensional data in the subspace is for
projection, the income component has the greatest variance. At the same time, when
using the new components to rebuild the origin data in the subspace, the approximation
effect is the best at the meaning of the minimum mean square error.

Data training Process


For inputting N-dimensional vector x (here, N=5, x = (θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) ) The purpose
of PCA is to find a orthogonal transformation matrix W T = ( w1 , w2 , wM ) ,linear
transforms X to Y so that every componnt of Y is linearly independent. The
transformation is known as K-L Transform. Ther are o lot of ways in its numerical
calculation, the following gives the method used in our study:
First, for each value of the laying spaces, get all its corresponding parameter
vectors.Surpose the number of vectors is L, they are X1 , X 2 , X L ,
X i = (θ1(i ) , v1(i ) ,θ2(i ) , v2(i ) , l2(i ) ) . These vectors are formed as:

，

 X1 
 
X
S = 2 
 
 
 X L  L×5

(1)

All vectors here have been standardized, X i = X i − X , Correlation matrix is solved
from the following formula: R = S T  S
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix. In accordance with the
descending order of eigenvalues, we get eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , λ5 corresponding with
eigenvectors μ1 , μ2 , μ5 . These five 5-dimensional eigenvectors μ1 , μ2 , μ5 can be a
full description of the laying space. Meanwhile, corresponding eigenvalues
λ1 , λ2 , λ5 express the amount of information contained in μ1 , μ2 , μ5 . Of couse the
more eigenvectors used, the more fully they describe. This study choose eigenvectors
as the following rules:
k

r (k ) =

λ
i =1
L

i

 λi

(2)

i =1

k is the number of eigenvectors, and L is the total number of eigenvectors namely L=5.
Increase k from 1 until r (k ) ≥ 0.99 so that we get 99% information. For all values of
the laying spaces, describe them by the following tow parameters: ( k , μ1 , μ2 , μk ).
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Data Reconstruction Process
The Eigenvector Extraction above accomplish data training process, it needs not to be
processed in actual combat. While the Eigenvector matching is a data
reconstruction
process to find optimal laying space. Match inputting vector

x = (θ1 , v1 , θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) to every laying space’s eigenvector, the one with the best match is
the optimal laying space under certain condition.
Describe the matching performance with the distance defined as follows:

E ( x) = min
j

k =1,..., L

2

Mj

μ
i =1

T
ci

( x − xk ) μci − ( x − xk )

(3)

Here, j is subscript taking over all the values of the laying space, M j is the
corresponding number of eigenvectors,

x is a sample vector in the laying space. For

j

the laying space j, E ( x) actually is the minimum of the difference between projections



of x = (θ1 , v1 , θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) and vectors corresponding to the laying space j in the feature
subset space of space j.

{

}

j
In this way, select the least value in E ( x) , the corresponding laying space is the

optimallaying space. The space with the second least value is the second optimal laying
space, etc.

3

Multiple Regression Analysis for Success Probability of
Confrontation


Under the condition with parameters x = (θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) , the relationship
among x = (θ1 , v1 , θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) , optimal laying space Ω and corresponding success
probability p are shown as follows:

θ 1 ,ν 1 , θ 2 , v 2 , l 2

Ω

Optimal laying space

Success probability p of confrontation
Fig. 4. The structural relationship

For a single electronic countermeasures experiment:
p (success of conf r ont at i on | x, Ω ) = p (success of conf r ont at i on | x )
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Accordingly, the success probability only concerns
known parameters and is

independent of optimal laying space
 with certain x = (θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) . The success
probability is kind of function of x = (θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) , namely p = f ( x ) . Apparently
this function is not a simple linear function.
Regression analysis is a collective name for techniques for the modeling and
analysis of numerical data consisting of values of a dependent variable and of one or
more independent variables. The dependent variable in the regression equation is
modeled as a function of the independent variables, corresponding parameters, and an
error term. Generally linear regression analysis is a basical method, when the model
function is not linear, it’s always conversed into linear regression with mathermatics. In
this study we take the following ways:

suppose the existence of a linear
For p = f ( x ) = f (θ 1 ,ν 1 , θ 2 , v 2 , l 2 )

，

：

function f’, so that



p = f ( x ) = f '( Φ ( x )) , Φ ( x) is assumed by analyzing and processing the

sample data. Here are 4 ways to choose Φ ( x )

：




Φ1 ( x ) by analyzing the sample data :

Ignore the coupling relationship in factors (except θ 2 and θ1 ), suppose:

p = f '( Φ 1 ( x ) ) =

(4)

f '( φ 1 ( θ 1 ) , φ 2 (ν 1 ) , φ 3 ( θ 2 , θ 1 ) , φ 4 ( v 2 ) , φ 5 ( l 2 ) )

Because θ 2 and θ1 are respectively seeker direction and wind direction, the coupling
relationship betwwen them is apparently. Considering the relativity of direction, may
wish to set φ3 (θ2 ,θ1 ) = φ3 (θ2 − θ1 ) , then

p = f '( Φ 1 ( x ) ) =

f '( φ 1 ( θ 1 ) , φ 2 (ν 1 ) , φ 3 ( θ

2

(5)

− θ 1 ), φ 4 ( v 2 ), φ 5 ( l2 ))

φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , φ4 , φ5 Is simple function by assured by analysing and fitting data, often is the
form of power function or polynomial function;


Φ 2 ( x) by considering physical relationship in parameters:
Through analysing the physical progress of confrontation, find the parameters or
simple function of parameters which have great impact on success of confrontation.

These parameters or functions form Φ 2 ( x)

；





Φ 3 ( x ) by using kernel-regression. Assure Φ 3 ( x ) comparing different

：

mixed kenel function

d
Suppose polynomial kernel function K1 ( x, xi ) = ( x ⋅ xi + k )

function K 2 ( x, xi ) = exp(−

x − xi
2σ 2

2

)

， Gaussian

，form mixed kernel function

K ( x, xi ) = rK1 ( x, xi ) + (1 − r)K2 ( x, xi )

， r ∈ (0,1)

kernel
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Φ 4 ( x) by comprehensive using above 3 ways and increase terms of



function:


After choosing the function Φ , and noting that x ' = Φ ( x) , so p = f '( X ') . The form


 p = f ( x' ) = β + β x' +  + β x ' + ε
0
1 i1
i
m im
 i
2
=


ε
N
(0,
σ
),
i
1,
,
n
.
of multiple regression is: 

 '
 xi = Φ( xi )
Noting

that

1 x1' 1  x1' m 


X ' =  
 
1 x '  x ' 
n1
nm 




β = [ β 0 , β1 , β m ]

，

 p1 
P =  
 p n 

，

ε 1 
ε =  
 ε n 

，

T

.

P = X ' β + ε
The formula above is ε  N (0, σ 2 I ) .The sum of squares error of the above data is

n

Q( β ) =  ε i2 = ( P − X β )T ( P − X β ) . Using the necessary condition for extremism,
i =1

∂Q
= 0( j = 0,1, m)
∂β j

Find

β

so

as

to

minimize

Q( β )

，

equations


T
are: X ( P − X β ) = 0 . The solution of equations is β = ( X T X ) −1 X T P .
This is the Least squares estimation of β , which is also the result of regression
= (θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2 )
analysis. 
For parameters
the estimated success probability
 
 x 
is p = f '( x ') = x ' ⋅ β = Φ ( x ) ⋅ β .

，

4

Experiment and Conclusion

This paper solve the optimal laying space by using algorithm based on PCA. Analyzing
the sample data from maritime infrared electronic countermeasures simulation

platform. With 100 testing data—100 groups of x = (θ1 , v1 ,θ 2 , v2 , l2 ) randomly
generated, get the results by both PCA algorithm and simulation. Compare two results

of each x , the match probability is 58%.
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We use MAE (the average absolute error) to assess the estimated model set up by
multiple regression analysis, MAE is defined as follows: MAE =

| p

(t )
i

− pi |

i

(t )
i

n

.

n is the amount of testing data, p is the success probability acquired from the
simulation platform, pi is the success probability calculated by the multiple
regression model.
The following table shows MAE of the multiple regression model with different
ways to make Φ , we can compare them:


Φ1 ( x )


Φ 2 ( x)

Φ


Φ 3 ( x) Φ 4 ( x)

0.2159

0.2435

0.2397

Table 2. MAE under different

MAE

0.1664


In 4 models above, model 1, model 2 is of much simpleness. Because Φ1 ( x) and

Φ 2 ( x) is combination of simple functions, it is convenient to show the impact of each



component of x on the result of confrontation, which can guide the actual combat in
revease; model 3 can be applied to cases when physical relationship is not clear, which
is more universal; model 4 has best performance in this study about maritime infrared
electronic countermeasures, which has a complicated Φ function.
∂f



'
Take Φ1 ( x ) as an example, for p = f ( x) = f1 (Φ1 ( x)) , ∂v = −0.011v1 . The Fig. 4
1

shows wind direction, wind speed, seeker distance, seeker direction and seekers
instantaneous velocity – varying success probability:

(a) by seeker direction

(b) by seeker distance

(d) by wind speed

(c)by seeker instantaneous velocity

(e) by wind direction

Fig. 5. The relationship between different parameters and success probability

As can see from figure, trends of the success probability from simulation platform is
inosculated with the result of regression model.
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A Digital Watermarking Algorithm
Based on EHD Image Feature Analysis
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Abstract. With the development of digital media technology, the problem of
digital product copyright protection is becoming more and more serious. The
second generation of watermarking technology makes outstanding contributions
to solve this problem. This article studies image edge histogram descriptor
algorithm to analyze the image feature, then uses JND model which analyses
characteristics of human perception to conduct watermarking embedding. The
experiment results show that our watermarking algorithm has strong robustness
and an acknowledgment.
Keywords: Digital
Imperceptibility.
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Introduction

With the popularity of digital products, piracy and tort become more and more rampant.
Protecting copyright of the works becomes a major problem to digital media workers.
Generally speaking, when doing the copyright protection of digital works, the media
workers should consider the quality of video at the same time, therefore, digital
watermarking technology come into being. In those watermarking algorithms, the
imperceptible robust watermark can survive in inevitable signal processing,
transmission and other processes. Just as its name implies, this kind of watermarking
should not only be robustness but also be imperceptible, however, there is tradeoff
between the two characteristics. Improving the robustness of watermark is at the
expense of deducing the imperceptibility. In order to balance this tradeoff, there should
be an optimal watermark embedding scheme with a perception threshold in practical
application [1].
Traditional digital watermarking algorithm mostly use pixels or transform
coefficients to embed watermark information, but there are some disadvantages. The
watermark can’t be embedded into a high human perceptional region. It is advisably to
take the important content feature into account. Kutter et al. [2] first put forward the
*
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concept of the second generation watermark, They used the 2-D Mexican Hat wavelet
scale interaction methods to extract image feature, and then did Voronoi division in the
center of characteristic region, at last embedded the spread spectrum watermark. As a
result the performance of watermark had been greatly improved. Since then, the second
generation watermarking schemes have mushroomed-over the past decade. The
performance of feature detector is greatly affecting the efficiency of content based
watermarking algorithm [3][4]. Harris, SIFT, Harris-Laplace and Harris-Affine feature
detector is largely applied in watermarking algorithm.
In this paper we first study MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor (EHD). Then a novel
watermarking algorithm based on EHD image feature analysis is proposed. At the end,
experiments indicate the proposed algorithm can improve the performance of content
based watermarking system.

2

EHD Image Characteristics Extraction Algorithm

MPEG-7 becomes an international standard In July 2001, which has an official name
called "Multimedia Content Description Interface". This standard is mainly used in
multimedia content description and information retrieval. As we all know, texture is
one of the most basic, easily identifiable characteristics. There are three types of
descriptors in MPEG-7 standard to describe the image texture, namely, Homogeneous
Texture, Texture Browsing and Edge Histogram, due to the rotating invariance and
translation invariance, it can extract automatically by using simple statistical methods,
so content based image characteristics extraction often uses histogram method.
Edge histogram descriptor (EHD), firstly proposed by Park D K, et al. [5], this
algorithm can help adding up edge features in five directions. Su Jung Yoon et al. [6]
proposed a retrieval algorithm which used MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor to do
feature extraction.
The steps for calculating edge histogram descriptor can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Averagely divide the original image into a non-overlapping 4 × 4 sub-image
block.
Step 2: Divide each sub image block into a series of blocks of pixels, as shown in
Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Image segmentation process (Source: ICCE 2001)
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Equation (1) and equation (2) are used to calculate the size of the block pixels, where
image_width and image_height respectively represent the width and height of the
sub image, in equation (1), the desired_num_block represents the number of blocks
for the divided sub picture, whose value is 256 in this experiment [7].
image_width image_height
desired_num_block

x

x
2

block_size

1

2

2

Step 3: According to the definition in standard MPEG-7, there are 5 kinds of edge
models, namely, horizontal (0 degree), vertical (90 degree), 45 degrees, 135 degrees
and non-direction. Each pixel block will continue to be divided into four sub-pixel
blocks, as to pixel blocks located in (i, j), we calculate the average pixel value a0 (i, j),
a1 (i, j), a2 (i, j), a3 (i, j), then calculate five kinds of the edge mode value by Table 1,
edge model is determined by the maximum value of each pixel block. If the maximum
value is less than a given threshold, the pixel block will be classified as non-direction.
f(k) in Table 1 represents the filter coefficient, the proposed filter coefficients in the
MPEG-7 are shown in Fig. 2 [8]:
Table 1. Metric value table of edge model
Edges
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Fig. 2. Filter for edge detection (Source: ICFSKD 2012)

3

EHD-Based Watermark Embedding Scheme

In order to obtain a better transparency of the watermark, we do wavelet decomposition
and JND threshold calculation of the image first. This article chooses Barni JND (Just
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Noticeable Difference) model [9] which is more consistent with the perceptibility of
HVS (human visual system). Wavelet decomposition and reasonable feature extraction
of the image make a core part of the watermark embedding model, which is used to
guide the watermark embedding.
EHD-based watermark embedding model is shown in Fig 3:
edge histogram feature (EHD) extraction

wavelet decomposition

original image

JND threshold calculation
embed

copyright image

binaryzation

watermark

Fig. 3. Embedded process of EHD-based watermark embedding scheme

(a)Original image

(b)Image edge feature (c)Embedded location

(d)Embedded image

Fig. 4. Original image and processing

Specific watermark embedding steps are as follows. First of all, do content analysis
of the original image. We obtain the edges of the image features by the edge histogram
feature extraction algorithm. Images are showed in Fig.4 (a),(b). Then, do wavelet
decomposition of the obtained image feature information to get the wavelet
coefficients, which is to embed copyright information. At last, copyright image is
preprocessed into a series of 0, 1 sequences. In fact, it is also the embedded key. Each
candidate wavelet coefficient is corresponding to a certain key to decide whether to
change the coefficient. Coefficient change means the watermark is embedded in the
detail. Our approach is to embed the watermark when the key value is one, not to embed
or else. Embedded location and embedded image are showed in Fig.4(c),(d).
The proposed watermark embedding algorithm has an overall consideration in the
image information and the human visual perception, using EHD in MPEG-7 to analyze
the image feature in order to build a suitable JND model. Extracting is an inverse
process of embedding, so we make no more introductions in this article.
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Experiments and Results

In order to verify the validiity of digital image watermarking algorithm in this artiicle,
we give the transparency an
nd robustness test as follows, and compare with traditioonal
content watermarking algo
orithm based on Barni JND Model [9]. The experim
ment
chooses MATLAB softwarre to do a series of simulation test. The original imagee is
Lena of JPEG format, size in 512 512, gray level in 8 bits, shown as Fig.5 (a). T
The
mage is the logo of Communication University of Chiina,
embedded watermarking im
whose size is 64 64, shown
n as Fig.5 (b).

(a) original image

(b)watermarking image

Fiig. 5. Images used in our experiments

4.1

Imperceptibility Ev
valuation

PSNR (Peak Signal to Noisse Ratio) test of the embedded image is the most comm
mon
and extensive evaluation forr imperceptibility of the watermark. In order to evaluate the
imperceptibility, we calculaate PSNR of the embedded image. Due to the limited sppace
of this article, we merely give
g
the experimental results of Lena and Peppers imagee in
this paper.
Peak signal-to-noise ratio
o is defined as follows:
PSNR

10lg

∑

m n I
∑
||I i, j

3

J i, j ||

Where I i, j represents thee original image, J i, j is representative of the waterm
mark
image, and "m", "n" respecctively represents the horizontal and vertical dimensionss of
image I. Experiment resultss are showed in table 2:
T
Table
2. PSNR of embedded image

proposed algorithm(dB)
Lena
Peppers

48.5671
47.8371

algorithm without
EHD(dB)
44.9053
44.4302

As the results shown in th
he above table, MPEG-7 texture feature extraction has m
made
a great contribution in adjussting JND value, which can improve the imperceptibilityy of
watermark.
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Robustness Evaluation

For robust detection of the algorithm, we present three attacks to watermarked Lena
image in this experiment, namely, noise adding, JPEG compression and rotation attack.
In order to contrast the performance, this paper adopted a watermarking algorithm
which directly use JND model in decomposition of wavelet domain and algorithm with
proposed algorithm. We make a contrast in bit error rate as follows.
The experimental results are shown as follows.

Fig. 6. Robustness versus rotation

Fig. 7. Robustness versus JPEG compression

From Fig.6, when the image meets with rotation attack, our algorithm has lower bit
error rate than the original algorithm. It turned out that in resisting geometric attacks,
the algorithm has a good reference. Shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8, there are flaws in
resisting noise and JPEG compression. However, nearly 4 dB rise in PSNR makes these
defects negligible.
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Fig. 8. Robustness versus noise adding

5

Conclusion

Copyright protection watermark has a higher requirement in robustness and invisibility.
In order to reconcile the contradiction between them, we have studied the content based
second generation watermarking algorithm, proposed a novel content based image
watermarking method that calculating EHD of MPEG-7 descriptors to adjust texture
masking, to improve the JND model of the algorithm. We achieve a better perceptual
model to adjust the watermark embedding strength. Experimental results demonstrate
the imperceptibility and the performance against rotation attack have improved.
However, the watermark performance assessment system does not have a precision
standard. For it is a binary function whose argument are robustness and
imperceptibility, there is still a further research in the future.
Acknowledgements. The work on this paper was supported by National Nature
Science Foundation of China (60902061), the National Key Technology R&D Program
(2012BAH17F01 2012BAH37F03 2012BAH02B03), the National Culture S&T
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Abstract. Visual target tracking is one of the key technologies to implement
full automatic exploration for a planetary rover and improve exploration
efficiency. A novel visual tracking system is developed based on the TrackingLearning-Detection (TLD) algorithm in combination with stereo image matching to achieve 3D tracking of a science target. Experimental results using stereo
image sequences demonstrate the excellent performance of TLD tracking and
the overall effectiveness of the 3D tracking.
Keywords: visual target tracking, planetary rover exploration, TLD.

1

Introduction

During the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) and the Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL)missions, as shown in Fig.1, it usually takes a minimum of 3 cycles(3 sols, a sol
is a Marian day,24 h 39 min 35 s) for a mars rover to approach a designated science
target and place instruments for in situ exploration[1]. In the ongoing and future planetary rover exploration missions, to command the rover to approach a science target
more efficiently, e.g., within a single command cycle, the rover should be capable of
reliably tracking the target tens of meters away, locking it while traversing the rough
terrain and avoiding obstacles. Visual target tracking, along with camera handoff, is
one of the key technologies to accomplish single cycle target approach and instrument
placement, which will significantly improve the efficiency of rover exploration.

Fig. 1. 3-cycles of Mars rover target approach and instrument placement

Severalvisual tracking methods for planetary rovers have been researched and havebeen demonstrated on the Marsokhod rover at Ames Research Center[2]and on Rocky
7 Rover at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory[3]. TheMarsokhod tracker used the sign of
the difference of Gaussian(SDOG) to match the target templates to new images. The
Rocky 7 tracker used three-dimensional information from stereo images combined
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 29–35, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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with intensity information. Affine tracker was proposed for tracking at multiple image
resolutions[4],but extensive tests showed that itwas unreliable when image changes
between frames were large and prior knowledge of the pose was not supplied[5]. The
final technology infused into MER Flight Software was Normalized Cross Correlation
(NCC) matching with template image magnification and roll compensation[6].
To reduce mission risk, the flight project operation team tends to choose existing
mature technologies rather than new approaches. Due to the limited computing resource on the rover, the tracking algorithm executed onboard was simple[6]. However, for academic research on earth, it is possible to explore more sophisticated method
to achieve better performance, which may be applicable in the future rover missions.
Tracking-Learning-Detection(TLD) methodis a novel algorithm that integrates
adaptive tracking with online learning of the object-specific detector[7]. It achieves
real-time target tracking and is resistant to occlusions and appearance changes. When
the designated target goes out of the camera view and comes backagain, TLD is able
to detect and relock the target.
In this paper, we investigate the TLD method and combine it with stereo image
matching for 3D tracking of science target on a planetary rover. Stereo image sequences are used to test the effectiveness of the combined target tracking method,
which will be helpful for target approach within one command cycle in future planetary rover missions.

2

Tracking-Learning-Detection

TLD decompose the long-term tracking task into three components: tracking, learning
and detection. Each of the three components deals with different aspect of the problem; the components are running in parallel and are combined in a synergetic manner
to suppress their drawbacks[7].
The tracking component is based on Median-Flow tracker. The target is designated
by a bounding box then flow motion between consecutive frames is estimated using
Lucas-Kanade method[8]. The tracker estimates the displacements and scales of a
number of points within the object-defined box, estimates their reliability and votes
with 50% of the most reliable displacements for the object motion using median[9].
Tracking failures are automatically detected by calculating Forward-Backward errors. First the tracker produces a trajectory by tracking the points forward, and then
the points located in the last frame are tracked back, generating abackward tracking
trajectory. If the inconsistency between the two trajectories is larger than a threshold,
the forward tracking result is considered incorrect[10].
The main purpose of the learning component is to update the object detector in runtime after initialized in the first frame. A novel learning paradigm called P-N learning,
or alternatively explained as growing and pruning, was proposed to solve the problem[11]. P-expert(growing event) discovers the object and thus increases generalization of the object detector. More positive samples are added to the online model
represented by a set of 15*15 intensity normalized patches. N-expert(pruning event)
generates negative training examples. Its goal is to discover clutter in the background
that the detector should remove from the model. The P-N learning establishes a positive-negative feedback system, which maintains the tracking system stable and reliable.
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The task of detection component is to localize patches contained in the online
model and to efficiently adjust its decision boundary by the growing and pruning
events[9]. The object detector is based on 2bit Binary Patterns(2bitBP), which measure gradient orientation in a certain area and output four possible codes. The detection
classifier has the form of a randomized forest. The forest consists of several trees.
Each tree is built from one group of features. If the patch reaches the end of the tree, it
is considered positive; otherwise if it can’t reach the end, the patch is treated as negative. Evaluation of an unknown patch by the tree is very efficient. The final decision
is obtained by the majority vote. Even though the classification result for a single tree
may not be often correct, the final decision made by the whole forest is quite reliable.
Given an image sequence and an initial bounding box of the target defined in the
first frame, the TLD procedure can be briefly described as follows.
TLD.Init()
Read the first frame;
buildGrid(): generate all possible scales and shifts of the initial bounding box
with the following parameters: scales step=1.2 and horizontal/vertical step= 10% of width/height;
getOverlappingBoxes():find the boxes that havemore than 60% overlap with
theinitial box andgenerate positive samples, others are considered
as negative samples;
classify():describe the features based on 2bitBP, and classify thesamplesusing
randomized forest.
TLD.processFrame()
for each frame
lucasTracker():track points using Lucas-Kanade method and eliminate errors;
bbPredict(): predict the bounding box based on the correctly tracked points;
tld.detection(): classify the object and background using the former trained classifier, update the classifier and detector;
tld.learning(): generate new positive and negative samples, update online model
of the object.
end
Through tracking, learning and detection, the TLD method achieves state-of-the-art
performancefor tracking the object in a long term, with the object appearance changes
and moves in and out of the camera view. It has a promising application to the visual
target tracking for a planetary rover. More details about the TLD method could be
found in[7,9-12].

3

TLD-Based Rover Tracking Framework

Due to the remarkable performance of the TLD tracking method, we apply it to the
visual target tracking system for a planetary rover. Fig. 2 shows the framework of the
3D tracking system. For a stereo pair of cameras equipped on a rover, first a target is
designated in the left camera view, and then the feature points within the target
bounding box are tracked based on TLD.
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For those points that are tracked correctly in the left image, corresponding points
on the right image are matched through NCC simultaneously.To improve the speed
and reliability of the NCC stereo matching, epipolar constraint of the stereo camera is
applied. From the corresponding images points, 3D positions of the points on the
target are calculated through space intersection. During the rover driving, according to
the position and orientation between the stereo camera and the target, camera pointing
or camera handoff may be necessary to keep the target in the camera views or transfer
the target to another stereo camera, e.g., from mast-based navigation camera to bodybased hazard avoidance camera.

Tracking
location

update
tracker

Image
sequence
(left
camera)

Learning
location

update
dectector

Dection
tracking results of the
left camera

Image
sequence
(right
camera)

Stereo
matching

3D position
computation

Rover
dirve

Camera pointing/handoff

Fig. 2. The work flow of TLD-based 3D visual tracking system for rover exploration

4

Experimental Results

4.1

Experimental Data

The 3D tracking method has been tested with a number of image sequence datasets,
two of which are reported here. Seq.1 is a 3D video captured by a Finepix Real 3D
cameraat a deserted field near Thirteen Ming Tombs.Seq.2 was taken bya stereo camera mounted on a model roverat a field test in TianMo, a small desert near Beijing,
whose terrestrial environment is similar to a planetary terrain(Fig.3).
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For each test, the stereo camera started acquiringimage sequences from 10 to15
meters away to the target(rock);the tracking procedure was performed while the cameras approached the target at the speed of several centimeters per second. The tracking procedure ended when the distance between the camera and the target is 1m, i.e.,
within the workplace of the robotic arm. Both image sequences contain the situation
that the target moves out of the camera view. For Seq.1, the stereo camera captured
the image sequences at 20frames per second with an image size of 1240*720 pixels;
for Seq.2, the rover stereo camera captured the image sequences at 2 frames per
second with an image size of 1392*1040 pixels. The whole system is implementedinMatlabbased on the open source TLD code and runs on a regular PC, with Intel
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU (3.00GHz) and 4.00GB RAM. The system achieved a real-time
performance at 20 stereo frames per second.

Fig. 3. Field test of visual tracking for target approach on a model rover

4.2

Results and Discussion

After a science target (rock) was manually defined by a bounding box on the first
frame of the image sequences respectively, the TLD method successfully trackedand
matched on all the frameswhere the target appear.If the target was out of the image,
itwas detected correctly and being tracked again when the target reappeared in the
frame.The tracking performance is listed in Table 1 and shown in Fig.5.The rectanglesin Fig.5 indicate the tracked target whose scale changes while approaching the
target. The points on the selected target are those tracked correctly from the previous
frame of the left camera image sequences and successfully matched on the frames of
the right camera.Overall, the 3D tracking is stable and reliable.
Table 1. Tracking results of the two image sequences

No. of frames
Seq.1
Seq.2

760
470

Out of camera
views
17
8

Successfully
tracked
743
462
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(a) First and last stereo frames with tracked rock in Seq.1

(b) First and last stereo frames with tracked rock in Seq.2
Fig. 4. The tracking performances on the two datasets
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Summary and Future Work

We combined the TLD method and NCC matching forvisual target tracking in planetary rover exploration. The target is tracked in the left camera image sequences and
corresponding pointsarematched in the images of the right camera to achieve 3D
tracking. Test results using 2 datasets demonstrated the excellent performance of TLD
tracking and the overall effectiveness of the 3D tracking. In the future, we will further
improve the 3D tracking method, e.g., by utilizing 3D information during TLD tracking. More tests will be performed to validate the tracking system so that the method
could be used for single cycle target approach in future planetary rover exploration.
Acknowledgements. The research conducted in this paper was supported by
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Abstract. In this paper, real-time water rendering approaches using the graphics hardware is described. The key optical and motion characteristics of water
are present. Although, the complex optical behavior and physical interactions
can be calculated absolutely accurate, the computational capacity of today’s
graphic cards is limited; the optimal compromise between realism and accuracy
can be different depending on the target platform and required result. Perlin
noise, which is one of the most commonly used approaches to simulate the
wave animation, is introduced to avoid unnecessary computations. Rendering
reflections and refractions is generally achieved by cube-maps simply. The
demo applications demonstrate some discussed approaches and can be adjusted
to various expectations.
Keywords: Water shader, HLSL, Ocean rendering, Optical effects.

1

Introduction

Water plays an important role in all terrain renderers used in modern games and visualizations to present outdoor areas. This is because it improves general image quality
in an extent bigger than any other technique and makes it more photorealistic. To
render realistic water surfaces three components need to be addressed: representation
of the water, optical behavior and wave motion, which absolutely depend on each
other. The solutions for optical behavior and wave motion simulation can be selected
depending on the water representation after taking into account the possible approaches and the desired result as well.
The first attempts of water rendering were visually not too convincing, as computational power of the CPUs was much more limited than today, and no graphics card
existed with 3D support. Since that, the evolution of GPUs introduced numerous innovations which not only boosted but also changed the rendering methods. Though,
today’s CPUs are much faster, exploitation of the parallel computation method of the
GPUs instead of using the CPU can result much more realistic real-time animations.

2

Theory Behind Water

The theory behind water is very complex and not fully understood. It will suffice to
say that there is no adequate formal model describing it so far. Survey conducted by
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 36–43, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Guillot[1] proved that nonee of the 46 models he analyzed is valid when comparedd to
reality. Existing models aree also a way too complex and computationally expensivee to
be used for real time applications, especially games. A game should not spend mosst of
its CPU or GPU processing
g time just to update and render realistic water. So a coompletely different solution haas to be found. In my opinion the theory of water for rreal
time applications can be div
vided into two categories: optics and wave.
2.1

Optical Effects of Water
W
Surfaces

A light ray going through the
t water surface gets reflected and refracted, causing sspecular, caustics and light shaafts to appear. Light shafts and caustics play an importtant
role in underwater scenes, however for an observer standing above the water surfface
they do not improve the quaality of water that much. A key to describing reflection and
refraction is the Fresnel term
m. The Fresnel equation tells us how much light is refleected and refracted when it crrosses a border between different media. Graphically iit is
depicted as follows.

Fig
g. 1. Light ray reflection and refraction

For any given angle of liight α and refraction coefficients describing both materrials
A and B, namely nA and nB, θ is the refracted angle, the Fresnel term could be defined as follows
R α

(1)

n:
If we use following notation
c
g

cos α
1

(2)
(3)
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It could then be simplified further as follow.
1

R α

(4)

However this equation is too complex to be computed on GPU per-pixel. Therefore, a
frequently used approximation is given below:
R α

R 0

1

0

1

cos

(5)

This function is very similar to the one described previously so the loss of quality is
really insignificant. R 0 is constant and therefore it should be computed only once
and then passed to the pixel shader.
2.2

Water Moving Rules

Describing ocean waves is a huge challenge. It has several different components and
their cooperation results in a very complex system. Basically there are two different
kinds of mechanical wave motion: longitudinal and transverse. The direction of oscillation relative to the wave motion distinguishes them. If the oscillation is parallel to
the wave motion it is called longitudinal wave, if the oscillation is perpendicular to
the wave motion it is called transverse wave.

Fig. 2. Two types of wave

For both kinds of waves amplitude is the maximum displacement of a wave from
the equilibrium and wavelength is the shortest length between two points of the wave
which are in the same wave-phase. The frequency shows the number of wave cycles
in a second. It is easy to calculate the speed of a wave from these data: wave speed
equals the product of frequency and wave length. Shader Technologies.
2.3

What Is Shader

Before DirectX 8.0 graphical processors were operating only a fixed processing pipeline which limited the arsenal of every kind of rendering technique. The introduced
“programmable pipeline” added a new weapon into the hand of the programmers. The
essential innovation was the two shaders: the vertex shader and the pixel shader.
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The vertex shader operates on every vertex of the virtual world while the pixel
shader does the same for every pixel. Vertex shaders are run once for each vertex
given to the graphics processor. They transform the 3D coordinates of the vertices to
the 2D coordinates of the screen. They manipulate properties such as position, color
and texture coordinate, but cannot create new vertices. Pixel shaders calculate the
color of every pixel on the screen. The input to this stage comes from the rasterizer,
which interpolates the values got from the vertex shader to be able to determine not
only the color of vertexes but all the pixels as well. Pixel shaders are typically used
for scene lighting and related effects such as bump mapping and color toning.
2.4

The Actual Pipeline

To create an image on the screen, the CPU provides the necessary information of the
objects: coordinates, color and alpha channel values, textures etc. From these data the
Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) calculates the image through complex operations.
The exact architecture may vary by manufacturers and by GPU families as well, but
the general ideas are the same. The DirectX 10 pipeline stages to produce an image
are visualized on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The graphical pipeline

Today’s hi-tech graphic cards have only three programmable stages in order to reduce the complexity of the GPUs. The vertex processing stage (Vertex shaders) and
the pixel processing stage (Pixel shaders) will be discussed here, for more details
about geometry-shaders see [2]. The two main application programming interfaces
use different terms: pixel processing stage and Pixel shader in DirectX are called
fragment processing stage and Fragment shader in OpenGL, respectively.
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High Level Shader Language

High Level Shader Language or HLSL is a programming language for GPUs developed by Microsoft for use with the Microsoft Direct3D API, so it works only on Microsoft platforms and on Xbox. Its syntax, expressions and functions are similar to the
ones in the programming language C, and with the introduction of Direct3D 10 API,
the graphic pipeline is virtually 100% programmable using only HLSL; in fact, assembly is no longer needed to generate shader code with the latest DirectX versions.
HLSL has several advantages compared to using assembly, programmers do not
need to think about hardware details, it is much easier to reuse the code, readability
has improved a lot as well, and the compiler optimizes the code[3].

3

Water Rendering Approach with Shader Technologies

3.1

Water Representation

Representing water by three-dimensional girds make various realistic water behavior
simulation possible. The main idea is simple: we determine the physical forces and
compute all their effects on the elements of the grid. Although they are easy to describe, the computations can be expensive. If the extreme computation expense is
reasonable, it can be used for rendering of small areas of water, and in this case, for
example, the Navier-Stokes[4] equations can be nicely applied.
Although 3D grids can represent only small amounts of water in real-time performance, pre-rendering calculations can be computed by them for higher realism. Rendering underwater textures, caustics formation, splashes are just some of the possible
effects which can have pre-rendering phases to get higher performance during the
real-time animations. Several paper writes about these possibilities (such as [5] and
[6]), but they are outside the scope of this paper. For our intended use, simpler water
representations are needed.
3.2

Water Simulation Approaches

(1) Coherent Noise Generation
The water waves can be analytically described, or we can use random-based techniques as water waves are similar to other random natural phenomena. Random noise
can be basis for realistic rendering. Ken Perlin published a method which gives continuous noise that is much more similar to random noises in nature than simple random
ones. Basic Perlin noise does not look very interesting in itself but by layering multiple noise functions at different frequencies and amplitudes, as shown on Fig. 4, a
more interesting fractal noise can be created.
Using Perlin noise as a core for water surfaces needs much less computational
power than other techniques. The main problem with Perlin noise is that it is not controllable accurately, only the wave amplitudes and frequencies are easily changeable.
Interaction with external objects is also hard to describe.
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Fig. 4. Layers of perlin noise with different amplitudes and frequencies(left). Sum of the Layers(right)

(2) Rendering Reflections
If the water does not need to reflect everything, it is possible to use a pre-generated
cube-map to calculate reflected colors. Cube-maps are a kind of hardware-accelerated
texture maps. Just imagine a normal cube with six images on its sides. These images
are taken as a photo from the center point of the cube, and they show what is visible
from the surrounding terrain through the points of the sides. An example is shown on
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Using cube maps

So we have a cube map and the reflecting surface of the water. We can calculate
the vector for each point of the water that points into the direction of the reflected
object. By using this 3-dimensional vector, the points of the cube-texture can be addressed from the center of the cube. This vector aims exactly one point of the cube,
which has the same color as the reflected object in the original environment. But this
calculations are much more efficient and hardware-accelerated to match the real-time
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requirements, while calculating global illuminations for every reflecting point needs
much more time. Using cube maps has one more advantage: the cube has sides which
represent the environment that is not visible by the camera, so even points behind the
camera can be reflected.
(3) Foam Generation
To get the most realistic foamy waves particle systems are the best approach. Although they can simulate every property of the foams, only for small water surfaces
can they be efficient enough. Other methods need to be taken into consideration.
The main idea for foam generation in the water surface rendering literature is the
application of pre-calculated foam-texture. The choppiness of waves is evaluated, and
on the places where it exceeds a specific level, foam-texture is blended to the final
color. In [7], they use the following formula to calculate the transparency of the foamtexture:
Foam. a

saturate

(6)

is the height at which foam dies out,
is the height at which foam appears,
and H is the current height, Foam.a means the alpha value of foam texture. This
gives information how much foam is visible. However, to really get it on the screen
you have to sample some foam texture and multiply its color you get by the value
found above. Using a photo of coastal foam works well for that.
The limitations of this technique are the texture repetition and the shortage of motion. The repeating patterns can be noticed because they are the same everywhere.
The other problem is that the foam doesn’t move on the water surface according to its
slope.

4

Ocean Shader Demo Application

Ocean water has several phenomena which are hard to simulate. There are different
types of waves:
•
•
•
•

Surging breakers roll onto steep beaches.
Plunging Breakers form tunnels if the beach slope is moderately steep.
Spilling breakers generate foam on gentle sloping beaches.
In this demo application I demonstrate the steps to create a beach with waves.

The main goals are:
• Creating waves by vertex shader which are going towards the beach.
• Applying some other compounds sinusoidal waves to distort the regular wave
shapes.
• Adjusting the wave speed, colors, daytime, reflectance etc. by user input.
• Adding some foam texture for more realistic result.
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Fig. 6. Ocean water shade screenshot

5

Conclusion

Although the demo applications show some promising result, all the used techniques
can be improved and extended to a much higher level for better realism, optimizations
can be done for faster rendering and new solutions can be introduced or also combined with the existing ones. The possibilities are endless. Breaking waves, physical
interaction, splashes and caustics can be also added to my applications, but creating
an absolutely convincing water scene is still an extremely difficult task.
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Abstract. In the application of face recognition, with the increasing number of
stored face mode in ART2 network, it will spend a lot of time to learn or identify
the future entering mode of ART2 network, and then the speed of face
recognition will become slower. The author proposed an improved ART2
algorithm based on rough classification, using the adaboost algorithm to train a
classifier to determine whether the face wearing glasses, the face mode will be
divided into two categories of people who wear glasses and do not wear glasses
by deciding a people whether to wear glasses. The experiments show that the
method can greatly improve the speed of face recognition.
Keywords: ART2 neural network, Adaboost, Classifier, Face recognition.

1

Introduction

Adaptive Resonance Theory was proposed in 1976 that is a learning mechanism of
unsupervised competitive neural network on the basis of a large number of biological
researches by S.Grossberg and A.Carpenter from the Boston University Adaptive
Systems Center [1]. The model has three different structures: ART1, ART2, ART3 [2,
3, 4]. ART2 can be done unsupervised learning of selective and real-time, it can learn
the new mode quickly, and it can rapidly respond and automatically identify to the
stored mode [5]. Currently, ART2 neural network has been widely used in the field of
pattern recognition and classification. In the literature [6], it used the ART2 neural
network to identify the dynamic data of sensor. Qian Xiaodong used ART2 neural
network for data clustering [7].
However, there are still some shortcomings and deficiencies if the original ART2
neural network used in some applications directly. For example, there are still losing
the amplitude information of data and not sensitive to the gradual process when it
applied to the clustering and classification, many literatures have been proposed the
improved algorithm to these deficiencies of the ART2 neural network [8, 9, 10].
In the application of face recognition, when the number of the stored mode of ART2
neural network is very large, a new input mode needs to be learned, this new mode is
necessary to comparatively calculate with each stored mode, this lead to the speed of
learning or recognition will be greatly affected. For the shortcomings of ART2 network,
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 44–53, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Ye Xiaoming and his partners proposed a kind of ART2 neural network based on the
memory strength, and he used it in the face recognition, it is clearly accelerating the
recognition speed of the old mode, but it is not improving the recognition speed of the new
mode [11, 12]. This paper proposed an improved method of ART2 network based on the
adaboost rough classification. Training a classifier by the algorithm of adaboost to
determine whether a person is wearing glasses, and then dividing the stored face of ART2
neural network into two categories by the classifier, it can improve the speed of learning or
recognition when to learn or identify the back of the input mode [13, 14]. In the face
recognition, it can be a good solution to the problem of face recognition speed.

2

The Principle of the Adaboost

2.1

The Selection and Calculation of Features

During the target detection processing, it’s need to analyze the candidate images, to be
determined whether it is a Be-detected target, most target detection systems are using
the characteristics of the target modeling, these features should have a certain target and
non-target distinction. When the adaboost algorithm is used for the glasses detection,
we should extract great number of simple features from the eyes of the people who
wear glasses. The detector chose the extended Haar-like features proposed by Rainer
Lienher et al [15, 16], as shown in figure. 1.
They belong to the three categories of abstract characteristics, such as edge, linear,
surround. The value of each feature is the difference between the sum of the gray value
within two the white and black rectangular regions, to calculate the features of
Haar-like quickly, such operations can be computed using a method of the integral
image, it reflects the gray change of local image. As shown in figure. 2.

Fig. 1. Feature prototypes of extended Haar-like
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Fig. 2. The value of the integral image at point (x, y) is the sum of all the pixels above and to the
left

Fig. 3. The sum of the pixels within rectangle D can be computed with four array references

The value of the integral image at point (x, y) is the sum of all the pixels above and to
the left:

ii ( x, y ) =



i ( x ', y ')

x '≤ x , y '≤ y

(1)

Where ii(x, y) is the integral image and i ( x ', y ') is the original image. Using the
following pair of recurrences:

s ( x, y ) = s ( x, y − 1) + i ( x, y )

(2)

ii ( x, y ) = ii ( x − 1, y ) + s ( x, y )

(3)

Where s(x, y) is the cumulative row sum, s(x, -1) =0, ii (-1, y) =0, the integral image of
the image beyond the boundaries of the region are zero. Therefore, the integral image
can be computed in one pass over the original image.
As shown in figure 3, the value of the integral image at location 1 is the sum of the
pixels in rectangle A. The value at location 2 is A+B, at location 3 is A+C, and at
location 4 is A+B+C+D. Therefore, the sum within D can be computed as 4+1-(2+3).
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The calculation of the characteristic value of the rectangle features only related to
the "apex" of the integral image with this rectangle feature, and has nothing to do with
this rectangle in the image of "position" and "size". Thus, for a rectangle features, the
value of the rectangle features can be done by a simple subtraction.
2.2

Adaboost Algorithm

The basic idea of adaboost algorithm is to use a large number of weak classifiers
through a certain method superimposed, constitute a strong classifier. Theoretical
proof, when the number of weak classifiers tends to infinity, the error rate of the strong
classifier will tend to zero. In the detection of the glasses, a large number of
one-dimensional simple features extracted from samples of wearing glasses, these
simple features have a certain discriminative between wearing glasses and non-wearing
glasses, eventually, the system will combine thousands of one-dimensional weak
classifiers into a cascade classifier to detect the glasses. The algorithm is described as
follows:
(1) Given a series of training samples(x1, y1), (x2, y2),…,(xn, yn), wherein, yi = 0
indicate the negative samples(face without glasses); yi = 1 indicate the positive
samples(face with glasses); n represents the total number of training samples.
(2) Initialize the weights ω1,i =D(i), for the negative samples, D(i)=1/2m; For the
positive samples, D(i)=1/2l.
(3) For t=1,2,…,T.
1) Normalized the weights qt ,i =

ωt ,i



n
j =1

ωt , j

2) Training a weak classifier h(x, f, p, q) for each feature f, then the simple classifier
for the j-th feature is

1 p j f j ( x) < p jθ j
h j ( x) = 
otherwise
0
The classifier is determined by the threshold

θj

and a bias pj, the bias pj decided

the direction of inequality, only two situations ± 1.
3) Computing the error rate of the weights which corresponding to all the
characteristics of weak classifier

ε f = qi h( xi , f , p, θ ) − yi
4) Select the best weak classifier ht(x), make it have a minimum error rate.
5) According to the best weak classifier to adjust the weights:

ωt +1,i =ω t ,i β t1−e

i

,
wherein, ei=0 represents the correct classification, ei=1 represents the wrong
classification.

βt =

εt
1− εt .
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(4) The finally strong classifier is:


1
h( x) = 
0



T
t =1

α t ht ( x) ≥

1 T
1
 αt
2 t =1 , α t = log
βt
otherwise

Combined each strong classifier to form a cascade classifier, it should follow the "first
re-light" of the cascade classifier, relatively simple structure constituted by the more
important features of the strong classifier is placed in front, this can exclude a large area
of non-glasses first, and greatly improved the detection rate.

3

ART2 Neural Network

3.1

The Basic Principles of Traditional ART2

ART2 neural network that based on adaptive resonance theory using competitive
learning and the principle of self-steady mechanism to achieve a stable classification,
ART2 neural network comes by the improvements of ART1 neural network, it can be
used to handle analog signal. The structure of ART2 neural network is similar to ART1
neural network, it also constitute by comparison layer F1, discriminating layer F2,
reforming module and the gain control module, the main difference with ART1
network is the comparison layer.
As shown in figure 4, the comparison layer of ART2 neural network is much more
complex than the ART1 neural network. The comparison layer of ART2 network
contains six sub-layers as w, x, v, u, p and q, as well as three gain modules G1, G2, G3.
All of the sub-layers and the r layer of orientation sub-system contain the same number
of neurons. The connection mode between all the sub-layers at F1 is the one-to-one
coupling between the corresponding neurons.
The comparison layer is very important part of ART2 network, the pre-process of
the external signal is completed in the comparison layer. Because of the ART2 network
can handle analog data, and therefore the data preprocessing is more complicated, the
structure of the whole comparison layer is also more complicated. The three gain
control module G1, G2, G3, respectively inhibition of x, u, q layer, inhibitory signals is
equal to the modulus of the input vector, so that the value of these three layers can be
normalized.
The entire comparison layer to achieve the following functions: (1) processing the
real number of data that arbitrarily closed to each other; (2) enhancing the important part
of mode by the normalized; (3) suppressing the noise through nonlinear signal function;
(4) resetting the system by the comparison of the top-down and bottom-up signals.
F2 is a competing network; it used the competition mechanism of living alone, only
the neurons that the dot product of the input vector and the connection weights is the
largest will produce output.
The orientation sub-system includes sub-layer r and restructuring module ρ. R layer
receives the input signal from the two sub-layers u and p at the comparison layer F1, and
comparing these two signals. The signal of u representative of the external input mode,
the signal of p is the storage mode that returned from the F2.
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Assuming that i represent the input vector, ii is i-th component of the input vector. a,
b, c, d, e are constants, w, x, v, u, p and q are the six sub-layers of comparative layer, N
is the number of neuron in each sub-layer of F1 layer, that it is the number of input
dimensions, Mi is the maximum of the F2 layer neurons, zij is the connection weight of
F2 layer to the p-layer, z’ji is the connection weight of the p-layer to F2 layer, wherein i =
1,2, ..., N, j = 1,2, ..., Mi, ρ is the alert threshold.
Initializing the parameters before running ART2 network, the initialization
conditions of each parameter are as follows:

，

a b>0
0≤d≤1 generally choose d=0.9
cd/(1-d) ≤1 generally choose c=0.1
0<ϑ<1/ sqrt (N)
0<ρ≤1
e<<1
The connection weight of the F2 layer to the p-layer zij(0) = 0
The connection weight of the p-layer to the F2 layer z’ji≤1/((1-d)*sqrt(N))
The calculation steps of ART2 neural network are as follows:
1) Set up a counter, and set the initial value of 1, the output of all the neurons are
setting to 0.
2) Inputting the vector i to the w-layer, the output of w-layer: wi = ii + aui .

（

）

（

）

3) Transferring the signal to the x-layer, the output of x-layer:

xi = wi w .

4) Transferring the signal to the v-layer, the output of v-layer:
vi = f ( xi ) + bf (qi ) , at this time because q=0, so the second bf(qi)=0,
wherein,

x x ≥ ϑ
f ( x) = 
.
0 x < ϑ

5) Transferring the signal to the u-layer, the output of u-layer:

ui = vi v .

6) Transferring the signal to the p-layer, the output of p-layer:

pi = ui + dziJ , J

is the winner neuron of F2 layer. If the F2 layer is not activated, then pi=ui.
7) Transferring the signal to the q-layer, the output of q-layer:
8) Calculating the output of r-layer,
9) If

qi = pi

p .

ri = (ui + cpi ) ( u + c p ) .

r < ρ , then sending the reforming signal to the F2 layer, the F2 layer

neurons of currently activated should be excluded, the counter is setting to 1,
return to the step 2). If

r > ρ and the value of the counter is 1, then the

counter is incremented by 1 and running the step 11). If

r > ρ and the

value of the counter is greater than 1, then running the step 13). Now, the
network has reached resonance.
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10) Inputting the output
of the p-layer to the F2 layer, calculating the output of F2
N
layer: Tj =
p
z ' ji . The excluded neurons will not participate in the
i =1 i
competition, only the winning neuron has a non-zero output.
11) Repeat step 6) to step 9).
12) Modify the weight of the p-layer to the F2 layer that the neuron is winning in
the F2 layer, z ' Ji = ui (1 − d ) . Modify the weight of the F2 layer to the
p-layer that the neuron is winning in the F2 layer, ziJ = ui (1 − d ) .
13) Rescinding the input vector, and remember all the unoccupied neurons of the
F2 layer. Back to step 2), then start to learn a new input vector.



The main advantages of ART2 network are as follows:
a) It can complete the real-time learning, and can be adapted to non-stationary
environment.
b) Having stable ability to quickly identify to the learning objects.
c) Having a self-normalized capacity, according to the proportion of the certain
features in plenary, sometimes as a key feature, and sometimes as noise
processing.
d) No sample results are known in advance, it can be unsupervised learning.
e) The capacity is not limited to the number of input channels, the storage objects
does not require to be orthogonal.
f) The system can completely avoid falling into the problem of local minima.
3.2

The Improvement of ART2 Neural Network

With the increase in the number of learning, the number of ART2 neural network
storage mode has increasing, it is necessary to spend a lot of time to calculate between
the new input mode and the stored patterns, thereby it increases the time of the study or
identification of the new input mode.
The author proposed a method of rough classification for the storage mode of ART2
neural network, avoiding the learning or recognition speed of the input mode due to the
large number of modes has been stored. For the ART2 network in the application of
face recognition, training a classifier by the algorithm of adaboost to determine whether
a person is wearing glasses, then dividing the stored face of ART2 neural network into
two categories by the classifier. Placing the classifier below the comparison layer F1, it
can make each of the face data that inputting to ART2 neural network deciding by the
glasses classifier, and marking the face mode whether the face is wearing glasses, then
the face data can be inputted into ART2 network to learning or identification.
In the last chapter, adding the glasses classifier before the step 2) of ART2 network,
it can be determined whether the input vectors wear glasses by the glasses classifier,
setting V=1 if it wears glasses, otherwise V=0. Therefore, the inputting face patterns of
ART2 network can be divided into two categories, it can be represented as class H
which wear glasses and class Z which do not wear glasses, the weights of class H are
expressed using hij and h’ji, the weights of class Z are expressed using zij and z’ji, M1
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Fig. 4. Typical ART2 architecture

represents the maximum number of neurons in the F2 layer of class H, M0 represents
the maximum number of neurons in the F2 layer of class Z. The following steps of the
algorithm are similar to the steps of the traditional ART2 network in the last chapter.

4

Experiment

4.1

Training Classifier by Adaboost

Using the adaboost algorithm to train a classifier, it can distinguish the face whether to
wear glasses. The training required for the number of positive samples is 300, the
number of negative samples is 3000, and normalized the samples to the size of 60*20,
as shown in figure 5.
Using the adaboost algorithm to train the above samples, the training required
parameter is set to: the minimum hit rate of each stage classification is 0.995; the
maximum error rate of alarm is 0.5. Finally, we can get a file of “glasses.xml”, the
XML file is the glasses classifier.
4.2

Face Recognition

The experiments selected 25 face samples who wear glasses and 25 face samples who
don’t wear glasses, unified graying and scaling processing to each samples, ultimately,
it formed a standard face sample of 100 * 100 pixels, finally, taking these samples
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respectively through the traditional ART2 neural network and the improved ART2
network for Learning and recognition, then respectively calculate the CPU time of the
learning and recognition in both cases. Repeat the above 50 face samples to consist of
100 samples, then through learning and recognition by the traditional ART2 neural
network and the improved ART2 network, and calculate the CPU time of learning and
recognition.

(a) Positive Samples

(b) Negative Samples

Fig. 5. Part of the training samples (60*20)
Table 1. The time of the two methods (Unit: s)
The number of samples

Traditional ART2 network

Improved ART2 network

50

1.796

0.937

100

3.312

1.843

Seen from the table 1, when the number of samples is 50, the improved ART2
network in the learning and recognition of the time-consuming is faster than the
traditional ART2 network about 0.859s. When the number of samples is 100, it is faster
than the traditional ART2 network about 1.469s. Clearly, when the number of samples
is increasing, the improved ART2 network will be much faster than the traditional
ART2 network, and the recognition rate of the two methods are the same.

5

Conclusion

To improve the ART2 network by the method of the adaboost rough classification,
making the ART2 network can be better used in face recognition. The experimental
results indicate that this method is more clearly with the traditional ART2 network and
significantly increased the speed of face recognition when the number of stored mode
in ART2 is very large.
The premise of this method is to have a high accuracy of the glasses detection
classifier, this level of the accuracy is determined by the number of positive and
negative samples required by adaboost. The number of the positive samples in this
experiment is only 300; the size of the negative samples is 3000, so it should collect
more positive samples to improve the accuracy of the glasses detection classifier.
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Abstract. The performance of motion estimation is of great importance
for H.264 advanced video coding. It is estimated that motion estimation
consumes about 70% of the encoding time. Lots of motion estimation
algorithms are proposed to improve the encoding speed. Unlike the assumption of most motion estimation algorithms, the horizontal motion
vectors are much larger than the vertical in most cases. With the unsymmetrical characteristic, this paper presents a new diamond search
based motion estimation algorithm to improve the eﬃciency. The unsymmetrical diamond search shorten the vertical step to lower down the
computation complexity. The search points of the big template and the
small template are reduced to 5 and 3 respectively. The simulation results show that, the unsymmetrical diamond search can achieve much
more signiﬁcant speedup ratio than other motion estimation algorithms
with relatively high probability.
Keywords: motion estimation, H.264, diamond search, block matching.

1

Introduction

H.264/MPEG4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) is one of the most popular international standards for video coding, which is developed by the joint
video team of the Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) of the International
Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) of International Organization
for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) [1-3].
This standard is designed for a broad application range that covers video conferencing, network streaming video, digital storage media, digital communication,
television broadcasting, et al.
Compared with previous standards, H.264 can provide better video quality
at substantially half or less of bitrates. The decrease in bitrates requires more
accurate motion estimation, such that the computation complexity increases. It
is estimated that motion estimation constitutes roughly 70% of the encoding
time for an H.264 encoder. Thus, it is important and necessary to reduce the
computation complexity of motion estimation.
In this paper, we propose an unsymmetrical diamond search (UDS) algorithm
for motion estimation. The objective of the algorithm is to achieve faster motion
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 54–65, 2013.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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estimation with good quality. UDS uses unsymmetrical diamond search patterns
which are derived from diamond search patterns. With unsymmetrical diamond
search patterns, search points can be greatly reduced. The main contributions of
this paper are: (1) incorporate unsymmetricity into diamond search to improve
the performance; (2) reduce the computation complexity to speed up motion
estimation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
principle of motion estimation for video coding. Block distortion measure and
fast search algorithms are presented in details. Section 3 introduces the classic
diamond search algorithm and its variants, while the unsymmetrical diamond
search algorithm is discussed in section 4. Therefore, we compare the performance of UDS with the existing mainstream algorithms in section 5, which is
followed by some concluding remarks in section 6. Finally, some acknowledgements are listed in section 7.

2

Motion Estimation

In the H.264/AVC standard, motion estimation is based on block matching algorithms (BMA). BMA divides a frame into small macroblocks, of which the
partition sizes may be 4 × 4, 4 × 8, 8 × 8, 8 × 4, 8 × 16, 16 × 8 or 16 × 16. To
do motion estimation for a macroblock of the current frame, BMA searches the
minimum block distortion measure (BDM) macroblock in the search window of
the reference frame. Therefore, the minimum BDM reference macroblock is used
to predict the current macroblock, and the displacement of the two macroblocks
is motion vector (MV). After motion estimation, the residual macroblock, the
diﬀerence of the two macroblocks, contains far less information. It is obvious that
more accurate motion estimation will produce less residual and lower bitrates.
Motion estimation mainly composes of BDM and BMA.
2.1

Block Distortion Measure

In theory, mean square error (MSE) has been the most widely used BDM to
describe the similarity for low computational complexity. MSE is based on Gauss
probability distribution assumption. However, MSE is not the best criterion for
motion estimation because the images of the video do not obey Gauss probability
distribution assumption in most of cases. For simplicity, MSE is employed for
motion estimation approximately. In mathematics, ∀(Δx, Δy) ∈ SR, MSE can
be represented by
M SE = min

M−1 N −1
2
1  
f (x, y) − r(x + Δx, y + Δy) ,
M N x=0 y=0

(1)

where f is the current frame, r is the reference frame, x and y are the co-ordinates
of a frame, M and N are the width and the height of a frame respectively, SR
is the search range, and (Δx, Δy) is the motion vector (MV).
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However, to remove division and square in the BDM, H.264 uses sum of absolute diﬀerences (SAD) instead of MSE. SAD is represented by
SAD = min




f (x, y) − r(x + Δx, y + Δy)

M−1
−1 
 N

∀(Δx, Δy) ∈ SR.

(2)

x=0 y=0

2.2

Fast Search Algorithm

BMA is an important part for motion estimation. Regardless of computation
complexity, exhaustive search (ES) or full search (FS) is considered to be the
best BMA. ES searches every point in the search window, and is sure to ﬁnd the
minimum BDM macroblock. However, the computation complexity is too high
to allow realtime implementations. Huang, et al. [4] estimated the computation
of ES. Realtime motion estimation for a CIF (352 × 288) 30 fps video with
search range [−16, 15] requires 9.3 giga-operations per second (GOPS) while 127
GOPS is required for a D1 (704 × 576) 30 fps video with search range [−32, 31].
Therefore, many faster BMAs have been proposed to improve the performance
of motion estimation. As opposed to ES, these BMAs are called Fast Search
Algorithms (FSA).
Sequentially, three step search (TSS) [5], cross search (CS) [6], new three
step search (NTSS) [7], four step search (FSS) [8], diamond search (DS) [9],
hexagon-based search (HEXBS) [10], cross-diamond search (CDS) [11], hybrid
unsymmetrical-cross multi-hexagon-grid Search (UMHexagonS) [12], directional
diamond search (DDS) [13], prediction-based directional asymmetric search (PBDAS) [14], directional gradient descent search (DGDS) [15], et al. have been
proposed in the past years. Among these FSAs, DS is one of the most excellent
for the balance between speed and accuracy. In the next section, we will give a
brief introduction about DS and its variants.

3

Traditional Diamond Search

As illustrated in Fig.1, DS uses two types of search patterns: large diamond
search pattern (LDSP) and small diamond search pattern (SDSP). DS repeatedly
use LDSP to search the minimum BDM in the nine points until the minimum
BDM point is at the center of LDSP. Then SDSP is used to ﬁnd the more
accurate position. The details of DS are summarized as follows.
Step 1. The initial LDSP is centered at the origin of the search window.
Compare the SADs of the nine points of LDSP. If the point with minimum
BDM is at the center of LDSP, go to Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2. The previous minimum BDM point is considered as the center of
new LDSP. When out of search range, go to Step 3. Compute the SADs. If the
minimum BDM point is at the center, go to Step 3. Otherwise, repeat Step 2.
Step 3. Replace LDSP with SDSP. Locate the center of SDSP at the minimum
BDM point in the previous search. Compute the SADs of the ﬁve points of SDSP.
The minimum BDM point is the ﬁnal solution.
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SDSP
Fig. 1. LDSP and SDSP used by DS

A variant of DS is cross-diamond search (CDS) algorithm. As illustrated in
Fig.2, CDS combines DS with CS. Firstly, it searches the minimum BDM point
with CSP. When the minimum BDM point is at the center of CSP, search terminates. Otherwise, start half-diamond search by repositioning the center of LDSP
at the previous minimum BDM point. If the new minimum BDM point is at the
center of LDSP, stop the current search. Otherwise, begin diamond search till
termination.

CSP

LDSP

SDSP

Fig. 2. Search patterns used by CDS

Another variant of DS is directional diamond search (DDS) algorithm. As
illustrated in Fig.3, DDS uses a horizontal diamond search pattern (HDSP) and a
vertical diamond search pattern (VDSP). Each pattern have ﬁve checking points,
an origin and four vertices. The two points near the origin are called near points
(NPT) while the other two points are called far points (FPT). Similarly with
DS, DDS uses HDSP at the beginning of the search. If the minimum BDM point
is at the center of HDSP, search with VSDSP and stop the search. Otherwise, if
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HDSP

HSDSP

VDSP

VSDSP

Fig. 3. Search patterns used by DDS

the minimum BDM point is an FPT, continue search with HDSP. additionally,
if the minimum BDM point is an NPT, change the current search pattern to the
other search pattern. Repeat the above steps till termination.
Other DS variants are also very excellent, but are omitted here due to the
limitation of paper length. The above three algorithms are typical DS algorithm
or its variants. To investigate the following algorithm, the three algorithms are
picked as the reference.

4

Unsymmetrical Diamond Search

The search patterns of many FSAs are symmetrical. That is, they search the
minimum BDM point both in horizontal and vertical with the same scale. However, in most of cases, the horizontal motion vector (MV) is much larger than
the vertical. Thus, the horizontal motion and the vertical motion are said to
be unsymmetrical. With the unsymmetrical characteristic, the horizontal search
should be much rougher than the vertical search to speed up the motion estimation. In the above section, DS and CDS search in horizontal and vertical
symmetrically. Hence, there is something to be improved. Additionally, DDS uses
two unsymmetrical patterns, and switches the current pattern to the other when
the minimum BDM point is an NPT. However, there are two evidences to prove
that the VDSP of DDS is not reasonable. Firstly, as discussed above, the vertical
motion is often very slightly despite of some irregular cases. Secondly, all FSAs
is based on the assumption that MVs are always monotonically distributed in
the adjacent area of the search window center. Therefore, the minimum BDM
point is much more likely to be an NPT than an FPT. In this case, the HDSP
should be used but the VDSP.
To avoid these problems, we propose a new DS variant, unsymmetrical diamond search (UDS). As shown in Fig.4, UDS uses two search patterns: large
diamond search pattern (LDSP) and small diamond search pattern (SDSP). Unlike DS, the LDSP is the same as the HDSP of DDS. There are ﬁve points in
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the LDSP: the center point (CPT), the up point (UPT), the down point (DPT),
the left point (LPT) and the right point (RPT). The search scale of LDSP is 2
pixels in horizontal while 1 pixel in vertical. The SDSP have 3 points in horizontal with search scale of 1 pixel. Moreover, UDS refers to another four search
patterns, which are illustrated by Fig.5. There are four half diamond search pattern (HDSP): up half diamond search pattern (UHDSP), down half diamond
search pattern (DHDSP), left half diamond search pattern (LHDSP), right half
diamond search pattern (RHDSP). For the four HDSPs, the centers of the diamonds formed by the dashed lines are the CPTs.

LDSP

SDSP

Fig. 4. Large and small search patterns used by UDS

UDS diﬀers from DS in: (1) the search scales in vertical and horizontal are certain in the current search. (2) four HDSPs are employed to reduce computation.
The procedure of UDS can be summarized as below.

UHDSP and DHDSP

LHDSP and RHDSP

Fig. 5. Half diamond search patterns used by UDS

Step 1: The initial LDSP is placed at the center of the search window. Compare the SAD of CPT with other four points. If CPT is the minimum BDM
point , stop the current search. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
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Step 2: If the minimum BDM point is UPT in Step 1, switch search pattern
to UHDSP. If DPT, switch search pattern to DHDSP. If LPT, switch search
pattern to LHDSP, while if RPT, switch search pattern to RHDSP. Reposition
the CPT of the chosen HDSP at the previous minimum BDM point. Compute
the SADs of the four points. Go to Step 3 when out of search range or the
minimum BDM point is CPT. Otherwise, repeat this step till termination.
Step 3: Switch LDSP or HDSP to SDSP. Compute the SADs of the three
points. The position of the minimum BDM point is the ﬁnal solution.
With the procedure above, UDS only checks ﬁve points at the start. After
that, it repeatedly search with HDSPs. There are only three points to be computed because the other two points have been computed in the former step.
Consequently, 40% of computation in Step 2 is saved. Finally, UDS only checks
three points while DS checks ﬁve points. Fig.6 presents three examples of UDS.

5

Simulation Results

In this section, UDS is implemented by using the GNU Pascal language on a
Pentium E 2160 1.8GHz personal computer running Ubuntu 10.04 operating
system with Linux 2.6.32-44-generic kernel. The capacity of the RAM is 2GB,
and the compiler is GPC 20070904. Several mainstream FSAs, TSS, HEXBS, DS,
CDS and DDS, are implemented to investigate the performance of UDS. Here,
search eﬃciency is deﬁned to describe the performance of these FSAs. Search
eﬃcency is the comprehensive speciﬁcation of searching speed and accuracy for
macroblock matching. As the H.264/AVC standard suggests, SAD is considered
to be the BDM.
In addition, three video sequences, flower (CIF, 250 frames), foreman (CIF,
300 frames) and football (CIF, 260 frames), are employed for simulations. flower
is a horizontal-motion sequence, foreman is a vertical-motion sequence while
football is a large-motion sequence mixed with horizontal and vertical motions.
To study the search eﬃciency, UDS is compared to the other FSAs in four
aspects: (1)the average minimum SADs (MSAD) per pixel; (2) the average number of search points (NSP) per macroblock; (3) average distance from the true
motion vectors per macroblock; (4) average probability of ﬁnding the true motion vectors per macroblock. The MVs searched by ES are regarded as the true
MVs.
Moreover, the macroblock size is 16 × 16, the search range is [−7, +7], and
the reference frame is the last one of the current frame. The seven algorithms
are simulated using the luminance of the three standard video sequences. Table
1-3 present the simulation results for flower, foreman and football respectively.
In Table 1, with the speedup ratio up to 20.531, UDS can also reach the high
probability of 99.23%. As compared to DS, UDS saves about 6.77 search points
per macroblock. When compared to CDS and DDS, UDS saves about 3.57 and
1.40 search points respectively. For sequence flower, UDS is 68.08% faster than
DS, 35.88% faster than CDS, and 14.05% faster than DDS. The MVs in sequence
flower are mainly horizontal. Unlike other FSAs, UDS can greatly reduce several
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Fig. 6. Examples of UDS: each candidate point is marked with the corresponding step
number. In each step, there is only one minimum BDM point. (a) A search path of two
steps for UDS with MV (+1, 0). (b) A search path of three steps with MV (-2, 0). (c)
A search path of eight steps for UDS with MV (-7, 3).
Table 1. Search eﬃciency comparisons (video sequence: flower )
FSA

MSAD

NSP

Speedup

Distance

Probability

ES
TSS
HEXBS
DS
CDS
DDS
UDS

8.907
8.930
11.699
8.912
8.917
10.535
8.913

204.148
23.347
10.314
16.713
13.512
11.341
9.943

1.000
8.744
19.793
12.215
15.109
18.001
20.531

0.000
0.641
0.344
0.021
0.033
0.255
0.026

100.00%
74.48%
72.22%
99.41%
98.73%
75.72%
99.23%
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Table 2. Search eﬃciency comparisons (video sequence: foreman)
FSA

MSAD

NSP

Speedup

Distance

Probability

ES
TSS
HEXBS
DS
CDS
DDS
UDS

7.360
7.423
7.927
7.476
7.703
7.567
7.568

204.035
23.280
10.331
14.844
12.721
8.929
8.475

1.000
8.764
19.749
13.745
16.039
22.850
24.075

0.000
0.583
0.756
0.352
0.540
0.465
0.450

100.00%
88.95%
82.21%
95.05%
88.65%
88.08%
90.89%

search points in vertical direction. In this case, DDS may incorrectly use VDSP
instead of HDSP. Therefore, the probability is very low and the MSAD value is
very large.
In Table 2, UDS reaches the speedup ratio of 24.075 with the high probability
of 90.89%. As compared to DS, CDS and DDS, UDS saves about 6.37, 4.25
and 0.45 search points respectively. For sequence foreman, UDS is 75.15% faster
than DS, 50.10% faster than CDS, and 5.36% faster than DDS. The MVs in
this sequence are mainly vertical. Thus, There is a reduction in probability for
UDS. When searching vertical MVs, DDS achieves relatively high probability
for the use of VDSP. Because of symmetrical characteristics, other FSAs are not
sensitive to the directions of motions.
Table 3. Search eﬃciency comparisons (video sequence: football )
FSA

MSAD

NSP

Speedup

Distance

Probability

ES
TSS
HEXBS
DS
CDS
DDS
UDS

15.069
15.453
16.288
15.555
15.970
15.679
15.836

204.122
23.407
11.086
18.933
12.797
11.595
10.048

1.000
8.720
18.413
10.781
15.950
17.604
20.315

0.000
2.207
2.256
1.439
1.877
1.691
1.837

100.00%
67.63%
55.81%
80.18%
64.81%
67.62%
68.43%

In Table 3, UDS reaches the speedup ratio of 20.315, and the probability is
the second highest one, regardless of ES. As compared to DS, CDS and DDS,
UDS saves about 8.89, 2.75 and 1.55 search points respectively. For sequence
football, UDS is 88.43% faster than DS, 27.36% faster than CDS, and 15.39%
faster than DDS. The motions in sequence football is very complex, which test
the comprehensive performance of these FSAs. Additionally, Fig.7-8 present the
average NSPs and the average probability per macroblock for each frame of
sequence football.
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Fig. 7. Average NSP per macroblock in each frame of sequence football
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Fig. 8. Probability for ﬁnding the true MVs in each frame of sequence football
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With the simulation results, UDS is much faster than other FSAs with relatively high probability. As well, TSS and HEXBS are widely used for ME.
However, TSS has low speed and low probability for the wide search range. The
speed of HEXBS is fast enough while the probability is very low. The MSAD
value of HEXBS is also much larger than other FSAs. Thus, the comprehensive
performance of TSS and HEXBS is not as good as other FSAs.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents an unsymmetrical diamond search algorithm for H.264/AVC
motion estimation. It incorporates unsymmetricity into traditional diamond
search, and shortens the search step in vertical directions. Therefore, several
search points can be eﬃciently reduced to speedup the process of motion estimation. Half diamond search patterns are also employed to search no overlapping
points. The simulation results show that UDS reaches great speedup ratio with
relatively high enough probability in various cases.
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A New Fusion Method of Palmprint and Palmvein
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Abstract. This paper introduces a new method for fusing palmprint and
palmvein. The focus of image fusion is placed on the application of
neurodynamics of vision models, and the characteristics of the bimodal cells of
rattlesnakes are researched. An image acquisition device which can collect
palmprint and palmvein images in the same position and at the same time is
deviced, and a small palmprint and palmvein database is built by this device.
Some experiments have been done to evaluate this fusion method on the
palmprint and palmvein database.
Keywords: biometrics, palmprint, palmvein, receptive field, multimodal.

1

Introduction

Fusion is a promising approach that miny increase the accuracy of systems[1]. Fusion
of palmprint and palmvein has been observed at score level or at representation level.
This article describes a methodology to provide a fused method of palmprint and
palmvein at representation level.
Recognizing that color vision evolved in animals for survival purposes, we describe
in the following section a methodology, based on biological opponent-color vision, to
fuse registered palmprint and palvein in real time. An apparatus which can collect
palmprint and palmvein at the same time and same place is devised. Based on this
apparatus, a small palmprint and palvein database is built and some experiments are
done to compare our method with traditional image fusion method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 descibes the fusion
architecture of palmprint and palmvein.
Section 3 presents some experiments and in Section 4 we end with some conclusions.

2

Fusion Architecture of Palmprint and Palmvein

The basis of our computational approach for image fusion of palmprint and palvein
derives from biological models of color vision and visible/infrared fusion. In the case of
color vision in monkeys and man, retinal cone sensitivities are broad and overlapping,
but the images are quickly contrast enhanced within bands by spatial opponent
processing via cone-horizontal-bipolar cell interactions creating both ON and OFF
center-surround response channels [2]. Fig.1 shows ON and OFF center-surround
response.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 66–71, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Fig. 1. ON and OFF center-surround response

Fusion of visible and thermal infrared imagery has been observed in several classes
of neurons in the optic tectum of rattlesnakes, as described by E.A. Newman and P.H.
Hartline [3][4]. These neurons display interactions in which one sensing modality (e.g.,
infrared) can enhance or depress the response to the other sensing modality (e.g.,
visible) in a strongly nonlinear fashion. These tectum cell responses relate to the
attentional focus of the snake, as observed by its striking behavior.A.M. Waxman
etc.[5] combined the visible image and thermal infrared image by using principales of
biological opponent-color vision.
In this paper, we use the concept of ON and OFF center-surround response to fuse
palmprint and palvein. The neurodynamics of the center-surround receptive fields is
described at pixel (i,j) by the following equations.
dxij+

= −α 1 xij+ + (U 1 − xij+ )C1 − ( xij+ + L1 ) S1

dt

dxij−
dt

= −α1 xij− + (U 1 − xij− ) S1 − ( xij− + L1 )C1

C1 =

C

I

pq i + p , j + q

( p ,q )

S1 =

S

I

pq i + p , j + q

( p ,q )

1
C pq = A1 (2πσ c2 ) −1 exp(− (( p 2 + q 2 ) / σ c2 ))
2

1
S pq = A2 (2πσ s2 ) −1 exp( − (( p 2 + q 2 ) / σ s2 ))
2
where I is the input image that excites the single pixel center of the receptive field, C
is the input impulse and S is is the input image that inhibits the Gaussian surround of
the receptive field.
ON and OFF center-surround response can be achived by the equation:

U C
1

+
ij

x =

( p ,q )

α1 +

I

pq i + p , j + q

 (C

( p ,q )

pq

− L1 S pq I i + p , j + q

+ S pq ) I i + p , j + q

U S
1

xij− =

( p ,q )

α1 +

I

pq i + p , j + q

 (C

( p ,q )

pq

− L1C pq I i + p , j +q

+ S pq ) I i + p , j + q
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X ij+ = [ xij+ − xij− ]+
=

[(U 1 + L1 )(  C pq − S pq ) I i + p , j + q ]
( p ,q )

α1 +

 (C

pq

( p ,q )

3

+ S pq ) I i + p , j + q

+

X ij− = [ xij− − xij+ ]+
=

[(U 1 + L1 )(  S pq − C pq ) I i + p , j + q ]+
( p ,q )

α1 +

 (C

pq

+ S pq ) I i + p , j + q

( p ,q )

Experiments

An apparatus which can collect palmprint and palmvein at the same time and same
place is devised. Based on this apparatus, a small palmprint and palvein database is
built. The architecture of the apparatus and the palmprint and palvein sample images
are showed in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. The architecture of our apparatus and the palmprint and palvein sample images

With the help of ON and OFF center-surround response, the singleenhanced palmprint, single-enhanced palvein, palmprint which is enhanced by
palmvein, palmvein which is enhanced by palmprint, palmprint which is restrained by
palmvein, palmvein which is restrained by palmprint, and opponent-color image
created by A.M. Waxman’s method [5] are showed in Fig. 3.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(h)
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(c)

(f)

(i)

Fig. 3. (a) is the original palmvein, (b) is the original palmprint, (c) is the single-enhanced
palmprint, (d) is the palmprint which is enhanced by palmvein, (e) is the palmprint which is
restrained by palmvein, (f) is the single-enhanced palmvein, (g) is the palmvein which is
enhanced by palmprint, (h) is the palmvein which is restrained by palmprint, (i) is the
opponent-color image.

In order to compare with the conventional fusion approaches, entropy and mutal
information in information theroy are introduced.
L −1

H = − Pi log Pi
i=0

where H is the entropy of the image and L is the maximum grey level.
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Mutal information is defined as follows:
L −1

H ( A) = − Pi (a ) log Pi (a )
i =0

L −1

H ( B ) = − Pi (b) log Pi (b)
i =0

L −1

H ( A, B ) = − Pi (a, b) log Pi (a, b)
i =0

MI ( A, B ) = H ( A) + H ( B ) − H ( A, B )

We compare our method with the conventional image fusion method by Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT). In the method of DWT image fusion, palmprint and
palmvein are decomposed to each level respectively, and they are fused at each level by
the simple score rule. The fused image is created by DWT reconstruct.
In our experiment, the original image is decomposed to 3 levels. In the stage of
DWT fusion, the score rule of palmprint is chosen as 0.6 and that of palmvein is chosen
as 0.4.
A small palmprint and palmvein database is built with the help of the above
apparatus. The database contains 400 grayscale palmprint and palmvein which are
collected from 40 individuals and 10 different images of each individual. A set of
experiment is done in the database, the results are show as in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison with DWT

Fusion methods
Parameters
Entropy
Mutal information with the original
palmprint
Mutal information with the original
palmvein

Palmvein
enhanced by
palmprint
6.43

Palmprint
enhanced by
palmvein
6.52

1.55

2.06

1.47

0.83

0.78

0.74

DWT
6.23

From Table 1, we can see that our method achieved better performed than DWT in
the view of information theory.

4

Conclusions

We have described a novel approach for fusion of palmprint and palmvein. Our
approach to image fusion is based on biologically motivated neurocomputational
models of ON-OFF receptive field. Also we deviced an apparatus to collect palmprint
and palmvein. With the help of this apparatus, some experiments are done to compare
our method with the conventional DWT image fusion method.
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A Fatigue Testing Method Based on Machine Vision
Tang Ya-yuan
Department of Computer and Communication Engineering,
Hunan University of Science and Engineering, Yongzhou, China

Abstract. Due to Chinese traffic safety situation which is becoming more and
more serious this paper presents a fatigue detection method based on machine
vision to provide safety information for the driver in the process of driving. It
uses difference, gray projection and the complexity and real-time image
processing techniques to detect and analyze the state of eyes, calculate the blink
frequency to determine whether the driver is fatigue or not. The results of the
experiment show that the method has higher detection accuracy.

，

Keywords: Machine vision, Image processing, Fatigue driving, Eye detection.

1

Introduction

The early, objective evaluation of driving fatigue mainly uses medical equipment
measuring driver EEG, ECG waveform to determine the driver's fatigue degree from
the medical point of view. Although relatively accurate, but it is too complicated to be
popularized. The traffic departments of all over the world have invested considerable
resources to detect fatigue in recent twenty years. It generally achieved some certain
effect, but it hasn’t gained very good practical application. Detecting method and
realization of the platform are the two main factors: the complexity of algorithm and
measurement of exposure are the main bottleneck from fatigue detection method; They
are mostly based on the PC machine and a few are based on DSP/ARM core processor
from the implementation platform, but they play a restricting role in the fatigue
detection system products because of the non real-time and higher costs. So it becomes
the trend in the future that we do the research about driver fatigue detection system with
miniaturization, strong real-time, non-contact and low cost through a combination of
hardware and fatigue detection technology [1].

2

The Fatigue Detection Based on Machine Vision

The article uses PERCLOS value which is got mainly through monitoring human eye
blink frequency [2] to determine whether the driver is fatigue or not, so the eye
detection is to realize the core algorithm. Here we use the method of active infrared
light source by controlling two groups sequential of infrared lamp whose wavelengths
are 850nm and 940nm so that image frame frequency can be alternately flashing to
obtain pupil obvious of difference image which isn’t almost background interference.
In addition, On the basis of the difference image, the eye detection was carried out to
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 72–77, 2013.
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reduce the complexity of the algorithm and also to improve the detection efficiency
greatly. In the actual implementation and debugging process, we found that gray scale
change around the eyes is quite fierce, so it can detect eyes by the complexity
algorithm. But besides the eyes, the noses and even sometimes people's teeth will be
detected, thus causing the error. In order to eliminate the interference, adding eyes
coarse positioning algorithm. Coarse positioning algorithm firstly determines the face
boundary, and then delineates the region of the eye according to the eyes and face of
fixed geometric relationship. Thus the detecting the eyes can eliminate the interference
of nose and teeth.
2.1

Face Region Location

Studies show that the reflectivity of 850nm infrared and 940nm infrared to retinal are
respectively about 90% and 40%, and the reflectivity of the two wavelength infrared on
the face of other position are equivalent. If we use the same light of the two wavelength
infrared light irradiation, the reflected image of two wavelengths collected display only
retinal gray difference and gray to other locations basically identical. If the two images
are subtracted, most regional gray of the facial close to 0 and only retinal gray values is
big, so you can easily find the location of the eyes from the face image, and thus can
calculate the pupil area.
Although pupil is the most obvious organ in the differential image, the face is the
subject of the image. The average of the face was significantly different from the
background gray and the gray value of the face region is relatively uniform and high, so
it can obtain the boundary value of the face through the gray projection algorithm. It
also provides a good premise for the gray projection that face image is mostly positive
image and infrared light source stability, as well as image affected little by illumination
changes and is almost no background. So the process of the face region detection [3]
and mark face are actually that we estimate face boundary for the gray scale difference
image. Face location algorithm is to face regional calibration in a rectangular frame,
defining the rectangular box upper, lower, left and right side of the four positions.
2.2

Pupil Detection

In the difference images, the gray value around the detection of the pupil changes most
frequently, so the pupil detected can be achieved through the complexity of the
algorithm. And on the basis of face region location, the eye area is delineated according
to the inherent geometric relationship between the human eye and face to reduce the
detection range. On the one hand, the detection speeds accelerates; on the other hand,
the accuracy of the pupil detection can be improved with the exclusion of some
interference.
The definition of the image blocks grayscale complexity [4]: if the image size is m
rows and N columns, the grayscale image is G (x, y ).
So the formula 1 of the columns complexity of the image block is as follows:

（）

m

n

Com(row) =  G (i, j + 1) − G (i, j )
i =1 j =1

(1)
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By the formula, the rows complexity degrees of the image block is CUSUM of the
grayscale gradient of the image blocks in each row, reflecting the complex degree of
image gray value changes in the X direction. Similarly, the formula (2) of the columns
complexity of the image block is as follows:
n

m

Com(row) =  G (i + 1, j ) − G (i, j )

(2)

i =1 j =1

The columns complexity degrees of the image block is CUSUM of the grayscale
gradient of the image blocks in each column, reflecting the complex degree of image
gray value changes in the Y direction. This paper realizes the complexity algorithm of
pupil detection which uses the sum of row complexity and column complexity, the
formula (3) is as follows:
m

n

n

m

Com =  G (i, j + 1) − G (i, j ) +  G (i + 1, j ) − G (i, j )
i =1 j =1

2.3

(3)

i =1 j =1

The Realization of the PERCLOS Algorithm

The paper adopts PERCLOS [5] as a standard for fatigue evaluation and a prerequisite
of the PERCLOS algorithm implementation is to obtain the area of the pupil. It
contrasts the area of the pupil in each frame image by calculating with the area of the
pupil of the human eye when the normally opened to judge the driver in the open or
closed state and then obtain the blink frequency to judge fatigue.
PERCLOS is short for Percent Eye Closure, referring to the eyes closed time
accounted for a specific time. It is presented firstly by the University of Pennsylvania
intelligent traffic laboratory and NHTSA, whose main research contents are the
relationship between the physiological characteristics of eyes and driver fatigue. In
general, the closing time of the human eye is between 0.1and 0.35.But if the closing
time is more than 0.55, the accidents are likely to happen.

Fig. 1. Relationship diagram between eye closure duration and the accident
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Figure 1 reflects the relationship between eye closure duration and the accident. As
can be seen from the figure: Eye closure duration before the accident than in the
accident, but it suddenly becomes shorter before the accident 10S.The driver's eyes
closed time is longer ,fatigue is more serious. It determines the driver's fatigue degree
by measuring eye closure duration.
The PERCLOS method has three kinds of standards: P70, P80 and EM. The fatigue
degree of the driver is closely related with P80, so the article uses P80 as the fatigue
criterion. P80 measurement principle diagram is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen
from the graph: the length of specific period is from t4 to t1 and the time of eyes closed
is more than 80% is from t3 to t2, So the calculation formula (4) of the PERCLOS value
as follows:

f =

t3 − t 2
t 4 − t1

(4)

Under normal circumstances, the closing time of human eyes is between 0.15 and
0.35.It is easy to have an accident when the time is more than 0.55. So the time selected
is 0.65 in the paper. In this time, if the PERCLOS value is bigger than 0.4, i.e. closed
frames total frames ratio is greater than 40%, the driver is in a state of fatigue to give
real time alarm.

Fig. 2. P80 measurement schematics

3

The Experimental Results and Analysis

The paper uses Visual c++6.0 to carry out the simulated experiment on eyes location
detection and object tracking process based on the fatigue detection algorithm.
In Figure 3, there are pictures of 850nm wavelength of the reflected image and
950nm wavelength of the reflected image, as well as the difference diagram of the two
images from left to right.
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(a) 850nm wavelength of the reflected image

(b) 950nm wavelength of the reflected image

(c) difference image

Fig. 3. Double wavelength of the reflected image and difference image

In Figure 4, there are pictures of gray histogram before difference, gray histogram
after difference and eyes location diagram after binarization from left to right.

(a) gray histogram before difference

(b) gray histogram after difference

(c)eyes location diagram

Fig. 4. Gray histogram and eyes location diagram

4

Conclusion

In comparison to the other fatigue detection algorithms, P80 detection algorithm
ensures that the detection accuracy is above 90% under the simulated condition. As can
be seen from the eye location results, the method on driver's eye state detection can be
effectively separated from the eye and the rest of the facial image, avoiding the
background interference, and can accurately locate the eye position and calculate its
area, thereby improving the accuracy and reliability of PERCLOS. The algorithm has
the advantage of high real-time and high accuracy. It has strong application value in
vehicle driver fatigue testing field.
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Extraction of Cirrus Cloud and Its Shadow
Based on HJ-1A/B Imagery
Yue Dai, Zhongshi Tang, Wenhao Ou, Kui Shao, and Yu Xin
3S Center, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China

Abstract. A new method about the extraction of cirrus cloud and its shadow from
multispectral imageries was proposed in this paper, which based on the reflection
characteristics, shape and position relationships of cirrus cloud and its shadow.
First, analyzed their reflection characteristics, and then used two thresholds to
attain the general regions. Second, based on their shape and position
relationships, used the dilation operator and image shift method in turn to attain
their accurate regions. The new method was tested with the imagery of HJ-1A/B
in Fuling Chongqing, and compared with the traditional methods was the best.
Keywords: Extraction of Cloud
Environmental I Satellite Imagery.
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Introduction

Usually in optical remote sensing imageries, the cirrus cloud (thick cloud as well) and
its shadow form cloaks on the ground, which makes bad influence on the extraction of
land surface information. The bad influence reflects in two aspects. Firstly, they make
absolute photography blank under the cirrus cloud [1], so that reduce the amount of
information in the imagery. Secondly, the color and grey-scale of the features in the
imagery that surrounded by the cloud or its shadow would be affected, it makes their
pixel characteristic different from the similar features’. China had launched
Environment I Satellite (HJ-1A/B) in September, 2008, which load the CCD camera
with four bands (blue, green, red and near infrared). The resolution of the satellite is 30
meters, and the capacities of widely imaging and four-day revisit make the imageries
widely used in various field, such as environment protection, agriculture, land and
water resources [2]. So it’s necessary to remove the cirrus cloud and its shadow in the
imagery for use in practice.

2

Methods

2.1

Image Characteristic of Cirrus Cloud and Its Shadow

Based on principles of remote sensing imaging, we can analysis the reflection
characteristic and geometric characteristic of cirrus cloud and its shadow in the image.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 78–84, 2013.
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The cirrus cloud and its shadow differs a lot from other features in the aspect of
reflection characteristic, their grey-scales in the imagery are very different. The cirrus
cloud has so strong reflection that it shows very high brightness in every band image,
and the shadow is completely opposite. Other features like water, plant, bare ground
and constructions, they all show different brightness in each band image. One of cirrus
cloud and its shadow’s geometric characteristic is that they both can be described with
big area, the ‘big’ means they may covers dozens of pixel in the image with resolution
of 30 meters. Another important geometric characteristic is that the cirrus cloud and its
shadow appear parallel in the image and have similar shapes, as the shadow is formed
from the cirrus cloud [3].
2.2

Traditional Methods

We commonly set thresholds to extract the cirrus cloud and its shadow based on their
reflection characteristic. After repeated test on satellite images of SPOT, IKONOS and
Landsat, an empirical formula have been commonly used to get the thresholds Tcloud and
Tshadow as follow [4]:
Tcloud=m+u
Tshadow=m-u

(1)
(2)

In the formula, m represents the mean value of the gray scale image, and u represents its
standard deviation value. An improved method upon the threshold method is decision
tree method, which set different thresholds in different bands to attain the accurate
region step by step [5]. The shortage of threshold method is that its extracted region
relies on the threshold so much that it always results in oversize or undersize. Another
method takes the geometric characteristic into consideration, based on the thresholds
extraction result and the assumption that cirrus cloud and its shadow can be described
with a closed irregular curve, and then uses the dilation operator in mathematical
morphology and contour tracking to extract the region [6]. This method is short for the
detection of noise of other features in the origin extracted region of cirrus cloud and
shadow, which may results in an inaccurate answer. To detect the noise, for the area of
cirrus cloud is usually quite big, so someone thinks part of the extracted region that is
composed with few pixel should be seen as noise and to be removed [7]. This detection
method is good in that it can remove some construction and small water body features,
but in the contrast, it may remove some cloud pixels from the cloud boundary.
2.3

New Methods

In this paper, an improved method about the extraction of cirrus cloud and its shadow is
proposed, which based on the reflection characteristics, shape and position
relationships of cirrus cloud and its shadow. First, analyze their reflection
characteristics, and then use two thresholds to attain their binary images of the general
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regions. Second, use the dilation operator and image shift method with the extracted
cloud based on their shape and position relationships. Then, get the accurate shadow
from the intersection of the origin extracted shadow and the shifted cloud to get rid of
other features. Last, use the dilation operator and reverse shift with the accurate
shadow, and get the accurate cloud from the intersection of shadow and origin cloud.

3

Materials and Result

In this paper, the improved method is tested with the experimental data of a satellite
imagery of HJ-1A on August 28, 2011. After layer stacking and radiometric correction
process, the imagery in Fuling Chongqing is cropped. This image contains water body,
city with constructions, mountain with plant and bare ground, and also contains two
pieces of complete cirrus cloud and its shadow, which are on the lower right of the
image, that probably makes the image suit for verifying the precision of extraction by
improved method.

Fig. 1. Imagery of HJ-1A

Fig. 2. Imagery in Fuling

Table 1. The Grey-scales of Features in Four Bands
Band

Cloud

Shadow

Water

Constructions

Plant

Bares

Band1

blue

4

1

2-3

3

1-2

3

Band2

green

4

1

2-3

2-3

1-2

3

Band3

red

4

1

3

2-3

1

3

Band4

near infrared

4

1

1

1

3

3
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If the grey-scale is divided into four levels, 1 represents the darkest and 4
represents the brightest, the gray-scales of features in four bands are various as listed
in Table 1. From the table we can see the grey-scales of features are similar in visible
spectrums (blue, green, red), but are very different from the near infrared spectrum.
In this paper, we multiply the 1, 2, 4 band to enlarge the grey-scale difference
between features. In the new image, the gray-scales of features have changed as
listed Table 2.
DN(b1b2b4)=DN(Band1)*DN(Band2)*DN(Band4)

(3)

Table 2. The Grey-scales of Features in Multiple Band
Band

Cloud

Shadow

Water

Constructions

Plant

Bares

B1*B2*B4

4

1

2-3

2-3

2-3

3

Tcloud can be used to extract the rough region of cirrus cloud which is calculated with
Formula 1. Because the mean value is less than the deviation value, we get the Tshadow
with Formula 2 from the image in which the rough cloud region has been removed. The
extracted results are listed in Fig 3 and Fig 4. The result shows that the cirrus cloud is
well extracted, but it still contains a little construction region as in Fig 5. And in the
case of shadow, there is too much extra region of water or plant in the extracted result as
in Fig 6.

Fig. 3. The Extracted Result with Tcloud

Fig. 4. The Extracted Result with Tshadow
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Fig. 5. Constructions in Cloud

Fig. 6. Plant and Water in Shadow

For the extraction of cloud boundary usually is not complete, the next step is to use
the dilation operator with 8-adjacent connection for six times. As the shadow is formed
from cloud, the extracted cloud image is to be shifted to match the shadow image, and
make the intersection of shifted cloud and shadow to attain the accurate shadow region
as Fig 7. Then, dilate the shadow and shift it back to match the origin cloud to make the
intersection and attain the accurate cloud region as Fig 8.
Fig 9 is the layer stacking result of cloud’s binary image, shadow’s binary image and
band2. The result shows that the noise from other features has been removed from the
extracted region.

Fig. 7. Accurate Shadow

Fig. 8. Accurate Cloud
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Fig. 9. RGB(Shadow,Cloud,Band3)

4

Conclusion

The cirrus cloud and its shadow make bad influence on the extraction of land surface
information from optical remote sensing imagery. The traditional method to extract
cloud and shadow takes only their reflection characteristic into consideration so that the
result may contains many other features. The improve method also considers their
geometric characteristic based on the traditional method. It effectively has the noise
from other features removed from the extracted region so that greatly improve
extraction accuracy of the cirrus cloud and its shadow information.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel patch-based approach to still image
denoising by principal component analysis (PCA) with geometric structure
clustering. Inspired by denoising image patch-wise ideas, we decompose it to
overlap patches which contain different content and structure information.
However, some of them have similar geometric dominant orientation. In order
to cluster the geometric patches, we utilize their gradient map to compute the
dominant orientation of the gradient field. Such a clustering procedure
guarantees that only geometric patches with similar dominant orientation are
used to perform hard thresholding on the coefficients in the PCA domain to
remove the noise. We carry out a comprehensive empirical evaluation of the
performance of this algorithm in terms of accuracy and visuality. The results
reveal that our method appears to be competitive with the state-of-the-art
denoising algorithms.
Keywords: Image denoising, principal component analysis, geometric structure
clustering.

1

Introduction

Digital images play an important role both in daily life applications such as satellite
television, magnetic resonance imaging, computer tomography and so on. Data sets
collected by image sensors are generally contaminated by noise such as problems
with the data acquisition process or interfering natural phenomena. Furthermore,
noise can be introduced by transmission errors and compression. Thus, denoising is
often a necessary and the first step to be taken before the images data is analyzed.
Except for its practical value, image denoising also provides an excellent test bed for
image modeling, representation and estimation theories. That is why so many
researchers are interested in developing the image denoising methods [1-6].
Recently, new approaches based on PCA have attracted wide attention and
research interests. PCA is a classical de-correlation technique in statistical signal
processing and it is pervasively used in pattern recognition and dimensionality
reduction. In [7], a PCA-based scheme was proposed for image denoising by using a
moving window to calculate the local statistics, from which the local PCA
transformation matrix was estimated. By transforming the original dataset into PCA
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 85–91, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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domain and preserving only the several most significant principal components, the
noise and trivial information can be removed. Zhang et al. [8] presents a two-stage
image denoising method by principal component analysis with local pixel grouping,
which computes the locally fitted basis to transform the image. Then Deledalle et al.
[9] proposes an efficient image denoising algorithm with patch based PCA. However,
these methods based on PCA only utilized the local information based on pixel or
patch. By grouping geometric structure patches in whole image, a new patch-based
approach is proposed and can provide better solutions in estimation of the original
clean signal.
We outline the remainder of the paper as follows. In Section 2, a geometric patch
grouping method is introduced briefly. In section 3, we show the scheme of the patchbased denoising algorithm with geometric structure clustering. In Section 4, some
experimental results are illustrated. At the end we conclude and give a general
overview to future’s work.

2

Geometric Structure Patch Clustering

Instead of processing each pixel individually, image denoising has been shown to be
preferable to denoise the image patch-wise. Taking advantage of the redundancy of
small sub-images inside the image of interest, new robust methods have emerged that
can properly handle different geometric structure areas. The key point is how to group
these geometric patches and utilize their relationship. Although the orientation field in
the image is a piecewise constant, the direction at each patch can be assumed as a
constant, that is, the patches have some dominant orientations. Inspired by this idea
[10], an efficient patch clustering method is presented briefly as follows.
We first extract all the local image patches from the image via sliding square
windows, so denote the image patch as T and the patch vector as t which the
corresponding T is pulled into by column. The patches could be classified into three
patterns: smooth patch, dominant orientation patch, and stochastic patch. The smooth
patches are firstly separated by setting a threshold TH on the variance of the image
patches, and the patches whose variances are higher than TH are considered as the
non-smooth patches. Then the stochastic patches are separated from the non-smooth
patches by calculating the dominant orientations of patches. The dominant orientation
estimation method is based on the PCA, which at its core uses the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the ensemble of gradient vectors of patch to find the
dominant orientation [11]. In the following, we will describe how to determine the
dominant orientation of an image patch t.
Denote

by

g = [ g1 , g 2 ,..., g n ]

T

as

the

gradient

map

of

t,

where

gi = [ ∂t ( x, y ) ∂x , ∂t ( x, y ) ∂y ] is the i-th pixel in the patch and n is the total
number of the pixels in the patch. Perform an SVD on

g ∈ R n×2 to obtain

g = USV T , extract the first column in V to obtain the dominant orientation of the
gradient field v1 . The second column in V - v2 is the subdominant orientation of the
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s1 and s2 which are the corresponding singular values of v1 and

v2 , are remarkably different, that is, the dominant measure [12]
s −s
R= 1 2
s1 + s2
*

is smaller than a significance level threshold R , the patch is considered as stochastic
pattern.
Moreover, in order to differentiate the geometric information of patches, we further
divide the dominant orientation patches into several groups of patches whose edges
have different directions. We estimate the angle of gradient d using v1 ,

 v (2) 
d = arctan  1 
 v1 (1) 
Because the gradient vector

v1 in the patch should, on average, be orthogonal to the

dominant orientation of the patch, the geometric pattern of image patches can be
identified.
Some results have been shown that the clustering results determined by the above
method, including smooth areas, dominant orientation areas, and stochastic areas. In
Fig. 1, we give the results about clean image and noisy image respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. The clustering results of ‘barbara’ image. (a) Original ‘barbara’ image; (b) the clustering
result of clean image; (c) the clustering result of noisy image (sigma=20)

3

Image Denoising with Geometric Structure Clustering

In order to better preserve the patch structures, we have clustered the geometrical
patches in section 2. For these different classes, we perform Hard Thresholding to
removal noise in PCA domain as in previous literature respectively. Because different
classes are performed the same processing, we will give the main procedure about one
of the classes in the following.
Suppose that P is a patch from the degraded image by an additive white
Gaussian noise, and the patches P1 , P2 , , PN have the same class with patch P .
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While

p and p1 , p2 , , pN are the vectors which the corresponding patch pulls

into by column. In PCA domain, most energy of noiseless patch concentrates on the
several most important components, while the energy of noise distributes much more
evenly. Therefore, a reasonable strategy is to process the feature image patch
according to their magnitude. As a simple and effective method, Hard Thresholding is
utilized. The shrinkage function is parameterized by a threshold parameter λ which
is usually chosen by cross validation. At last, by transforming the filtered feature
image patch back to the spatial domain, we obtain the denoised result of the degraded
image patch.
Based on the above discussion, the procedure of our proposed method can be
summarized as the framework in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The framework of our proposed algorithm

4

Experimental Results

Now we compare our method with four representative and state-of-the-art denoising
algorithms: the wavelet-based denoising method (BLS-GSM) [1]; the sparse
representation based K-SVD denoising method (KSVD) [4]; patch based PCA
denoising method (GP-PCA) [9]; and the block-matching and 3D denoising method
(BM3D) [5]. The standard ‘barbara’ image (256×256) is used.
In order to analyzing and comparing these methods quantitatively, we take the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity (SSIM) [13] as the measures.
Fig. 3 illustrates the denoising comparisons of these methods about the image and
its local enlarged detail, and Table 1 shows that the corresponding PSNR and SSIM
measures. From the results, we can see that, edges and textures are well keep.
Compared with other methods, it’s better than most of them and competitive with
state-of-the-art BM3D method.
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Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the comparison of PSNR and SSIM under various noise
conditions (noise level is from 5 to 20) for the different denoising algorithms. From
the figures we can see that our method is significantly improved compared to the most
methods.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig. 3. The denoising results of ‘barbara’ image and its local enlarged detail. (a)(g) the noisy image
(sigma=20); (b)(h) BLS-GSM; (c)(i) KSVD; (d)(j) GP-PCA; (e)(k) BM3D; (f)(l) our method.
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Table 1. The corresponding PSNR and SSIM measures in Fig. 3

PSNR
SSIM

BLS-GSM
29.42
0.8279

KSVD
29.62
0.8379

GP-PCA
29.68
0.8350

BM3D
30.82
0.8787

Our method
30.23
0.8552

Fig. 4. The comparison of PSNR with various methods including BLS-GSM, KSVD, GP-PCA,
BM3D and our method in different noise levels (sigma is 5, 10, 15, 20)

Fig. 5. The comparison of SSIM with various methods including BLS-GSM, KSVD, GP-PCA,
BM3D and our method in different noise levels (sigma is 5, 10, 15, 20)
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Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel patch-based image denosing method. To preserve the image
geometric structure such as edges and textures when denoising, we first cluster the image
patches by computing their variance and the domain orientation of the gradient field.
Then, we perform Hard Thresholding to removal noise in PCA domain for these different
classes respectively. As we can see from the experimental results, this method can
effectively keep the image fine structures while smoothing noise and also have a better
visual quality. In order to improve the denoising effect, further research needs more
accurate patch classification and more valid representation in transform domain.
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Abstract. In this paper, based on multi-temporal remote monitoring
technology, using object-oriented classification method to monitor the change
of vegetation of Zhangye oasis from TM/ETM data in 1989, 2000, 2011 years.
The results show that: (1) the multi-resolution segmentation converted the
single cell which had the similar texture, spectrum and shape to the object.
Integrating nearest neighbor classifier and membership classifier to class the
three data, and the overall accuracy of classification was 89.5%, Kappa
coefficient was 0.9. The classification stability was 0.45 and 0.47 in 2000 and
2011 years. It showed that object-oriented classification method accuracy is
higher than traditional classification method. (2)The three classification results
indicate the area of bare land was larger than other, and it was reducing, with a
percentage was 73.21%, 64.76%, 60.17%. The vegetation mainly distributed in
both sides of Heihe River, the percentage of three data were 16.01%, 29.9%,
33.6%. The saline land was mainly distributed in the northwest of the oasis
region, the percentage dropped to 2.33% from 4.89% during 1989 and 2011
years. (3) NDVI of the upstream was higher than the NDVI of the downstream
on sides of river, the NDVI raised and the maximum value was 0.54. NDVI
increased significantly from 1989 to 2011 years in Linze central region, and the
maximum value reached to 0.58 in 2011 years, and it had the same
characteristic in the southeast of Ganzhou district. The average NDVI of 2011
years was higher than in 2000 and 1989.
Keywords: Object-oriented Classification, Multi-resolution Segmentation,
Remote Sensing Monitoring, Hexi Corridor, Accuracy Assessment.

1

Introduction

Vegetation plays a very important role in carbon-water-energy cycle of terrestrial
ecosystems [1]. Vegetation is a bond that links soil, climatic, hydrologic and other
elements in the whole ecosystem [2], but also an indicator of global climate change
through carbon cycle [3]. Many scholars researched the relationship between
vegetation and climatic factors [4], [5], [6], and it shows that: Vegetation cover
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 92–101, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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change is influenced by the climate change and atmospheric CO2 fertilization effect
in the long term [7], and it was influenced by the human activity directly or indirectly
[2]. Therefore, the study on the relationship between vegetation and climatic factors
became a core content in the International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP), and
it has very important significance to resource development and ecological
environment protection.
Since the 1980s, the climate and environment of the Northwest China has changed
significantly [8], especially in recent years , the precipitation in the Zhangye oasis and
runoff in the Heihe river has changed significantly, its lead to changes of the region
ecosystem and landscape. Under the condition of global warming, mainly in
northwest China the climatic transformation from warm-dry to warm-wet happened in
1987 [9], and the air temperature was significantly high [10], and the precipitation
was significantly increased in western Xinjiang [11] and the Qilian Mountains [9].
Many scholars have studied the status of ecological environment changes in these
areas [12]. However, a few studies considered the use of remote sensing data in these
areas [12]. To document the status and causes of change, it is important to utilize
satellite images to assess vegetation change in Zhangye oasis. It can be revealed that
the ecological environment change from detects of vegetation change based on remote
sensing data. In this paper, the latest research progress of ecological change theory
[13] was used to extract vegetation cover pattern from remote sensing data. The
spatio-temporal variation of vegetation cover in Zhangye oasis agriculture zone was
detected under the background of above mentioned, and then the natural and human
driving factors of the vegetation changes over Zhangye oasis were discussed.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Materials

Data used in this study are as follows: (1) Three cloud-free Landsat TM/ETM images
(path=133, row=33, acquired at Aug08 1989, Aug15 2000, Aug15 2011, respectively)
were used for the present study with 28.5m × 28.5m spatial resolution and seven
spectral bands (blue 0.45-0.52μm, green 0.52-0.60μm, red 0.63-0.69μm, near-infrared
0.76-0.90μm, mid-infrared 1.55-1.75μm, thermal infrared 10.40-12.50μm, midinfrared
2.09-2.35μm)
from the
United
States
Geological
Survey
(http://glovis.usgs.gov). The vegetation cover of oasis area was best in the end of the
summer. Therefore, the acquisition of images should be in the best leaf cover period,
because the abundant leaf cover will improve the reflectance values recorded by
remote sensing satellite. The three images were acquired on August within the best
leaf cover period in the end of the summer. (2) The Land use data were the 1 km × 1
km spatial resolution land-use data in 2000 from the Environmental & Ecological
Science Data Center for West China (http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn/). (3) The basic
geographic information data in study area from National Geomatics Center of China
(http://ngcc.sbsm.gov.cn/guide/). (4) The classification accuracy verification data
from Google Earth image data (Google Inc., http://www.google.com) and field survey
data.
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Image Preprocessing

For image classification and change detection, we conducted relative radiometric
calibration and Atmospheric calibration of Aug08 1989, Aug15 2000, Aug15 2011
images firstly. Then the first images were re-projected into a Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) geographic coordinate system and were geometrically corrected by
using ground control points (GCPs) gathered from pseudo-invariant targets in
topographic maps such as road intersections, bridges, and other easily identified
landmarks. Nearest neighbor resampling was used in all the geometrical
transformations to minimize statistical properties change of the data sets [14]. A
second order of polynomial transformation equation was used to re-project the images
with a root mean square error (RMSE) of less than 0.5 pixels based on these control
points. The corrected TM image was further used as reference image to register the
rest two images [15]. Thirdly, the three images were linear stretch, enhancement and
false-color composite (Fig. 2). The remote sensing software and data processing
software used in this study was ENVI 4.8 for windows developed by the ITT Visual
Information Solution (ITT Visual Solutions Inc., http://www.ittvis.com/) and ArcGIS
10 (ESRI Inc., http://www.esri.com/).
2.3

General Procedure and Image Segmentation

The procedures of this study are as show in figure 1 and as follows:
First, we implemented image segmentation and object classification in eCognition
Developer 8.7 by building rule-sets that were applied to each image. In classification
we considered the following major general land cover types of study area: Vegetation
(Farmland and Forest land), Water, Construction land, Saline land and Bare land .
Then we conducted post-classification change detection and accuracy assessment in
ArcGIS 10 (ESRI Inc.) and further evaluated spatial distribution and classification
stability.
To segment each image into small prototype objects we used eCognition
multiresolution segmentation tool because in a heterogeneous natural landscape
“meaningful” spectrally homogeneous objects can occur at different spatial scales
[16]. Because varying farmland and forest land could emphasize the variation of
spectral reflectance in the infrared and near-infrared region, and the vegetation foliage
in the red band has a strong absorption characteristics. We gave higher weight to
infrared and near-infrared band than to others.
To select the most suitable segmentation, we assessed the output sensitivity to
multiple combinations of shape, scale and compactness [17] (Fig. 2) and set most
appropriate parameters through repeated training area of interested (AOI) as the
following steps:
1) Analyze the number of the land cover types and the size of the coverage area in
the study area;
2) Set the scale factor, and then adjust the shape and compactness factor;
3) In the case of segmentation results are consistent with the actual feature, set the
shape factor when fixed the compactness factor, vice versa.
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Fig. 1. The outline of study procedures

The segment must follow the following two principles:

）
）

1 To distinguish between the different areas of the image as much as possible to
the maximum possible segmentation scale;
2 Meet the necessary shape standards as far as possible to use compactness
factor. Because the most important information of the image data is the spectral
information and higher weight of the shape factor will reduce the quality of the
segmentation results.
2.4

Object-Based Classification

Training Sample Selection
The training sample selection is based on the premise that our chosen classes are
distinct cover types show in table 1, appropriate for the given image spatial resolution.
The most “representative” objects for a class selected not only reference texture
features in the image, but also need to refer to the spectral information. So, we were
selected training samples from the initial segmentation result, which can distinguish
the class and types to our knowledge and class description show in table 1, but this
method is not accurate to “mixed” objects containing other classes. Therefore, the
spectral characteristics of images must be use in the study, such as the spectral
indexes (SIS) or band transformations.
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Fig. 2. The result of multi-resolution segmentation of AOI region in Zhangye Oasis (a. shape:
0.2, scale: 30, compactness: 0.5; b. shape:0.2, scale:30, compactness:0.5; c. shape:0.1, scale:25,
compactness:0.6).

Hence one may assume that the most “representative” objects for a class are
located close to the extremes of the spectral indexes (SIS) or band transformations
which highlight that class most effectively. Specifically, we used Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index [18] to represent Vegetation (farmland and forest land),
where higher object-level NDVI values indicated a higher probability of a vegetation
object. Likewise, Normalized Difference Water Index [19] represented Water, with
higher NDWI suggesting higher chance of a water object.
Importantly, to determine which objects with the highest values of a respective
index should be included in the training set, we needed to specify a cutoff threshold
value for the index so that training objects could be selected from a pool of objects
above that threshold value. The latter should be low enough so that the range of index
values above the threshold is representative of the corresponding class, while also
high enough to minimize the risk of including “mixed” objects containing other
classes [20].
Classification and Change Detection
The supervised classification based on samples and the fuzzy classifications based on
spectral were used to classification. Based on the characteristics of the land cover
types and the main object of this study area, we considered the following major
general land cover types of study area: Vegetation (Farmland and Forest land), Water,
Construction land, Saline land and Bare land. Next, we performed a three-step
classification of the study area. First, using selected training objects and the spectral
characteristics for Vegetation (Farmland and Forest land) and Water, we classified the
area into these three classes. Second, we used all unclassified objects to determine
training segments for other classes. The nearest neighbor supervised classification
method was used to classify the construction land and saline land. Then, the
unclassified objects were classified to bare land.
Finally, we repeated classification of the whole study area into five classes for each
images and updated object class membership values. Applying our e-Cognition
rulesets to each images separately helped to select training samples for different
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classes in proportion to the class areas. Next, we analyzed the change among the
major cover types between successive images in 1989, 2000, 2011 in Arc GIS 10.0
software.
2.5

Accuracy Assessment

Confusion Matrix
In this paper, the confusion matrix was use to verify the accuracy of three
classification results. For classification accuracy assessment, from each image we
used approximately 30% of reference objects which represented Vegetation (farmland
and forest land) as the primary class, ~20% objects - primarily water, 30% objects –
primarily Saline land, ~10% objects – primarily Construction land and ~10% objects
– primarily bare land. Because of the sampling data can not be covered panoramic
images. These reference objects were assigned for each segmented image using field
data obtained from the fund of the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(NO. 40961038) and the supplementary information from Google Earth image data.
Fuzzy Classification Stability Assessment
In order to account for high spatial heterogeneity of the study area, we conducted
fuzzy classification stability assessment [21]. Each object has a classification
probability value, and the difference between best and second best classification
probability value means the object’s fuzzy classification stability. The accuracy of
classification results is highest, when the fuzzy classification stability value of an
object is 1, and the accuracy of classification results is lowest, when the fuzzy
classification stability value of an object is 0.

3

Results and Discussion

3.1

Land Cover Changes

Three classification results were classified separately by the approach mentioned
above based on the three Landsat images (Fig. 3). Overall, the largest proportion of
the study area was bare land, and then the artificial vegetation (farmland and forest
land) class was banded distribution in the both sides of Heihe river, the north of Linze
county and center part of Ganzhou district.
In all three scenes, bare land was consistently the dominant cover type occupying
about 73.21% of the study area during Aug08 1989, 64.76% of the study area during
Aug15 2000 and slightly declining to 60.13% in Aug15 2011. But the area of
vegetation (farmland and forest land), the second largest class, was rapidly increasing
from 16.01% to 33.60% of the study area from Aug08 1989 to Aug15 2011. And the
area of water was slightly declining from Aug08 1989 (5.4%) to Aug15 2011
(1.95%). The area of construction land was slightly increased from Aug08 1989
(0.49%) to Aug15 2000 (2.11%), but then declined to 1.96% of the area in Aug15
2011. The area of saline land and slightly declined from Aug08 1989 (4.89%) to
Aug15 2000 (1.18%), but then increased to 2.33% of the area in Aug15 2011.
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Fig. 3. The classification results of the study area (a. Aug08 1989; b. Aug15 2000; c.
Aug15 2011)

3.2

Vegetation Change Detection

Spatial Distribution of Vegetation Changes
It shows the spatial distribution of vegetation change in study area from 1989 to 2011
(Fig. 4, Omission). During this time, the area of vegetation (farmland and forest land)
was rapidly increasing in the southeast part of Ganzhou district and the north part of
Linze County, and most of it was converted from saline land, woodland and waters.
This implies that the ecological effect of ecological construction project has appeared.
The NDVI Changes from 1989 to 2011
The NDVI of three images was calculated by band algebra. In all three NDVI images,
the NDVI has lower value in the center part of Linze County and the southeast part of
Ganzhou district, because of low vegetation coverage in these areas.
The NDVI sampling data (average of 20×20 cells) was obtained in two kilometers
along the Heihe (Fig. 5a). There are same obvious undulating changes of the NDVI
value from river upstream to downstream. The NDVI in both sides of the river
upstream is higher than that in the river downstream. The NDVI value of river
upstream is no difference in 1989, 2000 and 2011, but its value in 2011 was higher
than that in 1989 and 2000 at river downstream. Overall, the NDVI was increased
from 1989 to 2011, and that indicated the vegetation condition along the Heihe River
was become better, and it may be related to the runoff of Heihe River (Liu, et al.,
2008).
The NDVI sampling data in Linze county and Ganzhou district shows an increase
trend from 1989 to 2011 (Fig. 5b). The largest value was 0.44 in 1989, but that
increased to 0.58 in 2011 in center part of Linze County. There is a same trend in
southeast part of Ganzhou district from 1989 to 2011.
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Fig. 4. The changes of sampling NDVI values from 1989 to 2011 (a. sampling in two
kilometers along the Heihe river; b. sampling in Linze county and Ganzhou district)

3.3

Classification Accuracy

The final land cover classification scores high in the assessments of both overall
accuracy and kappa coefficient. In 1989, 2000 and 2011, the overall accuracy and
kappa coefficient was 86% and 0.85, 89% and 0.90, 90.8% and 0.92, respectively.
Only a few misclassifications occur, and the overall accuracy of the object-based
classification was higher the other methods [22], [23], [24], 25].
Fuzzy classification stability shows in the figure 6(Omission), and the color from
green to red was represented the classification stability from high to low (Fig. 6
Omission). In 2000 and 2011, the average of the classification stability was 0.45,
0.47, and its highest was 1, 0.82, respectively, which shows a high accuracy of the
classification (Table 1, Omission). But in contrast in 1989, the average and the
highest of the classification stability was lower than that in 2000 and 2011 with 0.25,
0.75, respectively. The best membership assignments score generally high, the
vegetation covers of the classification stability show the highest score in 1989, 2000
and 2011.
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Conclusions

In this paper, the study presents an object-based classification of Hexi Corridor and
change analysis of its general cover types during the 1989-2011. The three Landsat
satellite images of 1989, 2000 and 2011 in Hexi Corridor were selected to get the
vegetation change information. The temporal and spatial vegetation changes were
analyzed and further evaluated spatial distribution and classification stability from
1989 to 2011. The main conclusions are as follows:
Our mapped classes represent spatially dominant components of the study
landscape which shows the largest proportion of the study area was bare land, and
then the artificial vegetation (farmland and forest land) class was banded distribution
in the both sides of Heihe river, the north of Linze county and center part of Ganzhou
district. The area of vegetation (farmland and forest land), the second largest class,
was rapidly increasing from 16.01% to 33.60% of the study area from Aug08 1989 to
Aug15 2011.
Our results suggest that changes in spatial distribution of major cover types largely
followed the dynamics of the Heihe River. Vegetation was the most extensive class
followed by Water. There are same obvious undulating changes of the NDVI value
from river upstream to downstream. The NDVI in both sides of the river upstream is
higher than that in the river downstream.
The final land cover classification scores high in the assessments of both overall
accuracy and kappa coefficient, and the overall accuracy of the object-based
classification was higher the other methods. The fuzzy classification stability shows
the same trend. The best membership assignments score generally high, the vegetation
covers of the classification stability show the highest score in 1989, 2000 and 2011.
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new detection method for extremely
weak moving target in infrared image sequences based on the novel threedimensional directional filtering. The main points of the method are, first, we
use a dual-diffusion partial differential equation (DFPDE) to pre-whitening an
image, which can suppress the constructive texture background effectively and
keep the target signal steadily. And second, to match precise target motion
characteristic, we propose a Wide-to-Exact search method that can improve the
speed of filtering. Experiment results demonstrate that our method can perform
good detection results, even at poor signal-to-noise ratio.
Keywords: Weak target detection, Dual-diffusion partial differential equation,
Directional filter, Wide-to-Exact search.

1

Introduction

From the 1950s, the technology of infrared detection has been widely used in various
fields, especially in the infrared imaging guidance, infrared surveillance and
reconnaissance [1]. Due to the factors of natural meteorological conditions,
background environment, target structure and so on, dim small target detection in
infrared images is a difficulty of imaging target detection.
In recent years, the researches on the background suppression are very active,
including image filtering, pixel transform and so on. Anisotropic diffusion methods
based on partial differential equations (PDE) have been well used on image denoising. Perona and Malik [3] introduced nonlinear coefficient distribution function,
but it is bad for strong noise, so Catté etc [6] used the gradient after Gaussian
smoothing instead of the original gradient, however, it is not applicable for the noise
with statistical properties. To overcome the “ladder” effect of P-M model, You and
Kaveh [7] proposed a fourth-order partial differential equations (FPDE), but it will
introduce the impulse noises. Yu etc [8] introduced Kernel function theory into
anisotropic diffusion, which can well express nonlinear mapping relationship of data.
For speckle noise of the ultrasound image, Zhang etc [9] proposed a Laplacian
pyramid-based nonlinear diffusion, and Yu etc [10] combined SUSAN edge detection
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 102–108, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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with anisotropic diffusion. In this paper, we propose a dual-diffusion partial
differential equation (DFPDE). The method can control the diffusion more finely, and
it is applicable for suppressing the structural clutter even at poor signal-to-noise.
Directional filtering [2] has the ability of selectively enhancing point targets with
linear motion characteristics, which are submerged in the Gaussian noises.

2

Local Background Prediction Based on Dual-Diffusion
Partial Differential Equations(DFPDE)

We consider ξ = ∇u / ∇u as a unit vector of the gradient direction, η is also a unit
vector, and it is perpendicular to ξ .Formula of DFPDE can be described as follow.

∂u
= c1 ( ∇u )(c2 ( ∇u )uηη + (1 − c2 ( ∇u ))uξξ )
∂t

(1)

Where, c1 ( ∇u ) and c 2 ( ∇u ) are two diffusion functions.

c1 = 1/1 + ( ∇u /K ) 2

c 2 ( ∇u ) = K 2 tan ( ∇u )/2π

(2)

For c1 ( ∇u ) , if K is large, the diffusion effect will be stronger when the gradient is
small. Conversely, if K is small, the diffusion effect will be weaker when the
gradient is large. And c2 ( ∇u ) has the opposite effect to c1 ( ∇u ) . Constants K and
K 2 are respectively equal to the integrations of c1 % and c2 % of “noise estimator” of
Canny operator, and they also depend on image type and actual application
requirements. After background clutter restoration, we get suppression result by
eliminating background clutter prediction from original image u (x,y,t ) .

3

Dim Small Moving Target Detection Method Based on
Three-Dimensional Directional Filtering

3.1

Three-Dimensional Directional Filtering Principle

We describe the observed spatial and temporal signal by formula (3).
y (r, t ) = s (r, t ) + b(r, t )

(3)

Where, s is the signal and b is the background. Three dimensional matched filtering
can be expressed as equation (4) in the frequency domain.

H (k , ω ) =

S ∗ (k , ω )
exp(- j (kr0 + ωt 0 ))
B (k , ω )

(4)
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And (r0 , t0 ) is the starting time-space location and (k , ω ) is the frequency coordinate.
We can get background power spectrum B(k ,ω ) by Fourier transform of autocorrelation. Provided that the background is white noise obeyed Gaussian distribution,
we assume that B(k , ω ) = N 0 (constant).
H (k , ω ) = (T v x2 + v 2y + 1/N 0 ) sinc((ω + kv)T / 2)exp( j (ω + kv)T / 2)

(5)

Accordingly, the result in the frequency domain is like below form.
∧

S (k,ω) = H (k,ω) ⋅ S (k,ω) = (T vx2 + v y2 + 1/N 0 ) sinc2 ((ω + kv)T / 2) exp(- j(kr0 + ωt0 )) (6)

For the target with velocity v , the energy of the target signal will be better cumulated
when (k , ω ) of equation ω + kv = 0 is in the main lobe of the function sinc .
When using 3D directional filtering to process the image sequence, we can get the
formula (7).

G (k,ω) = H (k,ω) S (k,ω) = (T / N 0 ) sinc 2 [(ω + kv)T / 2]exp{- jkr0 }

(7)

The time-space domain form of (7) is as follow. Λ (t/T ) is a triangle function.
g (r, t ) = h(r, t ) ∗ s (r, t ) = (T 2 /N 0 )∂ 2 (r - r0 - vt )Λ (t/T )

(8)

Through analyzing the formula (7), we know that spatial phase part exp(- jkr0 )
maintains the starting position of the moving targets, and if we don’t make the
extension operation on the filtering along the time axis, the convolution operation will
introduce the aliasing in a cycle time, as shown in the Fig. 1.
s (r , t )

s (r , t )

s(r, t )

h(r, t )

h(r , t )

h(r , t )

h (r , t ) ∗ s (r , t )

h (r , t ) ∗ s (r , t )

(a)

(b)

h(r, t ) ∗ s (r, t )

(c)

Fig. 1. Matching between the target and filtering (a) Without cycle extension for
h(r, t ) and s(r, t ) ; (b) Cycle extension for h(r, t ) and s(r, t ) ; (c) cycle extension for

h(r, t ) and s(r, t ) and matching perfectly
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In order to overcome the need to know the velocity, Boaz, Porat etc. [4] proposed
an exhaustive search algorithm, which will search for every possible target directions.
Blostein etc. [5] proposed a heuristic search algorithm, which can improve the timecost problem to some degree. We improve the method to be a three-dimensional
Wide-to-Exact search dual-directional filtering, which can get excellent compromise
between the performance and the operation cost.
3.2

Three-Dimensional Wide-to-Exact Search Double Directional Filtering.

Three-dimensional Wide-to-Exact search double directional filtering (3DWESDDF)
(10) is composed by a set of 3D fan-shaped bi-directional filters, which are formed by
a group of 3D bi-directional filters and cover the entire velocity space.
H FD (k,ω) =

1
N0

T
=
N0

 [S
k

∗

(k , ω ) exp{- jkr0 }exp(-jωj ) + Si (k , ω )exp{ jkr0 }exp( jωω)

i =1
k

]
(9)

 [exp{ j(kv - ω )T / 2}+ exp{ j(kv - ω )T / 2}]sinc[(kv + ω )T / 2]
i =1

We select 3D fan-shaped directional filter with small deviations of velocity direction
and velocity magnitude to reduce the influence of interaction of the filters and to
determine the approximate direction of the target track on a coarser scale.
Furthermore, in order to obtain the precise orientation of the target trajectory, we also
need exact searches on the approximate directions.

4

Results

The infrared image sequence we choose has low signal-to-noise ratio and complex
background clutter, and the trajectory of dim small moving targets displays uniform
linear motion characteristics. The image size is 256x256, and totally 16 frames per
sequence. Fig .2 shows the results of DFPDE and 3DWESDDF.
In order to measure performance of the background clutter suppression, we definite
an integrated signal-to-clutter ratio (ISCR).

ISCR =

us

σc

Where, us is the signal value, and σ c is the standard deviation of the image.

(13)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. The results of DFPDE and 3DWESDDF (a) is the first frame original image and its 3D
energy result; (b) is the first frame image processed by DFPDE and its 3D energy result;
(c),(d),(e),(f) are respectively the first, forth, tenth and last frame images processed by
3DWESDDF and its 3D energy result
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Table 1. ISCRs of different algorithems

ISCR

Original image

Wiener Filter

Med Filter

PDE

DFPDE

1.22

2.5

4.55

6.72

7.78

Through the DFPDE processing, the result as shown in the Fig .2(b) shows that the
complex background clutter can be well suppressed, and the targets have been
retained and highlighted. Moreover, ISCR value of our method is greater, it can be
proved that DFPDE outperforms the traditional methods on the background clutter
suppression and signal-to-noise ratio improvement.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. The projection of the detection result on the time axis. (a) The result of DFPDE; (b) The
result of 3DWESDDF.

Under the condition of unknown moving characteristic of the targets, after the
processing of 3DWESDDF, even the trajectory of targets has the tailing and diffusion
phenomenon, the energy of the targets can be well accumulated as the frame of image
increases, as shown Fig. 3(b), thus, the signal-to-noise gets clearly improved.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, in order to suppress the affection of structural clutter texture acting on
dim small moving point target detection at the poor signal-to-noise ratio, we propose
a new filtering algorithm based on a dual-diffusion anisotropy partial differential
equation (DFPDE). After filtering, we can assume that the results only have target
points and irrelevant quasi-Gaussian white noises on the gray scale.
We develop a three-dimensional directional filtering, which ensures that the
cumulative strength of the target energy is only associated with the length of the
integration time. To get excellent compromise between the detection performance and
the operation cost, we propose a three-dimensional Wide-to-Exact search double
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directional filtering (3DWESDDF), which will search for the whole state-space and
the corresponding state-subspace in the different accuracy. The experiment results
show that our method reduces the operation cost and computation time, meanwhile it
can increase target detection capability, and the effect of detection is independent of
obtained frequency of image sequence.
However, our method is restricted to the condition that the targets must obey to
uniform linear motion characteristics. For irregular moving targets, more work need
to be done.
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Abstract. In this paper, a new blind video watermarking scheme in H.264
compressed domain is proposed based on the existing video watermarking
schemes and combing with the new characteristics of H.264 coding standard.
The submacroblocks of I4 which have more nonzero quantized coefficients are
chosen as embedding locations. The watermark is embedded into video
sequence by modifying the number of nonzero (NNZ) quantized coefficients of
I frames on the basis of the probability matrix which is defined according to the
distribution characteristics of DCT coefficients. The simulation results show
that the proposed method can prevent bit-rate increase and improve embedding
capacity without sacrificing perceptual quality. On the other hand, it is not
necessary to fully decode the compressed video in extracting process, and this
method can also meet the requirements of real-timing and blind detection.
Keywords: compressed domain, H.264, DCT coefficients, blind detection.

1

Introduction

Digital watermark technology is one of the technologies serving for the copyright and
integrity protection of digital multimedia. With a large number of digital video
products appearing during recent years, the copyright protection and authentication
methods that are appropriate for them have arouse more attention[1].
H.264 is an international prevalent video compression coding standard. H.264 has
excellent compression performance as well as good network affinity[2]. Its excellent
compression performance plays an important role in digital television broadcast,
video real-timing communication, network video streaming media transmission,
multimedia message and other fields[2]. Therefore, it is significant to have a further
research on the video watermarking technology in H.264. In recent years, most video
watermarking methods in H.264 compressed domain were proposed. In these
methods, watermark was embedded into compressed bitstream sequence, motion
*

Key technique investigation of video security based watermarking, Henan Research Program
of Foundation and Advanced Technology(102300410003).
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vectors or discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain of I frame[1]. Generally, robust
watermarking is embedded into DCT coefficients and fragile watermarking is
embedded into motion vectors.
In [3], a robust video watermarking algorithm for H.264 is presented. Watermark
image is compressed, then the binary sequence is processed by spread spectrum, and
finally the watermark data is embedded into the diagonal coefficients in DCT domain.
This approach has better robustness, but the algorithm is relatively complex. In [4], a
method is implemented in such a way that the watermark data is embedded into the
last nonzero and non-trailing AC coefficient in CAVLC. It guarantees the
visual imperceptibility, but security issue is not considered. The Watson Perception
model is employed in [5]. The JND of DCT coefficients in 4x4 submacroblocks is
used as quantized parameter of DCT coefficients in which the watermark data is
embedded. However, in extracting process, the original video is required for
achieving the precise locations of the watermark data. Consequently, this technique of
nonblind embedding restricts the scope of application. In [6], the watermark data is
embedded by using the syntactic elements of the compressed bitstream in CABAC.
Although it has low complexity, it is not robust against signal processing attacks. In
[7], a blind video watermarking algorithm with three parameters, which controll the
influence of watermark toward bit-rate, video quality and the security, is proposed.
The watermark data is embedded into the 4x4 intrapredicted submacroblocks. The
proposed scheme balances the contradiction between imperceptibility and robustness,
but there is a restriction on the watermark capacity.
To avoid previous drawbacks and propose a more efficient watermarking scheme
for H.264, we introduce a low complexity video watermarking scheme in H.264
compressed domain. It integrates characteristics of human visual system and
intraprediction to select the embedded locations. The simulation results show that the
improved method has better imperceptibility and higher embedding capacity without
bit-rate increase.

2

Determination of Embedded Locations

In order to guarantee visual imperceptibility, watermark data should be embedded
into more textured blocks. In [7], watermark is embedded into the luma components
of 4x4 intrapredicted submacroblocks of I frames, I4. This method only embeds a
watermark bit in two 4x4 intrapredicted submacroblocks, as a result, the embedding
capacity is restricted. To improve the capacity, a modified algorithm is presented in
which watermark bit is embedded into each luma component of I4. For detecting
watermark conveniently, we embed the same watermark information in each I frame.
Watermark information always can be detected correctly as long as I frame has not
been destroyed totally.
The residual block is a more textured region if there are more nonzero quantized
coefficients. Therefore, the number of nonzero (NNZ) quantized coefficients can be
considered to estimate the texture of residuals. For reducing the degradation of video
quality, watermark information should be embedded into residuals which have higher
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value of NNZ. A threshold, namely K is adopted. When the value of NNZ in the
residual is no less than K, the watermark information would be embedded into the
residual. Meanwhile, the value of K is related to the embedded capacity. The greater
value of K is, the less watermark information can be embedded, but there is less effect
on video quality. In our algorithm, the value of K is set as 4.

3

Principle of Watermark Embedding

Based on the statistic results, for the intrapredicted submacroblocks of H.264, the
DCT coefficients at the same position can be considered to resemble the Laplacian
distribution [8]. The probability density function is as follows:

f(x) =

μ
2

e

(1)

− μ x

,

where x is the DCT coefficient, μ is the Laplacian parameter. As shown in Fig.1, if
the coefficient is less than the value α, which is related to the quantization step size, it
would be quantized to zero. Consequently, the probability of the coefficient to be
quantized to nonzero is:

P( x ≥ α ) = e −αμ

(2)
.

Fig. 1. DCT coefficient of I frame with Laplacian distribution

According to the characteristic of Laplacian distribution, a thinner and taller
probability density shows the smaller variance, so the probability of the coefficient to
be quantized to zero is larger. While a flatter one shows the larger variance, the
probability of the coefficient to be quantized to zero is smaller. For I frame of H.264,
a 4×4 probability matrix, in which each value represents the probability of the
coefficient to be quantized to zero, can be determined by calculating the variance of
the coefficients under each intraprediction mode. In this paper, probability matrix P is
achieved according to the statistical results in [8]. Thus watermark data can be
embedded into residual block by modifying appropriate AC coefficient based on the
probability matrix.
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4

Proposed Watermarking Method

4.1

Watermark Embedding

Based on the principle in section 3, a blind watermarking algorithm in H.264
compressed domain is proposed. Embedding process is as follows:
(1) Watermark preprocessing: The original binary watermark pattern should be
preprocessed by Arnold scrambling, then scanning watermark pattern per row or
column to achieve one-dimensional binary watermark sequence W.
(2) The determination of embedded locations: For the luma components of I4,
watermark would be embedded into submacroblocks in which the value of NNZ is no
less than threshold K.
(3) Watermarking embedding: If the watermark bit is equal to zero (Wi=0), the
value of NNZ of this submacroblock must be odd and NNZ≥K also should be met.
Otherwise, the DCT coefficients should be modified until these two conditions are
satisfied. In doing so, if the value of NNZ is higher than K, one suitable coefficient is
chosen to be converted to zero. In this circumstance, the coefficient which is
quantized to nonzero and have smaller variance is candidate for this modification. If
the value of NNZ is equal to K, one suitable coefficient is converted to ±1. In this
case, a coefficient which is quantized to zero and have larger variance should be
modified. In a reverse manner, if the watermark bit is equal to one (Wi=1), the two
conditions that the value of NNZ of this submacrobloc is even and NNZ≥K should be
met. Otherwise the conditions should be met through the similar procedure. For each
embedded submacroblock, these processes should be repeated until the condition is
fulfilled. Specific embedding algorithm is as follows:
If W i = 0
 NNZ mod 2 = 1( no changing )

 NNZ > K ( suitable coefficien t should be converted to zero )

 NNZ mod 2 = 0 
 NNZ = K ( suitable coefficien t should be converted to ± 1)

,

(3)

If Wi = 1
 NNZ mod 2 = 0 ( no changing )

 NNZ > K ( suitable coefficien t should be converted to zero )

 NNZ mod 2 = 1
 NNZ = K ( suitable coefficien t should be converted to ± 1) .


4.2

(4)

Watermark Extracting

Watermark extracting meets the requirement of blind detection. The extracting
process is as follows:
(1) With incomplete decoding of watermarked video, we can extract quantized
coefficients in luma component of I4.
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(2) For each submacroblock of I4, the value of NNZ is calculated. Then the
submacroblocks in which the value of NNZ is no less than threshold K are selected.
(3) The watermark information is extracted by
 NNZ mod 2 = 0( NNZ ≥ K ), Wi = 1 .

 NNZ mod 2 = 1( NNZ ≥ K ), Wi = 0

5

(5)

Experiments and Results

In this paper, the proposed watermarking algorithm is implemented in the H.264
reference software version JM10.1[9]. The video sequences are mobile and motherdaughter (QCIF, 176 x 144).The GOP structure comprises IBPBP…, quantization
step QP = 28, the watermark capacity are 256 bits.
5.1

Imperceptibility after Watermarking

(1) To estimate visual imperceptibility of our proposed algorithm subjectively. Fig.2
shows the I frames of the original compressed and watermarked sequences.
Obviously, the difference between original sequence and watermarked one can not be
observed for either a smooth sequence such as Mother or a more detailed sequence
such as news.

(a) original video sequence ‘mother’

(c) original video sequence ‘news’

(b) watermarked sequence ‘mother’

(d) watermarked sequence‘news’

Fig. 2. The comparing of the original compressed and watermarked sequences
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(2) To estimate visual imperceptibility, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is
calculated. Table1 shows the comparison results of PSNR in different video
sequences. I(0) and I(6) represent the zeroth frame and the sixth frame respectively.
The same watermark information are embedded into the two frames, consequently,
the watermarking leads the decrease of PSNR approximately 2dB. For different video
sequences, the effect of watermarking is also different. Generally, if the value of
PSNR is more than 30dB, the human can not distinguish the difference between
original compressed video and watermarked sequence easily. Thus, the experimental
results show that our algorithm can obtain better perceptual quality.
Table 1. The comparing of PSNR between original video and watermarked sequences
Video sequence

Frame
sequence

Mother-daughter

mobile

5.2

PSNR of original
frame(dB)

PSNR of watermarked
frame(dB)

I(0)

38.370

36.797

I(6)

38.455

36.151

I(0)

35.242

34.087

I(6)

35.191

33.645

Robustness Tests

For testing the robustness against re-encoding, the bit extraction efficiency after reencoding is as follows.
Table 2. Bit extraction efficiency after re-encoding
Video sequence

carphone

mother-daughter

mobile

Algorithm in [10]

58%

83%

85%

Our algorithm

83%

85%

93%

The experimental results show that there is lower impact on a more detailed
sequence such as mobile after re-encoding. Comparing with other algorithms, it is
clearly that the proposed algorithm outperforms in most instances.
5.3

Analysis of Bit-Rate and Real-Timing

For video watermarking, the larger challenge is the bit-rate increase. In the existing
video watermarking algorithms, especially for H.264, there is a great effect on bit-rate
increase. Since the bit-rate increase is related to embedded capacity, we define bit-rate
increase ratio (BIR) as the percentage of bit-rate increase per embedded bit[7] .

A Blind Watermarking Method in H.264 Compressed Domain

BIR =

BR − BR
BR × Embedded Capacity .
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where BR and BR are the number of bits for coding the watermarked and original
sequences respectively. The value of BIR is shown in Table 3, and it is clearly shown
that there is no bit-rate increase after watermarking.
Table 3. Bit-rate increase after watermarking
Video sequence
mother-daughter
mobile

Algorithm in [10]

Algorithm in [7]

Our algorithm

16.43%

-2.774%

-0.004%

2.71%

-0.767%

-0.0024%

Of course, a good video watermarking algorithm also should satisfy the
requirement of real-timing. In this paper, watermark information is embedded into the
quantized coefficients of luma components, and complexity of algorithm is lower.
Thus it can meet requirement of real- timing, the coding time of I frame is as follows:
Table 4. Coding time of I frame
video sequence

mother-daughter

mobile

5.4

Frame
sequence

Original sequence
(ms)

Watermarked sequence
(ms)

I(0)

485

453

I(6)

484

422

I(0)

781

750

I(6)

781

719

Embedded Capacity

In this paper, the embedding capacity can be determined based on the video texture
complexity, threshold K is related to embedding capacity. In our experiment,
embedding capacity are 256 bits, but there are only 93 bits in [7]. As a result, the
proposed algorithm can improve the embedding capacity without sacrifice of
perceptual quality of video.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a new blind video watermarking scheme in H.264 compressed domain is
proposed to improve the embedding capacity of video watermarking. This algorithm
selects the embedded locations by utilizing characteristics of human visual system.
The watermark data is embedded by modifying quantized coefficients based on the
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probability matrix. The experiment results show that the proposed method improves
the issue of bit-rate increase and guarantees visual imperceptibility and real-timing. In
addition, the embedded capacity has been greatly improved and watermark extracting
process also avoids full decoding. This blind video watermark algorithm can be
implemented easily and applied widely for the issue of copyright protection in H.264
digital video.
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Abstract. Virtual Reality (VR) technology is a highly comprehensive
architectural design technique of expression. With the development of building
information and modeling of digital technology, VR technology provides a
broad platform in the application of restoration of cultural architecture. Many
cultural relic buildings have disappeared or have been dilapidated during
Sichuan Earthquake. In order to enable people to really appreciate the styles of
ancient buildings and their profound historical and cultural connotation, we
apply VR technology to reproduce the ancient buildings and show the artistic
and cultural messages what the ancient buildings convey by recovering,
simulating, reproducing, displaying and preserving the ancient buildings
through computer.
Keywords: Virtual Reality technology, ancient architecture, design of restore.

1

About VR Technology

VR (Virtual Reality) technology is the product of rapid development of information
technology in recent years. It is an interdiscipline developed on the basis of computer
graphics, computer simulation technology, multimedia technology, and sensor
technology. It vividly simulates and reproduces the real objective world in the
computer. It also creates a simulated operating environment and a realistic sensual
world with sight, hearing, and touch. Besides, it can realize interactive operation of
the virtue objects through sense, language, gestures, etc.VR technology is interactive,
providing roaming methods of any angle and speed, which can quickly replace
different buildings. Due to its visual image, it provides channels for the
communication between professionals and non-professionals. At present, VR
technology can be divided into two categories, i.e. panoramic technology based on
image and VRML 3D technology based on 3D polygon technology. VR technology is
a dynamic representation process. During its making, it’s most important part that the
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 117–126, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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different kinds of 3D software should be able to be used skillfully. The making
process of VR technology includes creation of the model, mapping, painting with
special material, cartoon setting, lighting and material adjustment, establishment of
environment, render output, final processing, special effect processing, and final
output. As far as its thinking is concerned, VR technology reproduces photographic
art, a thought for the overall command of the director, as well as a kind of
representation of whole art.
In recent years, VR technology has been widely used in construction engineering
and urban construction. Its application fields include building design simulation,
interior design simulation, architectural structure analysis, urban landscape
simulation, gardens, digital urban three-dimensional landscape model, historic
building model, etc.From a technological perspective, a virtual reality system has
three basic features, i.e. immersion, interaction and imagination. It highlights the
leading role of human being in virtual system. In the past, human beings could only
observe processing results from outside the computer system. Now, human being can
be immersed in the environment created by computer system. In the past, people
could only interact with one-dimensional digital information in the computing
environment through keyboard and mouse. Now, they can interact with the
environment of multi-dimensional information through various sensors. In the past,
people could only be inspired by the results mainly for quantitative calculation to
deepen their understandings. Now, human being can have perceptual and rational
knowledge from the environment featuring meta-synthesis from qualitative to
quantitative, deepening meanings and develop new ideas.

2

Application of VR Technology in After-Earthquake
Restoration of Cultural Architecture

Due to the earthquake disaster, cultural heritage suffered devastating losses. Many
places like Sichuan, Gansu, Shaanxi, Chongqing and Yunnan were affected.
According to incomplete statistics, 47 historical and cultural sites under government
protection at different levels in Gansu, 268 in Sichuan, 12 in Chongqing, 1 in Shanxi,
42 in Hubei, 43 in Yunnan, etc were damaged, including 288 cultural relic buildings
which accounts for 69.7% of all. The damages of these cultural relic buildings mainly
included wall cracking, collapse, falling off of roof tiles in large area, timber frame
out of joint or rupture, settlement of building foundation, total collapse of building.
Buildings damaged in the earthquake include Erwang Temple in Dujiangyan, Temple
of Marquis, Thatched Cottage of Du Fu, Three-su Temple, Pengzhou
SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS, Danba Fortifications, Meishan ancient
architectural complex, etc. With the rapid development of three dimensional graphics
and continuous improvement of network broadband, were allowed people to really
appreciate the styles of ancient buildings and their profound historical and cultural
connotation, we rely on VR technology to display and restore cultural architectures on
the network through computer, unfold the background knowledge about the
architectures, as well as truly represent ancient building and the artistic and cultural
messages they convey as much as possible.
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For after-earthquake restoration of cultural architecture, VR technology can be
applied in every process including the initial creation of building models and studies
of architectural design and structure. By virtue of such technology, various design
schemes can be positioned in actual environment. Each design scheme is evaluated
more objectively and reasonably through human’s walk in the virtual design
environment.
2.1

Scope of Application of VR Technology in Restoration of Cultural
Architecture

The application of VR technology is to restoration auxiliary system. Examples
include planning and design of environment around cultural architecture and
arrangement of traffic route. For design of environment around the cultural
architecture, if it can give human a kind of immersed sense, the design of such
environment is reasonable and comprehensive. It is such sense that VR technology is
trying to give.
The application of planning and designing of virtual reality and restoration of
cultural architecture in the feasibility demonstration system, at present, the afterearthquake restoration of cultural architecture is based on pictures, experience and
abstract data model and there is no systematic evaluation and demonstration of the
designed schemes. If VR technology is employed to portray the elements requiring to
be controlled during design (volume, height, color, surrounding environment, etc of
building), then imperfect parts in design can be found very quickly. If we change
them repeatedly, and then imitate reality according to the changed data until the
anticipated ideal effects are achieved in virtual reality. In this way, the great
difference between the practical effects of cultural architecture after building and its
design intent can be avoided.
2.2

Urgency of Application of VR Technology in Restoration of Cultural
Architecture

Repair work of cultural architecture is a kind of nonmaterial culture heritage which
involves very high technology. It not only requires a large number of traditional
technicians, but also needs massive amounts of effort and time. The application of VR
technology provides intuitive bases in vision, data, and other aspects as the best
selection of many repair plans. The simulation and reproduction of the positive results
of each scheme after repair can help to effectively select the repair plan of cultural
architecture, shorten the repair time of cultural architecture, and improve the repair
efficiency of cultural architecture.
2.3

Significance of Application

The application of VR technology to the after-earthquake repair of cultural
architecture bears great significance to the studies of buildings, preservation of
cultural relics, plans of environment around the buildings as well as future tourism
planning. The following are concrete analysis of :
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2.3.1
Studies of Buildings
Cultural architecture represents the architectural styles of a certain area in a certain
historical period. The forms and structures of architectures reflect human beings’
aesthetic standards and technological level at that time. How to preserve the historical
information conveyed by the cultural architectures is an important subject in the
studies of cultural architecture.
2.3.2
Preservation of Cultural Relics
Establish three-dimensional model database for the building and various spatial
relationships preserving cultural architecture, and realize comprehensive, vivid and
truthful display of then, so as to free cultural relics from geographical restrictions and
realize “sharing of resources by everyone”.
2.3.3
Planning of Environment around the Buildings
VR technology can display the present and future situation in front of the planning
designers and leaders, based on the current condition of the cultural architectures and
after environmental planning of them, so as to provide technical support and service
for the planning designers and leaders. It also plays a certain role in the publicity of
buildings and improvement of images.
2.3.4
Tourism Planning
Utilize virtual reality technology on a large scale for display and vividly display to
the tourists the layout, internal structure and decoration of the buildings, so that the
tourists will very quickly be attracted by the features of the architectures and the
historical and cultural values they contain and ways have been provided to market
themselves and expand their influences.

3

Specific Case

“SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS” is 1.5km northwest of Huishui Village in
Bailu Town, which is 23km away from the city proper of Pengzhou in Chengdu city,
Sichuan province. In 1989, it was included in the list of historical and cultural sites
protected at county level. In 2004, it was included in the list of historical and cultural
sites protected at provincial level. In 2006, it was included in the list of historical and
cultural sites protected at national level.
The currently called “SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS” is also called
“Shangshuyuan” and “Shangxuetang”. Before the earthquake, it was a Catholicism
cluster perfectly preserved in Chengdu. Its geographic coordinate is northern latitude
31º7´23´´ and east longitude 103º52´58´´ and its altitude is 805m. The monastery is
embraced on three sides by green hills and enjoys favorable natural environment.
Catholicism was introduced to China in the mid-18th century. Profoundly affected
by Catholicism, Pengzhou became a part of Chengdu diocese of Catholicism in
Sichuan. SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS is the seminary where Chengdu
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diocese of Catholicism in Sichuan fosters religious instructors. It includes upper
academy and lower academy and is one of the religious centers of Chengdu diocese of
Catholicism in Sichuan.
According
to
relevant
data,
the
construction
of
SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS was begun in 1895 and completed in 1908,
lasting 13 years (It is also said the construction of SEMINARIUM
ANNUNTIATIONIS was begun in 1907 and completed in 1910, lasting 3 years). It
was designed by missionaries of French Catholicism PERRODIN Alexandre and
ROUSSEAU Léon and built by Chinese artisans recruited by France.
The monastery adjoins Bailu River in the east and covers an area of nearly 2.5
hectares. Facing the east and nestled among hill, the architectural complex is
composed of the main part and attached buildings. The architecture is of typical
Chinese recent western-style masonry-timber structure. It is found after survey that
the confirmable completed area is 6,740m2. The plane of its main building is squareshaped. The main building is enclosed by domestic chapel, west building (locally
known as “back hall”), south-north building (locally known as “side room”), and east
building (locally known as “front hall”). In its center is the inner court covering over
600m2 (locally known as “embanked courtyard”); in front of the east building is the
outer court (locally known as “even dam”); in the center of the west building is the
domestic chapel, which is the core of the cluster. Seen from the inner court, the two
flanks of the domestic chapel extend outside and respectively form four rooms of the
west building. Then they respectively turn to the east and form five rooms of southnorth building. And then from the east side of the south-north building, they bend
towards the central axis to form nine rooms which will gather to form enclosed inner
court. Among the buildings on four sides, the east building has some parts of it built
into three-stories according to terrain and all others are built into two-stories. Apart
from the main buildings, other architectures are built including chapel and gate tower.
The monastery has trained a large group of clergies after it was built. On the upper
floor of the cluster are the private dorm rooms of the followers while on the lower
floor of the cluster are the functional rooms such as classroom, office, kitchen and
bakery. The older generations of bishops and priests from the five parishes of Sichuan
province (Chengdu parish, Leshan parish, Nanchong parish, Yibin parish, and
Xichang parish) all graduated from here.
After it was built, the monastery had once been destroyed by natural disasters. Its
functions had also been changed for several times.
In 1928, the mudslide disaster destroyed the chapel ball hall and west building. The
chapel has remained in its destroyed condition and the west building has never been
reconstructed. In a long period of nearly one century, the monastery was locally
deformed arising from insufficient structural strength for lack of scientific
understanding of the importance of the foundation, structure technology and material
technology during the initial establishment of the monastery, became damaged
everywhere due to the fact that the structural materials aged and got injured by natural
and other factors, as well as locally destroyed by fire. During this period, local repair
has been made and random bracing reinforcement measures have been adopted.
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With the changes of the society, the monastery has been used for other purposes. In
1949, the upper academy of SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS was once used as
the schoolhouse of Bailu Primary School while its lower academy was rebuilt into
Bailu Middle School. At present, only a stone bridge once destroyed by the
earthquake is left.
The monastery has recorded the influences and development history of foreign
religious culture in particular regions and completely retained the important historical
and cultural information in specific historical period, hence enjoying very high
historical values and cultural values.
The architectural exterior form of the monastery has the southern French
architectural style. The internal girder supporting the roof is in traditional local
architectural form. Such architectural form combining Chinese and Western styles are
blend of Chinese and Western architectural culture and has empirical values reflecting
local architectural history and development history of construction technology. In
addition, the construction of French-style architectures has helped introduce foreign
architectural art into the hinterland of China, deepen the understanding of people from
particular regions about foreign architectural art, and accelerate the development of
aesthetics. What is more, the elegant architectures surrounded by mountains constitute
new landscape and thus have certain artistic values. During the 5.12 Earthquake,
nearly all the buildings of SEMINARIUM ANNUNTIATIONIS collapsed.
The first-hand information about restoration has been obtained after site clearance
and damage survey.

4

Basic Step of VR Making

4.1

Build Model with 3dsMax

VR places no excessive constraint on the modeling phase. As long as it is the function
of MAX standard, the size of scene should be consistent with the real situation.
Minimize the number of models of scene and the number of mappings and maintain a
balance between the quality and speed of face numbers of model and number of
mappings. The number of models, number of faces and number of mappings will
directly affect the startup speed of VRP DEMO (load each object in the scene one by
one during startup of VRP-DEMO). Mapping quantity and size will directly affect the
operating efficiency. Therefore, during making of VR, try to reasonably merge
models made from the same material and of the same property into one object (to
reduce the number of models and number of mappings).

Fig. 1. Merging Objects Made from the Same Material.Specific Parameter: Delete all invisible
faces of objects to optimize number of faces.
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Fig. 2. Delete Invisible Polygons

Fig. 3. Reduce the Final Number of Polygons. Reduce the unwrapped area of object so as to
optimize the quality of baked mapping.

Fig. 4. Spreading Picture of Object Mapping; reduce the mapping area of unit object to
appropriate size on the basis of merging objects, so as to optimize their performance

Fig. 5. Light Mapping after Making is Finished
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Material Setting

After the establishment of scene model is finished, relevant materials can be named
and other parameters can be set according to actual needs. The total mapping quantity
of VRP scene is also one of the factors that affect the running speed of VRP-DEMO.
It is not only necessary to optimize the number of models and number of faces of
VRP scene. The mapping quantity of scene must also be very well optimized.

Fig. 6. Light Mapping under the Same File Folder

4.3

Light Setting

In practice, VR can not realize normal lighting rendering on it own. We should set
reasonable lighting and shadow parameters in max according to needs. Often what is
needed is Target spot and a skylight has been added. The shadow type used is Area
Shadows (or it can be changed to other shadow type). The lighting parameters in the
scene are set according to the light arrangement methods.

Fig. 7. Overall Light Arrangement

4.4

Camera Setting

Cameras set in Max scene can be output to VR as cameras for real-time browsing.
There is no particular requirement for the parameters of cameras.

Fig. 8. Camera Setting
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Rendering in 3ds Max

After material and light is added for the model in Max, Scanline rendering can be
performed with 3ds max default renderer or use senior lighting rendering. Since the
real effects of scene in VP depend on the modeling and rendering performance in 3ds
max, the rendering quality and correctness will affect the real effects of scene in VR
(note: There is no strict requirement for the type of render used for rendering of VRP.
Use of senior lighting rendering can help to produce global illumination and true
diffuse reflectance effects. However, use of standard lighting to simulate global
illumination and use of Scanline for rendering can also achieve good results).

Fig. 9. Model of Hidden Mapping after Rendering

4.6

Export Model

Export model to VRP-Builder – Edit running interface — Set running window and
preview – Store and Open it – Compile independent running program. When the VR
scene is released, EXE file that can run on its own needs to be created. In VRPBuilder, scene edited by the user can be made into independently run EXE file
through simple operation.

Fig. 10. Build VRP Running Interface

5

Conclusion

Virtual Reality (VR) is one of the recent hot subjects in computer network. It enjoys
very broad development prospect in many aspects of social life and is even more the
basis and technological base for the suggestion of each simulation concept on city
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planning, architecture, etc. Virtual reality is a developing technology which is aimed
at enabling the information system to meet people’s need as much as possible, the
man-machine interaction to be more humane and the users to be able to interact with
data more directly. Virtual reality has very broad development prospect. Its
combination with network communication performance is what people strive for. In a
sense, it will change the way people think or even people’s opinions of the world,
themselves, space and time. Besides, it is a kind of new technology that is still
developing and has tremendous potential of application.
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Abstract. In the cloud storage service, according to the data on the cloud
computing safety protection problem, the paper presents secure obfuscating
homomorphism encryption scheme. Constructing a point function obfuscation
that based on perfectly one way probability hash function in scheme,
construction depends on hash function and the computational difficulty
problems, then use the computational difficulty problems, to realize the
encrypted homomorphism function, also guarantee the function of the point
function obfuscator at the same time, the scheme raises the security of the
encrypted data. This paper provides the security proof of the scheme, shows that
the scheme is feasible.
Keywords: obfuscation, computational difficulty, point function obfuscation,
homomorphic encryption, perfect one-way hash function.

1

Introduction

The idea of Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) was proposed by Rivest, Adleman
and Dertouzosin in 1978. The existence construction has long been one of the important
open questions in cryptography. Unfortunately, there has been no progress in
cryptographic circle after the issue was put forward for more than 30 years. The
construction of fully homomorphic encryption problem research has achieved
significant breakthrough in 2009. Gentry constructed the first fully homomorphic
encryption scheme [2] based on ideal lattice in 2009. The security of the scheme is
based on the computational difficulty of two problems: Bounded distance coding issues
over ideal lattice and spare subset sum problem. More detail about construction of the
scheme is given in Gentry’s dissertation [3]. A very simple homomorphic encryption
scheme based on integer is proposed by Dijk, Gentry and Halevi, whose security is
based on intractability of the approximate GCD and spare subset sum. A recent article
[5] about fully homomorphic mainly improve the first fully homomorphic encryption
scheme.
Obfuscation is a new research direction in the last few decades. Say in brief,
obfuscation is a kind of algorithm, inputting a program of Boolean system circuit (now
the research of obfuscation mainly focus on circuit and Turing machine, while the
obfuscation of this paper mainly focus on circuit.) through the obfuscator, then output a
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 127–135, 2013.
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new program of Boolean system circuit which has the same function with the old one.
Although the output circuit program on the function is same with the original program,
but we find it difficult to read, i,e, we are not easy to recognize and understand.
Obfuscator behaves like a “black box” in this concept, in some degree, obfuscator will
not leak any information on obfuscation program besides the input and output
information.
The idea of this paper is to realize the obfuscation of homomorphic encryption
through a point function obfuscator. According to one of the way of constructing point
function obfuscation——perfect one-way hash function, the essence of perfect
one-way hash function in [6] and [7] is point function obfuscator. The way of
construction is based on hash function and computational difficulty problems. And now
homomorphic encryption schemes are constructed based on computational difficulty
problem. As both depend on computational difficulty problem (that is they contact a
common bridge). Then we’ll learn the security obfuscation of homomorphic encryption
according to the point function obfuscator constructed below.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 presents the preliminaries of point function
obfuscator; the point function is constructed in Section 3; a security obfuscation
scheme of homomorphic encryption is realized by this obfuscator is introduced in
Section 4; finally, we prove the scheme’s obfuscation character and security analysis in
Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

The Introduction of Virtual Black-Box Obfuscation

For circuit C , a probabilistic polynomial time O is a virtual black-box obfuscator. It
meets three conditions as follows:
----(Functional) For any n ∈ N , C ∈ C n , O (C ) is a circuit, and has the same
computing function with C .
----(Polynomial slowdown) There exists a polynomial

n ∈ N , C ∈ C n , O(C ) ≤ q( C ) .

q , that for any

---- ( virtual black-box) For any PPT opponent A and polynomial
simulator S. Then for all large enough

n ∈ N and C ∈ C n :

pr [A(O(C )) = 1] − pr [S
A ,O

p ,there is a PPT

S

C

(1 ) = 1] ≤ 1 p(n)
C

The obfuscator is effective if the obfuscator runs in polynomial time.
The black-box obfuscation in polynomial slowdown showing the complexity of the
circuit and the virtual black-box (VBB) performance together provide a strong
protection for the circuit security after obfuscated. The obfuscated circuit acts as a
“black box”, in a sense, and it don’t divulge any information about the circuit except its
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input and output behavior. More precisely, any valid adversary who can access to the
obfuscation circuit can only get through an effective simulator which enters into the
scheme through an oracle channel.
2.2

The Introduction of Semantic Perfect One-Way

For any non-unified PPT

A and

polynomial

{ }

p , an ensemble H = H

n

n∈N

, it is

called semantic perfect one-way if it meets three conditions as follows:
Completeness:

∀k ∈ K n , x ∈ {0,1} , r ∈ Rn ,V ( x, H k ( x, r )) = 1
n

Collision resistance: For any non-unified PPT A:

Pr[k ← K n , (x1 , x2 , y ) ← A(k ) : x1 ≠ x2 ∧ V (x1 , y ) = V (x2 , y ) = 1] < u(n)
Secrecy: There exists a non-unified PPT S , for sufficiently large n , any k and x :

[

]

Pr[r ← Rn , b ← A(k , H k ( x, r )) : b = 1] − Pr r ← Rn , b ← S Fx (k ) : b = 1 ≤ 1 p (n )
Where

Fx is a point function in x .

Note that semantic perfect one-way adopt to a simple way to virtual black box, the
performance requirements of the obfuscation point function in the definition [8].
Therefore, a function which meets this definition is a point function obfuscation
(possess approximate functional computing).But it is not real in the opposite direction.
When semantic perfect one-way implies the virtual black box performance, the
completeness and collision resistance in H will imply the approximate function of
computing. On the other hand, the obfuscation of a point function will not be a perfect
one-way function, in an adverse way, because the approximate functional doesn’t limit
on collision selection.
Definition

1

(Homomorphic

encryption)

[9]

the encryption scheme
is called homomorphism

E = (KeyGenε , Encrypt ε , Decrypt ε , Evaluateε )
encryption scheme, if for every function f of a kind of specific function Fε , The
output ciphertext of Evaluateε meet correctness requirements. Let such set of
function Fε equal cε (λ ) .
Correctness: For any given security parameter λ , KeyGenε (λ ) output any key
pairs KeyGenε (λ ) , any f ∈ Fε , any given plaintext m1 , m 2 ,..., mt and the
corresponding ciphertext

(

c = (c1 , c 2 ,..., ct ) , and ci ← Encrypt ε ( pk , mi ) , as

)

c ← Evaluateε pk , f , c , then Decrypt ε (sk , c ) = f (m1 ,..., mt ) established.
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Construct k , rt k Obfuscators

3

The construction process is as follows. Supposing
say,

p = aq + 1 , where a is a little integer

p is a large safe prime, that is to

（ For simplicity, we assume that

a = 2 ). In Z , supposing Q is a subset of q time.(In other words, Q is a group of
*
p

p ).After input m and secret random input k ∈R Q , oracle hash
function H computes r = h(m ) first, here h is a collision resistance hash

square model

function. Then output

H (m, k ) = k , rt k (The calculation result is model p).

Authentication algorithm

V is simple; given an input m and a hash value a, b ,

calculate x = h(m ) and accept it if rt = b .
The further description of this obfuscator is as follows:
a

k , rt k point obfuscators) Suppose g = {G} is a group overall, each
Gn is the group whose prime order is p . We define an obfuscator O , for point in
(Construct

domain

U
O
Z *p , there is under type: C x ⎯
⎯→
c(k , rt k ) , k ←
⎯⎯
G * is a random

generator of

Gn and c(k , rt k ) is a circuit which input r ,check whether

xt a = rt a .
Under the strong variant of the decided Diffie-Hellman assumption, this construct is
safe. This construct and the point obfuscator in [10] is semantic security, which based
on logarithm of intractable problems over finite fields.
The introduction of point function obfuscation was proposed in [9] for the first time.
More detailed introduction of point function obfuscation and two types of point
function obfuscator constructed are given in [12] and [13]. The obfuscators above are
constructed reference to the perfect one-way hash function.
We analyze this construction based on the strong Diffie-Hellman assumption variant
which is used to reveal, and this construction meet the oracle security of random input
and prior message.
Assumption 1: The Diffie-Hellman Indistinguishability Assumptions: Let k be a
security parameter. Let p = 2q + 1 be a randomly chosen k -bit safe prime and
let g ∈R

Q (where Q is the group of squares modulus p ).

DHI Assumption I: Let

，

a, b, c ∈R Z q* then g a , g b , g ab ≈ g a , g b , g c

DHI Assumption II: For any well-spread distribution ensemble
domain of

X q is Z

*
q

， for

g a , g b , g ab ≈ g a , g b , g c

。

{X } where the
q

a drawn from X q and for b, c ∈R Z q* we have

。
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DHI Assumption III: For any uninvertible function
have

。

f (a ), g b , g ab ≈ f (a ), g b , g c
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f and for a, b, c ∈R Z q* we

1. It can be seen that Assumption III implies Assumption II, and Assumption II
implies Assumption I. We were unable to show implications in the other direction.
2. While these assumptions are considerably stronger than the standard
a

b

ab

Diffie-Hellman assumption (For p, g , g , g , it is only assumed that g cannot
be computed), they seem consistent with the current knowledge on the Diffie-Hellman
problem. In particular, the assumption in the past is explicitly and implicitly. It is not
hard to see that it is equivalent to the semantic security of the ELGamal encryption
scheme, because both of them are based on logarithm of intractable problems over
finite fields.
Although Assumption II and III look quite strong, we were unable to contradict them.
We propose the viability of these assumptions as an open question. To gain assurance
in the plausibility of these assumptions, we remark that it is a common practice to use
Diffie-Hellman key exchange modulo a large prime.
For the analysis of the construction, we first consider a somewhat simplified version,
where the collision resistant hash function h is omitted and the input is assumed to be
*

taken from Z p .
Theorem1

1. If DHI Assumption I holds then the function H (m, k ) = k , rt , together with
its verification algorithm, are an oracle hashing scheme for random inputs.
k

2. If DHI Assumption II holds then the function H (m, k ) = k , rt , together with
its verification algorithm, are an oracle hashing scheme.
k

3. If DHI Assumption III holds then the function H (m, k ) = k , rt , together with
its verification algorithm, are a strong oracle hashing scheme.
k

4

Achieve a Security Obfuscator of Homomorphic Scheme by
Obfuscator

A homomorphic encryption scheme is showed at first in this part (scheme 1), next we
obfuscate this scheme (scheme 2). The two schemes is equal in the function,
comparatively speaking, the readability of scheme 2 is worse (that is to say, Hard to
identify ).

“

”

Scheme 1: A simple homomorphic encryption scheme (multiplication homomorphism)
(1) Select a primitive element g , g ∈ Z p ;
*

(2) Select an integer

d randomly, 1 ≤ d ≤ p − 2 ,compute t = g d (mod p ) ;
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m ∈ Z *p ,secretly choose an integer

(3) Encryption transformation: For any plaintext

(

)

k , k ∈R Q , then compute E (m ) = g k , mt k ;

(4) Evaluate transformation: After obfuscation encrypt for any plaintext message
m1 , m2 ,

(

(

))

E (m1 ) ⋅ E (m2 )(g k , m1t k )(g k , m2 t k ) = g k1 + k 2 , (m1 ⋅ m2 )t k1 + k 2 = E (m1 ⋅ m2 )
(5) Decryption transformation: Let

c1 = g k1 + k 2 mod p , c 2 = (m1 ⋅ m2 )t k1 + k 2 , t = g d (mod p ) ,

( )

c 2 c1d

−1

((

≡ (m1 ⋅ m2 )t k1 + k2 g k1 + k2

))

d −1

(

)

≡ (m1 ⋅ m2 )g d ( k1 + k 2 ) g −d ( k1 + k 2 ) (mod p ) ≡ (m1 ⋅ m2 )

Notice: p , g are the public elements,
confidential decryption key .

t is the encryption key and d is the

Scheme 2: We achieve security obfuscation of scheme 1 by the obfuscator which
constructed in part 3 and retain the homomorphic characteristic of the scheme in the
same time. The scheme as follows:
(1) Select a primitive element g , g ∈ Z p ;
*

d randomly, 1 ≤ d ≤ p − 2 ,compute t = g d (mod p ) ;
*
(3) Encryption transformation: For any plaintext m ∈ Z p ,secret choose an integer

(2) Select an integer

(

)

k , k ∈R Q ,compute r = h(m ) , E (r ) = g k , rt k ;

(4) Evaluate transformation: After obfuscation encrypt for any plaintext message
m1 , m2 ,

(

) (

)(

(

))

E (r1 ) ⋅ E (r2 ) = g k , h(m1 )t k g k , h(m 2 )t k = g k1 + k2 , ( h(m1 ) ⋅ h(m2 ))t k1 + k2 = E (r1 ⋅ r2 )
(5) Decryption transformation: Let
c1 = g k1 + k 2 mod p , c 2 = (h(m1 ) ⋅ h(m2 ))t k1 + k 2 , t = g d (mod p ) ,

( )

c 2 c1d

−1

((

≡ (h(m1 ) ⋅ h(m2 ))t k1 + k 2 g k1 + k2

(

)

)

)

d −1

(( )

)

≡ (h(m1 ) ⋅ h(m2 ))g d (k1 + k 2 ) g − d (k1 + k 2 ) (mod p ) ≡ h m1 ⋅ h(m2 )
Notice: p , g are the public elements, t is the encryption key and d is the
confidential decryption key .
According to the two schemes above, different ciphertext multiply after they encrypt
different messages, which united equal to encryption of a set of different message.
Then we find the set of message can be decryption by the decryption key. So the
correctness of homomorphic encryption scheme is verified.
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Proof and Analyze the Security of Secure Obfuscation of
Homomorphic Encryption Scheme

In this part, we verify the correctness of homomorphic, then we prove the
homomorphic encryption scheme of obfuscation security above is obfuscation secure
and the mainly method is reducibility certification.
5.1

The Correctness of Homomorphic
Scheme

）

（Mainly for Homomorphic Encryption

(1)There exists a pair of key (t, d ) , t is the encryption key and
confidential decryption key.
(2) After obfuscation encrypt for any plaintext message m1 , m 2 ,

d is the

c11 = g k mod p , c 21 = (m1 )t k1 and c12 = g k mod p , c 22 = (m2 )t k 2
(3)According to evaluate transformation c
(4)

( )

c 2 c1d

−1

(

(

(

))

= g k1 + k 2 , ( m1 ⋅ m2 )t k1 + k 2 ;

)

≡ (m1 ⋅ m2 )g d (k1 + k 2 ) g −d (k1 + k 2 ) (mod p ) ≡ (m1 ⋅ m2 )

The correctness verification of scheme 2 is the same as above, it can be set up according
to the correctness verification of scheme 1, so the correctness of scheme 2 can be set up,
i,e, the homomorphism encryption scheme after obfuscation will not change
homomorphism.
5.2

Obfuscation Proof of the Scheme

Through the reducibility certification, it actually can be summed up in obfuscation
security certification of the point function obfuscator in part 3.Now we divide it into
two steps: the first , certificating this obfuscator meet three characteristics of the
definition of obfuscation; the second, certificating this construction is perfect one-way
hash function of the probability.
Proof: The following will prove that this function satisfies the definition of obfuscator.

r = h(m ) at first, for a circuit C (the characteristic is mt a ), the
result of obfuscation is O (C ) , the two on the function of the computing can not be
(i) As we compute

distinguished (keeping function).(ii)It is cleared that the polynomial slowdown
performance is established.(iii)]For any adversary A of probability polynomial time,
there are a probability polynomial time S and a negligible function α , so for all the
circuits

[ ( )] ≤ α ( C ) (Characteristics of weak

C : Pr[ A(O( f )) = 1] − Pr S C 1

virtual black box).

C
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This obfuscator is efficient if this obfuscator O runs in polynomial time. After the
hash function processes the message, it reaches the difficulty identify characteristics of
obfuscation, thus this construction is established to meet the obfuscator.
We will prove that this obfuscator is semantic perfect one-way. An
ensemble H

{ }

= Hn

n∈N

, there is a decided polynomial time algorithm V . There exist

a private key β in the key space,
Because

x ∈ {0,1} , k is belong to a randomelement.
n

h( x )β k = H β ( x, k ) ,so V (x, H β ( x, k )) = 1

。

(Completeness

A and n which is
u (n ) and message x1 ≠ x 2 :
Pr[β ∈ Kn , (x1 , x2 , y) ← A(β ) : V (x1 , y) = V (x2 , y) = 1] < u(n)
(Collision

established).For any nonuniform probability polynomial time
large enough, there exists a negligible function

resistance established)
For any nonuniform probability polynomial time A and polynomial

p , there is a
nonuniform probability polynomial time simulator S , for large enough n , any β
and message x , input a k ∈ Rn randomly:

[

]

Pr[b ← A(β , H β (x, k )) : b = 1] − Pr b ← S Fx (β ) : b = 1 ≤ 1
Here

p(n )

Fx is a point function of independent variable x , therefore, the construction is

semantic perfect one-wayness.
In more detail, let H be a semantic POW function. To obfuscate Fx , sample a

k , and random string, r , for H and output the obfuscation,
O(Fx ) = k , H k ( x, r ) . The new function, O(Fx ) , simply computes the predicate

seed,

V (., H k ( x, r )) . It can be shown that O is an obfuscator for the class of point
functions. Completeness and collision resistance on H imply computational
approximate functionality while semantic perfect one-wayness implies the
virtual-black box property. On the other hand, an obfuscation of point functions may
not be a POW function because approximate functionality does not rule out collisions
chosen in an adversarial way.
In the definition of obfuscation, for the obfuscation of point function, we take a
simple way and find that the semantic perfect one-way accord with the performance of
virtual black box. Hence it is a obfuscation of a point function if this function meets the
semantic perfect one-wayness (The approximate function of computing).But it is not
established in the opposite side.

6

Conclusion

In order to improve security, this paper in view of the existing homomorphic encryption
scheme and propose homomorphic scheme of obfuscation security. This scheme is
safer than other scheme and is difficult to identify. This article is the first time adds
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obfuscation characteristic to homomorphic public-key encryption and it will greatly
protect the encryption data of user in cloud. Also this scheme can use in electronic
ballot, which can improve the fairness of election. For the scheme, there are other
purposes to be discovered.
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A Tank Shooting Method Simulation
Based on Image Analysis
Wang Qi-ai and Ren Ming-wu
College of Computer Science and Technology, Nanjing University of Science
and Technology, Nanjing, 210094, China

Abstract. A simulative tank shooting method based on image analysis is
presented, it is an alternative to the existing laser system. The system is
composed of an image acquisition system and an infrared strobe light system.
Based on the strobe light, the ID of the target tank can be computed. Analyzing
the characteristics of the target image, the position of strobe light is determined
through image normalization, image segmentation and tracing boundary
contours algorithms in turn; then the target ID is identified. Experimental results
show that the proposed method can recognize the ID and hit location of the target
tank accurately.
Keywords: training system, strobe light, target ID, image segmentation, tracing
boundary contours.

1

Introduction

Tank is a tracked armored fighting vehicle, which has a strong direct fire, armor
protection force and a high degree of cross-country mobility.Tanks are the main
weapons of modern warfare on land, the main task of tanks is to combat with the enemy
tanks and other armored vehicles; they can also suppress and eliminate anti-tank
weapons, destroy fortifications, and annihilate the effective strength of the enemy.
Currently, the main training method of tank training is to emit laser instead of live
ammunition. This simulative training system mainly consists of a laser transmitter and
a detector[1]. Target tanks equipped with infrared laser detectors, when training, one’s
own tanks emit infrared laser, the infrared laser detectors analyze the received signal to
determine that whether they have been hit or not.
The advantages of this training method are: do not use live ammunition, low cost,
high security; but it also has many drawbacks[2]: whether the target tanks have been hit
or not and the hit part can not be determined accurately, because laser will form a great
spot in the distant tank; laser’s time-of-flight do not match with the live ammunition,
because it takes a few seconds for the live ammunition flies to the target tank, but the
laser beam’s speed is the speed of light; the flight path of the laser beam can not
simulate the live ammunition, because the flight path of the live ammunition is a
parabola, but the the flight path of laser beam is a straight line. A simulative tank
shooting method based on image analysis is presented in this paper, this training
method has a higher accuracy, more close to the live ammunition training.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 136–144, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Principle and Design

In the simulative laser training system, there is no need to encode the target tanks,
because the laser emitters installed on the firing tanks and the laser receiver on the
target tanks can determine whether the target tanks have been hit or not. But in
the tank shooting method simulation based on image analysis, sequences of images of
the target tanks are got through a video camera; in order to distinguish every tank, to
confirm its identity, the target tanks should be numbered. In order to identify the target
ID, strobe lights flashing with different frequencies are installed on the target tanks,
then combine the known ballistic data and the launch angle of the projectile to
calculated the target tanks’ hit parts[3].
The following figure is the processing unit schematic. The method includes image
acquisition module, data processing center, and wireless communication module. The
core problems are the acquisition of images and the design of the strobe source ID. Next
these two issues will be further analyzed.
Send instructions
Radio
communication
module

Image transfer
Image
acquisi
t-ion
module

Data processing center

Receive instructions

Image acquisition
Hit instructions
Smoke device

Fig. 1. Processing unit schematic
2.1

Image Acquisition

It is very important to select the appropriate video camera and filter, because images
mainly come from the video camera, and the target tanks equipped with infrared strobe
light.
Comprehensive consideration of the video camera on several factors, such as the
angle of view, focal length, resolution, sensors, etc. 1280*960 infrared-sensitive video
camera is selected, it can capture 50 images per second; focal length of 75mm lens is
selected to get the clear strobe light,which is conductive to determine the identity of the
target tanks.
In order to identify the ID of the target tanks, infrared strobe lights flashing at
different frequencies are mounted on the top of the target tanks. Figure 2 is a spectrum,
it can be seen that the wavelength of visible light is 400~700nm in order to avoid the
interference of visible light, to detect the infrared light source accurately, the
830~880nm infrared band pass filter is selected.

，
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Fig. 2. Spectra

2.2

The Design of ID

The strobe light is flashing cycle in accordance with the encoding, different encoding
represents different target tank. If the ordinary encoding is used,then only the
circulataion bits of the encoding can be got,but not the real start and stop bits of the
encoding. So a special encoding is used in this system, such as B8B7B6…B0, this
encoding includes start and data bits, B8B7B6 are start bits, the others are data bits. At
each training session, in order to facilitate the identification of the light source, the start
bits of the encoding are constant[4]. The following table lists a group of encoding, each
coding can be used to identify a tank.
Table 1. Light source encoding table (start bits are 100)
Tank

Data

Tank

Data

Tank

Data

Tank

Data

No.

Bits

No.

Bits

No.

Bits

No.

Bits

1

000001

10

001110

19

011111

28

111010

2

000010

11

001111

20

101010

29

111011

3

000011

12

010101

21

101011

30

111101

4

000101

13

010110

22

101101

31

111110

5

000110

14

010111

23

101110

32

111111

6

000111

15

011010

24

101111

7

001010

16

011011

25

110101

8

001011

17

011101

26

110110

9

001101

18

011110

27

110111

3

The Determinatioin of Impact Point

3.1

Image Acquisition

The video camera begins to acquire images when the gunner aims at target tanks; when
the gunner prsses the button to fire, the imaginary shells start to fly; stop the acquisition
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when the shells reach the target (the fly time of shells: dt ). A sequence of images
I1,I2,…,Ib,…Ie are acquired: I1 represents the first image; Ib represents the image of the
firing moment; Ie represents the last image. dt can be found from the mapping table,
which is according to the target distance D and the kind of shells, from the table the
angelφwhich is the elevation angle of the barrel to offset shells whereabouts by gravity
during the flight can be got[5].
The sequence of images are passed to the processing unit, the processing unit
according to the relative motion state between targets, to determine whether to match
images or not. Assume that the sequence of matched images is I1,I2’,…,Ib’,…,Ie’ . If
one’s own tank does not move, then there is no need to match, I1,I2,…,Ib,…Ie, is
I1,I2’,…,Ib’,…,Ie’; if one’s own tank moves while the target tank does not move, then Ie’
is I[6].

Fig. 3. The comparision images of the strobe light on and off

3.2

The Determinatioin of Impact Point

According to the horizontal angle α,φ, wa, ha, wp and hp of the video camera in image
Ie,αis the barrel title sensor measured horizontal angle of the camera, φ is the elevation
angle of the barrel to offset shells whereabouts by gravity during the flight, hp is the
height of the image captured by the camera, wp is the width of the image captured by the
camera, ha and wa are the corresponding vertical viewing angle and horizontal
viewing angle.
Figure 4 is a tank firing schematic, the central position of + is the impact point
(sx,sy).

sx = cx ± sin α ×

wp
×φ .
wa

sy = cy ± cos α ×

hp
×φ .
ha

(1)

(2)

There are two camera’s installation methods on the tank, on the muzzle or on the barrel.
(cx,cy) is a coordinate of the shell axis in the image: if the camera is installed on the
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Wp
X

0
L1

L1

L3
α

α

L2

Hp

L3
α

L

Ω

Y

Fig. 4. Tank firing schematic

muzzle, (cx,cy) is the coordinate of the center of the image; if the camera is installed on
the barrel, (cx,cy) is the coordinate that dy meters vertically downward shift of the
center of the image, dy is a known constant. wp/wa is the number of columns in each
angle of the image, hp/ha is the number of rows in each angle of the image. If the
camera is titled to the right, the formula takes “+”; if the camera is titled to the left,
the formula takes “-”. So that (sx,sy) which is the coordinate of the impact point of the
virtual shell in the image can be calculaite.
From the registration relationship which is obtained in the previous,φwhich is the
corresponding region of Ω in the image of Ie can be calculated. Set the width isφw , the
height isφh (unit: pixel). Obviously, the coordinate of the impact point of the virtual
shell in the regionφ is (φw/2, φh/2). Assuming that the strobe light pisition is (Lx,Ly),
through calculate the distance between (Lx,Ly) and (φw/2, φh/2) can determined whether
the target is hit or not.
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According to the type and the distance of the target, by looking for the morphology
and database of different targets and different distances, according to the different types
and the distances of the dfferent targets, the size and shape of the target in the imageφ
can be got, and compared with the imageφ, then the hit parts can be got.

4

Identification of the Target ID

4.1

Image Normalization

Firstly, the images need to be preprocessed: grayscale normalization and contrast
normalization. Through the grayscale and contrast normalization can correct the
brightness and contrast of the image, eliminate the light changes and sensor
photosensitive changes, increase the difference between background and target, stress
the target[7].
4.2

Establish the Light Source Model

The grayscale of the target light source is alternating light and dark dramatic changes,
but the grayscale of the other background portion in the image is substantial
consistent[8].Extract the maximum value (m(x)) and the minimum value (n(x)) of each
position in the image simultaneously, the maximum value image and the minimum
value image are got.The difference image is calculated: p ( x ) =| m( x ) − n( x ) | .The
light source model is got from the difference image threshold segmentation. The
formula as follows

：

0
B( x) = 
1
4.3

background
foreground

( p( x) < T )
otherwise

.

(3)

Select the Threshold

In order to separate the light source from the background the image needs threshold
segmentation. The light source can not be separeted if a fixed global threshold is used to
segment the whole image, because the images are got in outdoor, the scene is complex
and there are a lot of interference.So adaptive threshold segmentation is used in this
system, the formula as follows:

T = average + k * var .

(4)

T is the segmentation threshold, average is the mean value of the image, var is the
standard deviation of the image , k is the correction factor.
Mean value formula:

average =

height −1 width −1
1
  f ( x, y ) .
width * height y =0 x =0

(5)
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Standard deviation formula

var =

：

height −1 width −1
1
2
( f ( x, y ) − average )


width * height y = 0 x =0

(6)

f(x,y) is the grayscale value of the coordinates (x,y).
4.4

Positioning the Strobe Light

The image obtained after the preseding process contains noise[9], the noise does not
have a specific size and shape. So through the target has a particular size and shape to
determine the position of strobe light[10].
A contour tracking algorithm[11] is used in this system: gray image is scanned from
up to bottom, from left to right; if adjacent pixel gray jumps from 0 to 255, means a new
outer contour is discovered, track and mark it; adjacent contour points are searched in
turn from eight directions, until return to the starting point, and the points connected
with the starting point of a contour line have all been tracked, end of the algorithm. A
complete outline which can be expressed as chain code is got; the contour perimeter,
the target area and the center position can be calculated. As the distance is known, the
approximate size of the light source can be calculated, so the target contour perimeter
and area of the light source are limited, compare them with the expected size, too large
or too small disruptors can be eliminated, then the light source position is determined.
4.5

Identification of the Target ID

The light source coding has nine bits (three start bits and six data bits), the light source
cyclical changes according to the coding. When the bit is the start bit, then start coding
to get the right nine bits. In the coding, 1 for the light source bright, 0 for the light
source out, decoding every light source respectively, algorithm is as follows:
(1) According to the N-bit binary data stream, code on the ith bit is Bi.
(2) Remove the front several bits to avoid the beginning of the image acquisition
unstable, resulting in the decoding error. Choose the ninth bit to start decoding,
continue to seek the code until meet the coding i which is different with the
ninth bit, coding it Bi.
(3) Continue to seek from i, until find a coding j which is different with Bi,
calculate the number of binary codes which is same with Bi: Num.
(4) f ( x ) = ( Num − 1) * t1 / t 2 ( t1 is the exposure time of the video camera is

，

30ms t 2 is every light source coding time occupied is 70ms). By the above
formula, m=f(x) can be calculated, ifmm is an integer, n=m; if m is not an
integer, n= m  .
(5) Make i=j, repeat (3)(4), until get nine bits codes. Then cycle shift nine coding,
move the start bits to the beginning of the coding, then the light source ID is
identified.
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Experiment

Since there are too many experimental images, listed below are several images of two
experiments .The first group images are the distance of 1200m, the second group
images are the distance of 600m (with smokescreen).
The first group:

Fig. 5. From left to right : the 10th frame, the 22th frame

The second group:

Fig. 6. From left to right : the 15th frame, the 30th frame

Listed below are two key images in the process of the first experiment:

Fig. 7. The target image with noise after
threshold segmentation

Fig. 8. The target image
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50 images are used in this experiment, the full codes got from the experiment are:
10011111111100111001100111111111001100011001111111, after recognition
algorithm shows that the ID number of the target is 010101111.

6

Conclusion

Currently, the most widely used tank training system is simulative laser training
system. For some disadvantages of laser training, this paper presents the tank shooting
method simulation based on image analysis. This training system is more in line with
the flight time of live ammunition, can determinate the ID of target tank more
accurately. This training method can improve the level of tank training, improve
tactical synergy and coordinate capability of tank training.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel Scale Noise Level Estimation method based on Double-Density Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform
(DD_DTCWT), which is referred to as DD_DTCWT_SNLE, to take the advantage of the correlation between the noise and noisy coefficients of
DD_DTCWT. The novel DD_DTCWT_SNLE method is formulated through
both theoretical analysis and numerical simulation, and is applied into three different threshold de-noising schemes respectively. Simulation results show that
there is an approximate linear relation between DD_DTCWT_SNLE and the
noise level and that DD_DTCWT_SNLE can reflect the noise level of coefficients in each layer more accurately. The proposed method outperforms the bivariate shrinkage algorithm and a gain of 0.8 dB in PSNR is obtained when
compared to other DD_DTCWT based algorithms. We also show the universal
applicability of our DD_DTCWT_SNLE for multi-scale linear operators, and
its usage as a noise level estimator for all the other linear multi-scale decomposition coefficients.
Keywords: Image de-noising, Double-density dual tree complex wavelet transform, Scale noise level estimation, Bivariate shrinkage function.

1

Introduction

During the process of collection and transformation, the processed images will become vague and their fundamental characters might be submerged due to various
kinds of noises. This brings passive effect to image analysis. Thus, it is vitally necessary to perform the de-noising prerecession for the images in the engineering applications about image processing.
In the last two decades, the wavelet transform and filter bank is always one of the
major research topics for the signal processing community. However, traditional Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has the flaw of poor direction selectivity and it cannot effectively catch the contour information of images. Also, because traditional
DWT lack of shift invariance, which means that small shifts in the input signal can
cause major variations in the distribution of energy between DWT coefficients at
different scales. So the use of traditional DWT in image analysis is limited. In view of
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 145–153, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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the limitation of traditional DWT, Kingsbury proposed Dual Tree Complex Wavelet
Transform (DTCWT)[1]. Selesnick put forward a new Double-Density Dual-Tree
Complex Wavelet Transform (DD-DTCWT) [2,3] by combining double density wavelet transform with dual tree complex wavelet transform, which achieves better directional selectivity. Approximate shift invariance, good directional selectivity, high
computational efficiency of DD_DTCWT make it a good candidate for image denoising, and the effect of de-noising has a big advantage over tradition DWT and
DTCWT [4-6].
In the last decade, most of the wavelet-based de-noising methods are based on the
work of Donoho [7,8]. The noise level estimation proposed by Donoho is directly
quoted and extended to de-noising methods in wavelet domain for image or video by
many researchers [4,9-13]. We find that the noise level estimation is a relative noise
level estimation by theory analysis and experiment simulation in this article. According to our observations, in this paper we discussed the meaning of each parameter in
the computation for the soft thresholds of each layer in DD_DTCWT domain, constructed estimation formula of scale noise level in DD_DTCWT image, and analyzed
the physics meaning of scale noise level. Finally, we applied the estimation method of
scale noise level into different methods of DD_DTCWT image de-noising. The experimental results showed that the estimation method of scale noise level proposed in
this paper obtained promising performance in Bivariate shrinkage function threshold
de-noising, significantly outperforming over the traditional methods based on global
conditions.

2

The Principle of Double-Density Dual Tree Complex Wavelet
Transform

、

The DD-DTCWT is based on two scaling function φh (t ) φg (t ) and four distinct wavelets ψ h ,i (t ) ψ g ,i (t ) (i=1,2), where the four wavelets are designed to be offset from
one another by one half—the integer translates of one wavelet fall midway between
the integer translates of the other wavelet

、

ψ h ,1 (t ) ≈ ψ h , 2 (t − 0.5) ,

ψ g ,1 (t ) ≈ ψ g , 2 (t − 0.5)

(1)

and where ψ h,1 (t ) and ψ g ,1 (t ) form an approximate Hilbert transform pair, as do
ψ h , 2 (t ) andψ g , 2 (t ) :
ψ g ,1 (t ) ≈ H {ψ h ,1 (t )},

ψ g , 2 (t ) ≈ H {ψ h , 2 (t )}

(2)

To realize 2D-DTCWT transform, separable wavelet transform is defined as:
Ψ a , i , j ( x , y ) = Ψh , i ( x ) Ψ h , j ( y )

Ψb ,i , j ( x, y ) = Ψ g ,i ( x)Ψ g , j ( y )

Ψc ,i , j ( x , y ) = Ψ h , i ( x ) Ψ g , j ( y )

Ψ d , i , j ( x, y ) = Ψ g , i ( x ) Ψ h , j ( y )

(3)

where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 , Ψh ,0 and Ψg ,0 are the scale functions of φ h (t ) and φ g (t ) respectively.
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From (3) we can get 4 low-pass scale functions and 32 high-pass wavelet functions. 16 direction complex wavelet functions are obtained by difference operation of
wavelet functions.
ΨA,i , j = [Ψa,i , j ( x, y) − Ψb,i, j ( x, y)] + − 1[Ψa,i , j ( x, y) + Ψb,i, j ( x, y)]
ΨB,i , j = [Ψc,i, j ( x, y) − Ψd ,i, j ( x, y)] + − 1[Ψc,i, j ( x, y) + Ψd ,i, j ( x, y)]

(4)

For comparison, different 2-D impulse responses are shown in figure 1.
Real
Imaginary
(a) DWT

(b)DTCWT

Real
Imaginary
(c)DD-DTCWT

Fig. 1. Comparison of 2-D impulse responses of DWT, DTCWT and DD_DTCWT

As showed in figure 1, DTCWT and DD-DTCWT eliminate chessboard artifact
produced by DWT. Compared with DTCWT, DD-DTCWT has better performance in
directional selectivity because it acquires the detailed information of the image in 16
directions. Therefore, DD-DTCWT can detect the texture and edge of image more
accurately.

3

Scale Noise Level Estimation

The estimation of noise level proposed by Donoho [7-8] is expressed as:

σˆ n = median( w ) / 0.6745

(5)

in which w is the most precise wavelet coefficient. Now we validate the validity for

noise level estimation of formula (5) using different noise levels σ n range 20 to 50.
The estimation results for different wavelets are shown as table 1.
Table 1. Noise level estimation for different wavelets

σ̂ n

σn

haar
db7
dmey
coif5
rbio3.7

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

20.6
20.4
20.2
20.3
40.8

25.4
25.1
25.2
25.2
50.3

30.4
29.9
30.0
29.9
60.3

35.6
35.2
34.9
35.1
69.9

40.4
40.1
40.0
40.1
79.1

45.6
45.1
44.7
44.9
89.3

50.1
49.8
49.7
49.7
99.6
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From table 1 we can find that for wavelets haar, db7, dmey and coif5,

σˆ n ≈ σ n ,

while for rbio3.7 σˆ n ≈ 2σ n . So the noise level estimation of image using formula
(5) is relative and the estimation results have linear relationship with noise level. So it
is illogical to directly quote without analysis the formula of noise level estimation.
In the last decade, all researches about multi-scale decomposition de-noising based
on wavelet transform adopt above-mentioned method to estimate image noise level.
Now we discuss whether it is reasonable to use global noise level estimation to calculate shrinkage threshold T.
We can get shrinkage threshold T from classical Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [9]:

2σ n2

T=

(6)

σ

In which σ is the standard deviation in a M*M neighborhood, σ n is the variance
of additional Gaussian white noise. When shrinkage threshold of high frequency coefficients in wavelet decomposition every layer is calculated, formula (6) can be expressed as:
2

2σˆ n2
T=
=
σˆ wij

2σˆ n2
max(0, σˆ yij − σˆ n )
2

2

(7)

In which is the standard deviation of i-th sub-band coefficients about image j-th layer
decomposition in a M*M neighborhood,

σˆ y

2
ij

is the variance of i-th sub-band coef-

ficients about image with noise. So σˆ is put into formula (7) is unreasonable.
Assuming that a particular image handled is polluted by additional Gaussian white
noise:
2
n

I =S+N

(8)

In which I is an image with noise, S is the original image, and N is Gaussian noise.
When the image and the noise are statistically independent, formula (9) can be derived from (8):

σ I2 = σ s2 + σ N2

(9)

When image I with noise is processed with the wavelet decomposition, formula (10)
can be derived from the DD_DTCWT results of formula (8) since DD_DTCWT is a
linear arithmetic operator.

y = w+n

(10)

In which y is the wavelet coefficient of image with noise, w is the wavelet coefficient
of original image, and n is the wavelet coefficient of noise.
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y ij is the i-th sub-band coefficient in jth layer decomposition of an

image with noise,

y ij can be obtained from image I after a series of linear convolu-

tion operations and downsamplings. If

y ij = Fij (I ) , we can get:

Fij ( I ) = Fij ( S ) + Fij ( N )

(11)

Similarly, when the condition that image and noise are statistically independent is
met, there is

σ y2 = σ w2 + σ n2
ij

ij

(12)

ij

Now we discuss the relationship between statistical features of DTCWT transform
coefficients in every layer of image with noise and noise level. The average noise
level estimation of all sub-band coefficients about j-th layer decomposition high fre-

σ̂ n

quency sub-image is defined as

σˆ n =
j

j

, then

1 16
 median( wij ) / 0.6745
16 i =1

(13)

σn

range 20 to 50 as test

Using gray image lena512 added different noise levels
image, we can obtain simulation results as figure 2.
22
Scale=1
20

Scale=2
Scale=3
Scale=4

18

DTCWT−SNLE

16

14

12

10

8

6

4
20

25

30

35
Noise level

40

45

50

Fig. 2. Scale noise level estimation of wavelet coefficients

The abscissa in figure 2 indicates noise level
age noise level estimation

σ̂ n

j

σ N , the ordinate indicates the aver-

of all sub-band DD_DTCWT coefficients about high

frequency sub-image, Scale=j. From figure 2 we can find that although the average
noise level estimations of coefficients in every DD_DTCWT layer are different, the
average noise level estimation

σ̂ n

j

of all sub-band coefficients about high frequency

sub-image is approximately linear correlative with image noise level

σn

to a given

number j of decomposition layer, it can indicate noise level of every layer coefficients
very well.
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The scale noise level estimation of DD_DTCWT image

σ̂ n

ij

is defined as:

σˆ n = median( wij ) / 0.6745
ij

Then the scale noise level estimation
estimation

σ̂ n

(14)

is used to substitute global noise level

ij

σˆ n . The formula (7) is changed and the shrinkage threshold of every high

frequency coefficients after wavelet decomposition can be expressed as:

T=

2σˆ n2ij

σˆ w

=

ij

2σˆ n2ij
2
2
max(0, σˆ yij − σˆ nij )

(15)

Reference [9] used the statistical joint probability density distribution of current and
parental coefficients to deduce the shrinkage function with dual variables based on
parental coefficients assuming the noises of different layer are statistically independent. The current coefficient can be estimated as:

( y12 + y 22 −

∧

w1 =

2σ n2

σw

)+
⋅ y1

y12 + y 22

(16)

Applying scale noise level estimation to formula (13), we can obtain the estimation
formula of current coefficient about shrinkage threshold de-noising with dual variables based on DD_DTCWT_SNLE as following:

( y +y −
2
i1

wˆ =
i
j

2
i2

2σˆ n2ij

σˆ w

ij

y i21 + y i22

)+
⋅ y i1

(17)

i = 1,2,...,16; j = 1,2,..., J − 1

4

Experimental Evaluation

In order to validate the validity of our DD_DTCWT_SNLE proposed in this paper, the
well-known benchmark image lena512 added with different noise levels were used in
our experiments. De-noising method based on hidden Markov tree model[13](HMT
Shrinkage), soft threshold de-noising based on Bayes estimation[9](Bayes Shrinkage),
and shrinkage threshold de-noising with dual variables based on parental coefficients[9](Bivariate Shrinkage) were used as the competitors. These referred methods
used global noise level estimation and scale noise level estimation. For our
DD_DTCWT, FSfarras bases were used and it was decomposed to four layers.
Figure 3 shows that HMT Shrinkage is insensitive to the methods of noise level estimation, while the PSNR curves using DD_DTCWT_SNLE are significantly higher
than those using global noise level estimation in Bayes Shrinkage and Bivariate
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Shrinkage. When DD_DTCWT_SNLE is used in shrinkage threshold de-noising with
dual variable, good de-noising effect can be obtained, it is obviously better than the
de-noising effect using global noise level estimation. Compared with other
DD_DTCWT image de-noising, the PSNR of shrinkage threshold de-noising with
dual variable based on DD_DTCWT_SNLE is improved by 0.8dB at least.
32

32
Bivariate shrinkage
Bayes shrinkage
HMT Shrinkage

Bivariate shrinkage
Bayes shrinkage
HMT Shrinkage

30

30

29

29

PSNR(dB)

31

PSNR(dB)

31

28

28

27

27

26

26

25
20

25

30

35
Noise Level

40

45

50

25
20

25

30

35
Noise Level

40

45

50

Fig. 3. Comparison of three de-noising methods
(a) Result using global noise level estimation; (b) Result using scale noise level estimation.

(a) Original Image

(d) DD_DTCWT-HMT
PSNR=30.82

(b) Noisy Image

(e) DD_DTCWT-Bayes
PSNR=31.63

(c) DWT-HMT
PSNR=30.23

(f) DD_DTCWT-Bivariate
PSNR=31.79

Fig. 4. Detail depictions of de-noising results using different algorithms
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According to the analysis on the details of de-noising effects in figure 4,
DD_DTCWT(d-f) has a better restriction of the confusion and produces better definition for the images when compared with DWT(c). By the comparison among the denoising effects of three methods based on DD_DTCWT_SNLE(d-f), the de-noising
effect of Bivariate Shrinkage is better than the effects using the other two algorithms
consulting PNSR value and visual effect. Bivariate Shrinkage based on DD_DTCWT
can contain the edge and detail information of image very well.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, a new method of signal analysis based on complex wavelet transform
DD_DTCWT was proposed. DD_DTCWT overcomes the shortcomings of conventional DWT and it has several desirable properties including approximately shift invariance, nicer direction selectivity, and accurate information in the phase space. It can
be used to improve the effect of image de-noising and to get better visual effect. According to the simulation in this paper, we found that the noise level estimation proposed by Donoho is a relative noise level estimation. We analyzed the simulation
results, discussed the meanings of parameters in soft threshold calculation formula
about DD_DTCWT coefficients. Based on these observations, the estimation formula
of DD_DTCWT image scale noise level was constructed and applied to different
algorithms of DD_DTCWT image de-noising. The experimental results indicate that
the PSNR of shrinkage threshold de-noising with dual variable based on
DD_DTCWT_SNLE have an improved performance by more than 0.8dB beyond
those of the competitors, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed
DD_DTCWT_SNLE. Although the scale noise level estimation proposed in this paper
was simulated using DTCWT coefficients, this algorithm is universal applicable to all
linear multi-scale decomposition operators and it can be used to estimate the noise
level of all linear multi-scale decomposition coefficients.
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Abstract. Large amounts of complex data will be produced when detecting
pesticide residues in edible agricultural products within some areas, such as in
our whole county. .In order to helping experts and decision-makers understand
and analyze these large amounts of data accurately and effectively, a treemapbased visualization method for pesticide residues detection data is presented in
this paper. First, the characteristics of pesticide-residue detection data are
analyzed. Then, a treemap-based visualization method is presented. It uses
hierarchical data visualization technique based on treemap combining with
interactive techniques, such as detail viewing, selecting and filtering. The
results of applying this method to analyzing pesticide-residue detection data set
demonstrate that it can help experts to analyze data set according to the
hierarchical structure of regions and categories of agricultural products
effectively.
Keywords: Pesticide residue detection data, Information visualization,
Hierarchical data visualization, Treemap.

1

Introduction

Agricultural products dominate the food constitute in China as a vast agricultural
country and food safety problems have become increasingly prominent with the
improvement of people's living standard. To ensure the quality of agricultural
products, it is a general phenomenon by adding kinds of chemical pesticide during the
agricultural planting process, thus pesticide residues detection becomes an important
factor which inevitably affect our country's food safety. The traditional analytical
techniques for identification and quantity determination of pesticide residue in the
agricultural product samples are based on gas chromatography and other chemical
detection equipment. Detection analysts need to understand and analyze the detection
result data collected during the research which is complicated and large, what they
care about most is the analysis of nationwide pesticide distribution which can be
reflected by the hierarchical data properties such as agriculture categories and regions
they belong to . At present, the method dealing with these hierarchical data is based
on direct observation or a combination with simple data reports which do not work
well, and this will further severely restrain the national food safety monitoring.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 154–162, 2013.
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Information visualization techniques [1] use graphical methods to display
information contained in the data set to help people understand and analyze data, and
provide a new and effective means for human to analyze and solve problems.
Hierarchical data visualization technology is especially suitable for present
hierarchical structure of data. Treemap as a space-filling visualization technology to
visualize the hierarchical data is widely applied. Based on analyzing the data
characteristics of the detection results, this paper introduces treemap to the analysis of
pesticide residues detection data concerning the hierarchical structure of the region
and category of agricultural product therein. We propose a concrete visualization
design and provide an effective analysis method and tool for the detection analysts.

2

Treemap

Treemap [2] is a space-filling visualization method capable of representing large
hierarchical collections of quantitative data. A treemap works by dividing the display
area into a nested sequence of rectangles whose areas correspond to an attribute of the
data set. Originally designed to visualize files on a hard drive, treemap has been
applied to a wide variety of domains ranging from financial analysis to biological
science.
Treemap has been widely applied to various financial applications and the one of
most famous implementation is the SmartMoney [3]which uses treemap to display the
stock information. In 2009, Michael S.Horn described the Involv system, a multitouch tabletop application that uses a Voronoi treemap to display taxonomy of life on
earth provided by the Encyclopedia of Life [4].
The range of applications of treemap is far more than that, a wide range of
applications has laid a solid technical foundation for its development and provides
important technical support for the design proposed in this paper.

3

Preliminary Data Analyzing and Processing

3.1

The Characteristics of Pesticide Residue Detection Data

Detection result data characteristics summarized as, large quantity, multidimensional,
with hierarchic structure such as agricultural product categories and administrative
division they belong to etc.
Detection data is created by detecting pesticide residues on the sampling of
agricultural products and gathered from multiple detection stations covering different
areas of the country. The sample includes a variety of edible agricultural products in
everyday life, covering 500 kinds of pesticides. Each data record in the result dataset
contains more than ten properties such as category of agricultural products, detecting
time, pesticide type, pesticide content, the minimum detection limit , the highest
detection limit, agricultural product regions (including the name of province,
prefecture, county), agricultural products sources (such as farmer's market,
supermarket, et al) et al[5],as the Fig. 1shows.
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The detection of pesticides is dependent on agricultural product samples, that is to
say, what the detection analysts care about is whether some pesticides can be detected
from the product, the amount of detectable pesticides, pesticide content and whether
the content accords with a specific standard or not. The agricultural product regions
are essential in tracking pesticide source and displaying the pesticide distribution and
it is one of the most important properties that analysts are interested in.

Fig. 1. Data table of pesticide residues detection results

It is easy to find that agricultural product regions and categories of agricultural
products are properties that organized by hierarchical structure, the agricultural
product regions is organized by four levels of “Area-Province- Prefecture- County”,
“Area” refers to the seven administrative regions such as North China, East China,
Northeast China; “Province” refers to the 34 provinces and autonomous regions in
China; “Prefecture” refers to cities that are included in each province and “County”
refers to counties that are included in each prefecture. Detection data from all parts of
the country is stored completely through this hierarchical organization form; the
category of agricultural products is organized by two levels of “SamplecategorySamplename”, “Samplecategory” refers to the categories of agricultural products
which are classified by edible part of products, “Samplename” refers to the names of
the agricultural product sample. Using hierarchical structure can help the detection
analysts to observe and analyze the pesticide distribution according to different
regions and products.
3.2

The Storage Structure for Hierarchical Data

To implement a treemap-based visualization method for pesticide residues detection
data, the basic is to preprocess the data. To deal with the hierarchical data, devising a
tree data structure storing the data that allows efficient node searching is the problems
this paper need to consider first.
This section presents several approaches to implementing a general tree data
structure: the parent pointer implementation, the list of children implementation, the
first-child/next-sibling implementation [6]. The parent pointer implementation is the
simplest general tree implementation for each node; it stores only a pointer to its
parent. Clearly this implementation is not general purpose, because it is inadequate
for such important operations as finding the leftmost child or the right sibling for
anode. The list of children implementation simply stores with each internal node a
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linked list of its children. With the list of children implementation, it is difficult to
access a node’s right sibling. The first-child/ next -sibling implementation presents an
improvement. Here, each node stores its value and pointers to first child, and next
sibling, this is illustrated by Fig. 2. This implementation is more space efficient than
the list of children implementation and each node requires a fixed amount of space in
the node array. The “first-child/next-sibling” implementation for general trees is
illustrated by Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Node in the “first-child/next-sibling” implementation

Fig. 3. The “first-child/next-sibling” implementation for general trees

Pesticide residue detection data as well as the hierarchical data is constantly
updated with the result data collection procedure, we need to filter data to create a
new tree before the visualization. As treemap algorithm creates the nested rectangles
by dividing a rectangle representing an item into smaller rectangles representing its
children at each hierarchy of tree, searching for a specific node on users` demand and
the traversals of the tree are the prerequisite problem. The interaction after the layout
involves the tree traversals and searching its parent for a given node frequently.
Considering the situation described above, this paper introduces the transformed firstchild/next-sibling implementation whose node is added a pointer to its parent, as is
illustrated by Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Node in the transformative first-child/next-sibling implementation

The “data value” is to store the necessary information: node name, used to indicate
the node; node depth, indicates hierarchical level of the node in the tree; node value,
the statistic numeric data to be displayed such as the amount of samples average of

、
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、

pesticide content amount of pesticides which fail a specific standard; rectangular,
used to store corresponding rectangular position in each node; marked, used to record
the node selecting status during the interactions.

4

The Design of Treemap-Based Visualization Method for
Pesticide Residues Detection Data

The main purpose of designing the treemap-based visualization method for pesticide
residues detection data is to provide a rapid effective tool for detection analysts.
This section will describe in detail. The entire interface is composed by two parts, the
right area is the controls for selecting, the left displays the data which is selected by
right part and concludes two parts: the visualization display space and data gridview.

、

4.1

Data Filtering and Statistic Function

Here, we filter the data by selecting the information needed to be visualized as
detection analysts care about only part of the massive detection data. This paper
provides data filtering and statistic function, the data filter includes four variables:
agricultural product regions, category of agricultural products, pesticide type-and
detection method. For hierarchical data, there are different selection box for each
hierarchy, which will increase the flexibility of the filtering. After filtering the
detection data, we can chose a statistic for the amount of samples average of
pesticide content the amount and the rate of the pesticides which fail a specific
standard based on users` selection, as is illustrated by Fig.5. The selected data reflect
the distribution of a certain pesticide within a product in different regions and will be
shown in data gridview and mapped into treemap respectively.

、

、

Fig. 5. Data filtering and statistic choses
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The Choice of Treemap Layout Algorithms

Several alternative layout algorithms [7] have been proposed to create the nested
rectangles that make up the treemap.
Though simple to implement, the slice-and-dice layout often creates layouts that
contain many rectangles with a high aspect ratio. Such long skinny rectangles can be
hard to see ors elect, compare in size, and label, especially for large scale data.
The squarified layout was proposed to produce rectangles with good aspect ratios;
the idea behind the algorithm is to layout the rectangles along a row in the available
display area as long as the worst aspect ratio of any rectangle in the current row keeps
improving. Once the highest aspect ratio among the rectangles has reached a
minimum, and adding another rectangle to the current row would increase the worst
aspect ratio, the current row is fixed and a new row is created. The main drawback
with the algorithm is that it is unordered, the change metric is also worse than most of
the other algorithms.
The strip treemap is an ordered treemap and is a modification of the squarified
algorithm, The algorithm works quite well in most cases, but a frequent problem
occurs with the last strip that is laid out, one can in the end be left with a couple of
thin, poor aspect ratio rectangles in the last strips.
The data is collected from 34 provinces and autonomous regions including more
than 500 pesticide items detected from more than seven kinds of products. For the
amount of nodes in the tree which is organized depending on agricultural product
regions property in detection data is large and uneven distributed (e.g. a certain
pesticide is checked in ten cities of Shandong province while there is only one city in
Sinkiang ), while the statistics as the node value are even-distributed, this paper
introduces the squarified treemap layout to avoid creating layouts that contain many
thin rectangles and improve the visualization.
4.3

Visual Display Properties

Visual display properties include three aspects. The first, treemap and rectangular
areas, we use treemap to present the distribution of pesticide content and also the
hierarchical agricultural products region structure, in which the size of rectangular
areas represent for the statistic described in section 4.1.
The second, color, Color is the most important visual display property, and it can
be an important aid to the fast and accurate decision making. Quantifiable attributes
(placed on a numeric scale) work well with different luminosity levels of the same
hue. If a non-quantifiable attribute is to be displayed, the approach of assigning
distinct hues to each attribute is effective. Here, the data property “Area” is mapped to
color indicating seven administrative divisions in our country.
The third, nesting, Nesting is introduced to strengthen the visualization of
hierarchical structure. Each rectangle that represents a non-leaf node is provided with
a border to show that its children have the same parent. It is helpful for analysts to
select a non-leaf node to get detailed information.
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Interaction

The original method to present data is data table which organizes the data records
ordered by data property. It is easy to implement, however it will be confusing when
displays large data. Compared to data table, information visualization, using
graphical, display rich quantitative information more visually but more abstract. In
order to preserve the original data as well as be convenient to check the results, in this
paper we implement the data gridview control combined with information
visualization to show the same data set.
Effective visualization requires the appropriate labeling for the enhancement of
human perception and cognition of the visualization context. It also assists the
analysts to clarify the implication of the graph objects for information they represent
without referring to the actual dataset and the most common form of labeling is the
textual label that attaches to an object. We use a dynamic labeling approach to place
labels on the rectangles that can be turn on or off depends on mouse hover;
meanwhile the data records corresponding to that rectangle will be highlighted in the
data gridview, see Fig.6.

Fig. 6. The dynamic labeling and highlighted data in gridview based on mouse hovering

The discernibility issue is raised when the treemap density increases and the
hierarchical structure becomes deep. The discrepancy of treemap will be difficult to
discern due to the increased child nodes in the hierarchical structure which requires
the assistance of overview+detail [8] technique to enhance the readability. An
overview+detail design is characterized by the display of detailed view of the current
selected context information in a distinct presentation space, shown in Fig.7.
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Fig. 7. An example of overview+detail display. The detail view inserted in the bottom right
hand corner of the display allows users to see the detail of the selected region.

The sampling time property in detection data reflects the trend of pesticide
distribution over time, what is the analysts care about the data exploration is to view
the trend which is one of the important features in our visualization. When the
analysts click on a particular rectangular area (representing a city or a county where a
certain pesticide is detected), a popup window appears that displays the pesticide
content trend in a normal chart manner during a certain time span set by analysts as
illustrated in Fig.8.

Fig. 8. Exploring the change of pesticide content over a certain time span though the
visualization
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Conclusions

The traditional methods can't provide an effective analysis of the pesticide residue
detection data for detection analysts, which impacts the development of our food
safety monitoring .To settle the problems described above, this paper proposes a
treemap-based visualization method for pesticide residues detection data, an
application that uses hierarchical information visualization combined with interactive
elements such as labeling and overview+detail to display detection data, it is helpful
for analysts to analysis the complex pesticide residue detection data.
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A Facial Expression Recognition Method
Based on Singular Value Features and Improved BP
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Abstract. Expression recognition is an important subjective measurement
method in emotional calculation. Considering the stability and
representativeness of image algebra features, expression characteristics can be
extracted by singular value decomposition. BP neural network optimized by the
genetic algorithm is adopted as a classifier. Using the classifier, an expression
recognition experiment was done on the JAFFE library and emotional induced
experimental expression database. Comparing with the traditional BP classifier,
the results of the experiment proves that the method is more effective and
efficient.
Keywords: expression recognition, Singular Value Decomposition
Genetic Algorithm GA), BP neural network (BPNN).
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1

（ SVD),

Introduction

In the information society, users for information technology proposed higher requests.
In the field of intelligent building, how to provide more superior comfort emotional
experience for testee, how to make the user feel more comfortable in construction
environments, they are important problem in the researches of intelligent building and
emotional computing. Expression[1] is an external manifestation of emotional
subjective experience. The Rule of Mehrabian[2] pointed out that the human emotions
reveal about 7% depending on the language of the conversation, auxiliary expression
such as gestures, tone accounted for 38%, the facial expressions action proportion is
as high as 55%. Obviously, the research of facial expression recognition is an
important part of emotional identification. The research of facial expression
recognition is how to automatically, reliably, efficiently use the messages transferred
from facial expressions. The contents of facial expression recognition include image
preprocessing, feature extraction, and classifier design[3]. For the expression of the
original image data quantity is huge, recognition efficiency is low. Feature
extraction[4] refers to map the original data into feature space, in order to obtain the
*
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characteristics which can reflect the nature of the images mostly. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [5] extracts the major feature component of images, and
representing the image feature space by the characteristics. The feature extraction
methods of Gabor wavelet transform[7] can be used to detect multi-scale and
multidirectional texture transformation. It is a kind of feature extraction method
which is based on local structure of image. Optical flow[6] method can effectively
reflect the movement characteristics of the image sequence, which is a model-based
approach. Based on different characteristics, different classifiers can be designed, and
different classifying effect is realized. The Nearest Neighbour Classifier (NNC)[8]
measure the distance between sample and template as criterion by semblance
measuring method. The maximum posteriori estimation of bayes classifier[9] can be
used by all kinds of prior distribution and conditional distribution. In the small sample
situation, in order to reduce the risk of wrong points, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [10] can be used.
Algebraic characteristic of image is an intrinsic property, and singular value
decomposition[11] is a kind of effective method of algebraic feature extraction.
Applying genetic algorithms to optimize the weight and threshold of matrix of BP
Neural Network (BPNN)[12-13] , the prediction precision is improved, and the
problem that BP algorithm is easy to be trapped into local optimization has been
solved. Experiments are carried out on JAFFE databases and
experimental
database. The experiment process is shown in figure 1.Experimental results indicate
that the optimization algorithm has higher precise and better effectiveness.

Fig. 1. Experiment process

2

Feature Extraction

The extraction of facial expression features refers to analyze and deal with all kinds of
input information of images, and extract the expression of image features which are
not easily influenced by all kinds of random factors of interference information. Good
features have better information integrity, robustness and differentiability. Image
features are generally divided into four categories[14]: Statistic Feature, Visual
Feature, Algebraic Feature and Conversion Coefficient Feature. Singular value feature
is a kind of typical algebra feature.
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Image Pre-processing

In order to extract expression features better, the disturbance such as background,
hair, light, and other factors. should be reduce to the lowest level. The preprocessing
mainly focuses on geometry normalization of face images. Rotate and crop the
expression picture based on a position and distance between the two eyes, and ensure
the face is consistency in the direction and position. Use the scale transformation to
the image and make the expression images have the same size. Finally, the size of
normalized images is 64 × 64.
2.2

Singular Value Feature Extraction

Convert an image into the form of a matrix, then, use singular value decomposition.
The Singular value feature has a good stability and geometrical invariability,
moreover, it is also the theory basis for expression recognition that singular value
used as the feature matrix.
m×n

Theorem (SVD) [15]: Let A ∈ Rr (r > 0) , the rank of A is k, then there are two
orthogonal matrices Um × m , Vn × n and a diagonal matrix Dm × n , make the
following formula established:

A = UDV T
Thereinto:

(1)

 0 
D =  k ×k 
0 0

 k ×k = diag (σ 1, σ 2,..., σk )

Um × m = (u1, u 2,..., uk , uk + 1,..., um)
Vn × n = (v1, v 2,..., vk , vk + 1,..., vn)
σi = λi is the singular value of A, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥  ≥ λ k > 0 are All of the nonzero

AAT or ATA , ui , vi (i = 1, 2,..., k ) are the feature vectors which
T
T
correspond with all of the nonzero eigenvalues of AA or A A .Then formula 1

eigenvalues of

can be written as the following form:
k

A =  σ iuiviT

(2)

i =1

If A represents a pair of facial expression image, formula 2 is the orthogonal
decomposition of the image.

uiviT

is the orthogonal basis, also be called as base
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image of image A. For any real matrix A, if

Σ,

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥  ≥ λ k > 0 , there is only

therefore, image A corresponds with the only
one singular value diagonal matrix
feature
vector.
The
eigenvalue
of
image
A
is σ i ,
which
satisfy σ 1

≥ σ 2 ≥  ≥ σ k > 0 , consequently, in the image A, larger eigenvalues

contain most of information of the image. In the process of feature extracting, the
largest singular value will be chosen as an eigenvalue of the image.

3

Genetic Algorithms Optimize BPNN

3.1

Algorithm Analysis

Genetic algorithm is a high parallel, random and self-adaption search algorithm
developed in reference to natural selection and the system of evolution in biology
cycle. It optimizes problem parameters encoded into chromosomes, not for the
parameters, thus without conditions limit. The search process begins from a collection
rather than a single individual, so it has the implicit parallel search characteristics.
Because the optimization algorithm does not depend on gradient information, it also
has strong robustness and global search capability. The BP neural network is a class
of multilayer feed forward neural network, through error back-propagation network to
adjust the weights, specializes in local precise search, but it is easy to fall into local
minimum point defects, moreover, structural parameters of the neural network
optional mode is complicated. In the expression recognition classifier design,
combining with the global search ability of the genetic algorithm and local search
speed characteristics of BP algorithm, using genetic algorithm implicit parallelism on
BP neural network weights and threshold value of generational evolution, to obtain
BP neural network optimal initial weights and threshold value, this method is more
reasonable than the experience and test methods, meanwhile, it can avoid the global
minimum and improve convergence speed.
3.2

Algorithm Realized

The process of Genetic Algorithm optimization BP neural network is shown in figure 2.
The figure mainly consists of three parts: the initialization of the BP neural network
structure, the genetic algorithm optimization of weights and thresholds, BP neural
network training and prediction.
According to the sample input\output number of parameters to determine the
topology of the BP neural network, in order to determine the number of parameters
needs to be optimized by the genetic algorithm, thus further determine the length of
the encoding of the individuals in a population.
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Fig. 2. The process of Genetic algorithm optimize BP neural network

1. Initialize the structure of neural network: use the three layer network, the input
neuron of network is a, the output neuron is b, then the number of hidden layer
neurons is similar to ( 2a+1 ), the network structure is a- ( 2a+1 ) -b. Weight
number from The input layer to the hidden layer is a ×( 2a+1 ) , threshold number
of hidden layer is( 2a+1 ), weights number from hidden layer to the output layer is
b ×( 2a+1 ), threshold number of the output layer is B, so the amount of weights
which needs to optimize is (a+b)×(2a+1 ) threshold, the amount of threshold is
( 2a+1+b ). When feature dimension of the face image is different, the network
weights which needs to optimize and threshold number will change accordingly.
Because it is the six kind of recognition of facial expression, the output of the
network is fixed to 6.
2. Genetic algorithm for network weights and threshold optimization including coding
and population initialization, fitness function, selection operation, cross operation
and variation operation. The operation parameters genetic algorithm is shown in
table 1.
Table 1. Parameters Set
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：

(1) Coding and Population Initialization each individual is composed by all the
weights and threshold value of BP neural network and uses binary coding. The
coding of each weights and threshold value is ten binary digits; any set of weights
of network Wi is composed by the weights and threshold value codlings, which
equivalents to a chromosome. The number of individual is S, the population size
is the S. Thereinto:
(3)
Wi= {w1i,w2i,...,wji,b1i,b2i,...,bmi,w'1i,w'2i,...,w'ni,b'1i,b'2i,...,b'li} (i=1,2,...,S)

，

Wi is a chromosome individual, j is the number of weight between input layer
and hidden layer, m is the number of threshold value in hidden layer, n is the
number of connection weights between hidden layer and output layer, l is the
number of the threshold value in output layer.
(2) The selection of fitness function: In the process of expression recognition,
expected output and the actual output error of the BP neural network can reflect
the quality of the network. In order to reduce the residual error between the
expected value and the predicted value, the norm F of the error matrix is chosen
as an evaluation function of the chromosome.

F= Y-T

(4)

Y is the predicted value. T is the expected value.
(3) Selection operator: Use a random stochastic universal sampling method. Setting
the number of individuals to be selected is N, then the distance between selection
pointers is 1/N, and the first pointer position is determined by a random number
between [0,1/N]. Individuals of different fitness value have equal opportunity for
adopting the random equidistant to extract the individual, which can maintain the
diversity of the individual better. Also it is a single state sampling algorithm with
the smallest individual expansion and zero deviation sampling algorithms.
(4) Crossover operator: single-point crossover operator which is a pair of
cross-individual that is randomly selected from the mating pool and randomly
selecting a cross. Exchanging one of the individual strings from the intersecting
position of the substring to the right end with another crossing the individual
strings corresponding position of the substring.
(5) Mutation operation: the mutation operator makes genetic algorithm with local
random search capability. At the same time it can maintain the diversity of the
individual to prevent premature convergence. In a binary-encoding string, it
changes individual binary-encoding randomly, by the mutation probability pm . Let
T
T
individual is X=(X,X,
1 2 ...,X)
j , becomes X'=(X'1,X'2,...,X'j) after the effect of mutation
operator. Thereinto:
θ i > pm
Si,
(5)
i=1,2,...,j
S'i= 
θ i ≤ pm
1-Si,

θi is a random number which results by uniform distribution between 0 and 1.
(6) Termination criterion: If the algorithm reached the maximum iterations, it will
terminate, and output optimal weights and threshold value; if not, the algorithm
continues to execute.
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Analysis of Simulation Results

The expression databases which are used in this article are Japan's JAFFE adult
female facial expression database and happy expression samples by the experiment of
emotional inducement. The Japan's JAFFE adult female facial expression database
contains a total of 10 people, 213 facial expression images, and selects typical six
expressions: happy, surprise, disgust, anger, fear, sad, a total of 183 images after
pretreatment expression recognition. In experiment, select two each expression
images of 120 images per person for training, and the remaining 63 for testing. There
are 11 images of pleased expression, 10 images of angry expression, 9 images of
disgust expression, 12 images of fear expression, 11 images of sad expression and 10
images of surprised expression. The size of each pair of expression images after
pretreatment is 64 × 64. Training samples and test samples, respectively, in
accordance with from top to bottom, left to right order in accordance with 8 × 8 block,
a total of 64 sub-blocks, each sub-block is decomposed by singular value
decomposition, and the singular values as the image expression features are input to
traditional BP neural network and the BP neural network optimized by genetic
algorithm separately. The confusion matrix is used to represent the recognition rate.
Table 2 is the confusion matrix of six kinds of expression recognized by traditional
BP network, we can see the correct identification of 51 images, and an average
recognition rate of 80.9%, Table 3 is the confusion matrix of six kinds of expression
recognized by optimized BP network. The results show a total of correct identification
of 57 images, the average recognition rate of 90.5%, significantly improved. Figure
(3) is comparison of six expressions of the traditional BP neural network and
optimized BP neural network. Although the test sample is less, but it can be seen that
the optimized network expression recognition is superior to the traditional network.
Table 2. The confusion matrix of expression recognized by traditional BP network
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Table 3. The confusion matrix of six kinds of expression recognized by optimized BP network
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the recognition rates

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm and provide effective data
support for the future architectural environment emotional measurements, we also use
the emotional induced experiments to acquire expression sample. In the experiments,
using the video induced way, 20 people (10 men and 10 women) are evoked happy
feelings. When they are watching on the happy evoke video, capture facial expression
image of them by video collection equipment. The experiment collected 3 happy
expression image of each testee, a total of 80 happy expression images. After
pretreatment each expression image size is 64× 64. Figure 4 is evoked happy
expression image of testee.

Fig. 4. The happy expression samples through expression evoke
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Select 40 happy expression samples as the training sample, 40 expression images
as the test sample, cut the images that after pretreatment into 8×8 block, use singular
value decomposition for each block, classify samples with the traditional BP network
and optimized BP network, the recognition results shown in figure 5. The traditional
BP network recognition rate is 77.5%, while optimized BP neural network recognition
rate is 90%. As the same with JAFFE database testing results, recognition effect is
obviously improved.
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Fig. 5. The recognition results of 20 testees by BP and GA-BP

5

Conclusion

Singular values have good stability characteristics and geometric invariance, so use
singular value decomposition to extract the expression characteristics of image. BP
neural network weights and threshold values are optimized by genetic algorithm, and
the method effectively combines the global search ability of genetic algorithm and BP
algorithm local search speed. Meanwhile, in the process of recognition of facial
expression, the method avoids the traditional BP neural network is easy to fall into the
global minimum and the faults of genetic algorithm premature convergence. The
experiments results prove that the method improves the image recognition rate of
facial expression.
However, emotional induced experiments get the samples only by video induced,
for researching the relationship between building comfort and the users' emotion
better, in the future work, the change of building environment will be adopted to
induce the users' emotion, this is the next problem to be studied.
Acknowledgment. This research was funded by the National Natural Science
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Abstract. The block adaptive quantization(BAQ) algorithm is comparatively
mature for SAR raw data compression at present. This algorithm is on the
premise that SAR raw data should satisfy Gauss distribution. But the imaged
region is quite rugged, some blocks of data doesn’t satisfy Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, a block adative scalar-vector quantization(BASVQ) algorithm is put
forward in this paper, namely, scalar quantization is applied when data blocks
satisfy Gaussian distribution while vector quantization is applied when don’t
satisfy. The experiments demonstrate that the performance of BASVQ algorithm
outperforms that of BAQ algorithm. The BASVQ algorithm has practical value
in some degree.
Keywords: block adaptive quantization, synthetic aperture radar, data
compression, vector quantization.

1

Introduction

The research of Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) began in the fifties of the last century,
this area has an important value of military, civilian, so many countries have invested
heavily in this field. Due to the data rate of SAR is proportional to pulse repetition
frequency (PRF), the sampling points and the number of quantization bits, in order to
obtain high range resolution and azimuth resolution, it is necessary to improve PRF,
increase sampling points and quantization bits, which would bring a large amount of
data and encounter a lot of difficulties in the transmission and processing of data. If
perform compression coding of SAR raw data, which can greatly ease the problem such
as large amount of data during transmission and too long transmission time. Therefore,
the study of SAR raw data compression is very important. So far, in the relevant
literature, a variety of algorithms have been proposed, such as BAQ[1], BFPQ (block
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floating point quantization)[2], BAVQ (block adaptive vector quantization)[3], vector
quantization[4], TCQ (trellis coded quantization)[5], etc., but only BAQ algorithm gain
application for its simple. This algorithm has been used in the Magellan space mission
[6] and SIR-C mission [7].
BAQ algorithm is simple, but it has a premise that SAR raw data satisfy standard
Gaussian distribution after the block (such as 32X32) is normalized with its standard
variance, this assumption is true in most cases. But because of very wide SAR imaging
areas, backscatter coefficients of different targets are not same, therefore, not exclude
some of the data blocks will deviate from Gaussian distribution. Due to the quantization
level and the output level are designed with standard Gaussian distribution, when using
the Max-Lloyd [8] quantizer to quantify the normalized data block will cause a
relatively large error. For these special blocks of SAR raw data, it is difficult to find a
suitable source probability model to approximate them, therefore, using the scalar
quantization method can not quantify them accurately. In addition, SAR raw data are
gained with IQ two echo signals executing analog-to-digital conversion, the analog to
digital conversion will generate truncation error in both ends of signal, so precisely,
should be considered as censored quasi Gaussian distribution.
Benz[9] propose a quantitative method based on fuzzy logic (FBAQ, fuzzy block
adaptive quantization), it use fuzzy logic judgment to judge the degree of deviation of a
data (32X32) with Gaussian distribution, and then determine the appropriate
quantitative method. This method is of relatively large computational complexity and
increases hardware facilities. This paper presents a relatively simple way to determine
the degree of deviation of the data block with standard Gaussian distribution, according
to this to determine the data block (32x32) using scalar or vector quantization, and
experimental results demonstrate the superiority of this method.

2

Algorithm Process Analysis

This paper counts the probability distribution of each interval of some normalized SAR
raw data blocks, as shown in Table 1, for comparative purposes, also lists the
probability distribution of each interval of standard Gaussian distribution. Since
the SAR raw data blocks, as shown in Table 1, for comparative purposes, also lists the
probability distribution of each interval of standard Gaussian distribution. Since the
imaginary part and the real part are independent of each other, and have the same
probability distribution, so this paper lists only the case of the real part.
It is easily seen from Table 1, the probability of each normalized data block falling
into [-1, +1] interval shows a large difference, which reacts the degree of deviation
between each data block and standard Gaussian distribution. Suppose the probability of
the i-th data block falling into [-1, +1] interval is pi , the threshold is determined by the
following rules (a compromise should be considered between performance and
complexity when take threshold).

0.6827 − T
= 15%
0.6827

(1)
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Table 1. Probability distribution of different data blocks of SAR raw data real part in different
region
Size of data block
[-1,1]

[-2,2]

[-3,3]

[-4,4]

[-5,5]

0.6827

0.9545

0.9973

0.9999

1

Azimuth X range
Standard Gaussian
distribution
Data block 1

32X32

0.7336

0.9384

0.9912

1

1

Data block 2

……

0.7481

0.9408

0.9971

1

1

Data block 3

……

0.8073

0.9538

0.995

1

1

Data block 4

……

0.8295

0.9596

0.9958

1

1

Data block 5

……

0.6414

0.9194

0.998

1

1

Data block 6

……

0.5307

0.9422

0.9971

1

1

Data block 7

……

0.5951

0.9563

0.9925

1

1

，

So get, T1 = 0.5803
T2 = 0.7851 . Thus arrive at a judgment rule as follows:
If pi ≤ T1 or pi ≥ T2 , the i -th data block doesn’t follow standard Gaussian
distribution, with vector quantization.
For scalar quantization, the Max-Lloyd algorithm [8] is adopted to design the best
quantizer. Max-Lloyd quantization interval partition is shown in Figure 1.

d0 = aL

d1

y1

y0

dJ =aM

d J −1

d k +1

dk

yk

y J −1

Fig. 1. Region partition block diagram of Max-Lloyd quantizer

The concrete steps of the best quantizer design are as follows:
1). Optional
2). By



d1

aL

y0 ;

( x − y0 ) p ( x)dx = 0 to calculate d1

4). Continue this process until
5).Testing whether

，where a

L

is −∞

；

yJ −1 ;

yJ −1 is probability center of [ d J −1 , aM ] interval, where aM is

+∞ , namely, whether



aM

d J −1

( x − yJ −1 ) p ( x )dx = 0 set up (in a certain range of error). If

established, the end; Conversely, choose a different

y0 , repeat steps 2 to 5.
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Information theory and communication theory have already proved that the vector
quantization performance is always better than the scalar quantization, even in case that
the sources are not related. In addition, the characteristics of the distribution between
the sources are not considered for vector quantization. So it is predicted in this paper
that using vector quantization method to quantify these special data blocks should get
better performance than scalar quantization.
In this paper, the splitting algorithm[10] is adopted to design codebook, the specific
steps of this algorithm are as follows:
(0)
Step 1: Calculate the centroid of all training vectors y 0 =

1
M

M −1

x
j =0

j

.

A (based on experience, it is desirable 0 < A < 1 ,
(0)
this experiment taken A = 0.9 ) multiplied by the codeword y 0 , forming a second

Step 2: Using the splitting factor
codeword y1( 0 ) .
(0)

(0)

Step 3: Considering y 0 and y1 as the initial codeword, the LBG iteration
algorithm is adopted to design the codebook only containing 2 codewords

C 2( n ) = { y 0( n ) , y1( n ) } .
(n)

(n)

Step 4: The two codewords y 0 and y1 in the codebook A multiplied by B
(based on experience, it is preferable 0 < B < 1 , in this experiment taken B = 0.9 ),
(n)

(n)

( n)

( n)

then get 4 codewords y 0 , y1 , By 0 , By1 .
Step 5: Considering these four codewords as the initial codebook, the LBG algorithm is
adopted to design codebook containing only 4 codewords, and then the 4 designed
codewords multiplied by the appropriate coefficient to further expand the number of
codewords. And so forth, after log 2 N designs, the required initial codebook
containing N codewords can be obtained.
The performance of the initial codebook Obtained by splitting algorithm is good, but
its main drawback is the large amount of calculation.
The vector quantization process may be defined as a mapping from k dimensional
k
R k to one of its finite sub set W , i.e., Q : R → W , where
W = {Y1 , Y2 ,...Yn | Yi ∈ R k } is called codebook, n is the length of codebook. This

Euclidean space

k
∗
mapping should satisfy: Q( X | X ∈ R ) = Y , where X = ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x k ) is k

dimensional vector in
satisfies

∗
∗
∗
∗
R k , Y = ( y1 , y 2 ,..., y k ) is codeword of code book W , and

d ( X , Y ∗ ) = min(d ( X , Yi ))
1≤ i ≤ n

In the above formula,

(2)

d ( X , Yi ) is the distortion measure between the vector X and

the codeword Yi , distortion measure used in this paper is mean square error (MSE),
and its expression is:
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d ( X , Yi ) =

1 k
( x j − y ij ) 2

k j =1

(i = 1,2,..., n)
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(3)

Where X = ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x k ) is k dimensional vector in R k , Yi = { y i1 , y i 2 ,..., y ik }
is codeword of codebook W .
Due to the large amount of calculation in vector quantization, it is
important to improve the codeword search speed. For the codebook designed with
splitting algorithm, binary search tree algorithm is adopted in this paper. To
facilitate the analysis, set 32 codewords in the final stage codebook, then it is
necessary to store 5 codebooks, the codewords of each codebook respectively:, W1 ,
2 codewords, W 2 , 4 codewords, W3 , 8 codewords, W 4 , 16 codewords, W5 , 32
j
codewords. The search method is shown in Figure 2, Yi is the i-th codeword of
the j-th stage codebook.

Y11
Y12

Y21
Y22

Y32

Y42

Y113 Y23 Y33 Y43 Y53 Y63 Y73 Y83
Fig. 2. Sketch map of binary search tree

Easy to know, using this search mothod, only need to calculate 2 × 5 = 10 times
Euclidean distance; If using a full search, need to calculate 2 5 = 32 times Euclidean
distance. The reduction of multiplication computation is more significant with the
increase in the number of codebooks. While the number of additional storage of
codebooks is: 21 + 2 2 + 2 3 + 2 4 = 30 , approximately doubled. Relative to the
significant reduction of computation, a limited increase in storage is worth.

3

Simulation Results

Set codeword length (dimension) for k , codebook size (the number of codewords) for
J , bit rate for R , compression ratio for Cr , the sampling rate of SAR raw data for
8bits / sample, then

8k
= Cr
log 2 J

(4)
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And because

Cr = 8 R

(5)

J = 2 kR

(6)

Therefore, the codebook size is

The same bit rate is adopted for scalar quantization and vector quantization in this
experiment. Table 2 shows the correspondence relationship of codeword length and
codebook size for different bit rate. Easy to see, with the increase in the number of
quantization bits, the increase in the size of codebook is very fast (exponential growth).
Using a set of real side looking SAR raw data, the real part of the normalized data is
regarded as training series. In order to ensure training series fully reacting the entire
SAR raw data characteristics, training series is randomly selected. Considering a
random sample of 256000 vector (vector length is 3) as training series, splitting
algorithm is adopted to design codebook. After many trial, it is found that the most
suitable splitting factor to split codeword is 0.9.
In this paper, data domain signal-to-noise ratio (SQNR) and the image domain
signal-to-noise ratio (SDNR) are regarded as compression evaluation parameters. At
the same time, the spatial resolution ( ρ ), PSLR (Peak Sidelobe Ratio) and ISLR
(Integral Sidelobe Ratio) of image is calculated[11]. The performance of BASVQ
algorithm in different bit rate is shown in Table 3, as a comparison, this table also lists
the performance of BAQ and FBAQ algorithms. For ease of analysis, the last several
columns of the table list resolution, PSLR and ISLR of SAR image (get from SAR raw
data) respectively.
Table 2. Length of codeword and size of codebook in different bit rate
Cr

R(bit)

k

J

8

1

3

8

4

2

3

64

3.67

3

3

512

2

4

3

4096

Easy to see, in the same bit rate, SQNR and SDNR of BASVQ algorithm surpass that
of BAQ and FBAQ algorithm. When the bit rate, respectively, is 1, 2 and 3 bits /
sample, SQNR is 1.10dB, 1.54dB, 1.77dB higher than BAQ algorithm and 0.24dB,
0.41dB, 0.49dB higher than FBAQ algorithm, respectively; SDNR is 0.88dB, 1.24dB,
1.38dB higher than BAQ algorithm and 0.31dB, 0.31dB, 0.27dB higher than FBAQ
algorithm, respectively. At the same time, it can be seen that little change in resolution,
PSLR and ISLR in the different bit rate. Which shows that data compression almost
does not affect the resolution of SAR image, which also shows that SAR image is not
sensitive to the number of quantization bits of SAR raw data. Using Range-Doppler
imaging algorithm, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the images obtained from the
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three compression algorithms. Due to the lower resolution of the SAR image, therefore,
even in the case of SDNR difference 1.24dB, it is also difficult to see obvious
differences from image. Therefore, the data shown in Table 3 can more fully describe
the merits and demerits of performance with the three compression algorithms.
Table 3. Performance parameter of the three compression algorithms in different bit rate
Compression
Algorithm

Bit rate

SQNR

SDNR

Resolution/m

PSLR/dB

ISLR/dB

bits/sample

dB

dB

range

azimuth

range

azimuth

range

azimuth

ratio

BAQ

8

1

6.56

8.08

3.53

2.62

-8.77

-10.91

-5.67

-6.24

FBAQ

8

1

7.42

8.65

3.59

2.51

-8.68

-11.39

-7.12

-6.91

BASVQ

8

1

7.66

8.96

3.61

2.54

-8.65

-11.54

-7.41

-7.03

BAQ

4

2

11.48

14.28

3.37

2.57

-9.10

-11.09

-6.15

-7.01

FBAQ

4

2

12.61

15.21

3.38

2.62

-9.24

-11.02

-7.01

-7.53

BASVQ

4

2

13.02

15.52

3.39

2.64

-9.29

-10.95

-7.21

-7.76

BAQ

2.67

3

16.84

20.13

3.31

2.59

-9.52

-10.91

-6.61

-6.93

FBAQ

2.67

3

18.12

21.24

3.32

2.63

-9.38

-10.41

-7.13

-7.14

BASVQ

2.67

3

18.61

21.51

3.33

2.64

-9.49

-10.64

-7.35

-7.23

SAR raw data

3.30 2.61

-9.50

-10.64

Fig. 3. Image of BAQ algorithm (bit rate 2 bits/sample)

-6.70

-6.90
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Fig. 4. Image of FBAQ algorithm (bit rate 2 bits/sample)

Fig. 5. Image of BASVQ algorithm (bit rate 2 bits/sample)

4

Conclusion

Through simulation and analysis of compression algorithm with a set of real SAR raw
data, this paper draws, by the given criterion (threshold 0.15 is used in this paper),
scalar quantization is applied to the normalized SAR raw data when data blocks
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satisfy Gaussian distribution while vector quantization is applied when don’t satisfy.
Therefore, at the same bit rate, the data domain and the image domain signal-to-noise
ratio of BASVQ algorithm is better than that of BAQ algorithm, a certain gain in
performance is achieved. When bit rate is 1-3 bits / sample, SQNR of BASVQ
algorithm increases 1.10-1.77 dB for BAQ algorithm and 0.24-0.49 dB for FBAQ
algorithm, SDNR of BASVQ algorithm increases 0.88-1.38 dB for BAQ algorithm and
0.27-0.31 dB for FBAQ algorithm. The computation of BASVQ algorithm is 10%
-30% higher than that of BAQ and 15% -40% lower than that of FBAQ ( related with
the threshhold). This algorithm has some practical value.
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Abstract. Moving objects detection is a fundamental step for automated video
analysis, robot visual system and many other vision applications. There are limitations in the existing algorithms, such as assuming a static camera, a smooth
motion and rigid motion of target objects, etc. In this paper, we present a novel
model named IRTSW-model; a moving objects detection model which can
work effectively no matter the camera is moving or static. In the approach, images registration is used to eliminate the relative movements between the background and the camera; unsupervised codebook model is constructed to model
the background; and then the moving objects are detected accurately. Experiments on the segtrack database demonstrate the effectiveness of our model.
Keywords: Moving objects detection, images registration, unsupervised codebook model, time sliding window.

1

Introduction

The moving objects detection approach intends to separate all the moving objects
from background. It is important for many vision applications such as surveillance,
traffic monitoring, augmented reality, vehicle navigation, robot visual system,
etc.[1][2]. Its algorithms are divided into two kinds: ones working in a static scene
and ones working in a dynamic scene, depending on the camera is static or moving
(the camera position changes or the camera rotates or both). [3].
Moving objects detection methods in static scenes include background subtraction
method [4], inter-frame difference method, as well as some background modeling
methods such as codebook model[5][6] and Gaussian mixture model, and so on. Although they have their own advantages in different situations, they have some common drawbacks, such as training procedures are required and the limitation of they
can only be used in a static scene. Moving objects detection methods in dynamic
scenes include algorithms based on object detectors, optical flow algorithm [7], blockmatching algorithm[8] and several motion segmentation algorithms[9][10]. In the
algorithms based on object detectors, classifiers should be trained and built either by
off-line learning on separate databases [10] or by on-line learning initialized with a
manually labeled frame at the start of a video [11]. The optical flow method and motion segmentation algorithms separate moving targets from background using the
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 182–191, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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motion information. Although they avoid training phases, however, they assume rigid
motion [9] or smooth motion [10] in respective regions, which is not generally true in
practice.
In this paper, we present a novel moving objects detection model named IRTSWmodel (a moving objects detection model based on Images Registration within Sliding
Time Window). In our approach, we find a way to build a background model for the
scene (both dynamic and static). The moving objects are detected based on the background model. It is robust, effective and has a wide application.
The main contributions can be summarized as: First, we present a sliding time
window method for processing prolonged videos effectively. Second, we present the
background modeling method for dynamic scenes based on images registration.
Third, we present an unsupervised codebook model which classifies pixels depending
on the statistical characteristics of the observation value sequences.

2

IRTSW Model Description

A video is defined as: ∆
, ,…,
. Where, ∆ is the time interval between
adjacent frames. N is the number of frames in the video.
0
N is the i-th
frame in ∆ . Usually, the camera gets more than 24 frames per second. So, ∆ is
very small, and the adjacent frames,
and
, have most of their contents overlapped. During ∆ , the motion of camera could be approximately regarded as selfrotation, or small-scale panning, in which conditions homography works well. We
extend this from two to several frames adjacent, and get a short time made up with
several ∆ . During the short time, the motion of camera is still simple and homography works well within error tolerance. We call the short time as a time window, and
the part of video inside it is a video clip.
The detection result of each frame
is denoted as
, , which is a 2D
, y is the
binary matrix having the same length and width with .
,
, y . If
, y is a pixel on background, the value is 0;
classification result of
otherwise, the value is 1.
Processes of IRSTW-model are described as follows:
1) The video ∆ is divided into lots of clips,
,…,
. Each clip
corresponds to a time window and contains certain number of frames:
,…,
0
n; m, n 0 . The adjacent clips,
and
, are partially
overlapped, which means there exist some frames shared by
and
. The
algorithm processes the clips one after another. When one clip is finished and the
next is started, it is called the time window is sliding. When the time window
slides, homography matrix between the previous coordinate space and the new
one is calculated, and then the background model and arguments will be projected into the new coordinate space according to the homography.
2) Within each time window, we select the coordinate space of the first frame in the
clip,
, as the projection coordinate space. Then, homography matrix,
, ,
and
is calculated. Using
can be mapped into
between frame
, ,
. The corresponding projection image is denoted as .
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3) In
, the average of all the projection images is calculated as the fusion image, denoted as . At the same time, a background model is built using unsupervised codebook model algorithm which will be described later, according to the
observation value sequences at each coordinate location through all projection
images.
4) In
, the pixels are classified in each projection image . Then, using homo.
graphy matrix
, , we can get the classification result in each frame
Thus, the moving objects in each frame are detected.
The procedure of images registration within the time window, the algorithm of unsupervised codebook model and the acquisition of moving objects detection results will
be detailed described below.
2.1

Images Registration within Time Window

Given a video ∆ and the time window length
1
N , the video clip which
as the first frame can be denoted as
,
,…,
.
starts with
,
0
T 1 is the
1 -th frame inside
. As we said before, a
,
point in the real world is projected into different locations of different frames in
due to the camera motion. It is called that different frames, e.g.
and
,
, are in different coordinate spaces. The goal of images registration is to project
images into a same coordinate space, so that they are free to compute with each other.
In this paper, the projection coordinate space, which is denoted as
, is always
selected to be the coordinate space of the first frame in the clip. In
, a fusion image is calculated, because we need it to locate each pixel position.
is the average of projection images of all the processed frames within the clip. Obviously, is
an image in
, so the homography between
and is also the one between
0
and
.
0
Images registration is an iterative procedure. One frame is processed per iteration.
We uses a SIFT+RANSAC method similar to Matthew Brown [18] to calculate the
. For more details about getting a homohomography matrix between and
graphy using a SIFT+RANSAC method, you may refer to the paper [18].
are outputted. Ж is an array saving all
As shown in Alg.1, Ж,
and V ,
,

R

. Once a
the homography matrix which can project each frame in the clip into
is
calculated,
it
is
saved
in
Ж,
as
shown
at
line
6
of
Alg.1.
homography
,
is the fusion image which is the average of all the projection images. In each iteration,
is updated by :
every pixel location in . And V
,

,

. We use , y
R to represent
means the sequences of observation values at
R

each pixel location of . V , is the sequence of observations at the coordinate
, , and is the array of pixel values at
,
location in each projection image.
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Fig.1 shows the homography matrixes and the fusion image of a series of images.
In the fusion image, the background is the merger of backgrounds in all the input
images, while the foregrounds (i.e. the moving objects) disappear gradually.

Fig. 1. Homography matrixes and fusion image of image series

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Alg.1. Images Registration within the Time Window
Input:
,
,…,
,
1
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,
1, Ж 0
,
1
,
,
1
for
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,
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Жi
,

,
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,

.
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,
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,

10.

0

,

in

i

x, y

R

next

11.
12.
1
13. next
14. Output: Ж, V
,

2.2

,

,
R

Unsupervised Codebook Model

The unsupervised codebook model takes the outputs of Algorithm 1 as inputs.
It produces background codewords at a pixel location from the statistical characteris, the observation value sequence
tics of the observation value sequence there. In
at location
,
is
,
…
,
.
means the
,
, ,
, ,
, ,
x, y
.
pixel value at
,
on
:
, ,
, , ,
, , ,
, ,
Here
,
and
represent
the
RGB
values
of
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
can be calculated by:
respectively. The intensity (brightness) of
, ,
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, ,

, ,

, ,

. For each observation value sequence

create
a
model
containing
several
codewords:
,
…
,
.
Where,
each
0
represents
,
, ,
, ,
, ,
,
not only could be a
a codeword. Different from classic codebook model,
, ,
is a forebackground codeword, but also could be a foreground codeword.
, ,
ground codeword when it has not been identified as a background codeword. A codeword is a multi-tuple:
, , , ,
,∆ , , , , , ,
. The meaning
, ,
of each parameter is described below:
, : the min and max brightness, respectively, that the codeword accepted.
max ,N
.
min ,N
, ,
, ,
,

,

, ,

we

，

, : the min and max brightness of the decision boundary of the codeword.
If the intensity of an observation value is between
and
of a codeword, it is
min β , /α .
called they are matched [6].
α
: the cycle number of a cyclical background codeword.
∆ : the appearance interval time of the codeword.
: the duration time of the codeword.
: the time tolerance parameter.
: the time when the codeword is created.
, : the last start and end time, respectively, that the codeword has occurred.
: the codeword type identifier. If the value is 0 or 2, indicating a background codeword; if the value is 1, indicating a foreground codeword.
At a certain location in
, the foreground parts appear suddenly, and the duration is short. Thus, the corresponding codewords appear suddenly, and they rarely
appear before and after. Their durations are short too. The background parts may be
static or move regularly and cyclically.
Two types of background codeword patterns are defined. (a). The static background
codeword. The observation value sequence matched with it has the same or similar
pixel values for a long time, continuously. Parameters are like : ∆t 0,
1, τ 2.
(b). The cyclical moving background codeword. It could be used to express background like shaking branches and fluttering flags etc. Parameters are like: ∆t Δt
0,
Δt , 0
∆
. Where, γ
0,1 .
Δt
To decide whether a codeword should be a background code word or not, it should
meets one of the
be monitored for a certain period of time, λ. If a codeword
, ,
backgrounds codeword patterns for more than λ time, it is converted to be a background codeword; otherwise, it is cleared up (line 18 to 23 in Alg.2). For improving
the accuracy, we create a special background codeword using the fusion image . It is
the similar thought with the mean background subtraction method. The special background codeword is identified as:
2. It is updated by recreating per iteration (line
5 in Alg.2). Whenever an observation value
is matched with a codeword
, ,
, the parameters of
are judged and then updated according to several
, ,
, ,
cases defined as follows:

，
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endif
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endif
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endif
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Alg.2. Unsupervised codebook model
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,
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τ

1, q t
: if otherwise
Do updates : q t
,…,
, the other parameters except ∆ , ,
In
according to their definition.
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As shown in Alg.2 from line 11 to line 15, the moving objects detection results in
are obtained at the same time when the codebook models are built and updated.
If
is matched with
whose parameter f 0 or f 2, then the pixel
, ,
, ,
is regarded as a background pixel; if
is
at
,
position of
, ,
matched with a foreground codeword, then the corresponding pixel is regarded as a
foreground pixel. Dec , , is the classification result of the pixel at location ,
on I
.
Dec , ,
means the classification results of all the pixels in all projec,

R ,

,T

tion images in the time window.
In Alg.2, given a video containing N frames, about N*m*n*L times codewords are
created and updated. Where, m and n are the max length and width of the fusion images of all the clips respectively. L is the max of the numbers of codewords appeared,
generally
10. So, the time complexity of Alg.2 is about
.
2.3

Moving Objects Detection Results

In Alg.2, we have already gotten
,

tion in each projection image.
,

,
, ,

, ,

, the detection results at each loca,

is the detection result of

which can

.
is in
, using the reverse of homography Ж
we
be abbreviated as
to the original coordinate space to get the detection result of
:
can transfer
Ж
, as shown in Fig.2. In
,
, , there is some
noise. Some operations such as deleting the detected areas and the dilation and erosion operations of the image are used to eliminate the noise.

Fig. 2. Moving objects detection in a frame

3

Experiments

Four videos in SegTrack Database (2011) [19] are selected as our experimental data.
Background parts and foreground parts (moving objects) in these videos are without
any ambiguity. In these videos, foreground parts are the running girl in the girl sequence, the falling bird in the birdfall2 sequence, the running monkey as well as the
moving dog in the monkeydog sequence, and the cheetah as well as the antelope in
the cheetah sequence.
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Our model is compared with three other approaches, which are the classic codebook model [20], the optical flow method [21] and the adaptive fragments-based
tracking proposed by Prakash Chockalingam in ICCV 2009 [8]. In this paper, we
represent these algorithms as Ori_codebook, Horn_OpticalFlow and P.C.ICCV09 for
short, respectively.
To provide quantitative evaluation of our model, we use an evaluation method the
same as the method in the paper [8], which is NER (normalized error rate). NER can
be computed by counting the number of misclassification pixels and normalizing it by
the image size [8].
Our model is implemented in matlab R2011b on Linux CentOS operating system.
Ori_codebook model is implemented in VS 2008 C++ using the opencv [22] library
functions. Modh Kharbat’s source codes [23] are used to get the Horn_OpticalFlow
method’s detection results. The results of P.C.ICCV09 method are obtained by a video published on the internet [24].
In our experiments, the length of time window is set by
10; the step length for
each window sliding is set by ΔT
; the parameters in the unsupervised codebook
are set by λ

8

，α

0.8

，β

1.2.

(a).birdfall2 sequence

(c).monkey-dog sequence

(b).girl sequence

(d).cheetah sequence

Fig. 3. NER of each approach on four sequences

Fig.3 shows the NER of each algorithm on four sequences. On all the four sequences, our model shows better NER than the other three approaches. The comparison with the Ori_codebook illustrates the effectiveness of images registration phase in
our model, and the possibility of transplanting static scene detection algorithms into
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dynamic scenes. The camera taken the birdfall2 sequence is static, while the ones
taken the other three are moving. The NER of the Horn_OpticalFlow method is below
0.01 on the birdfall2 but above 0.06 on the other sequences, which illustrates the limitations of the Horn_OpticalFlow when it is used to handle a scene taken by a quickly
moving camera or containing a non-rigid shape deformation object. The data in
Fig.3 also illustrates that our model gets good detection results both in a dynamic
scene and in a static scene.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

The moving objects detection model proposed in this paper eliminates the relative
movements between the background parts of different frames, then builds a
background model using a unsupervised codebook model, and detects the moving
objects in each frame precisely based on the background model. The comparasion
with the classic codebook model illustrates the effectiveness of the images registration
procedure on eliminating the motion of the camera, and the comparasions with the
optical flow method and P.C.ICCV09 method illustrate the robustness and higher
accuracy of our model.
But there are some defects in our model. The model contains some procedures with
a high time complexity, such as extracting the SIFT features and computing the
homography matrixes using a RANSAC method. It is difficult to be used in a realtime application temporarily. And exploring the speed up techniques, such as finding
some faster image feature extraction methods and some faster way to get the
homography matrixes, will be our future study.
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China (61272240,60970047, 61103151), the Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education
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Abstract. Due to providing a new solution for the determining the overall status
of plants, computer vision in plat monitoring is attracting more and more
attention. This paper reviews recent advances of computer vision in the
detection of plant stresses. Firstly, this paper reviewed image segmentation for
separating the candidate’s green plant material. Then, the detection approaches
were summarized from the aspects of water stress, nutrient stress, diseases and
pets stress. Emphasis is placed on the way of image analysis and feature
extraction. The merits and drawbacks of the approaches were discussed too.
The computer vision system, which could be adaptive to the varying of natural
light and could detect different feature of the plant’s stress in complicated
background, would be promising and valuable. The difficulties and research
interesting of computer vision in plant stress detection area in future were given
in the conclusion.
Keywords: computer vision, plant stress, plant segmentation, feature
extraction, feature selection.

1

Introduction

Controlled-environment agriculture is an integrated science and engineering approach
to horticultural technology with the aim of promoting crop production in controlled
environments. Early detection of plant stress is critical to minimize both acute and
chronic loss of productivity. The severity of damage depends on the duration between
onset and time of detection. At the orchard level, the effectiveness of any remedial
measures depends on the timely detection and identification of the cause of stress.
Human vision is unique and comprehensive but subject to individual differences in
light perception, which drives inconsistency in estimating the color and pattern of
plant stress symptoms.
In traditional greenhouse production, growing conditions are based on human
observations or preset environmental parameters instead of focused on the plants’
specific needs at a given time. The direct measurement of physiological parameters is
considered to be relatively inefficient, destructive to the plants. When stresses
emerging in plants, rapid detection and decision are essential to control the stress in
*
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order to avoid economic lost. Stress in plants induces changes in surface and internal
leaf structure. Such structural alterations modify reflection of light from plant leaves
or canopies and can be visualized by reflectance imaging in the visible or nearinfrared spectra. The pattern of light reflection from plant leaves or canopy, as
depicted by the subtle changes in color or surface texture, can be used to quantify
physiological changes [1]. With the development of computer and technology
progress, computer vision provides a new solution for determining the overall status
of plants and to identify a plant’s specific needs. This level of intelligent control in
greenhouse cultivation would lead to more efficient use of resources and energy for
production, and ultimately to improved plant quality, while lowering costs to the
consumer. Many studies have reported using computer vision to detect stress in plant.
This paper provides a survey of various computer vision based algorithms for feature
analysis with a special orientation towards monitoring plant stress. Section 2
introduces the plant leaf segmentation approaches. The topics including detection
water stress, nutrient stress, and diseases in plants are given in section 2, section 3,
section 4 respectively, and the summary is given in Section 5.

2

Segmentation of Plant

The most crucial step, which is still an open problem, in color image analysis is that
of segmentation, that is, separating the candidate’s green plant material or region of
interest from the background. Image analysis methods for complex structures such as
beds or packs of flowering plants are much more challenging and present many
difficulties both in the collection and the processing of the images [2].
The difficulty of segmentation plant leaf from background is due to several factors:
the soil and plant material, the shadows of the plant canopy, the angle of solar
illumination, and the angle of the camera relative to the canopy and the sun. To
separate vegetation from soil, researchers have employed different kinds of indices,
describing as follow. Woebbecke et al (1995)[3] proposed the excess green vegetation
index ExG. The ExG index provides a near-binary intensity image outlining a plant
region of interest, from which the segmentation could be accomplished with a suitable
threshold. Perez et al (2000)[4] uses only green and red channels to present the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDI), and the color index of vegetation
extraction (CIVE) is proposed by Kataoka et al (2003)[5] with principal component
analysis. The excess red vegetative index (ExR = 1.4r−b) and ExG-ExR index were
proposed by George E. Meyer et al, in 2008, their research showed that ExG-ExR
index had superior vegetative separation accuracy over the ExG and NDI indices,
ExG−ExR also worked exceptionally well with natural lit color digital images [6].The
methods based on these indices do not work in the same way, depending on the
images some of them produce over-segmentation(excessive green is extracted) or
under-segmentation (little green),without any apparent reason, normally not all
simultaneously in the same sense. To solve the problem, an automatic combined
approach making use of the information provided by several indices was proposed by
Guijarroa et al (2011)[7]. Beside the green indices, researchers have developed some
more complicated but efficient methods for crop image segmentation. For example,
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Zheng et al(2011)[8] introduced a mean-shift procedure into the segmentation
algorithm to improve the segmentation rate of the images containing green vegetation.
The comparison between the algorithm and ExG and CIVE-based methods showed
that in the average, the mean-shift based method is better than the index-based ones,
but suffered from long time running, so it is not suitable for real time applications.
Juan Ignacio Arribas et al(2011)[9] presented another one for segmenting sunflower
plants and weeds based on color space using the neural network architecture to
classify input plants as either sunflowers or weeds. Firstly, the normalized
transformation from RGB into rgb was performed to makes the segmentation
independent of lighting. Then, the iterative clustering of image pixels was
accomplished in the segmentation. Several morphological features were extracted to
identify the weeds with the neural networks.
Plant segmentation is the first, critical and essential step in plant image analysis
and stress recognition. It is one of the most difficult tasks in plant image processing,
and determines the quality of the final result of stress recognition. The indexthreshold based methods are effective to segment the plant from the soil. In the
segmentation results, if there are weeds residue, other algorithms such as
morphological features extraction combining with neural networks, should be used for
further identification.

3

Water Stress

Plant stress caused by biotic or abiotic factors that adversely affect plant growth
significantly reduces productivity. When a plant becomes stressed, stress is expressed
in the plant canopy in many types of symptoms. Water stress, for example, closes
stomata and impedes photosynthesis and transpiration, resulting in changes in leaf
color and temperature [10]. Methods such as soil water tension, leaf water potential,
and sap flow, among others, have been widely used to assess plant water status, and
they do provide direct information about plants’ water status [11]. However, such
measurements are quite labor intensive, often lacking the timeliness needed for dayto-day irrigation decisions. Moreover, these measurements require plant contact or
destructive sampling, and only limited samples can be collected. The use of image
processing could be an efficient way for helping to determine indicators that
characterize the plant quality. Seginer I et al (1992) [12] used a computer vision
system to track the vertical movement of leaf-tips of four plants simultaneously. Fully
expanded leaves of tomato plants were found to have linear vertical motions in
response to water stress level. Growing leaves had complex motions which were less
useful for monitoring water stress level. The computer vision detected the onset of
wilt before physiological injury took place and triggered irrigation at predetermined
leaf tip deflections. Kurata et al (1996)[13] extracted lines reflecting inclinations of
rachises of tomato plants from the whole canopy image obtained from a fixed position
slightly above the canopy. The average incline of the extracted lines correlated well
with water potential of tomato plants. This algorithm can be implemented in an
automated irrigation system. Revollon et al(1998)[14] studied the change of angle
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between the horizontal and the line from the axes to the tip of the leaf (ATL) of an
ornamental to monitor plant water stress. The results showed the feasibility of such a
project, but the choice of the representative leaf (old or young leaf, lit or shaded leaf)
and the tracking of the leaf within the whole plant created many difficulties. Kacira et
al (2002)[15] studied an approach for early and non–contact detection of plant water
stress with machine vision using features derived from the top–projected canopy area
(TPCA) of the plants, which provides information about the plant movement and
canopy expansion. Results of this study suggested that plant water stress detection
using projected canopy area based features of the plants was feasible. However, more
research is needed to evaluate this technique to establish earlier detection of water
stress using different plants and their varieties and to make generalizations. Foucher et
al (2004)[16] used a perceptron with one hidden layer to classify the pixels of the
image into two groups (plant in black and background in white) to calculate the shape
parameters, with which three methods moment invariant, fractal dimension, average
length of terminal branches made it possible to accurately define a threshold above
which the plant can be considered stressed. Ondimu et al (2008)[1] compared water
stress detection ability of six texture features extracted using color co-occurrence
matrix (CCM) and gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) methods. Then, multilayer perceptron neural network (MLPNN) models were developed and used to
predict or classify water stress. Their research showed that CCM texture features have
a higher ability and reliability to detect water stress in Sunagoke moss than
corresponding GLCM texture features and texture features extracted from the HSI
color space can be used to detect water stress in Sunagoke moss under natural growth
environments. Yusuf Hendrawan et al(2011) [17] proposed and investigated bioinspired algorithms including Neural-Ant Colony Optimization (N-ACO), NeuralGenetic Algorithms, Neural- Simulated Annealing and Neural-Discrete Particle
Swarm Optimization to find the most significant sets of image features suitable for
predicting water content of cultured Sunagoke moss. Image features consist of 8 color
features, three morphological features and 90 textural features. Experimental result
showed that N-ACO has the best performance for predicting Sunagoke moss water
content. The water stress symptoms of different plants are different and it is difficult
to get the best feature set. For this problem, their research presented a good scheme
but it is time consuming. Recently, hyperspectral camera was used in analysis
spectral signature of plant leaves to identify the onset and intensity of plant water
stress in the research of Yunseop Kim et al (2011)[18]. Five different levels of water
treatment were created in young apple trees in a greenhouse. But the hyperspectral
camera is expensive, and a multispectral camera is also an alternative source for low
cost, fast image capture, and processing with the appropriate wavelengths for the
application.
The water stress detection methods based on one feature such as moment of leaf
tip, TPCA are easy implemented and low computation load, but suffering from the
affection of environmental factors such as wind speed. When a plant becomes water
stressed, it can be expressed by leaf color, morphological state or textures. So the
detection techniques based on combination of color features, morphological features
and texture features are attracting more attention.
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Nutrient Stress

Plant often appears to be nutrient deficient in soilless culture, especially during the
period of anthesis and fruit, which will greatly cut down the quality and quantity of
the plants [19].The symptoms of nutrient-deficiency are mainly manifested in the
leaves, and it has been found that these symptoms are mainly embodied in leaves
color and texture [20]. Hetzroni et al. (1994) [21] used neural network and statistical
classifiers to determine plant nutrient deficiency (iron, zinc and nitrogen) conditions
by plant size, color and spectral features of individual lettuce plants. Ahmad et
al(1996
[22] compared RGB , HSI and chromaticity coordinates color
representations and their standards to evaluate the sensitivity of a machine vision
system to detect color variations in stressed maize. Their search showed that the HSI
color representation scheme was able to detect color variations in both water and
nitrogen levels ahead of RGB and chromaticity rgb coordinates. Li et al (2003)[23]
used a computer vision system to continuously monitor the change of top projected
leaf area(TPLA) of controlled and treated seedlings, and found that the change rate of
TPLA is a good indicator of fertilizing status for cucumber seedlings. Mao et al
(2003)[24] extracted the characteristic features of nitrogen and kalium deficiencies for
tomatoes, which is hardly to be recognized in the initial period of growing tomato
leaves. The extracted features were optimized and combined to pick the eigenvectors
out for the design of identifying assorter. Lei et al studied the application of
computer-aided cotton leaf-color analysis for Nitrogen status diagnosis. Their
research indicated that an integrated index, namely, B/ (G + R) could sensitively
reflect the application variation of cotton N. So, it was a good index of cotton N
diagnosis in cotton leaf color analysis [25]. Zhang et al(2005)[26] analyzed the
correlations among nitrogen phosphorus and water content of the leaves and their
color parameters using the RGB and the HSI model The result shows that there are
high linear correlations between the nitrogen content and the green weight, and
between the nitrogen content and the hue so that two parameters could be used as the
indices of the growth for the fast diagnosis using machine vision. David Story et al
(2010) [27] used a machine vision-guided plant sensing and monitoring system to
detect calcium deficiency in lettuce crops grown in greenhouse. The system extracted
plant features to determine overall plant growth and health status, including TPCA as
a morphological feature; RGB and HSL values as color features; and entropy, energy,
contrast, and homogeneity as textural features. Of the extracted plant features, TPCA,
energy, entropy, and homogeneity were the most promising markers for timely
detection of calcium deficiency. Xu et al (2011)[20] extracted color and texture
features of leaves using some methods such as percent intensity histogram, percent
differential histogram, Fourier transform, and wavelet packet. Genetic Algorithm
(GA) was used to select features to get the best information for diagnosing the
disease. But in their research, images of leaves were collected in the sampling box to
avoid the influence of light and other environment conditions.
Due to the symptoms of nutrient-deficiency are mainly manifested in the leaves,
specially the leaf color, many research firstly analyzed the features in different color
space to find the suitable features for nutrient deficient detection. The color characters
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of different plants varying significantly, the nutrient stress detection techniques based
on one feature are difficult extended to identify their nutrient status. The detection
methods based on color, shape and texture features are becoming an interesting area.

5

Disease and Pets Stress

In greenhouses production, no automatic methods are available to precisely and
periodically evaluate the biotic status of plants. In fact, greenhouse staff periodically
observes plants and search for pests or diseases. These observations may raise an
alarm and point out places of dysfunction but they are qualitative and their accuracy
depends on the human eye resolution. The detection of biological objects as small as
such insects is a real challenge, especially when considering greenhouses dimensions.
Recently, a strong demand now exists in many countries for non-chemical control
methods for pests and diseases, and this issue has not been studied enough [28]. Much
research have focused on using computer vision for early pest or disease detection
aiming at reducing pesticide use and concerning crop protection in order to avoid
dissemination and permanent infestation.
Yuataka et al(1999)[29] constructed an automatic diagnosis system for plant
diseases, which uses spectral reflectance and filtered images. The research results
showed that 500, 600, 650 and 700 nm were good for the recognition of visible injury
by spectral reflectance. Chen et al(2001)[30],by using computer vision technology,
measured danger degree of cotton insect pests based on inside hole and irregular edge
of cotton leaves The local threshold algorithm was used to segment the cotton leaf
from the background and the LOG algorithm was applied to recognize the edge of
cotton leaf Moya et al (2005)[31] put the squash leaves on a dull blue background
and photographed individually with a digital camera. Then, disease severity
(percentage of the leaf area infected) caused by powdery mildew was assessed by
analysis images with the software of Photoshop and GIS. Bauch et al (2005) [32]
developed a complicated computer vision system to measure the density of an
entomological pest, the white fly, within plant stands. Digital image analysis is
performed to classify the captured objects into white fly or other items. Cui et
al(2005) [33] researched two kinds of familiar cucumber diseases in the method of
image processing. They compared several kinds of hue system using hue H as the
color characteristic parameter, and distinguished between normal leaf and diseased
one according to hue histogram statistic parameters. Pydipati et al (2006) [34]
investigated machine vision and artificial intelligence to achieve early detection of
diseases in groves. This research used the CCM to determine whether texture based
hue, saturation, and intensity (HSI) color features in conjunction with statistical
classification algorithms could be used to identify diseased and normal citrus leaves
under laboratory conditions. Normal and diseased citrus leaf samples with greasy
spot, melanose, and scab were evaluated. SAS discriminant analysis was used to
reduce the variable sets and to evaluate the potential classification accuracies. Zhao et
al (2007)[35] did some research on maize leaf disease identification system based on
image recognition. Huang (2007)[36] presented an application of neural network and
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image processing techniques for detecting and classifying Phalaenopsis seedling
diseases. Several Haralick texture features were computed with the GLCM. These
texture features and three color features (the mean gray level of lesion area on the R,
G, and B bands) were used in the classification of neural network, which has an
accuracy of 89.6%. Paul et al(2008) [37] presented a strategy based on advances in
automatic interpretation of images applied to leaves of roses scanned in situ. They
constructed a cognitive vision system that combines image processing, learning and
knowledge based techniques. This system is illustrated with automatic detection and
counting of a whitefly at a mature stage. The advantage is that the system is a generic
approach that can be adapted to different applications. Its drawback is needed to
construct a knowledgebase with a lot of study. Mao H P et al (2008) [38] proposed an
adaptive segmentation method of crop disease images based on fuzzy C-mean
clustering algorithm (FCM), for improvement on segmentation precision of crop
disease images.
It is more difficult for plant disease and pest detection than that of water stress and
nutrient stress with computer vision. More research focused on using color, shape and
texture features for the stress detection. However, computer vision techniques are
often not sufficient to obtain high quality detection, and may be complemented with
artificial intelligence methods. Hence, the image processing algorithms combination
with a knowledge-based approach with learning techniques would be the research
interesting of plant disease and pets stress detection area in future.

6

Conclusion and Prospect

Due to a big progress in the plant stress detection had been made, computer vision
technologies still have many difficulties in this field. Firstly, the segmentation of plant
from complicated background in natural light is not resolved successfully for the
complicated imaging condition. Secondly, the image processing algorithms are
designed for specific plant and it is difficult to extend for different plant in varying
conditions. Thirdly, most of the research focused on the detection of one plant stress,
but more than one stress are demand in commercial use. Moreover, one or several
feature is used for stress detection, but the stress features of different plants vary
greatly. How to select the most discriminating feature is still a challenging problem.
Hence, the segmentation of plant from complicated, which could be adaptive to the
varying of natural light, would still be the hot topic in the future. For detection
different feature of the plant’s stress, combing colour, shape and texture features to
construct a big feature set and using bio-inspired feature selection to select
informative image features, will get more research interesting. Specially, in the pest
and disease detection, the knowledge of field experts is needed to identify the plant’s
status. Thus, computer vision combination with a knowledge-based approach which
has learning ability would attract more attention.
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Abstract. This paper provides a framework that defines a set of mapping
symbols for representing the emergency events and related operated behaviors.
In order to support decision-making effectively through emergency response, a
framework was designed by involving two key elements, visual display and
interactivity, to simulate the decision-making process. Visual display element is
used to describe the crisis event under the background of spatial information
environment, while interactivity element stands for the operations applied in the
visual spatial layer. To evaluate the feasibility, a prototype system for marine
disaster management is developed.
Keywords: mapping symbols, crisis management, visual display, interactivity,
marine disaster.

1

Introduction

Crisis management is the process by which an organization deals with a major event
that threatens to harm the organization, its stakeholders, or the general public.
Research on crisis management is derived from the large scale industrial and
environmental disasters in the 1980s [1]. In the process of crisis management, an
important work is to identify the types of crises in that different crises necessitate
specialized management strategies [2]. Common crises can be categorized into eight
types: natural disaster, technological crises, confrontation, malevolence,
organizational misdeeds, workplace violence, rumors, and terrorist attacks [3].
Practically, crises can be classified into natural and man-made disasters. Typical
natural disasters include earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tornadoes and hurricanes,
floods, landslides, tsunamis, storms, etc. that harm life, property [3]. Although great
advances have been made in preventing the disaster from happening, humans have to
face and response to disastrous effects from the disasters that cannot be eliminated in
most cases. As the new century coming, the activities of marine exploitation and
transportation are becoming more and more frequent. But the marine disasters also
happened very frequently. Many marine disasters happen outside the realms of war.
All ships, including those of the military, are vulnerable to problems from weather
conditions, faulty design or human error. And it is essential to build effective
solutions to coping with the accidents in time.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 201–208, 2013.
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With the rapid development of the technologies of data capturing, such as remote
sensing, GPS receivers, computing infrastructure, etc. which approximately enables the
real-time obtaining of disaster data, the planners or emergency management
organization need the platform to support decision-making for the occurred disasters
with the background data. At the same time, it’s essential that the platform provides
flexible interactive tools to execute kinds of operations. According to the discussion
above, the core elements for constructing an emergency management involves the visual
display component and interactive tools. The visual display takes charge of representing
the complex crisis content and background information, and the interactive tools
provide the interfaces for connecting the decision-makers with spatial data of crisis.
The lack of standardized symbology on emergency maps hinders information
sharing during crucial emergency situations by emergency managers and people
responding to disasters [4]. This paper concentrates on how to elaborately represent
kinds of marine disasters graphically and providing a flexible interactive interface for
marine disaster management in a prototype system. The remaining part of the paper is
organized as follows: the framework for representing and interacting with the crisis
data is analyzed in part 2. A prototype system for marine disaster management is
implemented in part 3. And part 4 concludes the paper and gives the further research
program.

2

Crisis Representation Framework

Map symbols have always been the most intuitive way to represent the spatial
information in visualization. And kinds of natural or man-made phenomena can be
abstractly drawn on the computer screens. As almost all crisis management activity
contains a geospatial component, these activities will necessarily include geospatial
data [5]. Crisis management consists of various cyclical phases: mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery. Because each phase is geographically related to
where people, places, and things are spatially located, geographical information
system (GIS) can be a valuable tool for analysis purposes throughout each cycle [6].
More importantly, GIS provides theories and technologies for building such complex
applications. Spatial data management, geo-visualization and spatial analysis are the
fundamental function in GIS, which provides the base for crisis management and
decision-making.
2.1

Crisis Representation

To keep the commonality of symbols representing emergency events, abstract entities
are used as the basic representations which include point, line, polygon, text and
composite entity, as shown in Fig 1. A point entity represents a location event, a line
entity represents a boundary that defines the reachability, a polygon entity represents
an area scope and a text entity is used to describe other entities. Composite entity
consists of simple entity for building complex crisis event. Generally, crisis event are
symbolized by integrating multiple symbols that can even be composite ones. As
shown in Fig 2, class hierarchy describes the abstract base class and four typical subclasses.
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Marine disaster

Fig. 1. Basic representation for crisis event

Fig. 2. Class hierarchy for emergency symbols

All kinds of crisis events can be derived from basic representations. Commonality
of the crisis symbols is quantitative expression realized by the accurate coordinates in
vector data. Point symbol focuses on representing a discrete spatial location using a
geographic coordinate (longitude, latitude, altitude) in space. In practice, it can be a
disaster source, position of the rescue team and so on. Line symbol defines the
boundary line as posture map, such as coast line, security line in accident and
movement situation. Polygon symbol may be the most useful way to indicate a crisis
with position, scope, attributes, etc. Most disasters can be described in this type
symbol and important examples include overflow area around the oil spilling
accident, buffer area of an influential accident, etc. For a particular crisis
management, actual situation is often more complex.
All the crisis events should be displayed in a background, a geographical layer that
provides the geo-referencing information. And the geographical layer is introduced to
assist in understanding the events. Geographical layer is situated under the emergency
layer in order, and then the crisis events can be directly displayed.
As shown in Fig 3, tsunami disaster is displayed on top of coast layer. The ranges,
direction of travel and strength are represented on the top of the layers in a
quantitative way, while distribution of local residents who live in the buildings can be
represented in the bottom background layer. Through overlay analysis, quantitative
comparison and analysis can be realized to gain the valuable parameters to support
decision-makers in guiding. With this generalized framework, specialized disaster
events can be extended by instantiating the class point, line, polygon and composite,
or overwriting more narrowly specialized crisis symbols.
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Fig. 3. Emergency symbols on geographical layer

2.2

Representing Interactivity

To conclude, the crisis events should be firstly represented by the visual element, and
another important component is the interactive interface that relates the users and
crisis events. Representing the interactivity is realized through using the basic tool
classes that can be extended for more complex operations. For a professional
application, operation of different types of symbols may vary greatly.
Elemental operation involves adding a new emergency symbol, deleting an existed
emergency symbol, updating an existed symbol and grouping or ungrouping a
composite symbol. From the perspective of symbol construction, a line symbol is
made up of a series of points continually connected by segments, while a polygon is a
particular line symbol featuring identical end coordinates. Then, tools for updating
existed symbols are further classified into adding a point, deleting an existed point
and moving an existed point, as shown in Fig 4.

Adding a point

Deleting a point

Moving a point

Fig. 4. Symbol updating operations

Similar with the representation, operational tools also need capability for
extending. In the basic classes, common variables and virtual functions have been
specified; customized rules can be integrated into derived classes.

3

A Prototype Mapping System for Marine Disaster
Management

To evaluate the proposed framework above, a prototype system of marine disaster
management, Marine Disaster Management System (MDMS), was implemented.
MDMS was developed in the design pattern of Model View Controller (MVC).
Representation component was designed and implemented in the model layer, while
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interactive tools were implemented in the controller layer. This pattern gives a better
performance of high cohesion and low coupling by separating data model and
visualization.
3.1

Designing the Emergency Symbols for Marine Disaster

In the framework, all emergency symbols are derived from the abstract base classes:
point, line, polygon and composite symbols. Some derived classes that represent the
concrete emergency events are shown in Fig 5.

Point

...
Red flag

Oil spilling

Salvor

Line

...
Island chain

Line text

Situation Arrow

Polygon

...
Sector ring

Sea area

Circle

Composite

...
Multi-sectors

Nested round

Flood-defense

Fig. 5. Marine disaster symbols

From the perspective of software architecture, the work to form the representation
of emergency events is involved in the development of model tier of MVC. All the
symbols provides enough detailed spatial information for defining the locations and
range which enable the quantitative overlay analysis among two or more layers. So,
two-dimension operations are supported for the vector layers. Through intersection,
union and subtraction among points, lines and polygons (composite symbols are
considered as independent symbols for comparison), valuable information is
extracted, such as submerged land area, rescue time calculation, spreading direction
of pollution source and calling for a nearest rescue team.
3.2

Designing the Tools for Operating Marine Disaster Symbols

To implement the idea that flexible interactive ability should be supported for
specialized emergency response, an effective hierarchy of tools should be designed.
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Fig. 6. Class diagram for symbol-operating tools

Basic operational tools involve the operating of object-level symbols and part-level
symbols, e.g. modifying points or modifying segments. A complete class diagram was
designed for symbol-operating tools, as shown in Fig 6.
The base class is SymbolEditTool which provides the primary information for
constructing an operation tool, capturing all kinds of mouse events and keyboard
events in the form of interfaces. Derived classes include SymbolObjectEditTool
(handling with object-level operations, e.g. adding a new symbol, deleting an existed
symbol and moving an existed symbol). Common operations without heterogeneity
are also included in this class: symbol translating, symbol rotating and symbol
scaling. SymbolSegmentEditTool (handling with segment-level operations, e.g.
adding a new segment, deleting an existed segment and moving an existed segment)
and SymbolVertexEditTool (handling with vertex-level operations, e.g. adding a new
vertex, deleting an existed vertex and moving an existed vertex). Each function of
operation is realized according to operation-level and operated object, these two
define a special rule to support different symbol operations. For different types of
symbols, an operation on the same type trigger point may vary greatly. For example,
the visual effect of moving a point comprising a line symbol is different from the
effect of similar operation on a circle symbol. Even on same symbol, different points
need specialized constrains, such as the centre point of a circle and the radius point
(determining the size of the circle). This rule should be overwritten for each symbol in
two components of the software architecture, the model and the controller. In the
model layer, each symbol class records not only the coordinates of the control point,
but also the logical relations among the control points. In the controller layer, each
tool class is implemented with a particular function which takes the symbol type as a
parameter. This enables the controller layer to call the model layer for interactive
processing: editing and displaying.
To obtain a dynamic effect in drawing, each class symbol was equipped with a
rubber band class. When moving the mouse in operational tool, this animation
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enhances the dynamic interactivity. Other than graphical user interface, the data can
be directly modified by calling the interfaces in the model layer.
3.3

System Development and Application

The work done above is particularly useful for building the MDMS. Firstly, all the
marine disaster events and kinds of rescue teams should be taken into account for an
elaborate classification. This abstracting process will make the events expressive in
computing environment, i.e. four types of symbol templates. The next step is
specification, and by this procedure, each event is represented as an object with
geometry information (location or shape) and attributes. More importantly, the
behavior characteristics of each symbol are completed in the symbol object. For a
point symbol, kinds of labels are supported by adding images or text in the specified
location. For a line symbol, painting attributes are assigned to the segments, such as
line color, line width, line style and line text on each segment. For a polygon symbol,
paint attributes are also assigned to the surface area, such as the background of texture
of oil spilling. Composite symbols are composed of individual symbols through
‘group’ operation. After grouping, newly-built symbol preserved part of the functions
of individual symbols, such as painting attributes, however, some attributes, such as
independent selection, are lost for the sake of integrity.
MDMS was developed on the basis of Quantum GIS, an open-source platform for
desktop GIS, by adding a new data provider and a new set of tools for the
requirements. As shown in Fig 7 is the screenshot of the application for managing the
marine disaster for decision-making, which assumes an oil leak accident in the ocean.
And similar marine disaster management map can be easily produced by defining new
accident symbols.

Fig. 7. Marine disaster management
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Conclusion

This paper proposes a general framework for representing the crisis events and
providing the symbol-oriented interactivity which enables the flexible operations for
decision-making in emergency situation. To evaluate the feasibility, a marine disaster
management system was completed in the two-dimension GIS platform. By practical
testing, the system can meet the emergency requirements well in simulation
environment.
The next research program is to improve the visualization ability especially in
three-dimension virtual environment and enhance the dynamic geo-simulation ability
for a better predictive performance.
Acknowledgment. This work is supported by a National 863 project “Key
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Abstract. In the object recognition process of infrared image, as the amount
of training data is very small, traditional learning does not construct a
high-quality classifier for the recognition object. Aimed at the problem, a transfer
knowledge framework for object recognition of infrared image is proposed in
this paper. Hu moments is firstly extracts as feature vectors of object data, and
then a large amount of exist object data with different distributions to the
recognition object data is seen as the auxiliary training data in the feature spaces.
Our transfer knowledge approach can transfer knowledge from the auxiliary data
to help the tiny amount of training data to train a better classifier, which improve
the performance of object recognition. According to the experiments in infrared
images, it shows that the accuracy of object recognition has been greatly
improved by our proposed approach compared with the other classical methods.
Keywords: Object recognition, Image processing, Machine learning.

1

Introduction

Object recognition is one of the most important research topics in computer vision,
image processing and machine learning. In the past decade, a variety of algorithms
have been proposed and applied to this problem, resulting in significant progress in
object recognition capabilities [1, 2, 3, 4].Since there are many applications in the
infrared image, different limited conditions of 3D object result great discrepancy in the
2D image, such as some aircraft object. Mundyet al. research geometry-based object
recognition in the excellent review [5].In contrast to early efforts on geometry-based
object recognition works, more recent efforts have been centered on appearance
techniques as advanced features and pattern recognition algorithms are
developed[6].Classifiers such as k-nearest neighbor, neural networks with radial basis
function (RBF), dynamic link architecture, Fisher linear discriminant, support vector
machines (SVM), and boosting algorithms have been applied to recognize 3D objects
from 2D images[7,8,9].
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 209–214, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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More recently, Transfer learning has gained a great deal of attention due to its
effectiveness to transfer informative knowledge from a source domain to a object
domain with different distribution. It has become popular for a wide variety of
applications such as web document classification, wifi localization, sentiment
classification, sign language recognition and image classification. Pan et al. summarize
the transfer learning methods in [10]. Our transfer knowledge work is most related to
instance transfer learning[11].
In this paper, we propose a novel object recognition approach based on transfer
knowledge framework for infrared image. As the amount of raining data with same
distribution to the recognition data is tiny, it leads to the low reliability of object
recognition. According to the characteristics of infrared image, firstly, the feature
vector parameters of the object is used by Hu moments, which provide object
translation, scale and rotation invariance of 2D shapes. Then, we use a transfer
knowledge framework to transfer knowledge from the auxiliary data to help the tiny
amount of training data to train a better classifier. The experimental results in infrared
image, shows that the accuracy of object recognition has been greatly improved by our
proposed approach compared with the other classical methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the transfer
knowledge framework for object recognition. Experiments are shown in Section 3. And
we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2

Object Recognition with Transfer Knowledge Framework

2.1

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is a first process in object recognition. The used feature belonged to
object is represented as the small and effective feature vector. In infrared image,
different types of ground objects have own specific shape, so the shape attribute of the
object is an important feature for object recognition. The size attribute of the object,
such as length, width, area, volume, depends on the imaging scale. It is also another
important feature. Translation, rotation and scaling invariant moments, are widely used
as the feature vectors for infrared image over recent years. In this work, we use Hu
moments [12] as the features of the aircraft silhouette.
2.2

Transfer Knowledge Framework

Our transfer knowledge framework for infrared object recognition extends AdaBoost
algorithm. We use the transfer learning method to find the useful training samples as
the auxiliary data, which distribution is different with the object data. Then, we transfer
knowledge from the auxiliary data to help the training data, which distribution is same
with the object data, to train a better classification and improve the recognition results.
The workflow of the framework is shown in Fig.1.
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.
Fig. 1. The workflow of transfer knowledge framework

In our case, we give a source training data set T = {( x , y ),  , ( x , y )} (different
distributions with the object data), and a object training data set
distributions with the object data), where
T = {( x , y ),  , ( x , y )} (same
P
X = { x ,  , x } , X = { x ,  , x } , x , x is an sample (a feature vector computed for an
infrared object), yi ∈ {0,1} is a binary label, n and m are the number of the samples,
n >> m.
Then the combined training set T = T  T = {( x , y ),  , ( x , y )} is defined as
follows:
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At first time, our algorithm train the initial classifier h with the training set by the basic
learner SVM. Then, it calculates the classification error on the data set TC by the
classifier h. If a source training sample is mistakenly predicted, the sample may likely
conflict with the object data, we decrease its training weight to reduce its effect for the
next round. Thus, in the next round, the misclassified source training samples will
affect the learning process less than the current round. In a similar way, if an object
training sample is mistakenly predicted, the informative sample may be difficultly
trained to the object data, we increase its training weight to improve its importance. Our
algorithm attempts to iteratively reweight the training data to reduce the effect of the
bad training data while encourage the good training data to contribute more for the
object data.
In the current iteration t, the classification error on the object data TC , using the
following criteria:

et =

n+ m



i = n +1

wiCk (ht ( xiCk ) − yi ))



n+m

wCk
j = n +1 j

(2)
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where {wiC } is the weight of object training data TC in the k iteration. The source training
k

sample multiplies its weight by β |h ( x
t

Pk
i

) − yi |

, where β = 1/(1 + 2 ln n / K ) < 1 . And the

object training sample multiplies the weight β t |h ( x ) − y | , where β t = (1 − e ) / e > 1 .
After several iterations, the source training samples that fit the object data better will
have larger training weights, while the source training samples are dissimilar to the
object data will have lower weights. The source training samples with large training
weights will intent to help us to train the best classifier H(x),which is calculated by K
iterations:
t

Ck
i

i

k


1,
H ( x) = 
0,



h ( x) ln β t ≥

K
t =[ K / 2] t

otherwise

k

1

 tK=[ K / 2] β t 
2


(3)

Finally, we use the best classifier H(x) to recognize the objects in infrared images.

3

Experiments

In our experiments, we test our transfer knowledge algorithm on object recognition of
the infrared objects, which are simulated by the software VEGA. Training positive
samples are comprised of 100 A10-aircraft samples, 100 F117-aircraft samples, 100
MIG21-aircraft samples, and 30 MIGRE2000-aircraft samples. The 330 positive
samples with variant translation, rotation and scaling are chosen randomly by the
training set every time. Training negative samples are comprised of 300 samples with
different types of ship. Test samples are comprised of 300 mirge2000aircraft samples
chosen randomly by the object set every time. The samples are showed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The VEGA samples
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To demonstrate the performance of our transfer knowledge algorithm, we adopt the
classic classifier methods, such as, Support Vector Machines(SVM), K-Nearest
Neighbourhood (K-NN), Back Propagation Neural Network(BPNN) for comparison.
They are also utilizing Hu moments feature.
Here we present the ability of our approach to effectively transfer knowledge
between different types of aircraft objects. The performance in recognition accuracy
rate is the average of 10 repeats by random. The number of iterations is set to 20. From
Table 1 we can find that the performance of our approach is significantly better than
those of the other three algorithms. our approach can achieve a high recognition
accuracy, which reach 97.7%.The accuracy is improve 6.4% when compared with the
second in BPNN method. The comparison results demonstrate that our approach can
transfer the useful knowledge from the different types of infrared aircraft data to help
the learner for object recognition, when there is too few same type of training aircraft
data to train a good classifier.
Table 1. Comparison of methods for infrared objects

4

Methods

Accuracy (%)

SVM

87.7

K-NN

80.0

BPNN

91.3

Proposed algorithm

97.7

Conclusion

In this paper we introduce propose transfers knowledge approach for object recognition
in infrared image, while there is no enough same type of existed samples to train a good
classifier for the unidentified objects, the recognition reliability is very low. The novel
approach transfers knowledge from the auxiliary training data by reweighting the
different distribution training samples to build a good robust classifier. Experimental
results on infrared objects have shown that our approach can improve the performance
and is robust to the variant translation, rotation and scale in object recognition.
Acknowledgment. The research is funded by National Natural Science Foundation of
China (60972162, 61102155), the Young and Middle-aged Science Funding of Hubei
Provincial Department of Education (Q20111205).
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Abstract. Localization of the rover and mapping of the surrounding terrain with
high precision is critical to surface operations in planetary rover missions, such
as rover traverse planning, hazard avoidance, and target approaching. It is also
desirable for a future planetary rover to have real-time self-localization and
mapping capabilities so that it can traverse longer distance and acquire more
science data. In this research, we have developed a real-time high-precision method for planetary rover localization and topographic mapping. High precision
localization is achieved through a new visual odometry (VO) algorithm based
on bundle adjustment of an image network with adaptive selection of geometric
key frames (GKFs). Local topographic mapping products are generated simultaneously in real time based on the localization results. Continuous topographic
products of the entire traverse area are generated offline. Field experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and high-precision of the proposed method.
Keywords: Planetary Rover, Real-Time, Localization, Topographic Mapping,
Bundle adjustment, Geometric key frame.

1

Introduction

In planetary exploration rover missions, accurate localization of the rover and mapping of the surrounding terrain are essential for safe and efficient execution of exploration tasks, such as traverse planning, hazard avoidance and target approaching (Li et
al., 2005). Stereo vision based rover localization method, which is called visual odometry (VO), has been successfully applied in the 2003 Mars Exploration Rover
(MER) mission to reduce position errors accumulated by dead-reckoning localization
(Maimone et al., 2007; Di et al., 2008). The traditional VO algorithm estimates motion only using tracked features between two consecutive frames (Olson et al., 2003),
this neglected stronger geometric constraints possible from processing multiple consecutive frames, which could provide the potential for more accurate localization
method. Meanwhile, most of the topographic mapping products in MER operation,
such as 3D point cloud data, slope map, solar energy map, and surface normal map,
were derived from the rover’s stereo images offline on earth (Alexander et al, 2006).
As a result, the rover traversed in blind drive mode in most of the time, which restricted the traversing capability within one command cycle. So it is meaningful and
desirable to develop new methods for real-time rover localization and topographic
mapping with high accuracy.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 215–222, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Real-Time Localization and Topographic Mapping Method

In this paper, we present a new VO method based on local image network, which is
constructed by adaptively selected geometric key frames (GKFs). High precision
localization is achieved by bundle adjustment (BA) of the image network. In order to
generate topographic products in real time, DEM (digital elevation model) is created
by feature points extracted in stereo images. Finally, continuous DEM and DOM
(digital ortho map) of the entire traverse area is generated offline. This is a further
development of our previous study in rover localization (Wan et al., 2010). Figure 1
shows the workflow of proposed method.

Fig. 1. The workflow of the proposed method

2.1

Bundle Adjustment Based Visual Odometry

Typical VO algorithms, such as the VO algorithm used in the MER mission, estimate
motion only using tracked features between two consecutive frames. Some refinements have been obtained to make VO more efficient and robust (Howard, 2008;
Johnson, 2008). In this research, our focus is to improve the robustness of feature
tracking and refine the method of motion estimation in order to get robust and accurate rover localization results.
Feature Matching, Tracking and Outlier Detection in Consecutive Frames. Due
to the relatively low speed of a planetary rover, a feature is likely to appear in several
consecutive frames, allowing the formation of strong geometric constraints among the
consecutive frames.
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First of all, stereo matching of feature points is performed based on ZNCC (Zero
mean Normalized Cross-Correlation) under an epipolar constraint, chosen for its robustness. Then, Feature points in adjacent frames having large correlation coefficient
were marked with the same identifier appearing in previous frame to complete consecutive feature tracking. For the purpose of efficiency, larger grids (e.g., 30×30 pixels) are built to get evenly distributed matched points for feature tracking. Outliers in
feature tracking are detected and eliminated based on the fact that the distance between any two given ground points as calculated from different stereo frames should
be the same in spite of the change in pose between two frames.
Figure 2 illustrates the process of feature tracking and outlier elimination. The
matched feature points in the left and right images of a stereo frame are marked as
white crosses in Figure 2(a). In Figure 2(b), tracked corresponding feature points from
the previous frame to the current frame are linked with lines; black lines show the
detected outliers. After outlier elimination, the final tracking result is shown in Figure
2(c). Figure 2(d) shows the tracking results in three consecutive frames.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 2. Feature tracking and outlier elimination: (a) feature matching in stereo images, (b) feature tracking and outlier detection, (c) final tracking result after outlier elimination, and (d)
results of feature tracking in three consecutive frames

Bundle Adjustment Based Motion Estimation. This new VO method estimates
motion from an image network formed by common features among multiple frames.
In BA, the position and attitude of the current frame are determined by several previous frames that have geometric constraints with the current frame. Overall, BA of a
multiple-frame image network decreases the accumulation of error in motion estimation and thus provides high-precision localization results. When compared with existing VO algorithms that use BA with multiple frame features (Sünderhauf, et al., 2005;
Konolige, et al., 2007; Mouragnon, et al., 2009), our VO algorithm has new refinements in outlier detection and key frame selection.
In terms of computational efficiency, a BA of the entire image network of all images in the sequence is not realistic for real-time operations. To meet the time constraint for real-time applications, a sliding window with N (N=3, or 4) most recent
GKFs is used to construct an image network for the BA. The identification of GKF is
based on two rules. The first is that both of the distances between a GKF and its two
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adjacent frames should be sufficiently large. The second is that a GKF not only passes
the geometric constraints formed in the previous frame to the next frame through the
tracked points among the three frames, but also adds new geometric constraints from
newly identified, matched and tracked points. In our experiments, the thresholds for
minimum distance and the ratio of the same feature points in adjacent are set to be
0.03m and 70% in the GKF selection process.
In addition, the fixed relative EOPs of the stereo camera obtained from stereo calibration is added to the BA solution as constraints. Unknown parameters in the BA are
resolved iteratively using the least-squares principle. In the iteration process, EOPs of
the first frame of the sliding window are fixed.
2.2

Topographic Mapping

Real-Time Topographic Mapping with Single-Frame Stereo Images. Real-time
topographic mapping and analysis will be very helpful for future planetary rovers to
travel much longer distance safely. Because a planetary rover usually travels at a relatively low speed and acquires forward-looking stereo images along the way, generating
terrain information from single-frame stereo images can realize a real-time processing
speed and also satisfy the needs of hazard avoidance and target approaching.
In order to realize simultaneous VO and mapping in real time, some mapping tasks
(such as TIN construction) can be performed in parallel with feature tracking and
motion estimation in VO in a multi-core computing platform. When the current frame
is being processed for VO, the 3D coordinates of the matched points are calculated by
space intersection with the fixed relative EOPs from camera calibration data. A TIN is
then constructed from these 3D points. After obtaining the accurate EOPs of current
frame through VO, 3D coordinates in the TIN are transformed into real-world coordinate system.
Based on this TIN dataset, topographic analysis is performed to meet the specific
requirements of mission operation. Texture, height and slope of the terrain are generated to support operation tasks. Texture information is generated automatically by
texture mapping through back projection from 3D points in terrain model to their
corresponding image points. The normal vector of every triangle in the TIN is calculated for slope information generation. In our prototype system, these analysis results
are marked with different colors for the convenience of display.
Continuous Mapping in Traverse Area. When the rover has traveled for a long
distance, it is very useful to generate continuous DEM and DOM along the traverse
for post-mission analysis. When processing a stereo image, the 3D coordinates of
feature points has been output; thus DEM can be generated simply by merging new
points and interpolation. Kriging interpolation method is adopted in this process. Corresponding DOM is generated by back projection from DEM to images space and
resampling.
Due to high ratio of overlaping in consecutive frames, it is desirable to deal with
DOM generation in the overlaping area. Considering that the rover moves forward,
DOM in overlaping area is updated with the new ortho-recitfied image data gained
from the added frame. As shown in Figure 3, DOM in overlaping area was updated
with results of frame f2.
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Fig. 3. The overlaping area of consecutive frames

3

Experimental Results

3.1

Overview of the Field Experiment

To verify the feasibility of the proposed method, a field experiment was performed.
An in-house developed moving platform (model rover), which carries a pair of stereo
cameras with 30cm baseline, was used in the experiment (see Figure 4). The frame
size of the image is 1392×1040 pixels, and the focal length is 12mm. The fields of
view in horizontal and vertical directions are 42° and 31° respectively. A differential
GPS (DGPS) receiver was mounted to provide precise positions as ground truth for
accuracy evaluation.

Fig. 4. The in-house built moving platform, or
rover

Fig. 5. A typical image acquired in the field
experiment

Field experiment was conducted at a dry riverbank near Beijing, China, where
many exposed rocks provide good features for VO. For comparison purposes, localization results of both the proposed method and the traditional VO method (which
estimates estimate motion only using tracked features between two consecutive
frames) were generated. In these experiments, the size of the sliding window was set
to be 4. In this experiment, the remote-controlled rover travelled about 234m and
captured 600 frames of stereo images. Figure 5 shows an image acquired by the left
camera. At the same time, 200 DGPS points were acquired.
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Results and Analysis

The resulting rover paths are shown in Figure 6. For comparison purpose, the result
from a typical traditional VO method, which estimates motion only using two consecutive frames, is also shown. The localization accuracy of the proposed method was
found to be 1.469%, which is significantly higher than the 5.718% accuracy of the
traditional method. Figure 7 shows the DEM and DOM derived from the stereo pair
with a resolution of 0.01m /pixel.

Fig. 6. Localization results of field experiment

Fig. 7. DEM & DOM of a pair of stereo
images

Figure 8 shows the real-time processing results of a pair of stereo images. Based on
height information of local map, texture and slope data was also derived.

(a) Colored by height

(b) Colored by slope

(c) Colored by texture

(d) Colored by height & texture

Fig. 8. Online real-time topographic maps (perspective view)

The time consumption of processing a stereo image is about 0.55s. The procedure
of BA based localization costs about 0.35s. Compared with the time 0.25s traditional
method has, it increases about 0.1s for the computation complexity of BA. Building
triangular network takes about 0.1s. Related topographic analysis takes about 0.1s.
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Fig. 9. DEM & DOM in traverse region

Figure 9 shows the continuous DEM and DOM (0.01m resolution) in the traverse
area, which was marked by a dotted line rectangle in Figure 6. It can be observed
that the DEM and DOM in the overlapping areas of different stereo pairs are geometrically seamless, indicating the rover localization and mapping products are of high
precision. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the developed VO and mapping
methods.

4

Summary and Discussion

In this paper, we have developed a real-time high-precision localization and topographic mapping method for planetary rover. In this new method, multi-frames feature tracking is employed to construct image network with adaptive GKF selection for
BA; meanwhile, local topographic products such as TIN, DEM and DOM, are generated in real-time. Furthermore, continuous DEM and DOM are degenerated offline
based on the real-time localization and mapping results. Field experimental results
demonstrated that developed method can achieve much better rover localization accuracy than the traditional VO algorithm and the mapping products are geometrically
seamless.
In the future, the following work will be done to improve the real-time localization
and mapping capability: (1) a fast method of updating triangular mesh will be developed for real-time generation of continuous topographic products of the traverse area.
(2) a background database will be developed based on an embedded database system
(e.g., Berkeley DB) for mass data storage with growth distance of the traverse. The
database will not only provide efficient data storage, but also make onboard system
more convenient for real-time processing.
Acknowledgements. Funding of this research by National Key Basic Research and
Development Program of China (2012CB719902) and National Natural Science
Foundation of China (41171355) is acknowledged.
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Abstract. The Nearest-Neighbor (NN) rule is a widely used technique for pen
gesture recognition. It is quite simple and effective, furthermore, it allow for
flexible extension of newly defined classes and training samples. However, the
expensive cost of computation is a key issue need to be addressed. A fast
template matching method for pen gesture recognition was proposed. We embed
gesture description vectors nonlinearly into a low-dimensional space. The square
Euclidean distance in the embedded space can be used as the lower bound of the
distance in the original space, thus most dissimilar training templates could be
rejected in the embedded space. Experiment results show that our method is
almost over an order of magnitude faster than the naïve NN while achieving
comparable recognition accuracy. Moreover, it does not rely on complex data
structures or preprocessing, making it more suitable for applications that call for
dynamic training data, such as user adaptive recognition.
Keywords: Pen gesture, Nearest neighbor, Fast Matching, Nonlinear
embedding.

1

Introduction

In recent years, with the fast development and growing popularity of electronic
whiteboard, smart phones, PDAs and Tablet PCs, pen-based interfaces are becoming
increasingly prevalent[1]. Gesturing is an important interaction paradigm in
pen-enabled interfaces. The gesture strokes are widely used as shortcuts to invoke
commands. Compared with traditional GUI elements (like menu, toolbar button and
keyboard shortcut), pen gestures are efficient and cheap since they require little
additional hardware resources, like screen space or hardware buttons.
Recognizing gesture strokes accurately and efficiently is one of the main problems
to be concerned when building a practical gesturing interface. Since the work of
Rubine[2], numerous pen gesture recognition methods have been proposed, falling into
one of two main categories: feature-based and template-based. In feature-based
methods, a gesture sample is represented by a number of features, such as geometric
and temporal features. Given a set of training samples, a model can be derived using a
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 223–231, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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learning algorithm. Then the model could be used to classify unknown gesture samples.
The main advantage of the feature-based approach is that a larger training set only
increases model training time, but not affect online recognition time, which is crucial in
interactive operations.
The template-based approach is the most commonly used technique in pen gesture
recognition [3-8]. Generally speaking, template-based methods employ the
Nearest-Neighbor (NN) rule, i.e. the recognition engine consists of only a set of
previously labeled samples and a similarity metric; the unknown sample is classified

…

according to its top K(K=1,2, ) nearest neighbor(s) in the training set. While having
larger training sets usually results in higher accuracy, it also leads to increased online
computation cost since the recognition process involves comparing the unknown
gesture to all of the training templates. Thus, speed improvements are urgently
demanded in many cases, especially in interactive operations, when users are prone to
be weary of perceptible delay.
As a classic algorithmic challenge, the problem of efficient nearest neighbor
searching has long been studied and many solutions have been proposed. Since the
computation cost of the naïve (brute-forth) NN searching algorithm is approximately
the product of two factors: the number of training templates and the average cost of
each comparison. There are two main strategies to speed up: either reduce the number
of training samples to be compared, or reduce the cost of comparison.
The former strategy includes solutions that make use of specialized data
structures[9, 10], such as KD-tree, M-tree, hierarchical clustering tree, etc.. These
structures work by organizing templates into local regions and pruning away dissimilar
candidates in the course of nearest neighbor searching. The Quick$ gesture recognizer
proposed by Reaver et al.[7] employed hierarchical clustering along with branch and
bound search to improve recognition efficiency of the $1 recognizer of Wobbrock et
al.[3].These approaches are promising in terms of low theoretic complexity. However,
it could be a challenging task for user-interface designers/ developers to implement the
above data structures, which distract them from rapid prototyping and testing[11].
Vatavu proposed another simple and intuitive speed up strategy called 1F [11]. It
prunes the training set using just one extra feature. Specifically, it consists in sorting the
1D array of features followed by local search. The above mentioned pruning methods
rely on pre-organization of the training templates, that means extension to the training
set, such as adding newly defined classes or training samples, would unavoidably result
in updating the data structures, making them less flexible than the naïve NN algorithm.
As for methods that focus on reducing average comparison cost of a single
matching, Herold et al. presented the 1¢ gesture recognizer which represents gesture
strokes with one-dimensional distance instead of the typically employed
two-dimensional point coordinates[3, 7, 11]. This representation is intrinsically
rotation invariant and computational economic in distance measuring. However, this
simplified representation is less informative and prone to confuse similar gestures,
especially, it can hardly differentiate between gesture classes that were defined to be
reflective symmetric or rotational symmetric. These kinds of gestures are widely used
to call homogeneous commands, for example go left / go right or undo/ undo. Vatavu
investigated the effect of sampling resolution[6] and bit depth[8] of gesture strokes on
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the matching performance. The intrinsic optimized sampling resolution and bit depth of
gestures are likely to depend on the actual gesture shapes and set size. His results
provide practitioners with analysis support for choosing appropriate parameters while
developing a particular application.
In this work, we proposed a fast gesture matching method. Squared Euclidean
distance was used to measure similarity between resample point vectors of gesture
strokes. Then we embed data vectors nonlinearly into a low-dimensional space. Hwang
et al. has proved in [12] [13] that the distance between two vectors in the embedded
space is bounded by the distance in the original space. By utilizing this property, we can
filter out most dissimilar training templates based on the distances in the
low-dimensional embedded space; as a result, our method is over an order of magnitude
faster than the naïve NN searching algorithm while achieving comparable recognition
accuracy. Moreover, our method does not rely on any complex data structures or
preprocessing, making it more suitable for applications that call for dynamic training
data such as user adaptive recognition.
In the following sections, we first present in Section 2 our representation of gesture
strokes and the corresponding distance metric to measure dissimilarity between a pair
of gestures. In Section 3 we introduce the fast matching method by nonlinearly
embedding data vectors into a lower-dimensional space. We conduct an experiment in
Section 4 to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Conclusions and future
study are discussed in Section 5.

2

Representation and Distance Metric

A raw stroke stores a series of 2D points sampled at a rate determined by the sensing
hardware and input software. In order to make strokes directly comparable, all gesture
strokes, whether those of gestures meant to be stored as templates or those waiting to be
recognized, are preprocessed using the common approach [3, 5, 7]. Firstly each stroke
is resampled to N equidistantly spaced points. Previous studies [3, 5, 7] showed that
setting N to a value between 16 and 256 is acceptable. In this paper, N is set to 64
which is most commonly used. After resampling, the gesture is scaled to a 256 256
square. We perform scaling uniformly in order to better distinguish gestures whose
identities depend on specific aspect ratios. Finally, the gesture is translated so that its
centroid ( x , y ) is located at ( 0, 0 ) . Denote the preprocessed gesture as:

×

g = { pi = ( xi , yi ) | i = 1, 2, , N }
= [ x1 , x2 , , xN , y1 , y2 , , yN ]
= [ g1 , g 2 , , g 2 N ]

At this point, each training template and the unknown gesture can been represented by a
2 N dimensional vector individually. Denote the unknown gesture and a training
template as u and t respectively, we define the distance between them using the
squared Euclidean distance, as shown in Equation(1).
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2N

d ( u , t ) =  ( uk − t k )

2

(1)

k =1

Note that the squared Euclidean distance we employed is similar but a little different
from the most commonly used Euclidean distance [3, 7]. Employing the squared
Euclidean distance is for performing fast filtering as shown in Section 3. Besides,
evaluation results in section 4 show that the squared Euclidean distance achieves
comparable recognition accuracy to that of the Euclidean distance.

3

Fast Matching Based on Nonlinear Embedding

Denote Τ be a training set composed of T labeled gesture templates: Τ = {( ti , li )} ,

where li represents the class label of template ti ( i = 1, 2, T ) . As analyzed in

previous sections, a naive NN classifier will perform T calls to the distance metric
whose computational complexity is O ( 2 N ) . To make the nearest neighbor search
algorithm more efficient, we focus on accelerating the distance calculation using the
approach proposed by Hwang et al. [12, 13].
The main idea is to embed data vectors into a low-dimensional space. It has been
proved that the squared Euclidean distance between two vectors in the embedded space
is bounded by the distance in the original space with a constant factor. Based on this
property, a large proportion of candidate templates could be rejected using the distances
in the embedded space instead of the distances in the high-dimensional original space.
For a 2N dimensional vector g = [ g1 , g 2 , , g 2 N ] that stores 2D coordinates of
the gesture stroke’s resampled points, we denote the mean of its elements by
2
1 2N
1 2N
μg =
gi and the variance by σ g2 =
gi − μ g ) . By applying the
(


2 N i =0
2 N i =0
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the distance metric defined in Equation(1), the
inequality shown in Equation(2) can be deduced. Details of the theoretical proof were
introduced in [12, 13].

(

d ( u , t ) ≥ 2 N ⋅ ( μ u − μ t ) + (σ u − σ t )
2

2

)

(2)

Equation(2) show that the distance between u and t in the original space is
comparable to the distance in the low-dimensional (2D) space based on (µ, σ), which is
called the embedded space. Obviously, computing distances in the embedded space is
much more efficient than in the original space.
Fig.1 describes our fast matching algorithm via filtering out templates in the
embedded space. As shown in the algorithm, each template is traversed twice. In the first
traversal, the lower bound of the distance from each template ti to the unknown gesture
u is calculated and stored (denoted by LBi ). Additionally, the template that minimize

LBi is recorded as {t MLB , MLB} in course of traversing. Then t MLB is set as the initial
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candidate of nearest neighbor, i.e. the seed, and the distance from t MLB to u is set as
the initial minimum distance (denoted by d min ) in searching. After that, each template is
traversed again to compare its LBi with the minimum distance found so far. If
LBi > d min holds, then ti could be rejected immediately. Otherwise, the real distance
between ti and u in the original space is calculated as d i . If di < d min holds, the
candidate of nearest neighbor is updated to {ti , d i } ; otherwise ti would be rejected.
MLB ← +∞, t MLB ← NULL
foreach ti ∈ T do
LB ( ti ) ← DistanceLB ( u , ti )
if LB ( ti ) < MLB then

MLB ← LB ( ti ) , t MLB ← ti
end if
end foreach
d min ← Distance u , t MLB , t NN ← t MLB

(

)

foreach ti ∈ T do
if LB ( ti ) > d min then
continue
end if
d ← Distance ( u , ti )
if d < d min then
d min ← d , t NN ← ti
end if
end foreach
return d min , t NN

{

}

Fig. 1. Fast matching algorithm via filtering in the embedded space

In order to reject dissimilar templates as more as possible, there are two important
factors deserve consideration. Firstly, the lower bound calculated in the
lower-dimensional space should be tight. In other words, LBi should be a good
estimation of the true distance d i , so as to increase the chance of rejecting. Secondly,
the filtering threshold, i.e. d min should converge to its ground truth as quickly as
possible.
As for the former issue, it has been proved that the lower bound can be improved by
partitioning an original vector into disjoint sub vectors [12, 13] because the standard
deviation of a sub vector tends to be smaller than the one of the original vector due to
local coherency. A pen gesture stroke is essentially a trajectory of spatial consecutive
points, and its description vector stores the coordinates of x and y dimension
sequentially. It’s obvious that sub vectors of the original vector are locally coherent.
Therefore, we partition the description vector of each gesture into 4 disjoint sub vectors
(equivalent to 2 sub strokes), resulting in much tighter lower bounds.
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Another important issue is the seed initialization, which determines the convergence
rate of d min , and consequently the ratio of the candidates rejected in the embedded
space. The best choice of the seed would be the nearest neighbor to the query, i.e. it is
equivalent to the nearest neighbor search problem. A simple choice is to use a randomly
selected template, but it may not be effective. In [12, 13], k templates are selected at
random and the one with the smallest Euclidean distance to query is used as the seed. A
larger k means better filtering performance statistically but also higher computational
cost. In this paper, the seed is initialed as the template that minimizes the lower bound
of distance to the query. By searching the minimum lower bound in a separated
traverse, a little overhead would be introduced, mainly for caching lower bound values.

4

Evaluation

The performance of our method was evaluated on the $1 gesture set collected by
Wobbrock et al.[3]. This dataset 1 has been used for evaluation in several related
researches [4, 11]. It consists of 5280 samples of 16 gesture types collected from 11
participants. We evaluated the performance of three methods: (1) A modified $1
recognizer [3]. It is based on the Euclidean distance metric, using the brute-forth
searching strategy, thus we will further denote this method as ED-BF for short. (2)
Using the squared Euclidean distance metric and the brute-forth searching strategy, we
call this naïve method SED-BF for short. (3) The proposed method that uses the
squared Euclidean distance metric and the fast matching strategy based on nonlinear
embedding (SED-NE for short).
The original $1 recognizer is scale invariant; we modified it to be scale sensitive so
as to distinguish gestures of different aspect ratios. Moreover, $1 employs a
rotate-and-check manner angular alignment to achieve rotation invariance. Rotation
invariance may be desired or undesired, depending on specific application. In our
evaluation, we disabled the angular alignment of $1 because it is computationally
expensive and beyond the scope of this paper. Note that the angular alignment of $1 can
be directly applied in our method to achieve rotation invariance.
The experiment employed a user-independent cross-validations scheme. At each
round, 4800 samples from 10 participants were used as training templates, and the rest
480 samples from one participant were used for test. To evaluate performances under
different amount of training data, we gradually removed training templates from each
class evenly. Recognition accuracy and speed on training sets of different size were
tested.
4.1

Recognition Accuracy

Concerning the distance metric, ED-BF uses the most commonly used Euclidean
distance while SED-BF and SED-NE both use square Euclidean distance to measure
similarity between gesture strokes. SED-NE differs from SED-BF in pruning a large
proportion of templates in the embedded space. Theoretically speaking, the pruning
1

http://depts.washington.edu/aimgroup/proj/dollar/
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rule of SED-NE is based on strict mathematical deduction. In other words, SED-NE
should be an exact nearest neighbor searching algorithm that return identical results
with the naïve SED-NE.
Fig.2 shows the results of recognition accuracy obtained on different number of
training templates. Generally speaking, all of the three methods obtained satisfying
results. The overall accuracy of SED-BF and SED-NE was comparable to that of
ED-BF. The squared Euclidean distance performed even slightly better, but the
superiority was negligible. The curve of SED-NE overlapped completely with
the curve of SED-BF, providing experimental evidence that SED-NE expedites the
matching process without comprising the recognition accuracy, i.e. it’s an exact nearest
neighbor searching algorithm. As the number of training templates increased, the
recognition accuracy showed a trend of increasing.
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0.955
0.95

# Training Sample

Fig. 2. Average recognition accuracy as a function of the number of training templates

4.2

Recognition Time

Fig.3. shows the results of average recognition time per gesture as a function of the
number of training templates for each of the three methods when N = 64 . Both ED-BF
and SED-BF adopt the brute-forth strategy to search the nearest neighbor sequentially.
There was no significant difference between their performances on recognition time.
SED-NE outperformed SED-BF significantly by filtering approximately 99% of
training templates in the embedded space, resulting in an average speedup of over 20
times. Note that the computation cost of the naïve matching method is directly
proportional to the number of resampling points ( N ) for each gestural stroke, thus we
also tested the performances of lower resampling resolution when N = 32 . In that
case, SED-NE obtained an average speedup of about 12 times than SED-BF, with a
slight decrease in recognition accuracy when compared to that of N = 64 .
In the Dollar gesture recognizer family, Quick$[7] and 1F[11] are two
representatives of recent studies aimed at improving recognition efficiency. They
achieved recognition speeds of about 3 times and 5 times respectively faster than the
original $1 recognizer. Obviously, our method outperforms them in recognition speed.
Nevertheless, it provides more flexibility for the recognizer to adapt to dynamic
training data when compared to both Quick$ and 1F, because it needs neither complex
data structure nor algorithm to organize training templates.
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Fig. 3. Average recognition time as a function of the number of training templates

5

Conclusions

We presented an efficient template-based pen gesture matching method for
sketch-based interfaces. It works by embedding the original data vectors into a low
dimensional space nonlinearly. Most templates could be rejected using the low-cost
squared Euclidean distances in the embedded space. Evaluation results show that the
distance metric we used achieves comparable accuracy with the commonly used
Euclidean distance, and our method is over an order of magnitude faster than the naïve
NN. More importantly, when compared with traditional fast nearest neighbor searching
algorithms, our method is free of complex data structures for pre-organizing templates.
This makes it more applicable in situations when dynamic training dataset is desired,
for example user adaptive recognition.
Our future work will focus on the personalization of gesture strokes. The proposed
method gains considerable speedup while preserving the flexibility of the naïve
template-based nearest neighbor recognizer. In other words, we can define more
personalized gestures for different users by simply storing user-specific templates.
However, some issues, such as helping users choosing gestures so as to avoid possible
conflict with existing ones, remain to be studied.
Acknowledgment. This work is supported by the National Science Foundation of
China under Grant No.61103081 and No.61201339.
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Infrared Thermal Imaging Detection
and Numerical Simulation of the HuaShan
Rock Painting Stalactite Diseases
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Abstract. In this paper, giving an example for HuaShan rock painting in
GuangXi Zhuang Autonomous Region, a new method for nondestructive
detection of stalactite disease has been tried out by means of infrared thermal
imaging technology. Based on heat conduction theory, the finite element
numerical simulation of the stalactite diseases are done by finite element
software ANSIS11.0. The simulation results validate the feasibility of infrared
thermal imaging technology for nondestructive detection of the rock painting
stalactite diseases.
Keywords: rock paintings, stalactite disease, infrared thermal imaging,
nondestructive detection, finite element simulation.

1

Introduction

Infrared thermal imaging detection is a new nondestructive testing technology, it aims
to analyze the surface or internal defect of the objects by detecting the temperature
distribution of the body surface. It can quickly capture defects in a nondestructive,
non-contact way from a long distance, for this reason this method is widely used. Along
with the development of the computer digital signal processing and infrared
nondestructive testing technology, infrared thermal imaging technology is becoming
more and more important in nondestructive testing field since the 80s.
Nowadays, the infrared thermal imaging technology has been successfully applied
in the diagnosis of the electric power equipment, petroleum chemical equipment,
exterior wall of the construction and the building insulation energy saving aspects
infrared detection and diagnosis, metal materials and components and composite
materials and components in nondestructive testing. In the past 20 years, many foreign
researchers applied infrared thermal imaging technique to the protection of cultural
relics, and has already made some progress.
Italian scholar Grinzato,E[1-3] and his colleagues use infrared thermal imaging
technology to test the humidity, stratification and deboning of the frescoes in Italy
church, and gave a analysis from the view of thermal inertial. Japanese scientist
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 232–242, 2013.
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Y.Yamano[4-5]tested the carved stone relic in different time by infrared thermal
imager and found that the temperature of exfoliation and burst is different from the
intact rock around, the disease area jumps out from the picture.
Now the infrared thermal imaging nondestructive testing technology are mostly
applied on the qualitative level[6], but the quantitative research is far from enough ,
especially that the use of the infrared thermal imaging for cultural relics disease
detection work in our country is relatively rare. This paper tends to explore the
feasibility of the infrared thermal image technology in capturing stalactite disease of
the rock paintings and use finite element numerical simulation method to carry out a
contrast analysis which theoretically further verified the feasibility of thermal imaging
detection technology in rock paintings disease.

2

Infrared Thermal Imaging Detection of the HuaShan Rock
Painting Stalactite Diseases

2.1

The Profiles of HuaShan Rock Painting Stalactite Diseases

HuaShan rock painting is located on the cliff by the river side in GuangXi Zhuang
Autonomous Region NingMing County, it is about 172 meters long, 50 meters high, it
was painted between the period from the warring states to Han dynasty by Zhuang
ancestors, and having the important history, culture, aesthetics, art, ethno history
research value, and also has a important position in the world. In 1988 it was selected as
the national key cultural relics protection unit by the state council.
But because of the long term exposure, the rock painting has been serious damaged
by the weathering erosion giving rising to a series of problems such as crack, fake off,
pigment fade, water dissolution, stalactites covering. Therefore, the department of
cultural relics of the state and the local government carried out series of investment and
protection work[7-9].Some scholars also developed various research work, and put
forward their own idea about the repair measures.
Of all the rocking painting diseases, stalactite covering disease is among the most
serious ones and water seepage is a main cause of the rock painting diseases. At
present, the stalactite diseases is still in the growth, therefore to estimate the degree of
the water seepage of stalactite disease is very important. Generally, Stalactite disease
color is black, bright black with serious seepage, the longer the seepage lasts the darker
the color will be, once the stalactite internal water seepage channel is blocked it will
turn into dry stalactite, and then the color of the stalactite will become shallow. But
with our naked eye , it is difficult to accurately judge whether it is water seeping or not,
and the location and degree of the water seepage, especially when the object is located
in a position which is impossible to have a close observation, for example the cliff,
Therefore, infrared we apply thermal imaging technique to the test of the stalactite
disease. Figure 1 is a visible picture which is the detection area in HuaShan rock
painting field, figure 2 is the stalactite disease of HuaShan rock painting.
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Fig. 1. Detection area in field

2.2

Fig. 2. Stalactite disease of HuaShan rock
painting

The Result of Infrared Imaging Testing

Figure 3 is a thermogram figure which is taken after a storm of a sunny day. As the sun
cannot illuminate the NNW shaped cliff, so the temperature of the cliff surface grows
very slowly. Compare the thermo-grams taken on 10:15AM and 16:20PM, you can tell
that:

Thermal image, at 10:15am

Thermal image, at 16:20pm

Fig. 3. Thermal image at the different time

At 10:15am, the stalactite as a whole was in a cold tone (see fig.3 the left elliptic ring
cross area), at the center of every low temperature area there would be a cool core
which is about 27 ℃ ~ 28 ℃,which is 2~3℃ lower than the surrounding area.
Thermo-gram taken at 16:20pm, due to the sun radiation and ambient the
temperature of the stalactite increased significantly, but some parts still present cold
tone, compared with the thermal image taken in the morning we can notice that, the
cool area are in coincidence with the image we took in the morning. The temperature of
the cool area is under 35℃ which only climbed 5~7℃, but the temperature of other part
grew by 15℃, even 20℃.

，
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A close observation shows that the low temperature part in the fig.3 is where the
seepage located, the lower temperature is the more serious the water seepage is. The
high temperature parts always exist on the dry stalactite. This indicated that it can
receive good result in the sunny day after heavy rain for stalactite water penetration.
In order to make quantitative analysis of the variance of the temperature on different
part of the stalactite, we marked the region of stalactite area (R1), normal part (R2) and
dry stalactite part (R3) separately to show the change of the temperature with time by
the curve as shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. 3 different types of regional temperature changes in curve comparison

From fig.4 we can see:
Before the sun shines on the rock, the temperature of the cliff climbed slowly, the
temperature of the dry stalactite rises faster than the normal rock and then the rock with
water seepage slowest.
The sunlight makes the temperature of the dry stalactite raise sharply from 13:45pm
to 16:00pm, and the temperature of the normal part also goes up only with slow speed,
but the water seepage stalactite remains low temperature with little rise. In addition
there were two period (14:08 14:16pm 15:05~15:30pm) when the sun was blocked
by the clouds, which led to the fluctuation of the curve, and the normal rock also
appears point change the water seepage stalactite fluctuate smallest.
These characteristics indicate that different object has its water content, which has
different temperature in the sun. Dry stalactite is impacted the greatest by the heat
source. The water seepage stalactite is impacted the smallest by it. So the thermal
imager can detect the size of the degree of water seepage.

，

～

，

3

The Finite Element Model

3.1

Theoretical Analysis of the Thermal

Guangxi HuaShan rock painting is large rock paintings saved in open-air, according to
its characteristic, we can treat it as an infinite object to do thermal analysis. In view that
the chosen object will take thermal power from the sunshine, therefore it can be
regarded as the heat flow value of the known solar radiation to the object of detection
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value, it can meet the second condition of object with infinite boundary. According to
the infinite object thermal analysis theory[10], the temperature control plan and setting
condition are as follows:

∂t
∂ 2t
=α
，
0  x ∞
∂τ
∂x 2
τ = 0 , t ( x ,τ ) = t 0
x = 0,− λ

∂t
= q0
∂x

The analytical solution for the temperature field

t ( x, τ ) − t 0 =
Here:

α

2q 0

：

ατ
2
π exp(− x ) − q0 x erfc( x )
λ
λ
4aτ
2 aτ

——the thermal diffusivity,

conductivity, w/(m·℃)

(1)

ρ

α=

λ
ρc

,m2/s;

λ

(2)

——the thermal

——the density ,kg/m3; c——The heat capacity,

∂t
——the rate of
∂x
x
change along the x-axis direction for the object temperature; erf (
)——the
2 aτ
x
x
=1- erf (
——complementary error function.
error function; erfc(
2 aτ
2 aτ

J/(kg·℃); τ ——the time, s; q ——the thermal flux, J/(m2·s);

）

）

When x=0, the above formula can be transformed into:

2 τ
t − t0
=
.
q
πλρc

Further simplify, applicable to the non- steady-state heat conduction in this paper
which is used for the disease detection analysis formula can be expressed as:

Δt =

2q τ
e π

(3)

Here: Δt ——the temperature difference of the object, K; q ——the heat flux value

which the objet obtains; τ ——the time of heat supply, s; e ——the thermal inertia,

e = λcρ .
When the density, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity of the object is
different each time, the result will be different accordingly. At the same time, from the
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thermal model above we can see that with certain input of heat, it is easy to explain the
temperature variation of the object through testing thermal inertia. That is: the greater
thermal inertia of object is the smaller their temperature range will be and vice versa.
Therefore thermal inertia is an internal factor which leads the temperature change of the
surface of subject.
3.2

Computer Simulation Scheme

There are two frequently used methods in analyzing the heat conduction: Finite
difference method and finite element method[11-12]. This paper use ANSYS11.0
which based on the finite element to do a computer infrared testing stimulation of the
large rock painting, and then make a comparison with the result of the field test.
The actual situation of HuaShan rock painting is extremely complex, in order to
make the calculation simpler, we need to simplify the model. According to the actual
condition and the need of the analysis, we made the following simplification and
hypothesis:
The establishment of the Geometric model : Take a 1000 mm * 1000 mm * 2200 mm
cuboids area as the calculation model, choose a diameter of 300 mm and 200 mm thick
cylinder as a disease research area, the computer model will be present in fig.5.

Fig. 5. The computer model

1) Set the simulation parameters, three different target: limestone, dry stalactite,
water seepage stalactite, the coefficient of thermal conductivity and specific heat
capacity will be calculated respectively according to the documents, the result is shown
in table 1.
Table 1. Thermal parameters of numerical simulating objects
Mock objects

ρ

Limestone
Dry stalactite
Seepage stalactite

2700
1600
1800

(kg/m3)

λ

(w/m℃)

2.01
0.824
1.488

Cp
920
830
2550

(J/ kg·K)
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2) initial temperature Settings: In corresponding to the actual situation of the field
detection, set the model of limestone to 29.811℃, stalactite 30.565 ℃, water seepage
stalactite 28.52 ℃, the temperature of the rear limestone will be set to 26 ℃, the others
will be set to heat insulation according to the half infinite object characteristics, and
then make steady state thermal analysis to the whole model, get the nodes of the initial
temperature as the initial condition transient analysis.
3) Heat flux density load Settings, under the comprehensive influence such as solar
radiation, let’s assume that the heat energy the object get is equal to the heat flux
density on the surface, to the analysis of the transient temperature field, we need more
load step accordingly. The period of the test is from 10:15 to16:20pm, dividing into 10
load step. The load curves are showed in figure 6, the heat flux density value will be set
based on the site conditions of detection. The load step and time settings depend on the
changes in solar radiation and cloudiness for a time period, etc.

Hour
Fig. 6. Input the heat flux density load Settings

3.3

The Simulation Results and Analysis

ANSYS has strong post-processing function, by its calculation and post-processing
function we can get stalactite disease temperature variation simulation curve, shown as
in fig.7. From the simulated results we can tell that:
(1)Under the radiation of the sunshine, the temperature of the three different subjects
has the big difference. In the heat absorption process, as the thermal conductivity of the
dry stalactite is smaller than that of normal rock, leading to the heat accumulation on
the surface, its temperature is higher than the normal rock, and at the same time, its
thermal inertia is far less than normal rock, so during the period when the solar
radiation rise to the peak after 13:45pm, the temperature of the rock fluctuate greater
than the normal rock.
(2)As the water contained stalactite has higher coefficient of thermal conductivity
which leads to the higher thermal inertia than the normal rock. So during the period
when the solar radiation rise to the peak after 13:45pm, the variation of the temperature
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of the seepage stalactite changed in small ranges, less than the normal rock and far
below the dry stalactite. So we can detect the stalactite disease situation through the
temperature variation of the stalactite.

Fig. 7. The simulation curves of temperature variation on the three kinds of objects

From the figure 8,9,10 (simulation curve of the temperature of different stalactite
disease area and the rock), we can see that the simulated value and the real result are in
high coincidence with slight difference. Normally the real date is comparatively
smaller than the simulated one, with the passage of time the difference becomes bigger
and bigger, especially the date from the water contained stalactite. The reasons may be
as follows:
(1) In the field test, the experiment result will be effected by a lot of factors such as
the sun radiation, wind and unnoticeable air condition, all these things will have some
influence to the result of the experiment which led to the deviation, especially during
the period of 13:45—16:20pm in which the sun blocked the sunshine which gave rise to
the big fluctuate, but there is no such wave in the theoretical test.
(2) In the numerical simulation process, the simplification of the load model has
some influence to the deviation, when setting the boundary condition, we input the heat
flow experience value to the positive model but set thermal isolation conditions to other
boundary of the model. In the field test the air flow nearby bring away some heat and
cause the low temperature in the second half of the experiment.
(3) In the heat conduction process of water seepage stalactite, the evaporation of the
water brought away some heat from the stalactite, so the actual heat absorption is less
than the normal rock and the dry stalactite, so there is a deviation between numerical
simulation result and field test, it is clear that water evaporation has great influence to
the quantitative analysis.
In a word, the analysis shows that, it is a very effective method to study rock paintings
stalactite disease feature through the aid of finite element simulation. Numerical
simulation results and the field test results is in high coincident, reflecting that it is
feasible to use thermal imaging method to detect the stalactite disease of the rock
painting.
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Fig. 8. The temperature variation curve of simulation and measured on normal limestone

Fig. 9. The temperature variation curve of simulation and measured on seepage stalactite

Fig. 10. The temperature variation curve of simulation and measured on dry stalactite
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Conclusions

This page gives a new method for nondestructive detection of stalactite disease by
means of infrared thermal imaging technology, by field test and numerical simulated
experiment, we can draw some conclusions as follow:
(1) The field test shows that, using infrared thermal imaging technology can
accurately detect the seepage situation of the stalactite and the location. We can even
get much more satisfied result when target area has similar visible color to the
surrounding environment.
(2) Combined with the characteristics of infrared detection to the large rock
paintings, this paper derived the infrared detection thermal analysis model, from
thermal model we can see that: when the heat flow is inputted, we can judge the
temperature change through the test thermal inertia changes of the object.
(3) This paper gives a numerical simulation scheme of infrared detection to the
stalactite disease of rock painting, and successfully applied ANSYS to the stalactite
disease infrared test in computer simulated study. It also does some analysis to the
deviation of the simulated test. Numerical simulation results shows that, it is a very
effective method to study the rock paintings stalactite disease feature with the aid of
finite element simulation
(4)Water evaporation has a big influence to the result of the test result, therefore, the
analysis of evaporation capacity of test objet under certain climate condition has very
important meaning.
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Abstract. In this paper, a practical and efficient algorithm based on the
triangulated polyhedra is proposed to calculate EV (Edge & Vertex) and EEE
(Triple Edge) events for 3D viewpoint space partition. At first step a few
triangular faces that contain distinct silhouette vertexes and edges are chosen in
order to simplify the model, and then some of the EV and EEE events occluded
by other faces is pruned by using the view-independent pruning algorithm.
After the first step, the rest of EV and EEE events are actual critical events
which are then calculated for space partition. Therefore we avoid calculating
many EV and EEE events which are not actually existent before space partition
so that it reduces computational complexity enormously. In the last section of
this paper, we apply this method to two kinds of aircraft models and one kind of
car model for experiments. The results show that it can effectively carry out
calculation of EV and EEE events and space partition. And the representative
viewpoints are placed over the viewpoint space evenly. On this foundation,
actual 3D object recognitions could also be implemented.

1

Introduction

Currently some research [1-3] shows that achieving the goal of 3D recognition by
matching the projections of certain object to representative pictures in the objects
database is promising. A method often used is to represent a 3D object by a group of
2D projection pictures, whose amount should be as few as possible. In this way, we
translate the complex recognition between 2D images and 3D object to the
recognition between 2D images, which are much simpler.
According to the Catastrophe Theory, we can obtain the collection of representative
viewpoints, which are used to reconstruct the 3D models, and 2D aspect graphs related
with that viewpoints for setting up the 3D models database. In [1], the author analysis
on several approaches to aspect graph space partition. An EV-event occurs when an
image vertex intersects an image edge. This happens when the corresponding object
vertex and non-adjacent object edge are aligned along an extended sight line from the
viewpoint. An EEE-event occurs when three image edges (or, equivalently, an image
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 243–253, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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edge and a T-junction formed by two other image edges) intersect at a point. Such an
event happens when the three corresponding pairwise non-adjacent object edges are
aligned along an extended sight line from the viewpoint (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. An EV-event (top row) and an EEE-event (bottom row)

In [2], the author carries out 3D model recognition by using aspect graph.
However, it is very difficult to apply these approaches of aspect graph to practical
application because of enormous complexities in calculation [3]. Currently, much
effort has been devoted to pruning algorithm and approximation of model, these
researches are infinite spatial resolution involved with notion of scale, vertex
clustering, Triangle Contraction Confined by Envelopes, edge collapse [4-7].
In this paper we propose an efficient representation of model and a viewindependent pruning algorithm for EV and EEE events calculation, which is the major
computation in obtaining representative viewpoints. At first we choose a certain
amount of triangular faces which contain distinct silhouette vertexes and edges. And
then by using a pruning algorithm, we select the EV and EEE events related to
vertexes and edges chosen in the first step that are not occluded by other faces. This
pruning step reduces calculation complexity enormously and it is suitable to space
partition later. In the end, we apply this method to three kinds of plane models and
two kinds of car models for experiment, the result shows that it can effectively carry
out calculation of EV and EEE events and space partition. With this foundation,
actual 3D object recognition could also be implemented furthermore.

2

Silhouette Extraction Algorithm

2.1

Model Silhouette Representation by Critical Triangles

3D model of real object is often too complex for direct implementation of viewpoint
partition algorithms. Many approximation methods were proposed in order to simplify
the model by reducing the amount of triangles of the model, but it is still not feasible
to perform EV and EEE events calculation on this simplified model. A new trianglepruning algorithm that could select some critical triangles which effectively represent
the silhouette of the model will be favorable for further calculation. We expect to be
able to control the amount of screened triangles, on the other hand, the screened
triangles should be placed all over the model, thereby it is more likely to contain most
of the features of the model for obtaining a better aspect graph.
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The Algorithm

Based on the analysis above, a pruning algorithm for the purpose of screening a few
triangles which representing the silhouette of the model is proposed as follows:
By projecting the model onto YOZ-plane, we obtain a 2D projection image of the
model. Then we divide the image into several zones along Y-axis equally. (Fig.2 (a)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Silhouette extraction algorithm. (a) The division of the projected image into several
zones along Y-axis equally. (b) Fringe triangles representing the silhouette along Z-axis of
projected image (not accurate). (c) Pruning result--3D silhouette of the model.

By comparing Z-value of all the vertexes in each zone, we could obtain the vertex
with maximal or minimal Z-value called “fringe vertexes” in each zone. Then, by
traversing all the triangles in the model, we could obtain the “fringe triangles” which
roughly represent the silhouette along Z-axis of the projected image, see Fig. 2 (b).
These “fringe triangles” are more critical in the calculation in EV and EEE events, so
we can prune other triangles to reduce the complexity of model effectively without
losing much important “fringe information”.
Repeat steps above along Z-axis, we could obtain the “fringe triangles” which
roughly represent the silhouette along Y-axis of the projection image.
By combining all the fringe triangles obtained above, we could roughly represent
the whole silhouette of the projection image of the model in the first step.
Project the mode onto XOY-plane and XOZ-plane, repeat the same steps above,
we could obtain more “fringe triangles”, combining which we could roughly represent
the silhouettes of projection images onto XOY-plane and XOZ-plane.
By uniting all the fringe triangles obtained three projections in three directions, we
pick up the 3D “silhouette” of the model with a few critical triangles. See Fig. 3 (c).
Our triangle-pruning algorithm could easily control the amount of fringe triangles
by changing the number of zones divided. And all the “fringe triangles” are placed
evenly all over the model, in that we ensure that almost all the potentially crucial
features of the model are included in the simplified model for the calculation of EV
and EEE events in the next step.
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Potential Critical Event Pruning Algorithm

There are three kinds of critical events: the first one is EV event in one triangle, this
event is involved with a vertex V and a non-adjacent edge e formed by two other
vertexes in the same triangle. The set of potential critical regions induced by EV event
in one triangle must be the actual critical regions because e and v are in the same
actual triangle. The second one is EV event in different triangles, this kind of event is
also involved with a vertex V and a non-adjacent edge e, the vertex V and the edge e
are in different triangles. The last one is EEE event, this event is involved with three
pair wise non-adjacent edges, we define the group of these three edges is a curve set.
The current approach for handling occlusion is to compute the entire arrangement of
potential critical regions before any pruning is performed. In the orthographic model,
this involves finding the intersections of the potential critical curves in the arrangement
and determining the curve segments that are bounded by these intersections. [1] In this
case, computing all the events will cause enormous complexities in calculation. What is
more, pruning after computing is related to the event from all the viewpoints, it is
necessary to consider all of them, which is very complex.
To reduce complexity and make sure space partition is accurate and viewindependent. We propose a new approach to pruning EV and EEE events which don’t
actually exist before space partition. Pruning these EV and EEE events, which are not
actual, is depended on the structure of object. We consider the relationship between EV
or EEE potential events and the structure to judge if these events are actual events.
Actual critical regions induced by EV or EEE events are made up of those
accidental viewpoints for which there exists an extended sight line with the following
properties [1](Fig. 3):
• The line intersects every feature associated with some critical event.
• The line is tangent to the object(s) at the features associated with the event except,
possibly, at the feature that is furthest from the viewpoint (it may be tangent to the
object or it may penetrate the object at that feature).
• The line does not intersect any other object feature between the viewpoint and
that furthest feature.

Fig. 3. Accidental viewpoint belonging to actual Fig. 4. The occlusion of an edge that
critical regions. In each case the event shown (an would have been involved in an EVEV-event) in (a) and an EEE-event in (b) is visible in event by an object face
the opaque view.
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Those EV or EEE potential events which are not actual critical events are not with
the third property. In other words, it is possible that there is such an object face
causing the occlusion of an edge that would have been involved in and EV or EEE
event. (Fig. 4)
According to the third property, we propose an approach to judging if the potential
events are actual critical events.
3.1

To Determine the Actuality of EV Event

At first, we define the positive space and negative space related to the e edge. In Fig.
5, we assume that the normal vectors of two faces which are adjacent to e edge are n1
and n2, both of them point to the external of object.
These two faces separate space into two parts: the positive space and the negative
space. The positive space is defined as follows. For any point V in positive space, if
these two faces make up of convex corner (Fig. 6 (a)), there is at least one face that
the vector from the point on this face to point V has a positive dot product with the
normal vector of this face; if these two faces make up a concave corner(Fig. 6 (b)),
the vector from the point on any face to point V must have a positive dot product with
the normal vector of the certain face.

Fig. 5. The location relationship between two
adjacent faces which make up of e edge. (a)
Convex corner (b) Concave corner.

Fig. 6. The arrangement of positive space and
negative space. (a) Convex corner (b) Concave
corner.

For any point V in the negative space of edge e, the face made up of vertex V and
edge e must be in the internal of object. Therefore, no extended sight line (from any
viewpoint) intersecting both V and e with the three properties discussed above may
exist, and there is no need to compute the potential critical region induced by V and e
since there can be no corresponding actual critical region.
3.2

To Determine the Actuality of EEE Event

It is complex to judge the actual critical EEE event depend on the object structure. It
is different from EV event that the potential critical region induced by three edges e1,
e2 and e3 is quadric surface, and its intersection with a portion of the sphere at
infinity is yields a potential critical curve.(Fig. 7)
For three edges e1, e2, e3, we assume that their vertex are pi1, pi2 (i=1, 2, 3) and
there are six vertexes at all. The potential critical region induced by e1, e2, e3 is not the
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actual critical region unless any point qi on the edge ei must be in the positive space
corresponding with other two edges el, em (l , m ≠ i ) respectively.
The vertexes of ei are pi1 and pi2. We consider whether these two vertexes are
located in the positive space of em or in the negative space of em to judge whether ei
intersects faces which are adjacent to em. If pi1 and pi2 are located in the different sides
of the face (Fig. 8 (b)), which is adjacent to em, ei must intersect this face. If pi1 and pi2
are located in the same side of face (Fig. 8 (a)), which is adjacent to em, then all points
on the ei are either in the positive side of face or in the negative side of face.
For the condition that two faces adjacent to em make up a convex corner (Fig. 9
(a)), if two vertexes of ej are both in the positive side of one of these faces, all the
points on the ej must be in the positive space of em; if one vertex of ej is in the positive
side of one face n1 but in the negative side of the other face n2, the other vertex of ej is
in the negative side of one face n1 but in the positive side of the other face n2, we have
to consider point of intersection (p0 in Fig. 9 (a)) of ej and one face (n2 in Fig. 9 (a))
corresponding with em. In this way, if p0 is also in the positive side of the other face
(n1 in Fig. 9 (a)), all the points on the ej are in the positive space of em; if it is not,
there must be some points, which are in negative space of em on the ej .
For the condition that two faces adjacent to em make up of concave corner (Fig. 9
(b)), all the points on the ej are not in the positive unless both vertexes of ej are in the
positive sides of two faces at the same time.

Fig. 7. The potential critical region
induced in R3 by three edges e1, e2 and
e3 (excluding the region between the
features) and (at the bottom of the
diagram) its intersection with a portion
of the sphere at infinity (From [5])

Fig. 8. Two vertexes of edge e1 and face n. (a)
two vertexes are located in the same side of face
(positive side). (b) two vertexes are located in
the different sides of face.

Fig. 9. Two vertexes of ej and two faces adjacent to ei. (a) Convex corner (b) Concave corner
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We define that Imj =1 when all the points on the ej are in the positive space of em.
EEE event is not actual critical event unless ∀ m ≠ j , Imj =1.

4

The Implement of Calculation of EV and EEE Critical Events

The process of implement of EV and EEE events is as follows:
Step 1, a few triangular faces which contain distinct silhouette vertexes and edges
are chosen from object model.
Step 2, pick up the combinations of object vertexes and object edges related to the
EV and EEE events, which are not occluded by other object faces, and calculate these
events.
At first, EV events in different triangles that induce the potential regions, which are
occluded by other object faces, are pruned from all the EV events picked in step 1.
Assuming that triangle face F1 and F2 are adjacent to edge e, they have 4 vertexes

   

in all, and the coordinates of these four points are A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , the terminal

 





vertexes of edge e are A1 , A2 , the normal vectors of these two faces are n1 and n2 .



The coordinates of vertex V is V .

 
If n1 (2) ⋅ ( A4 − A3 ) is above 0, it is considered that faces F1 and F2 make up of a
concave corner (Fig. 10 (b)). Otherwise, it is considered that faces F1 and F2 make up
of a convex corner (Fig. 10 (a)). Then the relative position of vertex V and edge e is
considered.
For the condition that face F1 and F2 make up of a concave corner (Fig. 10 (b)), if
  
  
n1 ⋅ (V − A3 ) and n2 ⋅ (V − A4 ) are all above 0, vertex V is placed in the positive
space of edge e and it is considered that the potential critical regions induced by this
kind of EV event in different triangles are the actual critical regions.
For the condition that face F1 and F2 make up of a convex corner (Fig. 10 (a)),

  

  

vertex V is placed in the positive space of edge e when n1 ⋅ (V − A3 ) or n2 ⋅ (V − A4 )
is above 0, and in this case, it is considered that the potential critical regions induced
by this kind of EV event in different triangles are the actual critical regions.
The rest of EV events in different triangles which are not those two kinds of EV
event in different triangles would be pruned from the set of critical events.
Secondly, potential EEE critical events that induce the potential regions, which are
occluded by other object faces, are pruned from all the EEE critical events picked in
step 1.
∀ m ≠ j , to determine whether Ijm =1, i.e. to determin whether edge em is placed in
the positive space of ej, we consider the relative position of two vertexes of em and
edge ej respectively. It is the same way we use in EV events by considering the
  
  
vertexes of em as vertex V as in the n j1 ⋅ (V − Aj 3 ) and n j 2 ⋅ (V − Aj 4 ) respectively.
And we adopt the same definition of positive space of an edge as there.
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Fig. 10. (a) Face F1 and F2 make up of a
convex corner; (b) Face F1 and F2 make up of
a concave corner

Fig. 11. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2, when
 

n j 2 (1) ⋅ ( p1 ( 2 ) − A j 4 ) < 0

For the condition that face j1 and j2 make up of a concave corner, it is considered
that all the points of edge em are placed in positive space of edge ej only if the two
vertexes of em are both placed in the positive space of edge ej.
For the condition that face j1 and j2 make up of a convex corner, first the two
vertexes of em should both be placed in the positive space of edge ej, then we discuss
whether edge em is in the positive space in two cases:
(1) Edge em has no intersection with either of the planes that respectively contain
the two faces adjacent to edge ej, and then it’s considered that edge em is in the
positive space of edge ej. (Fig. 11 (a))
(2) Edge em has one intersection with the plane that contains one of the two faces

(assuming j1) adjacent to edge ej, then the coordinate of the intersection point p1 ( 2 ) is
required to determine the relative position of edge em and ej. It depends on the relative

position of p1 ( 2 ) and the other face (j2) being adjacent to ej. (Fig. 11 (b))
 

If n j 2(1) ⋅ ( p1 (2) − A j 4 ) is above 0, em is in the positive space of edge ej, otherwise,
em is in the negative space of ej.
Step 3, pre-assigned viewpoints are placed on the Gauss sphere equally, and
calculated in the formula of EV and EEE events. For every viewpoint, there is a set of
sign for the calculation in the formula of EV and EEE events. Then, pre-assigned
viewpoints are classified according to their sets of sign so that the space partition is
carried out.
  
Assuming that the coordinates of vertexes of edge e and vertex V are A1 , A2 ,V ,

and the vector of viewpoint is P , the formula of EV event is as follows:

     
( A1 − A2 ) × ( A2 − V ) ⋅ ( P − V )

(1)

Assuming that edges e1, e2, e3 which are not on the same plane make up of a EEE
  
event, ei = Ai Bi and vector di = Bi − Ai , ei is on the line li. P is a viewpoint in
view space, so that the normal vector of the plane made up by P and ei is

  
( P − Ai ) × di , the formula of EEE event is as follows:

  
 

 

(( P − A1 ) × d1 ) × (( P − A2 ) × d2 ) ⋅ (( P − A3 ) × d3 )

(2)
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5

Results

5.1

Results of an Algorithm on Pruning Potential EV and EEE Critical Events

To prove the validity of algorithm on pruning potential critical event, it is required to
choose a simple model for experiment. For this reason, we choose a simple cube (Fig.
12) to calculate EV and EEE event and carry out space partition.
There are two triangles on every face of cube; if the algorithm on pruning
potential critical event is not applied on calculation, EV event in different triangle
and EEE event (they are not actually exist) will be calculate and the result is
complex and inaccurate (Shown in Fig. 13 (a)). The accurate result is shown in Fig.
13 (b), it is the result of calculation applying the algorithm on pruning potential
critical event.

(a)
Fig. 12. The model of cube

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) The results of experiment without
application of the algorithm on pruning potential
critical event and (b) The result of experiment with
application of the algorithm on pruning potential
critical event

From Fig. 13 (b), it is apparent that 26 representative viewpoint are placed in the
viewpoint space evenly. There are 6 representative viewpoints from which only one
face can be seen (it is corresponding to six faces of a cube), 8 representative
viewpoints from which two faces which are adjacent a edge of cube can be seen at
same time (it is corresponding to 8 edges of a cube) and 12 representative viewpoints
from which three faces that have a same point of intersection (it is corresponding to
12 points of a cube). (Fig. 14)
Fig. 13 shows the results without application of the algorithm on pruning potential
critical event and the result with application of the algorithm on pruning potential
critical event.
From this experiment, the result indicates that the algorithm on pruning potential
critical event is accurate and efficient, potential EV events and EEE events which are
not actually exist can be pruned efficiently before calculation.
5.2

The Result of Using Complex Model for Experiment

The space partition of F4 model, see Fig. 15.
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Discussion of the Results

The results above shows that the models are simplified enormously by using distinct
silhouette algorithm and a majority of distinct silhouette vertexes and edges are
chosen to represent the model.
Potential EV events and EEE events which are not actually exist can be pruned
efficiently before calculation by using view-independent pruning algorithm, so that
calculation complexity is reduced.

Fig. 14. The projection views seen from 26
representative viewpoints

Fig. 15. The projection views seen from 160
representative viewpoints of F4 model

What is more important is that this pruning algorithm ensures that space partition is
accurate and view-independent, representative viewpoints are placed all over
viewpoints space more evenly. On this foundation, actual 3D object recognition can
be also implemented furthermore.
Acknowlegement. This paper is supported by National Science Foundation
(60502013) and ’863’ Foundation (2006AA01Z115).
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Research and Implementation of Optimization
Techniques Based on a Hierarchical Structure
for the Multi-light Source
Zhen Xu* and Yan-Ning Xu
School of Computer Science and Technology, Shandong University, Jinan 250101, China
xuzhen996@163.com

Abstract. Multi-light source optimization techniques is a technique to improve
the rendering time for many-light source. Lightcuts[1] is a classic algorithm and
can handle complicated scenes and get very good result with faster speed. In this
paper, we made an improvement to the algorithm for the artifacts of soft
shadows. In our method, we select more than one representative of lights in light
clusters and choose one light as the representative randomly during the rendering
process. The experimental results show that this method can effectively improve
the quality of soft shadows.
Keywords: many lights. photorealistic rendering. ray trace. shadows.

1

Introduction

There are many examples of multiple light sources in real life. Studies have shown that
people prefer to the lighting effect by multiple light sources. In addition, illumination
from area light sources, from high dynamic range (HDR) environment maps and
indirect illumination can demonstrated by many point lights. However, the rendering

Fig. 1. Multiple light sources in real life
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time increases linearly with the number of lights in virtual 3D world. So, we are often
forced to use fewer lights to get less time cost. But, the rendering cost can be sublinear
with the number of lights after the optimization of many algorithms. Thus, people can
focused more with the effect of many lights. So, it is necessary of optimization of many
light sources.

2

Related Work

Several techniques[2] have dealt with the many light problems.
Bergeron [3] came up with a kind of point light with the radiance of influence. It is
truly a sphere and the radius of each sphere is related to its light source intensity. If the
shading point is in the ball, it is said that the light is important to the shading point.
Whereas, we ignore this light when calculate the color of the shading point. This
method is very good to many scenes, but it is not useful for the scene with numerous
lights of low intensity.
Ward [4] presents a different approach where a sorted list of light source
contributions is maintained. The main idea is to calculate the potential contribution of
each light source at every shading point, and to use this estimation to sort the list of
light source. The ordered list is traversed and thus the real contribution (including
visibility calculation) of the most important light source is computed first. This method
performs well for a moderate number of light sources. However as the number of light
source increases, the cost of sorting the contributions of all these light sources can
become an important factor of the total rendering cost for scenes where the geometrical
complexity is smaller than the illumination complexity.
Shirley et al. [5] divide light source into two categories: important and less
important. This selection is performed as a preprocess, and is based on an approach
similar to the sphere of influence. A sampling probability is then assigned to each
bright light source, and a unique probability is assigned to all the unimportant light
sources. If a large number of rays are shot per pixel, this method can be very effective.
However, as with all Monte Carlo approaches, noise due to insufficient sampling can
appear in the renderer images.
A hierarchical data structure representing the point light sources in the scene first
appeared in the article of Paquette et al. [6] An octree is constructed with the point light
sources in a scene. Each node represents all the light sources it contains by means of a
virtual light source. They determine bounds on the error committed with this
approximation to shade a point, both for the cases of diffuse and specular reflections.
These bounds are then used to guide a hierarchical shading algorithm. If the current
level of the light hierarchy provides shading of sufficient quality, the approximation is
used, thus avoiding the cost of shading for all the light sources contained below this
level. Otherwise the descent into the light hierarchy continues. This approach is
suitable only for scenes without occlusion. So, it is not widely used.
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Lightcuts Techn
nique

Light cuts is came up by Bruce
B
Walter. It can handle arbitrary geometry, non-difffuse
materials, and the illuminattion from a wide variety of sources including point ligghts,
area lights, HDR environmeent maps, sun/sky models, and indirect illumination.
Given a surface point x, and a set of all lights S, the radiance received from x in the
direction w is a product of each light’s material(M(x, w)), geometric(G((x)),
visibility(V(x)) and intensitty(I) terms summed over all the lights:
LS(x
x,w)=∑

S Mi

x, w

Gi x

Vi x

Ii

(1)

Defining a cluster C ∈ S, and choosing a representive light j ∈ C, the illuminaance
presented by light j:
caused by cluster C can rep
LC(x,w)=∑

C Mi

x, w

Gi x

Vi x

Ii ≈ Mj x, w

Gj x, w

Vj x, w

∑

C Ii

(2)
In addition, the maxed illum
mination caused by cluster C is:
LCmax = Mjmaax(x,w) * GCmax(x,w) *VCmax(x,w) * ∑

3.1

C Ii

(3)

Light Tree

Light tree is a binary tree wh
here each leaf represents an individual light in the scene and
each inner node represents a cluster which contains lights represented by the leaaves
under the node(Figure 2).

Fig. 2. A light tree and three example cuts

3.2

Light Cuts

Algorithm:
a) Building a light tree;
b) The lightcuts calculatio
on is done iteratively and starts from the root node of the
light tree. According to (2)),(3), we calculate the estimate radiance for the cluster and
the upper bound for every clusters;
c
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c)

Find the maximum error bound and check if it satisfies
MaxErrorBound

d)
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Estimate Radiance

Error Threshold

(4)

If it doesn’t satisfies, we replace this cluster by its children. This is repeated until

all the clusters have relative error less than the criterion.
According Web’s Law[7], we set error threshold 2%, and we set our maximum cut size
of 1000 to be large enough to rarely be reached in our results and then only in dark
regions where the extra error is not visible.
3.3

Improvements of Light Cuts

The basic light cuts version we described uses the same representative light for cluster
during entire rendering process. Even though the representative is chosen randomly
during the light tree construction this feature induces a biased error resulting in
artifacts. These artifacts are usually below visibility threshold but they become visible
in shadow’s penumbra(caused by loose upper bound of visibility term).
We put forward an improved method to this problem. We select several
representatives when building a light tree and choose randomly for each pixel. The
experimental result show that this method can get good results (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Improvements to soft shadows

Improved Algorithm:
a) Building a light tree using (5).
N A B

N A
1
Max N A , N B

N(A) is the number of representatives of cluster A.

A

N B
N B

(5)
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b) We choose one light source randomly in many representative lights. If we
choose a for A B (a A), the representative light of A is a too, And the
representative light of B is uncertain(as Figure 4 shows).

∪

∈

Fig. 4. Light cuts with improvements

c) Calculate radiance estimate and upper bound of all clusters.
d) Find maximum upper bound of all clusters in the cut and check if it satisfies (4).
e) If it doesn’t satisfies (5), we replace this cluster by its children. This is repeated
until all the clusters have relative error less than the criterion.

Fig. 5. Results

4

Results and Analysis

The improvements of light cuts is implemented in Pixie. The table below shows the
differences of the method without light cuts, the basic light cuts and the light cuts with
our improvements. The rendering system is Intel Core2 E6650 @ 2.33GHZ, 4G
DDR2.
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Table 1. Comparision of render times for conventional technique and lightcuts (both the basic
version and the version with multiple representatives)
Model

Cornell Box

Stairs

Meeting Room

resolution ratio of results

1024*768

1024*768

1024*768

Number of lights

2500

8000

10000

Rendering time(convertioanl)

00:35:53

1:32:23

2:07:34

Tree build duration [sec]

0.8

1.1

1.5

Average Cut Size

65

175

202

Rendering time(basic lightcuts)

00:05:23

00:08:23

00:10:34

Rendering time(improved lightcuts)

00:06:34

00:08:45

00:10:36

5

Conclusion

We came up with an improvement method to the basic light cuts for soft shadows. We
build several representative lights when building the light tree. And the results show
that the results of soft shadows is very good.
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A Variational Framework for Multi-region Image
Segmentation Based on Image Structure Tensor*
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Abstract. This paper presents a variational framework for multi-region image
segmentation method based on image structure tensor. The multi-region segmentation is addressed by employing the multiphase level set functions with
constraint. The image feature is extracted by using the image structure tensor.
The coupled Partial Differential Equations (PDE) related to the minimization of
the functional are considered through a dynamical scheme. A modified region
competition factor is adopted to speed up the cure evolution functions, it also
guarantees no vacuum and non-overlapping between the neighbor regions. Several experiments are conducted on both synthetic images and natural image.
The results illustrate that the proposed multi-region segmentation method is fast
and less sensitive to the initializations.
Keywords: Multi-region Image Segmentation, Level Set, Image Structure
Tensor, PDE, Texture.

1

Introduction

The multi-region image segmentation is one of the most challenging tasks in the fields
of image processing, it has important applications in image processing, computer
vision etc. Variational level set segmentation methods can be classified as the hierarchical schemes[1-18] and the parallel evolution schemes[19-28].In the hierarchical
schemes, the image is segmented into multiple regions by using only one level-set
function in a hierarchical way. In the parallel evolution schemes, the N or log 2 N
level set functions are used to segment the image for N regions, these level set functions evolve simultaneously.
One of the crucial aspects of the multi-region texture image segmentation is the extraction and representative of the textural features .The importance of this step is quite
evident, due to the fact that the ability of the selecting the most representative features
is strongly related with the performance of the multi-region texture image segmentation algorithm.
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In this work, we aim to combine the structure tensor for texture characterization
and the multi-region image segmentation within the constrained level set framework.
The texture is featured by the structure tensor vector. The evolution process of the
proposed energy functional is speeded up by using the regional competition factor.
The presented paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the multi-region segmentation within the level set framework is described. Section 3 briefly reviews the
image structure tensor and texture characterization. In Section 4, the energy functional
and its derivation are presented, the evolution equations are computed. Various multiregion segmentation results of the different texture images are shown in Section 5.

2

Image Segmentation in Terms of Level Set

2.1

Preliminaries

According to [25], let Ω be an open domain subset of R 2 with smooth boundary,
and let f 0 Ω → R represent the observed data function. Let Ωi be the sub-region
defined as

：

Ωi = {(x, y )∈ Ω} and

{(x, y )}

belong to the

i th region

(1)

The segmentation model should satisfy the fowling three conditions[25]:
1. {Ω i }i =1, 2 ,K is a partition of Ω :

Ω =  Ωi and Ω i  Ω j = Ø .

(2)

i≠ j

i

2. The partition {Ωi }i =1, 2,K is a sub-region of the image, the homogeneity should
be satisfied in the sub-region inside:

min   F ( f 0 , I )dx ,
i

Ωi

(3)

where I is the representative of the local image feature. F is a dissimilarity metric.
3. The segmentation is regular in the sense that the sum of the lengths of interfaces
{Ωi }i=1,2,K is minimum:

min  ζ i, j Γij .
2.2

(4)

The Level Set Formaulation

For a given open region Ωi with smooth boundary, we assume the existence of a
level set function ϕi : Ω → R , which is Lipschitz continuous, satisfying

ϕi ( x, y ) > 0 ( x, y ) ∈ Ωi

,
ϕi ( x, y ) = 0 ( x, y ) ∈ Γi
ϕ ( x, y ) < 0 otherwise
 i
the region Ωi is entirely described by the function ϕi .

(5)
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Let define the approximations δ α and Hα of Dirac and Heaviside distributions
with α ∈ R +
0.5 × (1 + (τ α ) + sin(πτ α ) / π )

1
H α (τ ) = 

0


(1 + cos(πτ α )) / (2α )
0


δα (τ ) = 
α →0

， ττ ≤> αα .

(6)

τ < −α

， ττ ≤> αα .

(7)

α →0

We have H α → H , δ α → δ .
From (5), (6), (7), the sub-region Ωi and the boundary Γi can be written as

{(x, y )∈ Ω / lim H (ϕ (x, y )) = 1}= Ω ,
{(x, y)∈ Ω / lim δ (ϕ (x, y )) ≠ 0}= Γ .
α →0+

α →0 +

3

α

α

i

(8)

i

i

(9)

i

Image Feature Description

The structure tensor is adopted to describe the feature of the image. The structure
tensor[30-32] is given by the matrix of partial derivatives smoothed by nonlinear
diffusion filter L(⋅) :
j
J =  11
 j21

( )

j12   L f x2
L( f x f y )
=


j22   L( f x f y ) L f y2 

( )

，

(10)

where f x , f y are the first derivatives of f in the x, y directions, L(⋅) is the nonlinear diffusion filter:
 ∂f
L(⋅) =  = g (∇f ) ∂ 2 f ∂ξ 2 = f xx f y2 − 2 f x f y f xy + f yy f x2 / ∇f
 ∂t

(

) (

)

2

，

(11)

where ∇f represents the gradient of the image , g is the edge stopping function.
The image feature vectors include the image
is given by:
T
Iˆ = ( f , j11 , j22 , j12 )

f and the structure tensor of

J , it
(12)

For color images, all channels can be taken into account by summing the tensors of
the individual channels, the image feature vectors should include the structure tensors
of each channel.
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Multi-region Segmentation Scheme

4.1

Multi-region Segmentation Functional
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The proposed multi-region segmentation functional can be written as

E (ϕˆ , cˆ ) = Eα1 + Eα2 + Eα3 + Eα4

,

(13)

where ϕ̂ are the set of the level set function, ĉ is a matrix whose entries correspond
to the feature vectors.

Functional related to the condition 1.
Let define the following functional:

Eα1 =

2

β

 K

  H α (ϕi ) − 1 dxdy ,

2 Ω  i =1


(14)

where K is the number of the sub-region, β is a constant.

Functional related to the condition 2.
K

Eα2 =  λi 

N

Ω

i =1

 Iˆ
j =1

− cij H α (ϕi )dxdy ,
2

j

(15)

where N is the number of image feature vectors. cij represents the mean value inside the feature vectors Iˆ j as the level set function ϕ i is positive, cij can be obtained by:
cij =

 Iˆ Hα (ϕ )dxdy , i = 1,2, K , j = 1,2,, N .
 Hα (ϕ )dxdy
Ω

j

i

i

Ω



(16)

Functional related to the condition 3.
K

Eα3 =  γ i  wδ α (ϕi ) ∇ϕi dxdy ,
i =1

Ω

(17)

γ i is a real constants. w is a weighting function, in this work, the weighting function is adopted[33] :

w( x, y ) = 1 det(ψ )

，

(18)

where det (ψ ) is the determinant of a 2D matrix ψ , ψ can be represented as follows:
N
N

ˆ2
ˆ ˆ 
1 + υ j I jx υ j I jx I jy 
j =1
j =1
,
ψ = N
N
 υ I I
2 
ˆ
+
υ
I
1

j jx jy
j jy 

j =1
 j =1


(19)

where Iˆ jx , Iˆ jy are the partial derivatives of Iˆ j in the x, y direction . υ j ( j = 1,2,, N )
are the weight parameters
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Functional related to the condition 4.
In order to avoid the re-initialization of the level set function ϕi , the term[34] is
adopted, it can be written as
K

Eα4 =  μi 

Ω

i=1

1
2
∇ϕi − 1 dxdy .
2

(20)

From(14), (15), (17), (20),the proposed multi-region segmentation functional can be
written as:
E (ϕˆ , cˆ ) =

β





K

  H α (ϕ ) − 1
2  

Ω

i

i =1

2

K
 N
dxdy +  λi    Iˆ j − cij
Ω
i =1
 j =1

K

K

+  γ i  wδα (ϕi ) ∇ϕi dxdy +  μi 
Ω

i =1

4.2

Ω

i =1

2


H α (ϕ i )dxdy



1
2
∇ϕi − 1 dxdy
2

(21)

Minimization

Minimizing the corresponding energy functional E (ϕ̂ , cˆ ) with respect ϕ i (i=1, 2 ,K )
yields the following K coupled PDE’s:
2
 N
∂E ∂ϕi = δ α (ϕi )λi  Iˆ j − cij − div (γ i w∇ϕi / ∇ϕi )
 j =1
 K

+ β   H α (ϕi ) − 1 + μi (Δϕi − div(∇ϕi ∇ϕi
 i =1


)) = 0 ,

(i = 1,2,, K )

(22)

where div(⋅) represents the divergence operator.
The K coupled equations evolving ϕi (i =1, 2,K ) , embedded in a dynamic scheme,
formally are:





N



j =1

(

ϕ in+1 = ϕin − dt δ α (ϕin )λi  Iˆ j − cij − div γ i w ∇ϕ in ∇ϕin
2

(

(

 K

+ β   H α ϕ in − 1 + μ i Δϕ in − div ∇ϕ in ∇ϕ in
 i =1


( )

[

)
,

))

(23)

( ) ]

= ϕ in + dt Riδ α ϕ in − Ti

where Ri and Ti can be written as

(

)

N
2
 N

Ri = div γ i w ∇ϕin ∇ϕin − λi  Iˆ j − cij − β   H ϕin − 1
j =1
 i =1


(

( )

(

))

Ti = μ i Δϕin − div ∇ϕ in ∇ϕin .

(24)
(25)

In order to speed up the evolution process, the evolution functions are modified as
follows:

ϕin+1 = ϕin + dt [Ri∗δ α (ϕin ) − Ti ]

，

(26)
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we refer to [20][35], Ri is modified as
Ri∗ = κRi − (1 − κ )

max (R j )

δα (ϕ j )>0 , j =1, 2 ,K ,i ≠ j

, (i = 1,2, K ) ,

(27)

κ is referred to as a competition factor, it allow a balance between the competing
regions. In contrast to the segmentation algorithms[20], the proposed method is more
robust.
5

Numerical Results

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, the synthetic and the natural
images are used. Fig. 1 shows two texture images with 3 and 5 regions. The initializations for the 3 and 5 level set functions are shown in Fig. 1(a), (c), the final segmentation results are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (d) after 3 or 4 iterations.

Fig. 1. Synthetic multi-region image segmentation

Fig. 2 presents segmentation maps for the natural images with several regions. The
proposed algorithm automatically detects each region of the given image.

Fig. 2. Real image segmentation

6

Conclusion

In this work we have proposed a multi-region level set image segmentation based on
image structure tensor model and we derived the minimization of such energy functional within the constrained level set framework. The minimization of the functional
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leads to a set of coupled PDE’s which are considered through a dynamical scheme.
The fast implementation technique is adopted to reduce the numbers of the iterations
significantly. In the experimental section, we validated the proposed method both on
synthetic and natural images.
Further work will be conducted to estimate the numbers of the regions automatically. We also plan to extend this model to multi-dimensional data and incorporate with
GPU computing.
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Abstract. It has been well accepted that compression is essential to the realtime visualization of large terrain dataset. Many efficient compression
algorithms have been presented to enhance the performance of rendering.
However, the issue of how to render the terrain after decompression is not well
addressed. Most previous rendering methods are not well suitable when
compression is involved. In this paper, to overcome this problem, we explore an
alternative terrain rendering method which utilizes GPU tessellation. By
moving the level of detail (LOD) unit to finer granularity, simplification of
terrain models can be performed on regular grids, which is simpler to
implement than irregular/semi-regular grids. Only a few indices are needed for
the simplification of a dataset, thus will not negate the effect of compression.
Experiments show that the method can effectively render large terrains with an
error tolerance of one pixel.
Keywords: terrain rendering, terrain compression, GPU tessellation.

1

Introduction

Real-time terrain rendering has played important roles in many diverse fields,
including geographic information systems (GIS), military training and simulation,
scientific visualization, and so on. However, real-time terrain rendering is not an easy
task when facing explosively increasing sizes of digital elevation models (DEMs).
This is due to, while significant development of graphics hardware is achieved, the
data transfer speed of storage devices is incapable of keeping pace with this trend. i.e.,
the GPU usually can consume more data than the storage device can transfer. As a
result, data transfer speed becomes the main performance bottleneck in most highperformance systems.
Compression technology is a powerful method in addressing this issue. Several
efficient methods have been proposed, which are either lossy [1] or lossless [2][3]. In
some occasions, lossless compression is preferred since rendering is only part of the
task in numerous applications. In addition to rendering, other applications such as
watershed analysis, terrain feature extraction, vegetation analysis, climate simulation,
etc., are also important applications, and require direct access to the original DEMs.
However, after the terrain data is decompressed, particular consideration has to be
paid to choose an appropriate method to render the terrain surface. This problem is
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 269–276, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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not addressed in previous work. Direct rendering un-simplified regular grids [2] is
very inefficient since plenty of redundant vertices are rendered. Most irregular [4]
and semi-irregular methods [5] are not suitable since these methods need a lot of
indices to build triangle strips. This is in contradiction to the original intention,
i.e., reducing the amount of data to improve rendering and storage efficiency. The
methods using “batched regular triangles” [6] can be used here. The problem is the
number of triangles in a patch can not be small. Otherwise the methods will recede to
be a CPU based methods like ROAM [5] since the tree is dynamically constructed on
the CPU. But a large patch size means a poor simplification rate. Please refer to [7]
for a survey of mesh-based terrain rendering methods.
In addition to mesh-based methods, Raycasting-based methods are another type of
methods promising for terrain rendering. Raycasting-based methods are attractive
here because some of them do not need indices at all. But there is a tradeoff here
between accuracy and efficiency. Most of the methods use a searching scheme, such
as binary search [8], to find the intersections of rays and heightfeilds. To avoid
artifacts caused by missed intersections, search steps have to be fairly small, thus
leading a decline on performance. Some methods use preprocessed information about
the heightfeilds, such as cone step mapping [9], to speed up the searching. As
mentioned above, this is not feasible because of the significant increase on data
amount.
Particularly, Tevs et al. propose an elegant algorithm which uses maximum
mipmap [10] to speed up the rendering. The maximum mipmap can be realtime
generated on the GPU thus does not increase data size on the disk. The accuracy of
rendering is ensured since no miss of intersections occurs in the searching progress.
Dick et al. adopt this method for massive terrain rendering [11] and achieve
interactive frame rates on very large datasets. But building the maximum pyramid
needs additional one third graphics memory. Second, a certain gap of performance
still exists between raycasting-based methods and mesh-based methods, since current
graphic hardware is specially designed for rasterization.

Fig. 1. Terrain rendering with GPU tessellation. Left: textured. Middle: The wireframe
generated by GPU tessellation. Right: The wire-frame generated by ROAM, for comparison.

In this paper, we propose a simple rendering method using hardware tessellation
for this problem (Fig.1). Pre-computed indices (tessellation factors) are optional,
depending on the system’s requirement of precision. If the terrain should be rendered
with a high fidelity, indices are still need but the number of indices is minimized, thus
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hardly leading incensement on the size of a dataset. And our method is more efficient
at simplification rate than other alternative methods. Using this method, an average
FPS of over 100 is achieved in experiments rendering massive terrain datasets.

2

Terrain Representation

Terrain data is organized by a typical quad-tree scheme [1]. A multi-resolution
pyramid is built with many successive LOD levels (Fig.2). The original DEMs are put
together to generate a full-resolution height-map with a size of (2n +1)×(2n +1). This
height-map forms the finest LOD level of the pyramid (Terrain LOD 2 in Fig.2). The
other levels are generated by scaling down the finest level to smaller sizes. The
dimension of each coarser level is half its immediate last finer level. Subsequently, all
height maps at different levels are segmented into many square blocks. The heightmap blocks have the same size at (2m+1)×(2m+1). Adjacent blocks have an overlap of
one sample at boundaries. The value of m is 9 in this paper. All blocks are organized
into a quad-tree, as illustrated in Fig.2. LODs in the pyramid, i.e., LODs of the whole
terrain model, are referred to as terrain LODs in the following text to differentiate
LOD of patches/blocks.

Fig. 2. The quad-tree structure

3

Terrain Simplification via GPU Tessellation

With tessellation, the basic terrain rendering and processing unit, i.e., height-map
block, can be further divided into many small squares. A small square is called a
patch. A patch can be represented by meshes under different resolutions, i.e., different
LODs of a patch. LOD used to render a patch is specified by an integer called
tessellation factor. By assigning different factors to all the patches across a heightmap block, the block can be rendered with fewer triangles.
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Except for the finest tessellation factor, all the other factors introduce errors. For a
certain block, the factors of all its patches are determined by testing the errors against
a given error tolerance T. For a specific patch, its tessellation factor is chosen to be
the one that satisfies T and uses the least triangles. We refer to T as the block
simplification error. The size of the patch should be appropriately chosen because the
size is not only related to the simplification rate but also to the performance of preprocessing. The patch size in this paper is 17×17. Hence, each block can be
subdivided into 32×32 patches.
3.1

Generation of LODs in a Patch

LODs of a geometry model are usually generated by vertex decimation. By removing
vertices from the original mesh, a series of successive LODs can be generated. Vertex
decimation is also widely used in terrain simplification. However, this method is not
flexible when applied on regular grids. Vertices can only be removed as interlaced,
which means that vertices in a whole column/row are removed at a time, to preserve
the layout of the regular grids (Fig.3). Meanwhile, with other methods such as TIN,
culled vertices can be randomly chosen. This restriction means only some specific
tessellation factors can be used, i.e., the factors that are power of two. For example,
with the patch size of 17×17, only tessellation factors 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 are available.

Fig. 3. Generation of LODs for regular grids with (a) regular vertex decimation and (b) downsampling filter. Whereas the original meshes of (a) and (b) have the same size of 5×5 (black
vertices), the sizes of their immediate coarser LODs (red vertices) are 3×3 and 4×4,
respectively. The size 4×4 is not available for (a).

A down-sampling filter is used to acquire more available LODs for a patch. The
process that generates multi-resolution models is actually a down-sampling process
which reduces the size of a model while trying to preserve as much information as
possible. A down-sampling filter for texture can be directly used for height maps, as
both height maps and textures are composed of a set of regularly spaced and twodimensional arrays of values. By down-sampling filtering, a patch can be tessellated
with arbitrary factors, i.e., all the factors from 1 to 16. Accordingly, 16 LODs are
identified for each patch, which are referenced as patches LOD 1 to LOD 16. Patch
LOD 1 is the coarsest, whereas patch LOD 16 is the finest.
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Four down-sampling filters are tested: nearest, average, bi-linear, and tri-linear.
Other methods, such as bi-cubic, are not considered because of their complexity.
Among these filters, nearest, bi-linear, and tri-linear are supported by hardware,
whereas the average filter can be efficiently implemented by texture gathering. Thus,
the impact to performance is not an issue for all of them. As expected, the tri-linear
filter performs best, generating meshes with minimal error. However, the tri-linear
filter needs additional 1/3 video memory for the mipmaps. This condition is
unacceptable because terrain datasets are usually large, and generating the pyramid
structure has already consumed additional video memory capacity. Moreover, the
performance difference between bi-linear and tri-linear is minimal. Therefore, we use
the bi-linear filter.
Depending on the specific dataset, this scheme can raise the simplification rate to
25% compared with the simple interlaced decimation scheme (Fig.6).
3.2

Fixing Cracks among Patches

Cracks occur when neighboring patches have different tessellation factors. These
cracks can be easily fixed by setting several border tessellation factors provided by
tessellation to control the division of the borders of a patch. However, consideration
should be taken to avoid breaching the precision requirement. In Fig.4, two adjacent
patches are shown with different tessellation factors. To fix the crack, the border
tessellation factor of b is set to a lower one to agree to the resolution of a. The red
vertices are culled, so the error of b may surpass the allowable error limitation.
Adding new triangles on the other side is a better choice.

Fig. 4. Fixing cracks between adjacent patches

Therefore, each patch needs five tessellation factors: one for the central area and
four for the borders. As the number of different tessellation factors is 16, 4 bits are
enough to represent one tessellation factor. Four border tessellation factors are realtime computed, only one factor need to store. Thus one block needs 0.5 KB to store
all the factors. Given that the size of an un-compressed block is 512 KB, we think an
increase of 0.125% on the file size is acceptable.
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Results and Discussion

A prototype system is implemented in C++ language to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method. OpenGL is used as the graphics interface and OpenGL Shading
Language (GLSL) is used for all the shaders. The experiments are performed on a
personal computer with NVIDIA GTX 570 GPU, 1 GB VRAM, and a four-core
INTEL Xeon E5430 CPU.
Three datasets with different resolutions are used in the experiments. The first two
are the Puget Sound dataset and the Hawaii’s Big Island DEM dataset. Hawaii’s Big
Island is relatively flatter than the Puget Sound. The third dataset is a part of the
SRTM data covering the area of the Everest Mountain, which has the most dramatic
undulation among the three datasets (Fig.5). The sizes of the three datasets are
16k×16k, 16k×16k, and 32k×32k, respectively.

Fig. 5. Screenshots of rendering terrains. From left to right: Hawaii, Puget Sound, and Mount
Everest.

4.1

Simplification Rate

We stated above that the Raster method [3] also needs a very small amount of indices.
Thus we compare our method with this method in terms of simplification rate. A
block’s simplification rate is defined as the ratio of the amount of triangles needed by
a simplification method and the amount of triangles needed by raw regular grids. The
result is shown in Fig.6. Clearly, our method noticeably performs better than the
Raster method.

Fig. 6. The average simplification rates. From left to right: Hawaii, Puget Sound, and Mount
Everest. TVD: Tessellation with vertex decimation, TLI: Tessellation with linear interpolation.
The patch size used in Raster is 65, which is recommended in their paper. All simplification
errors are 10m. The scales of vertical axes are different at 0.02, 0.8, and 0.09, respectively.
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Rendering

Unlike other methods [1] which render terrain totally using simplified terrain block, in
our method, the non-simplified raw height-map blocks are still rendered when the
camera is close enough to the terrain surface. Thus, all details of the surface are
preserved. The screen error tolerance is not broken even when the camera is very
close to the terrain surface. Our method achieves excellent rendering performance
(Fig.7). An average FPS of over 100 is obtained.

Fig. 7. The times of flying over terrains. From left to right: Hawaii, Puget Sound, and Mount
Everest. The error tolerance is one pixel for all tests. The resolution of the display is
1980×1080. The kinks in the curves are caused by paging the blocks into the video memory,
because the prototype system currently does not include a dedicated paging subsystem.

5

Conclusion

The proposed method is a promising method for rendering lossless compressed
terrain. By shifting the LOD unit from terrain blocks to patches and using downsampling filtering to generate successive LODs of the patches, terrain models can be
effectively simplified even with regular grids. Only a little amount of additional data
is need for the simplification, leading no negative impact on compression. In the
future, we would like to integrate a lossless compression algorithm to this method,
through which the performance of rendering will be further accelerated.
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Abstract. The phenomenon that objectionable contents spread over the
Mobile Internet reﬂects badly both on users and business. To cope with
the situation here, we have proposed a relatively eﬀective and eﬃcient
method. Combined with the conventional skin color detection and face
detection, we add movement invariants to revise the detection ability
and use image clustering based on MPEG-7 to improve the eﬃciency of
human examination and veriﬁcation. Simulations have shown the good
performance for the realtime detection eﬀects, and reduced the misstatement Rate and 90% artiﬁcial workload, which improve the detection ratio
to a large scale.
Keywords: Objectionable Content Detection, Movement Invariants,
Image Clustering, Skin Color Detection.

1

Introduction

According to the special reports of Internet Application Analysis made by Huawei
Symantec DPI [1] Laboratory in 2011, the browser type of application in Mobile
Internet can be apart into videos(35%), downloadings(21%), applications(15%),
pictures(13%),texts(10%), music(6%), etc. The fact that movable termination
are common around the users which leads to the phenomena of pornography
when using Mobile Internet, has come into limelight, especially appeared in
workspace and education. Therefore, the controversial issue raises the high concern on how to recognize the objectionable contents rapidly and eﬃciently.
Jones et al. [2] utilized the percentage of skin pixels in one picture, the average likelihood value of skin pixels, the number of skin connected components,
the percentage of interval colors which skin and non-skin histograms are zero in
total colors, the length and width of picture as the basis of judging objectionable
images. Bosson et al. [3] compared 11 features and pointed out the important
characteristics of detection. Huicheng Zheng et al. [4] used GFE(Global Fit Ellipse) and LFE(Local Fit Ellipse) to describe the speciﬁed shape and direction in
skins, which targeted simple features. Yang et al. [5] [6] thought body trunk could
describe the body property eﬀectively, and they divided one picture into regions,
used region growing technique to position sub-region, cramped out POI(Point
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 277–284, 2013.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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of Interest) and ROI(Region of Interest), extracted the object outline and local
features relied on POI and ROI.
Most of the methods above try to rely on automation alone but do not help
a lot, but pictures in Mobile Internet have a relatively low quality and polytrope. The trained Neural Network Model and Face Detection Model might fail
due to the skin color deviation, face detection failure, low-quality pixels or partial occlusion. Moreover, the results by human revision could help improve the
detector. We develop a machine learning-based scheme combined with human
examination to detect the pictures in Mobile Internet, which improves the accuracy and eﬀectiveness through the whole process. Based on the discussion above,
we use the Color Layout Character in MPEG-7 Library to accomplish the picture clustering before human examination for enhanced detector generation, and
add Moment Invariants to improve the ability of detector.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the skin color
detection method with newly joined movement invariants. Section 3 introduces
the advanced decision methods used in our work. Section 4 explains the picture
clustering theory. Section 5 demonstrates and compares the experimental results.
Finally we make conclusions in Section 6.

2

Skin Color Detection

Skin Color Detection is the key procedure to mark objectionable which could
point out the exposed skin area, and in some methods, the ratio of skin color
in total area can judge the property of pictures. However, miscarriage of justice
may mislead the detection, so in this paper we dig more features of nature.
2.1

Histogram Detection Model

The detection model which was proposed by Jones [7] consists
of two his
skin) and P(rgbnot skin). Given
tograms,
namely
the
description
values
of
P(rgb

P (rgbskin)

can be used to calculate whether the RGB color is skin or not, we
P (rgbnotskin)

P (rgbskin)

make histogram for
directly in this work, instead of making two
P (rgbnotskin)
of them respectively.
2.2

Decreasing False Alarm by Margins

Marginal information can be used to get rid of the false alarm of regions of skin
color. We can get the gray-scale image of original image by using OpenCV, use
Sobel operator to do the ﬁrst order diﬀerenence in x and y direction of the grayscale image, and merge into one single image using maximal diﬀerenence on each
pixel. The Sobel margins are combined to skin likelihood image before, and we
connect the separate regions by morphological manipulation.
After the process above, the majority of false alarm regions are deleted, but
there are still smooth small parts with no inﬂuence on feature abstraction.
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Fig. 1. Sobel Margin Detection, Skin Likelihood Image and Sobel Margin Connection

2.3

Moment Invariants

For the purpose of enhancing the description ability of shaping instead of measuring macroscopical or rough features alone, like compactness and ratio of short
and long axes of circumscribed ellipse, we add the features to describe the contour shape of connected components in this paper.
[8] summarized the important technologies of picture shaping and descriptions. We consider the Moment Invariants that relied on Region-based Global
Feature can help improve the quality of handling objectionable pictures. The
Origin Moment is deﬁned as below.

xp y q f (x, y), p, q = 0, 1, 2 · · ·
(1)
mp,q =
x

y

We use the nonlinear combination of low-level invariants to describe the collection property of pictures, and these attributes are the invariants when being
zoomed or rotated. The rough shape can be described by moment invariants like
Central Moment.

(x − E(x))p (y − E(y))q f (x, y), p, q = 0, 1, 2 · · ·
(2)
μp,q =
x

y

Through the features, the average change scope can be got by the distance
between marginal points of maximum connected components to the center. And
the features represent the edge proﬁle of connected components.
Maximum Connected Component(MCC) is deﬁned as f(x,y):[0,m)×[0,n)−→
{0, 1}, where m,n are the length and width of the picture.

1, (x, y) belongs to M CC
f (x, y) =
(3)
0, (x, y) does not belong to M CC
The center of connected component (mx ,my ) is deﬁned as below:
mx =

x=m−1,y=n−1


f (x, y) × x

x=0,y=0

my =

x=m−1,y=n−1

x=0,y=0

(4)
f (x, y) × y
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The edge graph of MCC is deﬁned as ϕ(x,y):[0,m)×[0,n)−→{0, 1}, where m,n
are the length and width of the picture.

1, (x, y) is the edge point
ϕ(x, y) =
(5)
0, (x, y) is not the edge point
At last, the moment invariant of MCC is deﬁned as below:

((x − mx )2 + (y − my )2 )ϕ(x, y)/Sregion , p, q = 0, 1, 2 · · ·
μd =
x

3

(6)

y

Advanced Decision

In the process of detecting pictures, the picture is marked safe and ﬁnished
analyzing, if we have enough evidence to prove the picture does not contain
objectionable contents. The average processing eﬃciency can be improved if
advanced decision works.
– The pictures with less than 4,800 pixels on area, or more than 3 on lengthwidth ratio(like banner ads) can be marked safe.
– The pictures with less than 1% skin regions(nobody in it) can be marked
safe.
– The pictures with more than 3 straight margins(like artiﬁcialities) can be
marked safe.
– The pictures with more than 50% face regions on area(like portraits) can be
marked safe.

4

Picture Clustering

MPEG-7(Multimedia Content Description Interface) is a standard to describe
the multi-media content, and it’s related with multi-media content that accesses
users to search rapidly and eﬀectively. Therefore, it’s a supplement of prevenient
version, which describes the related information instead of content, and the function is to standardize the descriptor of multi-media content independently.
4.1

Color Layout Descriptor

Color Layout can be designed to catch the information of picture color distribution. The abstraction feature phase consists of two parts: typical color selection
based on grids and Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) with quantiﬁcation.
Color is the most basic information of visual content, so it’s possible to describe one picture by color. MPEG-7 will test eﬀective methods of color and
select the color descriptor with best function.
– Partitioning the picture. We turn the color space into YCb Cr in the ﬁrst
phase, and partition it into 64 blocks to keep the dimension.
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Fig. 2. Picture Blocking and Representative Color Selection

– Selecting representative color. One representative color is selected from
one block, and the selection algorithm should be facultative. The average
pixel color can be regarded as the relative representative color from this
block in MPEG-7.
– DCT. Three groups of DCT coeﬃcient should be got by 8×8 DCT in Y,
Cb , Cr .
– Zigzag coding. The DCT coeﬃcients mentioned above are scanned by
zigzag, and the purpose is to gather the low-frequency coeﬃcients of 8×8
matrix. Eventually we can get the result matrix(DY, DCB , DCR ).

Fig. 3. Zigzag Encoded Mode

4.2

Distance Measurement

Color Layout Descriptor is commonly used to match the color distribution of
adjacent pictures in searching area. The distance of color layout descriptor between two pictures is calculated to compare the similarity between the elements
in two pictures.
The matching process can be described as below: given a input picture, we
ﬁnd the most similar picture from the libraries. The equation to calculate the
distance is:



 n
 n
 n



2
 2

 2
D=
wyi (DYi − DYi ) + 
wbi (DCbi − DCbi ) + 
wri (DCri − DCri ) (7)
i

i


i




(DY, DCr, DCb) and (DY , DCr , DCb ) are the color layout descriptor of
two pictures. Suﬃx i deﬁnes the sequence of scanning coeﬃcient and weighing
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which can help us take the priority of more sections into consideration. Generally
speaking, low-frequency blocks can be granted to high priority.

5

Experimental Results and Analysis

We crawled the pictures from the speciﬁed sites in Mobile Internet, and estimated the functions and eﬀects of detector combined with Moment Invariants
and clustering algorithms based on MPEG-7 Color Layout Feature.

)HHGEDFN

&UDZOHG
3LFWXUHV

6L]H
)LOWHULQJ

6NLQ&RORU
'HWHFWLRQ

)DFH
'HWHFWLRQ

2EMHFWLRQDEOH
3LFWXUH
'HWHFWLRQ

2EMHFWLRQDEOH
3LFWXUHV

0DQXDO
([DPLQDWLRQ

6DIH3LFWXUHV

Fig. 4. Process on Objectionable Pictures Filtering in Mobile Internet

Relevance Ratio and Misstatement Rate are utilized to assess the detection
results.
Dp
Dn
Relevance Ratio =
, M isstatement Rate =
(8)
Tp
Tn
where Tp and Tn are the sample number of p class and n class in test set respectively, and Dp and Dn are the sample number which are marked as p class and
n class in test set respectively.
Adjusting parameters can aﬀect the Relevance Ratio and Misstatement Rate,
and we can compare the algorithms through ROC curve. The larger the area under ROC curve, the more accurate the detection algorithm is, where x-coordinate
represents false positive rate and y-coordinate represents detectable rate.
5.1

Dataset

– The library of skin mask training and test is used in [9] [10], which consists
13,634 pictures, including 8,964 without skin mask and 4,670 with skin mask.
– We add some edge pictures including underwear, cossie, desert, face and
sunset pictures as supplement. Fifth of them is used as training set and the
rest is used as test set.
– We add pictures of NO.95 in system which contains 14,444 but not objectionable ones, and 2,047 in NO.148 which are marked as objectionable.

An Objectionable Image Detection Method

5.2
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Detection Eﬀect of Common Characteristics

The experiment is to test the detector, compared with POESIA [11], and SnitchPlus [12] handles with the Blinders. The result proves our model has higher
precision than POSIA, but slower because of the time-consuming face feature.

Fig. 5. Precision and Detection Eﬀect on Improved Generalized Characteristic

Fig. 6. Clustering Eﬀect on MPEG-7 Color Layout Feature

5.3

Detection Eﬀect on Improved Generalized Characteristic

Compared with the detection eﬀect by the original detector, we make test on
dataset by improved generalized characteristics.
The result shows the accuracy is improved due to the newly joined features,
and when Relevance Ratio reaches 90%, Misstatement Rate of the original detector is 20% while the new detector is 13 %, which reduces by 7 % and combined
with the machine judgement, we can reduce 90% artiﬁcial workload.
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Clustering Eﬀect on MPEG-7 Color Layout Feature

The result of MPEG-7 Color Layout Feature is shown in Fig.6, which x-coordinate
represents category number and y-coordinate is picture number in this category.
From the perspective of data above, pictures with similar features get together
in much probability. In which, some of them take a large proportion of all the
pictures, and clustering algorithm works well.

6

Conclusion

For objectionable picture detection in Mobile Internet, we summarize the picture
distribution and study the technology of skin color detection, face detection, and
add the movement invariants to enhance the robustness of the misstatement
of skin mask and description of connected component edges, which improves
the detection ratio. Besides, advanced decision and picture clustering based on
contents are raised to improve the eﬃciency of examination and veriﬁcation.
Acknowledgments. This research is supported by the NDRC under Project
”A Cloud-based service for monitoring security threats in mobile Internet” and
STATE GRID Project EPRIXXKJ[2012] 2986.
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Abstract. In this paper, we use a piece of A4 paper as the modal plane, which
not only reduces the requirement of the modal plane and makes the calibration
very convenient, but also solves the point matching problem. Extended
experiments have proved that this camera calibration method is available and
effective.
Keywords: camera calibration, modal plane.

1

Introduction

In Zhang Plane-based Calibration Method[1-3], the modal plane is hard to make
because it requires precise lattices. Moreover, the point matching is so complicated
that it easily makes mistakes because it uses as many as 256 points to calibrate. The
Zhengyou proposed plane template-based calibration algorithm by using a the plane
template image, taken from different angles template point and its projection on a
plane corresponding to the image point on the image plane relationship, and then
depending on the nature of the rotation matrix camera intrinsic parameters constraint
equation, obtained for each image homography obtained and the inside of the camera,
the external parameters, the entire calibration process.
Zhang Zhengyou calibration algorithm between a traditional calibration methods
and self-calibration method, both to avoid the traditional methods, equipment
requirements and complicated operation, compared with self-calibration method of
high accuracy, in line with the office, home use desktop The requirements of the
visual system calibration, a calibration algorithm is relatively mature.Although Zhang
Zhengyou calibration algorithm to the traditional calibration algorithm used in the
calibration was reduced from three-dimensional to two-dimensional, but it uses
template requires a precise lattice (as shown in Figure 1), still higher demands on the
template, the template Need professionally produced. Zhang Zhengyou calibration
algorithm using 256 feature point calibration, the corresponding point of the match is
more cumbersome, and error-prone. For some camera parameter calibration results
were not very demanding occasion, Zhang Zhengyou calibration algorithm is
undoubtedly inconvenient. Therefore, this paper, three-dimensional reconstruction of
the specific needs of an ordinary A4 paper instead of Zhang Zhengyou calibration
algorithm.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 285–291, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Fig. 1. Zhang Zhengyou method using the template

The calibration algorithm in the use of ordinary A4 paper instead Zhengyou
template, the four vertices of the A4 paper as calibration feature points, due to the
physical coordinates of the feature point are known, so the user as long as three or
more template images sequentially extracted per the coordinates of feature points in
the image, it can be calibrated camera parameters.
Because this article using only four feature points, in the case of loss of part of the
accuracy, improve the speed of the entire calibration process, and solves the
corresponding points matching error prone. In addition, during the feature point
extraction, using the method of extracting the image is partially enlarged, reducing the
error caused due to user operation in the feature points are extracted, to improve the
accuracy of the whole algorithm. We would like to draw your attention to the fact that
it is not possible to modify a paper in any way, once it has been published. This
applies to both the printed book and the online version of the publication. Every
detail, including the order of the names of the authors, should be checked before the
paper is sent to the Volume Editors.

2

Concrete Realization of the Algorithm

2.1

Symbol Definition

Set up a two-dimensional coordinate point is represented as m = (u, v) T , A threedimensional coordinate point is expressed as M = ( X , Y , Z )T With ~
x homogeneous
coordinates to represent the two coordinates in the form: m~ = (u , v,1) T , M~ = ( X , Y , Z ,1)
Using a pinhole camera model, a three-dimensional point M and the image
corresponding to the projection point The relationship between them are as
follows:
~
~ = A[R t ]M
(1)
sm
S is a scale factor, (R,t)is the parameters of the camera matrix, which R for the
rotation matrix, t is translation matrix, the outer parameter matrix used to represent
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the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system conversion. A is camera
intrinsic parameters matrix, expressed as follows:
α
A =  0
 0

γ u0 
β v0 

(2)

1 

0

(u 0 , v0 ) is the main point coordinates for the camera, α and β is the scale factor
which the image in u and v axis, γ is the coefficient of inclination of the axis
direction which image in u and v. axis.

2.2

Image Coordinate Normalization

The coordinate point in the image is normalized, and the origin of the coordinate of
each image will first need to move from the original position flat centroid coordinates
are represented in relative amount, so that the coordinates become points into a
balanced distribution around the centroid. Centroid i.e. mass system point coordinates
of its weight is within the system coordinates for all points in the same dimension on
the average, the weight is determined by the density value of the system. Seeking
homography Clearly this with density (right grayscale purposes can simply think i.e.
image gray) contents (which can be considered the density values are equal), but only
with the spatial coordinates and image coordinates of the centroid is the same
dimension (spatial coordinates is X and Y Axis, for image coordinates is u and v Axis)
of the average of all the coordinate points. Make mi′ as the coordinate after the
origin of the coordinate conversion to mi centroid, then:
n

mi′( x ) = mi ( x) − ( mi ( x )) / n
i =1
n

mi′( x ) = mi ( y ) − ( mi ( y )) / n

(3)

i =1

The coordinate point normalization process can be divided into the ISOTROPY
dealing with anisotropic two, are required before the coordinates origin shifted
centroid normalized. Isotropic scaling of the data processing is a two-axis direction
are equal for the two-dimensional system, After the conversion, the coordinates
relative to the average of the distance from the origin 2 ; Non ISOTROPY
processing is two coordinate axis data scaling ratio does not equal (affine
transformation), but after processing of each point to the origin of the average
distance is equal to 1. In this paper, the normalization process are isotropic treatment,
so Represents normalized coordinates, one after ISOTROPY method:
n

mi ( x ) = mi′ ( x ) × 2 /((  mi′ ( x ) 2 + mi′ ( y ) 2 ) / n )
i =1

n

mi ( y ) = mi′ ( y ) × 2 /((  mi′ ( x ) 2 + mi′ ( y ) 2 ) / n )
i =1

(4)
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Template between the Plane and Its Image Homography Matrix
Establishment

The assumed calibration template in the world coordinate system Plane.
To represent the no. i column of rotation matrix R. we obtain:
u 
 
s  v  = A [ r1 r 2 r t
3
 1 

]

X

Y
0

1



= A[r r t
1
2




]

 X
 
Y 

1 

Z =0

Use

ri

(5)

Still here M to represent a point on the plane of the calibration template, since the Z
~
constant is zero, so M = ( X , Y ) T , That is M = ( X , Y ,1) T . Thus, a calibration point M
on the template Rather than the corresponding point m on the image Relationship can
be used as follows Homography H To represent s m~ = H M~ .Among H = A[r1 r2 t ] .
Because H As 3× 3 Matrix, each feature point can be exported three linear
constraints. Therefore, when the number of feature points in the image is greater than
or equal to three, the camcorder can be solved homography, and thus can solve the
camera parameters. Therefore, the proposed method is feasible to use ordinary A4
paper instead Zhengyou calibration method used in the template, with the four
vertices of the A4 paper as calibration feature point.

3

Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1

Real Image Experiments

The ordinary CCD digital camera, the three calibration template images taken from
different angles, real image size of 1600 × 1200 pixels.
Because of the physical dimensions of A4 paper is known, here will be the origin
of the world coordinate system provided in the plane of the upper left corner of the
template, whereby the physical coordinates of the calibration template feature points
as shown in Table 1 can be obtained:
Table 1. The calibration template feature point coordinates in the world coordinate system
Feature point coordinates
Feature point 1
Feature point 2
Feature point 3
Feature point 4

x
0
21.0
21.0
0

y
0
0
29.7
29.7

First, by using the four image calibration, Fig 2 based calibration procedure used in
the template image. When the image and the template data is loaded to begin
extracting the feature points, the extracted number of feature points must be the same
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as the number of feature points in the template data load, or can not be calibrated.
And, when the feature points are extracted, must be carried out in accordance with the
feature point in the order of the template extract. In addition to the extraction of
feature points in the system, you can also take advantage of other image processing
tools extract will extract data separated by a space, the written order template feature
points Notepad, save it as a text file to load can. Table 2 for this article using four
template image feature points extracted coordinate value:
Table 2. The calibration template feature point coordinates in the world coordinate system
Feature points
Image1
Image2
Image3
Image4

Feature point 1
(571, 121)
(383,296)
(1364,203)
(1416,519)

Feature point 2
(1268, 115)
(971, 38)
(1410, 919)
(1088, 1135)

Feature point 3
(1339, 1144)
(1421, 845)
(344, 914)
(231, 612)

Feature point 4
(557, 157)
(823, 1181)
(385, 217)
(600, 76)

Fig. 2. As used herein, the template image

Feature points extracted by normalized coordinates, solving homography solving a
series of calculations of the camera parameters and nonlinear optimization, the final
parameters of the camera calibration results are shown in Table 3:
Table 3. The final parameters of the camera calibration
Camera parameters

u0

v0

Our algorithm

840.68

554.499

3.2

fu

fv

s

k1

k2

1764.865 1759.717 4.804 0.006 -1.162

Experimental Results Analysis

The previous section shows four images of the calibration process and results, the
calibration main point coordinates roughly near the center point of the image, and the
aspect ratio is close to 1, more reasonable judgment based on the theory of
experience, we can see the results of calibration. However, due to the camera
parameters is not an absolute right value to reference, so here the results of calibration
and Zhang Zhengyou calibration algorithm are compared to determine the accuracy of
the proposed algorithm.
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The following Zhang Zhengyou calibration the four vertex algorithm used in the
template as a calibration feature points, select four images using the algorithm
calibration, the calibration results and Zhang Zhengyou calibration method of
calibration results were compared, and results are shown in Table.4:
Table 4. Zhengyou algorithm used in this article Comparison of the results of calibration
algorithm (Unit: pixel)
Camera parameters

u0

v0

Our algorithm
Zhang‘s algorithm

293.07
304.52

195.38
206.78

fu
822.83
831.80

fv
824.40
831.82

s

k1

k2

0.21561
0.28666

-0.1800
-0.22948

0.0597
0.1953

Seen from Table4, the algorithm of this paper with Zhang Zhengyou calibration
algorithm calibration results compared to the main point coordinates error of about
3%, the focal length of error of about 1%; easily affected by noise due to the tilt factor
and radial distortion factor The results of calibration error (Zhang Zhengyou
calibration algorithm calibrated tilt factor and radial distortion parameters stability is
poor, a large range). In short, does not require calibration radial distortion and tilt
factor for a number of occasions, the algorithm calibration accuracy.
The following images by using a different number of calibration to observe the
stability of the calibration results of the present algorithm. First, 3 to 7 image using
this algorithm were used for calibration, the calibration results are shown in Table 5:
Table 5. Different number of images and calibration results contrast (Unit: pixel)

calibration number

u0

v0

3
4
5
6
7

841.5
840.6
830.5
811.8
819.0

562.0
554.4
567.3
569.1
549.5

fu
1743.7
1764.8
1715.3
1653.7
1734.1

fv
1741.5
1759.7
1715.2
1650.9
1725.9

s

k1

k2

5.598
4.804
-4.931
-1.337
0.725

-0.305
0.006
-0.275
-0.375
0.665

-1.482
-1.162
0.548
-0.745
-2.340

Be seen from Table 5, 3 to 7 images were calibrated camera principal point
coordinates and the focal length of the calibration results are relatively stable, while
the tilt factor and radial distortion parameters change greatly.
In addition, the system implemented in this article in addition to the calibration of
the algorithm proposed template can also be calibrated Zhang regular template
Friends of the algorithm used for calibration. Table 6 comparison of the results of
calibration and Zhang Zhengyou calibration system to use the system Zhang
Zhengyou calibration algorithm template:
Table 6. Calibration system calibration results comparison (unit: pixel)
Camera parameters

u0

v0

The algorithm
Zhang‘s algorithm

303.9
304.5

206.5
206.7

fu
832.4
831.8

fv
832.5
831.8

s

k1

k2

0.2045
0.2866

-0.2286
-0.2294

0.1904
0.1953
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Table 6 herein system in the Calibration Zhengyou template calibration algorithm,
the main point coordinate error of about 0.1%, the focal length error of about 0.15%,
the tilt factor and radial distortion parameters error is also smaller, so and the
calibration accuracy of the proposed algorithm.

4

Summary

The experiments prove that Zhang Zhengyou calibration algorithm improved in this
paper the results of calibration accuracy is higher, and when using a different number
of images to be calibrated, stable calibration results. This algorithm is relatively
simple compared with Zhang Zhengyou algorithm template does not require
professional production templates available everywhere; solve the problem of Zhang
Zhengyou calibration algorithm corresponding match, making the operation of the
entire calibration process is simple, convenient and less time-consuming. The
algorithm is applicable to some occasions, such as the camera parameters calibration
accuracy requirements are relatively not high, three-dimensional reconstruction.
In addition, the system implemented in this article can not only calibration
template can also be used in the calibration Zhang Zhengyou calibration algorithm
template. Camera parameters calibration accuracy requirements of the occasion, can
be used Zhang Zhengyou calibration algorithm template or checkerboard calibration.
However, this algorithm is only suitable for the camera is known and the camera
parameters relatively stable occasions, and for some unknown camera photographs
(such as images downloaded from the Internet), or camera parameters varied greatly,
need real-time calibration of occasions, the algorithm will not work, the next chapter
of the algorithm to solve the problem, any single image containing three sets of
parallel lines are perpendicular to each other can be calibrated and the calibration
process is relatively simple, high precision.
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Abstract. In order to simulate the angular velocity, acceleration and other
kinematic parameters during the training timely for the ski athletes, we design a
three-dimensional motion simulation system based on the gesture information
acquisition system, which can help team coach to analyze the action and guide
the team members training with the given purpose. Since it is difficult to get the
accurate position parameter of the ski athlete, we integrate the ski field and
physical information. The gesture information acquisition system can gain the
parameter information of three-dimensional acceleration and angular velocity,
which are recorded by the sensor. In this paper, we construct a threedimensional motion simulation system to achieve the parameters of velocity,
angular acceleration and angle at any time. The three-dimensional motion
simulation system for freestyle skiing aerials is constructed in the OpenGL
environment, and can observe the effects of posture demonstration from
different views. Simulation results show that this system can record the
movement information accurately and help athlete obtaining the training
targets.
Keywords: Information acquisition system, Freestyle skiing serials, Motion
simulation, Computer animation, Kinematic parameter.

1

Introduction

The development of science and technology has deep into all aspects of human life,
and also promote the development of sports science. Today, training digitalization,
scientification and informatization are the inevitable trend of the development of
sports training. However, how to evaluate the technology and skill of the athlete
accurately, qualitatively and quantitatively is also immediacy[1]. At present, the
motion analysis of the athlete can be based on video analysis system[2-4]. The
analytic process includes obtaining sports video images firstly and then detecting,
segmenting and tracking the video images to acquire the information and the
kinematic parameters of a part of human body. Then, we can get the visual data and
curves at last. At present, the analysis process is based mainly on the experience and
subjective observation. It is a posteriori estimates method and could not analyze
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 292–299, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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results instantaneously. This paper we develop a three-dimensional visualization
system of freestyle skiing aerials based on the real parameters of motion based on the
MSICS. The MSICS is an information acquisition system based on MTi sensor [5]
produced by Xsens Company. It can output high-precision parameters value of threedimensional acceleration and angular velocity, and we can get other kinematic
parameters such as velocity, angle and angular acceleration through the integral and
differential algorithm. However, the signal export from the sensor contains a certain
DC component, which will result in some errors during the parameters calculation and
lead to the large displacement with the case in reality [6-8]. Moreover, the system can
not intuitively reflect the motion process of athletes since it can only get a series of
geometric data and curve for the motion via MTi sensor. Aiming at these problems, in
this paper we propose a method to obtain the position parameter based on the motion
parameters such as acceleration, angular velocity speed, angular acceleration and
other key parameters of biomechanical information from the MSICS, and gain the
accurate displacement information via parabola algorithm and matching the trajectory
of the ski slideway. Then we establish a multi-rigid-body model as the virtual athletes
and use OpenGL as the development tool to achieve multiple perspectives threedimensional visualization system of freestyle skiing aerials. This system is built on
the computer simulation technology, the human body sports biomechanics and real
human motion data. The system can realize the motion simulation by 3D computer
animation and analyze the technique action via position and other motion parameters.
In addition, we can analyze and observe the virtual training result of athletes by
adjusting the kinematic parameters, so that could avoid the repeated training and can
help athletes find an ideal formation for techniques, thereby it can improve training
efficiency, reduce the chance of injury of the players.

2

Data Analysis and Processing

2.1

Motion Process of Freestyle Skiing Aerials

Freestyle skiing aerials began in the early 20th century. The ski field includes the start
area, assistant landslide, transition region, platform and land slope, which is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Ski field
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The athletes begin from the starting point, through the assistant landslide and
transition region, and are thrown into the air with a kinetic energy from the jumping
point which is the highest of the platform. The athletes can make all kinds of action in
the air, then land on the land slope at the landing point and stop at the end point. The
scores on the action are judged according to movement in the air and landing stability.
According to the knowledge of human kinematics, the action and posture of body
flipping in the air is associated with fly speed and landing stability. The successive
phases of the movement are all influenced by each other. Therefore obtaining the
whole motion parameters to help the team training plays an important role. The data
in our simulation test are acquired by the action with salto backwards with stretched
body from an athlete in Jiagedaqi ski resort. The slope of the assistant landslide is 22
degree and the height of platform is 2.2 meter.
2.2

The Data Acquisition and Analysis from MSICS

The MSICS is an information acquisition system which based on MTi sensor
produced by Xsens Company. The MSICS consists of four modules, which are
remote control module, acquisition & storage module, sync module and receiver
module. The function of remote control module is to send control signal to the
acquisition & storage module and receiver module. The acquisition & storage module
is worn on the player’s waist to collect and store the information of the movement.
The sync module is to achieve synchronization of data collection and video image in
order to compare the parameters outputted by the two systems. This receiver module
is connected to the computer to receive data, send synchronization signals to the sync
module and debug the acquisition & storage module. The MSICS can output highprecision parameters values of three-dimensional acceleration and angular velocity,
and we can get other kinematic parameters such as velocity, angle and angular
acceleration through the integral and differential algorithm.
(1) Coordinate transformation
The coordinate system is defined based on the sensor as the sensor coordinate system,
and the coordinate system based on magnetic is called as the geomagnetism
coordinate system. The three-dimensional axis directions of the geomagnetism
coordinate system are Z-axis vertically upward, X-axis pointing to the magnetic north
pole and Y-axis being established according to right-handed coordinate system. Since
the sensor is a part of the acquisition & storage module fixed in the athlete's waist, the
sensor coordinate system is changing along with movement. In theory, the speed can
be obtained through integrating via the acceleration, which is in a fixed coordinate
system. Hence we need to convert the acceleration from the sensor coordinate system
to the geomagnetism coordinate system, and the conversion formula is shown as
Eq.(1).

xG = RGS ⋅ xS ,
where, the
and

(1)

xS and xG are both three-dimensional vectors, RGS is conversion matrix,
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 R11
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R13   a
R23  = b
R33   c

R12
R22
R32

d
e
f

g
h 
i 
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(2)

There are three output modes of the sensor: Quaternion orientation, Euler Angles
orientation and Rotation matrix orientation. The mode used in our system is the
Rotation matrix orientation. Denote the three-dimensional acceleration xS in the
sensor coordinate system, and then the corresponding acceleration xG is in
geomagnetism coordinate system.
(2) Posture parameters
Posture is the arrangement of the body and its limbs. We can use posture parameters
to show the posture of the athletes such as angular acceleration, angle and so on in the
skiing. In our systems, the angular velocity from the sensor is in the sensor coordinate
system, so we can calculate the angular acceleration and angle from the angular
velocity directly without coordinate transformation. The calculation of the angular
acceleration is carried out as shown below:
a (i) = Fs *[ y (i ) - y (i -1)] ,

(3)

where the a is the angular acceleration and angular velocity is expressed as y (i ) and
i = 1, 2,..., N , y (0) = 0 . The values of N is the length of the signal.
We use the trapezoidal rule as integration method to calculate the angle and the
formula as following:

ϕ (i) = ϕ (i − 1) +

1
× [ y(i − 1) + y (i)] ,
2 × Fs

(4)

where i = 1, 2,..., N , ϕ (1)=0 and Fs is the sampling frequency and the values is
50Hz in this system. So we can use the Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) to calculate the angular
acceleration and angle. 
(3) Velocity parameters
In order to obtain the accurate position parameter, we should obtain the velocity
information. The three-direction accelerations of the sensor coordinate system can be
translated into the case in the geomagnetism coordinate system by Eq. (1). However,
the original outputted accelerations include a gravitational acceleration, and the signal
contains a certain tendency during the A/D conversion process, which can be defined
as the DC component of the signal. Therefore, we need to remove the DC component
from the original signal before integration. The usual practice is to calculate the
mathematical expectation of the signal instead of the DC component, as follows:
x=

1
N

N

x
i =1

i

,

(5)
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where x is the input signal, N is the length of the input signal and x is the
mathematical expectation of the signal. The signal sequence after removal of the DC
component is as follows:

xi′ = xi − x ,

(6)

where xi′ is the signal after removal of the DC component and i = 1, 2,..., N . However,
the method above cannot remove the DC component completely, which will
significantly affect the integration results. In time domain there are difficulties while
analyzing the signal, we can analyze the signal transformed into the frequency domain
by Fourier transform[9]. The acceleration is defined as a(t ) in time domain,
and A(ω ) in frequency domain which is transformed by Fourier transform. According
to the properties of Fourier transform, if a(t ) ↔ A(ω ) , then



t

−∝

a (t )dt ↔

1
A(ω ) ,
iω

(7)

where the left of Eq.(7) is integral formula of the acceleration in time domain. ω is
the frequency, i = −1 . The parameter of the speed can be obtained by inverse
Fourier transform on the right side in Eq.(7) with the real part.
We can obtain the three-dimensional velocities, which are expressed as
vx (i ) , v y (i ) , vz (i ) . Through the method above, the resultant velocity is as follows:
v(i ) = vx (i )2 + v y (i )2 + vz (i )2

(8)

(4) Position parameters
Since the acceleration data has inevitable error, the greater error of the displacement
will be caused after two integral calculations. So the position information for human
motion simulation can not be directly induced by integral calculation. In view of the
above-mentioned facts, we think that appearing on the stage before and landing after
are the movement along the landslide in the freestyle skiing process. Therefore, the
foundation trajectory of the simulation position information can be designed via the
landslide movement. Through the above data analysis, we can get the information of
acceleration, angular velocity, angle and time on the jumping and landing points. And
the displacement information can be induced by matching and fitting the position
information through the integral calculation. Because of this experiment is the action
with salto backwards with stretched body. The sensor lies in the waist of the athletes,
which is the approximate of the centroid. The simulation can be simplified as the
movement of link rod. The gained information of acceleration and the angle can be
viewed as the movement parameters of the single link rod. The position information
can be calculated according to analysis of acceleration and time.

3

The Design and Realization of the Motion Simulation

In this paper, we use Visual C ++ 6.0 and OpenGL as the development tool to develop
the three-dimensional motion simulation system of freestyle skiing aerials.
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This system can realize 3D multi-perspective visualization on freestyle skiing of
virtual human. The differences between execution and standard action (or simulation
results) of freestyle skiing can be displayed visually, fast and accurately, and can also
help the athletes and coaches to put forward some improvement opinions and
suggestions.
3.1

Multi-rigid-body Model

This system uses a multi-rigid-body model as the virtual human which are shown as
follows[10]:

Fig. 2. Multi-rigid-body model of the virtual human

1) The multi-rigid-body model is made up of 17 rigid bodies. In addition, in order to
simulating the skiing, we add the sled as part of the human body.
2) We use the appropriate spheres and cuboids to signify the joints and the link of the
virtual human respectively.
3) We do not consider the deformation of the human body when in movement and
environmental factors influence.
4) We ignore the control action on the muscle force of human body for movement. In
this system, we wear a sensor in the waist of athletes for data collection, which is
approximate centroid of the human body.
3.2

Procedure of the System

We can see this three-dimensional visualization system is an addition and
development of the MSICS. The procedure of this system is shown as fig.3.
This system is made of three modules, which is as follows:
1) Data analyses module
This module reads the motion capture data first which include the posture parameters
and the position parameters.
2) Virtual human module
According to the mentioned multi-rigid-body model above, we establish the virtual
human and set the rotation angle parameters for each joint in order to control the
motion.
3) Virtual human drive module
In this module, we drive the virtual human motion with the posture parameters, the
transformation of the rotation angle parameters and the position parameters, the
transition of the value of the XYZ axles.
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Athletes motion
Acquire and calculate the data

Motion data analyses

Virtual
human drive
module

Virtual human model


Fig. 3. Procedure of this system

3.3

Simulation Results

The simulation achieves angle information gained by acceleration sensor to describe
the gesture of athlete in the process of movement. The displacement information of
movement is induced by the slideway trajectory combined with the measuring
trajectory in the aerial process of athlete. The skiing simulation adopts simplified
model of the human body as shown in fig.4:

Fig. 4. The freestyle skiing simulation results

Comparing and contrasting the simulation results of freestyle skiing with the
results of video acquisition as an assistant comparison for verifying our results of the
experiment, we find it is basic consistent and can achieve the desired effect. And then
we can set up a set of exercise library on freestyle skiing movement of human body.
And we can establish the database of 3D motion parameters on freestyle skiing by
collecting the data of the movement of athletes. Moreover, we can also construct
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editing tool on the motion of freestyle skiing. Through this tool, the coaches can
establish a set of standard virtual ski action on freestyle skiing athletes according to
the international evaluation standard on the ski action.

4

Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, we develop the three-dimensional visualization system for freestyle
skiing aerials by the parameters of motion based on the MSICS. Based on the results
of demonstration, the coaches can guide the athlete training on purpose. In the future,
we will try to acquire more parameters of motion in the main parts of human by
setting more sensors on the Athlete's body, so that we can demonstrate the posture
more exactly. At the same time, we will establish the virtual human with skinned
mesh animation instead of the simply multi-rigid-body model which will describe the
movement more actually.
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Contrast Enhancement of Mammographic Images
Using Guided Image Filtering
Feng Zeng and Liang Liu
NanYang Medical College, Nanyang, China
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Abstract. Mammography is the most effective method for the early detection
and diagnosis of breast cancer diseases. However, mammographic images contaminated by noise generally need image enhancement techniques to aid interpretation. The paper proposes a new image contrast enhancement method for
digital mammograms based on guided image filtering method. Guided image
filtering is a non-iterative, non-linear filter, which not only smoothes low gradient regions, but also preserve strong edges. Analogously to the bilateral filter,
this filter has edge-preserving properties, but can be implemented in a very fast
way. Thus, we adopt guided image filtering algorithm to increase the contrast in
mammograms for human easily extracting of suspicious regions. Experimental
results show that the proposed method gives superior image quality compared
to other enhancement methods.
Keywords: Medical image processing, digital mammograms, guided image filtering, image enhancement, denoising.

1

Introduction

Breast cancer is the main cause of death among women worldwide. However, early
detection and treatment of breast cancer can effectively reduce mortality [1]. Now,
there are many medical imaging modalities used for detection of early, non-palpable,
potentially curable breast cancer. Mammography is proved to be the most effective
and reliable method in them. However, the interpretation of the mammographic image
is a repetitive task, and radiologists’ interpretations of mammograms are varied. The
estimated sensitivity by radiologists in breast cancer screening is only about 75%; it is
lower [2]. Digital mammography is an important advancement in detection and diagnosis of breast abnormalities. Through using image processing methods, it is possible
to detect several possible breast abnormalities for human beings. Thus, based on the
image processing and analysis techniques, Computer Aided Detection (CAD)/ Diagnostics (CADx) have been used in digital mammograms in the past decade [3-7]. The
goal has been to increase diagnostic accuracy as well as the reproducibility of mammographic interpretation. This not only can reduce the unnecessary biopsies in patients with benign disease and a bonus of their healthcare costs, but also can avoid
patients’ physical and mental suffering [8].
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To be processed by the computer, conventional mammogram is digitized through
the use of specific equipment. This processing often makes mammographic images
contain low signal to noise ratio and low differentiability from the surroundings.
Then, it becomes too difficult for radiologist to analyze and identify. To make the
image easier to visually examine and interpret, it is very important to enhance
mammographic images before the next processing. Enhancement algorithms are
used to reduce image noise and increase the contrast of structures of interest, which
include intensity and contrast manipulation, noise reduction, background removal,
edges sharpening, filtering, etc. It can be performed in either the spatial domain or
other domains, such as the Fourier domain. Many image enhancement algorithms
have been developed and applied, for example, histogram modification, unsharp
masking, median filters, Gaussian filters, and morphological filters [9]. Simultaneously, these techniques have also been widely used in the field of medicine, such
as radiology, brain image segment, automatic analysis of microscopic image, where
the subjective quality of images is important for human interpretation and diagnosis. In many cases, the enhancement techniques improve the quality of the image
and facilitate diagnosis.
The task of mammographic image enhancement is to sharpen the edges or boundaries of ROI (Regions of Interest), or to increase the contrast between ROI and background [10-11]. Therefore, enhancing the sharpness and reducing the noise of the
images are crucial in digital mammogram processing. Image filtering is usually to be
performed to enhance the appearance of an image. Although conventional linear filter
can effectively smooth noise in homogeneous regions of an image, blur its edges simultaneously. Conversely, edge-preserving smoothing methods only filter noise,
while preserving edge structures. How to simultaneously reduce the noise and increase the slope of edges is still a challenging issue. Some existing techniques can
feasibly perform this kind of operation, such as anisotropic diffusion (AD) [12], bilateral filtering (BLF) [13] and guided image filtering (GIF) [14]. However, anisotropic
diffusion is able to preserve and sharpen edges, but both noise and fine details are
unexpectedly removed due to its over-smooth characteristic. Although bilateral filtering is widely used in computer vision and image processing, its ability to enhance the
sharpness of an image is limited. While guided image filtering outperforms bilateral
filtering in a variety of computer vision and image processing applications [14]. Thus,
we propose a contrast enhancement method of mammographic images based the
guided image filtering techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the principle of
guided image filtering methods are introduced briefly, and the proposed enhancement
method for digital mammograms is described. The proposed method is evaluated via
experiments and compared with other algorithms in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn
in the last section.

2

Algorithm

2.1

Bilateral Filtering

As we briefly mentioned above, BLF is widely used due to its well characteristics.
BLF is a non-iterative, non-linear filter, which not only smoothes low gradient
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regions, but also preserve strong edges [15]. Each output pixel is computed as a
weighted mean of its neighbors. The weight is computed based on the spatial domain,
like other linear filters, and on the intensity range domain. Let I p be the intensity
value at pixel p, ωk be the kernel window centered at pixel k , BLF is defined by:

BLF ( I ) p =

ω W

q∈

1

BLFpq

W

( I ) q∈ωk

BLFpq

(I )

(1)

k

where the division term normalizes the weights sum to 1 and the kernel weights function WBLFpq ( I ) can be given by:

WBLFpq ( I ) = exp(−

p−q
2σ s2

2

) exp(−

I p − Iq
2σ r2

2

)

(2)

where the standard deviations parameters σ s and σ r control the decrement of weights
in the spatial and intensity range domains respectively.
For each domain, it is represented by a Gaussian function. The weights are given
higher when the corresponding pixels closer to the center pixel in the spatial domain,
whilst lower weights are assigned to those distant pixels. Correspondingly, this rule
can also be applied to the intensity range domain. In terms of intensity value, higher
or lower weights will be assigned to the pixels that are similar to or different from the
center pixel. The degree of smoothing can be adjusted when the value of σ r changes.
In actual applications, the value of σ r is often assigned to be sufficiently small to
avoid filtering meaningful features, for BLF becomes equivalent to the Gaussian filter
when σ r increases [17]. Although BLF is efficient to implement, its time consumption is still excessive. The computational complexity of BLF is O( ω ) , where ω
2

is the size of the spatial domain.
An example about bilateral filtering is shown in Fig.1.

(a)

original image

(b) image after filtering

Fig. 1. Image filtering using bilateral filtering
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Guided Image Filtering

He et al. [14] proposed GIF to overcome the gradient reversal artifacts occurring,
based on BLF and detail manipulation technique. GIF has been analyzed and proved
that it not only shares the good edge-preserving characteristic compared to BLF, but
also outperforms BLF in terms of computational complexity. It has an ability of edgepreserving and fast implementation.
In general, the filtering process of GIF is originally done under the guidance of an
image G, which can be another image or the input image I itself. It is similar to the
joint bilateral filter [17], which is used to denoise the no-flash image I using the flash
image G. When I and G are identical, joint bilateral filter becomes bilateral filter naturally. GIF is first expressed in terms of the filter kernel to establish the connection
between BLF and GIF. Let I p and G p be the intensity value at pixel p of the input and
guided image, ωk be the kernel window centered at pixel k , to be consistent with
BLF. GIF is then defined by:
1
 WGIF (G ) I q
W
 GIFpq (G ) q∈ωk pq

GIF ( I ) p =

(3)

q∈ωk

where the kernel weights function WGIFpq (G ) can be expressed by:
WGIFpq (G ) =

1

ω

2

 ω (1 +

k :( p , q )∈

(G p − μk )(Gq − μk )

σ k2 + ε

k

)

(4)

where μk and σ k2 are the mean and variance of guided image G in local window ωk ,

ω is the number of pixels in this window. In this equation, the term
(1 +

(G p − μk )(Gq − μk )

σ k2 + ε

) is the key to understanding the edge-preserving ability of

GIF. When G p and Gq are concurrently on the same side of an edge (smaller or larger
than the mean), the weight assigned to pixel q is large. Conversely, a small weight
will be assigned to pixel q when they are on different sides (one is smaller and one is
larger than be mean). Further computations in [14] confirm the normalization term in
equation (3) equals 1. The filter kernel of GIF can be shortened as follows:
GIF ( I ) p =

W

q∈ωk

GIFpq ( G ) I q

(5)

The degree of smoothing of GIF can be adjusted via parameter ε . The filtered image
will be the smoother when the value of ε is larger. Its role is similar as σ r in BLF.
The O( N ) exact algorithm of GIF is performed by applying a chain of box filters
using the O( N ) time integral image technique [18]. The linear translation-variant
takes the place of filter kernel WGIFpq (G ) when computing this fast and exact lineartime algorithm.
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An example about image filtering with GIF is shown in Fig.2.

(a)

original image

(b) image after filtering

Fig. 2. Image filtering using Guided Image Filtering

3

Experimental Results and Analysis

In this study, the mammogram images for experiments are from mini-MIAS (Mammogram Image Analysis Society) database [19]. In the mini-MIAS, there are 161
cases, which all contain the MLO mammography along with some associated patient
information. A set of images selected from the miniMIAS database are used to verify
the usefulness of the proposed method. All examples have been produced on an Intel
P4 2.4 GHz system with 1 GB of RAM.
For evaluation of performance analysis of the proposed enhancement algorithm,
we used the contrast improvement index (CII) [20], which is defined by:
C=

C processed

(6)

Coriginal

where, C processed and Coriginal are the contrasts for the processed and original images,
respectively. The contrast C of an image is defined by the following form:
C=

f −b
f +b

(7)

where, f and b denote the mean gray-level value of the foreground and the background, respectively.
A comparative study has been made on the tested images with BLF algorithms using CII measure. Table 1 shows result of one example. From the Table 1 and Figure 3
we observe that the proposed enhancement algorithm performs well, and the enhanced results are clearer than the original one.
Table 1. CII values of enhanced mammograms
Mammogram images

BLF

Proposed method

mbd080
mbd168

1.0984
1.0625

1.1099
1.1007
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Fig.3 (a),(d) shows the example of the mammographic images containing lesions in
the database. Fig.3 (b)(e) show the results of applying the BLF method, and (c),(f)
show the results of applying the GIF method. The structure of the lesion becomes
clear. In addition, the value of CII in Table 1 shows that the method using GIF filter
yields a better result.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 3. Result of contrast enhancement. (a) (d) Original mammographic image, (b) (e) Enhancement by BLF, (c) (f) Enhancement by GIF.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we describe a new mammographic image contrast enhancement method.
The proposed method is based on the guided image filtering technology. It effectively
removes noise and sharpens the edges simultaneously. The experimental results are
encouraging which provides an adequate basis for radiological analysis in digital
mammography. Future development of the presented research concerns the improvement of the whole procedure performance through a fine tuning of the algorithm parameters according to the peculiarities of the image under analysis.
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Image Zooming Based on Residuals
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Abstract. To improve the spatial resolution of image, many methods such as
example-based and interpolation are presented nowadays. However, the
smoothness of edges and the preserving of texture details in the zoomed image
are still need to be improved to obtain better performance. Based on the residual
correction and compensation idea, we propose a novel algorithm on image
zooming, which refines the reconstructed residual using the Steer Kernel
Regression and nonlocal filtering. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm can not only well preserve the texture details but also enables the
reconstructed image to achieve better visual effect and resolution.
Keywords: zoom, Steer Kernel Regression, nonlocal, reconstructed residual.

1

Introduction

The aim of image zooming is to reconstruct a high-quality image from its degraded
measurement. It can be viewed as an up-sampling problem with numerous
applications, such as medical imaging, remote sensing, computer vision, and
consumer electronics. The classical linear interpolators, such as bilinear, bicubic[1]
and cubic spline [2]. Those schemes generally have a satisfactory performance and
low complexity. Thus they are widely used in many applications but suffer from
blurred edges and annoying artifacts. To solve these problems, many approaches were
proposed instead of simply interpolating the discrete data so as to consider the
geometry structure of image. Edge-directed interpolation techniques interpolate the
image along the edge direction, which can be estimated explicitly or implicitly [3].
Zhang uses a 2D autoregressive model to model the image structure and reconstructs
the image via soft-decision estimation [4]. And besides, other interpolation
approaches such as shift-invariant space [5], and nonlocal means [6] are also widely
used in image interpolation.
Image interpolation by Steer Kernel Regression (SKR) was proposed by Takeda
[7]. The author took account into the image intensity information and structure
information using the local gradient covariance matrix of the image. However, its
deficiency is that overall brightness of the image deviates from that of the ground
truth according to the simulation experiments. For some texture images, we also can
see the phenomenon of hole after interpolation. In a word, the results of this famous
algorithm also show flaws in the application.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 307–314, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Actually, many patterns appear repeatedly over the natural images. Such non-local
redundancies can be very helpful to improving the image quality. Inspired by the
good impression of nonlocal means filtering in image de-noising [8] and iterative
back-projection (IBP) algorithm [9], we propose to adopt the nonlocal filtering into
reconstructed error to enhance the zooming image quality. The reason is that the
residuals contain much useful information which is helpful for reconstruction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the SKR
algorithm, nonlocal similarity of image. Section 3 interprets our algorithm in detail.
Section 4 presents some experimental results. Conclusion is made in the last Section.

2

SKR and Nonlocal Similarity

2.1

Steer Kernel Regression Model

The KR framework defines its data model as

yi = z (xi ) + ε i , xi ∈ ω

i = 1, , p,

(1)
T

where yi is a noise-ridden sample measured at xi =  xi1 , xi 2  ( xi1 and xi 2 are spatial
coordinates), z (⋅) is the (hitherto unspecified) regression function of interest, ε i is an
zero mean noise, and p is the total number of samples in an arbitrary “window” ω
around a position x of interest as illustrated in Fig.1[7].

An unknown pixel
value at x , z ( x)

Arbitrary
window
ω around a position
x of interest

Noise-ridden
measurements

Fig. 1. The data model for the kernel regression framework

It is assumed that z (⋅) is Nth-order regression function at the point where it can be
expanded in the neighbor. The Taylor series of z ( x) at point xi is given by:
1
1
2
n
z ( xi ) ≈ z ( x ) + z ′ ( x )( xi − x ) + z ′′ ( x )( xi − x ) +  + z ( n ) ( x )( xi − x )
2!
n!
(2)
= β 0 + β1 ( xi − x ) + β 2 ( xi − x ) +  + β n ( xi − x ) ,
2

where β 0 = z ( x ) , β1 = z ′ ( x ) , β 2 =

n

1
1
z ′′ ( x ) , , β n = z ( n ) ( x ) .
2
n!
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From the above analysis, we can obtain by the estimated value z ( x) of when the
parameter β 0 is determined. Usually, the estimation of parameters {β n }n = 0 is using
N

all the neighboring samples

{ yi }i =1 and giving the nearby samples higher weights than
p

the samples farther away. Using such distance-weighed idea, the author [12]
borrowed Least-square interpolation formulation to solve the following optimization
problem:
2
P
1 xi − x
),
−
x
(3)
y
z
K(


(
)

i 
min
 i
h
h
{ β } i =1
n

where K (⋅) is kernel function, h is smooth parameter.
The steering matrix is defined as H isteer = h μi Ci2 , and the steering kernel is given
[7]:

KH

steer
i

( X i − X) =

 ( X − X)T Ci ( Xi − X ) 
exp − i
,
2π h 2 μi2
2h 2 μi2


det(Ci )

(4)

where H is the 2 × 2 smoothing matrix. Ci is a covariance matrix based on differences
in the local gray-values. The simple model of H is H i = hμi I , where μi is a local
density of samples data.
Covariance matrix Ci takes into account: orientation and strength of edges. So
SKR is an adaptive kernel regression which depends not only on the sampling
density, but also considers characteristics of the edge according to the sampled value
of the neighborhood. Therefore, the size of the kernel and the extending direction
adapt to the partial structure in the image.
2.2

Nonlocal Similarity of Image

Repeated patterns and structures often appear in the different regions in the natural
images. What’s more important, the image blocks having the same characteristic may
be a long distance. We call it “nonlocal self-similarity of image”. A natural idea is to
employ such nonlocal redundancies to improve the image interpolation quality.
The initially interpolated HR pixels can be viewed as the estimation of the
unknown missing samples, where the interpolation error can be modeled as the noise
[10]. To get better performance and visual effects, we choose nonlocal filtering to
improve the initial interpolation.
Let NL(Y (i0 , j0 )) be an initially interpolated HR pixel at location (i0 , j0 ) , because
of using the nonlocal similarity information, we put NL (⋅) in front of Y (i0 , j0 ) .
P( i0 , j0 ) is a squared block at (i0 , j0 ) . Denote by y(i , j ) an LR pixel and by P( i , j ) the

squared block of it.

NL(Y (i0 , j0 )) =



y ( i , j )∈Ω( i0 , j0 )

W (i , j ) y (i , j ),

(5)
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W (i , j ) =
A( i , j ) =

P( i0 , j0 ) − P( i , j )

1
A( i , j )

exp



k

2
2

(6)

,

W (i , j ).

(7)

y ( i , j )∈Ω( i0 , j0 )

We group y(i , j ) into a set Ω(i0 , j0 ) .The weight W (i , j ) depends on the similarity of
the two patches with constraints 0 ≤ W (i , j ) ≤ 1 and



W (i , j ) y (i , j ) = 1 .

y ( i , j )∈Ω( i0 , j0 )

k is a parameter to control the decaying speed.

After the nonlocal block matching, the initial interpolation can be improved with
less artifacts and interpolation error.

3

Image Zooming Model

3.1

Why to Improve SKR

In the previous section, we studied the steering kernel regression method and its
properties, and saw its usefulness for image restoration. Both the texture details and
the smoothness of the whole image are important quality metrics for the image
zooming. However, we may find some annoying particles or error points in the
reconstructed image by the SKR model, which severely affects the reconstruction
quality. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. The zooming result of SKR algorithm on Lena image: Original image ;(b) SKR result

From the above analysis, we know a good reconstructed image can be obtained by
using the method SKR. But one of its shortages is that only the local information is
exploited in a local window. The result may not be accurate. Fortunately, in natural
images there are many similar patterns and structures. Such nonlocal redundancy can
be exploited to enhance the result. The nonlocal means (NLM) technique has been
widely studied used in image/video denoising and restoration [11] and achieved
the desired results. Besides, we can’t ignore the zooming residuals which play the
important role of image zooming. Clearly, Fig.3 (a), (b), (c) shows the residuals of the
image after enlargement. So in the following section, we use the nonlocal redundancy
to reduce the initial zooming errors in my proposed model.
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(c)

Fig. 3. The zooming residuals: (a)Bicubic;(b)SKR;(c)Proposed

3.2

The Proposed Model

To improve the image details of the initial estimated HR image and remove the
artifacts. In the reconstructed error term, we employ nonlocal and SKR method to
the redundancies high-frequency components to get some positive information for the
final reconstruction. The idea is simple. Although a LR image is interpolated to be a
HR image by some state-of-the-art algorithms, the HR image between the ground
truth still exists difference, we viewed it as residual. So we can interpolate the
residual. Maybe you should say the idea is naïve, but the experiments prove its
significance and your prediction is too impatient in section 4.
The roughly algorithm process relates some equations as follows: the formation of
an LR image I l from the unknown HR image I h can be formulated as follows:
I l = ( I h ⊗ D) + n,

(8)

where D is a downsample operator, n is a kind of noise. ⊗ is the convolution
operator. The task is to reconstruct the HR image I h from the observed LR image I l .
The reconstruction error of I h is defined as
er ( I h ) = I l − [( I ⊗ D ) + n].

(9)

Guide the error propagation with nonlocal information. After that, we interpolate the
error reconstructed residual by steer kernel interpolator:
HRer = SKR ( NL ( er ( I h ) ) ) ,

(10)

where NL ( ⋅) is the nonlocal similarity. SKR ( ⋅) is an steer kernel interpolator.
We represent a detailed flow of our proposed super-resolution as follow:
Step 1: Read the entire noisy and downsampled LR image;
Step 2: Interpolate previous irregular HR grid image onto integer point using
classic kernel regression;
Step 3: Compute the covariance matrix Ci for each point using the derivatives
obtained in the step 2;
Step 4: According to Equation (4) compute the adaptive kernel function;
Step 5: Implement the adaptive kernel regression interpolation and we then get
the initial HR image Iˆ h ;
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Step 6: The reconstruction error of Iˆ h is computed by Equation (9);
Step7: It’s time to guide the error propagation with nonlocal information
according to Equation (5), (6), (7).After that, we interpolate the error by
adaptive kernel regression to obtain HRer ;
Step 8: We thus get the better HR image by adding HR to Iˆ h .
er

Nonlocal filtering is accompanied with the error image process. This improves the
accuracy of HR reconstruction without sacrificing much computational efficiency.

4

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. As the
reconstruction quality of color images is largely determined by the reconstruction
quality of their luminance channel. Thus, we just take some gray images in our
simulation for simplicity. Fig.4 shows the five gray test images we selected will be as
tested images. We compare the results with SKR and Bicubic. Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) are chosen to validate
performance between our algorithm and others.





Fig. 4. The test images

In the following parts, we choose the Pepper image ( 256 × 256 ) Fig.5 (b) and Lena
image ( 256 × 256 ) Fig.6 (b) as our test images. They are prepared in the following
manners: an input image is downsampled by scale 2 and added Laplacian noise of
variance 10. Then we obtain the LR images in Fig.5 (a) and Fig.6 (a), respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5. The zooming Peppers: (a)An input LR image;(b)Ground Truth; (c) Bicubic;(d)SKR;(e)
Our result
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

Fig. 6. The zooming Lena: (a)An input LR image;(b)Ground Truth; (c) Bicubic ;(d)SKR;(e)
Our result

It can be seen that the proposed algorithm outperforms SKR and Bicubic methods.
In Fig.5(c) and Fig.6(c), the Bicubic interpolation produces very blurred results. The
SKR method shows better than Bicubic in Fig.5 (d) and Fig.6 (d), but the residual
noises still exist in the zooming images. However, the proposed method eliminates
most of the particles and the reconstructed images are smoother in Fig. 5(e) and Fig.6
(e). The visual effect of the reconstructed image is improved.
Table 1shows the PSNR and SSIM of the three methods on different images when
the factor is 2&4. Obviously, the PSNR values for images computed by our algorithm
are the highest on most of test images, except the Monkey. However, our SSIM is the
highest among the three methods. From the Table 2, we can see that our proposed
algorithm is effective in eliminating the particles in the images generally.
Table 1. PSNR (dB) and SSIM results(scale=2,4) of different methods

method
image
2
4
2
Lena
4
2
Barbara
4
2
Cameraman
4
2
Monkey
4
pepper

SKR
PSNR
26.37
21.85
27.84
23.69
23.96
21.24
24.92
21.31
19.87
18.55

Bicubic

SSIM
0.80
0.72
0.79
0.70
0.68
0.58
0.70
0.63
0.51
0.33

PSNR
23.27
18.46
24.68
20.07
22.82
19.92
22.71
18.92
18.93
17.33

Proposed

SSIM
0.69
0.56
0.68
0.53
0.62
0.47
0.59
0.50
0.45
0.25

PSNR
27.58
22.18
29.60
24.13
25.03
21.46
25.71
21.48
19.95
18.38

SSIM
0.90
0.78
0.89
0.75
0.79
0.62
0.83
0.70
0.53
0.35

Table 2. Average of PSNR (dB) and SSIM of different methods

Scale
method
SKR
Bicubic
Proposed

2
24.59
22.48
25.59

4
0. 70
0.61
0.79

21.33
18.94
21.53

0.59
0.46
0.64
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for image zooming. The residuals
between reconstructed images and original HR images are exploited to produce
texture details and remove the artifacts caused by the error. The nonlocal filtering is
incorporated into the reconstructed residual to avoid the cross-edge error propagation.
The experimental results show that the proposed techniques produce more details and
fewer artifacts than previous methods.
Obviously, our method shows its outstanding performance in most cases. But we
should see its shortage. From the zooming results, we are not satisfied with
performance on rich texture images when they are upsampled by large factor. So it is
clear to learn what we will do in the future, how to improve our algorithm to get
better performances on rich high frequency components images.
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Improved Gray World Algorithm
Based on Salient Detection
Xiaoqiang Li and Jingjing Wu
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Abstract. Gray World algorithm is a classical method of Color Constancy,
which is based on the assumption that the average reflectance of surfaces in the
world is achromatic, but it usually fails when the image has a large dominant
color patch. In this paper, we propose an improved algorithm based on Salient
Detection to achieve Color Constancy, which can cover the aforementioned
shortage of the Gray World algorithm. The extensive validation of our method on
commonly used dataset which includes images under varying illumination
conditions is presented. Experimental results demonstrated that our method is
robust to the choice of dataset and at least as good as current state-of-the-art
Color Constancy approaches.
Keywords: Color Constancy, illuminant estimation, Gray World, Salient
Detection.

1

Introduction

Color Constancy is an ability that humans have to estimate the actual color of a scene
independent of the color of illumination of that scene. However, the imaging apparatus
does not have this "adjustment" function, different lighting environment, will lead to a
certain degree of deviation between the true color of the image and the collected color.
This deviation will affect the accuracy and robustness of the subsequent image analysis.
So, seeking appropriate color correction algorithm to eliminate the influence of the
light source has become a hot topic in the current research. Various computer
vision-related topics like color feature extraction, image retrieval, image classification,
and object tracking would benefit from Color Constancy [1]-[3].
Since Color Constancy is an ill-posed problem, and its solution lacks stability [4],
many different solutions existing in the literature are based on different assumptions
[5]. For instance, the Gray World algorithm [6] is based on the assumption that the
average reflectance in a scene is achromatic; the White-Patch algorithm [7] is based on
the assumption that the maximum response in the RGB-channels is caused by a white
patch; the Gray Edge algorithm [8] supposes that the average of the reflectance
differences in a scene is achromatic. But these algorithms will be very poor when some
scenes do not meet these assumptions. Therefore, there is not a unified algorithm that
has best effect on all the scenes.
T. Tan et al. (Eds.): IGTA 2013, CCIS 363, pp. 315–321, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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Gray World algorithm, due to its relatively simple calculation, is still widely used. It
can get good corrections on colorful images, but not appropriate for the situation when
the image has a large dominant color patch. Therefore, this paper presents an improved
Gray World algorithm based on Salient Detection to avoid this shortage.
This paper is organized as follows: First, in Section 2, we describe our proposed
method, an improved Gray World algorithm based on Salient Detection, including its
derivation and implementation. In Section 3, the proposed method is compared with
state-of-the-art algorithms on a standard dataset of RAW camera images having a
known color target.

2

The Proposed Approach

The image values under a Lambertian surface located at the pixel with coordinates x
can be seen as a function f ( x ) , mainly dependent on three physical factors: the color of
the light source I (λ ) , the surface spectral reflectance S ( x, λ ) , and the camera
sensitivity function c (λ ) .

f ( x ) =  I (λ )S ( x, λ )c(λ ) d λ ,

(1)

ω

where λ is the wavelength of the light and x is the spatial coordinate, ω is the
visible spectrum, and c(λ ) = ( R(λ ), G (λ ), B(λ ))T . The goal of Color Constancy is to
estimate the color I (λ ) of the scene illuminant, but the only information available is
the image values (i.e. f ( x) ) across the image, so Color Constancy is an
under-constrained problem [9], and therefore it can not be solved without further
assumptions or knowledge.
A large number of mature Color Constancy algorithms have been developed, but the
Gray World algorithm is well established because of its simplicity, and is used in most
of commercially available. Gray World algorithm is based on the assumption that given
an image with sufficient amount of color variations, the average value of the RGB
components of the image should average to a common gray value. It simplifies the
problem of Color Constancy in such a way, that the illuminant color can be estimated as
the average in the image color channels. But in the objective world, in general, the
variations in color of the objects and its surroundings are not random and independent,
and the images often have a dominant color, then the color distribution of the image
will not meet the Gray World assumption, the algorithm will fail.
To resolve this problem, we propose an improved Gray World algorithm based on
the Saliency Detection, which consider that an image can usually be divided into two
parts, the foreground and the background, and the background is always monotonous or
has a dominant color, such as the sky, the grass and the land et al. On the contrary, the
colors of the foreground are more abundant and change a lot. Take into account of this
characteristic of most of the images, we can extract the foreground firstly, using
Saliency Detection algorithm. At this moment, the original input image, which has a
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dominant color, has been converted to a local foreground image with almost equal
quantity of different colors, so it can meet the Gray World assumption. Then, we can
use the Gray World algorithm on the colorful foreground image instead of on the input
image which may be not agree with the prerequisites, thus avoiding the disadvantage of
the Gray World algorithm.
Generally, Saliency Detection focused on extracting an object that a human viewer
would focus on at the first glance from its background. Many algorithms for Saliency
Detection have been proposed, and in this article, we adopted the Saliency Detection
algorithm [10], which is independent of categories, features or other forms of prior
knowledge of the objects. The reason why we chose this algorithm is its generality and
parsimonious computational consumption compared with other Saliency Detection
algorithms. By analyzing the log-spectrum of an input image, we can obtain the
background information using a local average filter firstly. Then, extract the spectral
residual by discarding the background information from the input image in spectral
domain. Next, use Inverse Fourier Transform to construct the corresponding saliency
map representing the positions of the proto-objects in spatial domain, and the
proto-objects can be easily extracted from their corresponding positions in the input
image. Finally, we can use the Gray World algorithm on the foreground regions.
Figure 1 is an illustration that indicates the effect of our improved method. It can be
seen that after the treatment of Saliency Detection, most of the grasses and trees, which
have fewer changes in the original picture, are filtered out, remaining areas with rich
color changes. It is worth noting that this Saliency Detection algorithm not only
extracts the boundary of the foreground, but also retains the vicinity of the boundary.
Doing so is more conducive to hold the color information of the background, and will
also enrich the color changes of the foreground, so the average color of the foreground
would be more approximate to the gray, which help to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm. The third picture after correction using our method seems more real,
regardless of its background or foreground.

Fig. 1. An example of the results of our method. Left to right: original image; the object map after
Saliency Detection; correction with the proposed method.

3

Experiments and Discussion

3.1

Image Dataset

To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, a standard dataset of RAW camera
images called “the original color checker set” having a known color target is used [11].
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This dataset is captured by a high-quality digital SLR camera in Canon RAW format,
and is therefore free of any color correction.
This dataset consists of a total of 568 images, in every scene a Gretag MacBeth
Color Checker (MCC) chart was placed such that it was illuminated by the main scene
illuminant and thus its color could be retrieved [12], and this allows to estimate the
actual illuminant of every acquired image accurately. During our experiments, the
MCC has been masked to avoid biasing the algorithms.
3.2

Performance Measure

To measure how closely the estimated illuminant resembles the true color of the light
source, the angular error is used:

E a = cos −1 ( eˆ a ⋅ eˆe ) ,

(2)

where ea ⋅ ee is the dot product of the two normalized vectors representing the true
color of the light source ea and the estimated color of the light source ee .
To provide more insight in the evaluation, we report the minimum, the median, the
mean and the maximum angular error to assess the performance of Color Constancy
algorithms [13].
3.3

Results and Discussion

In this work, we have considered some well known and widely used Color Constancy
algorithms as the benchmarking algorithms compared with our proposed algorithm.
The other algorithms considered are the Gray World algorithm (GW); the White Point
algorithm (WP); the Shades of Gray algorithm (SoG); the general Gray World
algorithm (gGW); 1st-order Gray Edge algorithm (GE1); the Gamut Mapping algorithm
(GM) and the Do Nothing algorithm (DN) which gives the same estimation for the
color of the illuminant (I = [1 1 1]) for every image, i.e. it assumes that the input image
is already correctly balanced. We have made a number of experiments on the entire
experimental dataset. The experimental results are shown in Table 1.
Bold figures in Table 1 are the minimum values of each column. As can be seen from
Table 1, the proposed algorithm, according to the angular errors, is overall better than
the other benchmarking algorithms. And it is easy to get the conclusion that our
algorithm is able to estimate the light source with a higher accuracy, reducing the
median angular error by 33.65% and the mean angular error by 38.14% with respect to
the GW algorithm. What is more, compared with other methods, the computational
consumption of our method is extremely parsimonious, providing a promising solution
to real time systems.
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Table 1. Angular error statistics on the whole dataset

Algorithm

Min

Med

Mean

Max

DN

6.03

8.86

12.54

40.28

GW

0.18

7.43

9.78

46.04

WP

0.08

6.02

8.07

36.34

SoG

0.16

5.34

7.02

36.57

gGW

0.26

5.30

7.01

36.65

GE1

0.17

5.19

7.01

36.39

GM

0.12

4.86

6.90

37.13

The proposed algorithm

0.10

4.93

6.05

30.18

In order to test the applicability of the proposed method in further, the dataset is
divided into two parts, the indoor scenes containing 246 pictures and the outdoor scenes
constituted by 322 pictures. Then we compare the proposed algorithm with the Gray
World algorithm on those two parts.

Fig. 2. Examples of images on which the proposed algorithm and the Gray World algorithm are
tested. The corresponding median angular errors are shown in the lower right corner of the
images. Left to right: original image; ideal correction based on the MCC; correction with the
Gray World algorithm; correction with the proposed algorithm.

The first two pictures in Fig.2 are captured in the outdoors, and their backgrounds
contain large blocks with fewer color changes, such as the sky and the road. They both
have bigger median angular errors using the Gray World algorithm than using the
proposed method. It can be observed that the first image in Fig.2 containing a large part
of sky, get a median angular error 11.22°which is far greater than the angular error
7.71°of the original image, but the angular error reduce to 5.84°using our method.
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Further observation shows that our method also has a good performance on the indoor
scenes. The third image overall presents blue after correction using the Gray World
algorithm, because of its blue sofa, however, the result obtained by our proposed
method is much similar to the ideal correction based on the MCC. In conclusion, our
method shows a large improvement over the Gray World algorithm on this whole
dataset.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we presents a new algorithm, Improved Gray World algorithm based on
Saliency Detection, which was tested on a large data set, and the experimental results
show that the newly proposed algorithm is quite effective in practice, especially in
situations where a certain color may dominate, such as a blue hue for the sky. So it
overcomes the shortcoming of the Gray World algorithm, without significantly
increasing additional computational consumption.
But the disadvantage of the improved algorithm is also worth noting. When the
saliency regions of the image to be corrected just have a single color, the foreground
extracted by our algorithm will also not comply with the Gray World assumption.
Under this situation, the improved algorithm will degenerate into the Gray World
algorithm, so it is the place where we need to improve in our future work.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by Shanghai Natural Science Foundation
under Grant No. 10ZR1411700 and Shanghai Leading Academic Discipline Project
(PN: J50103).
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Abstract. Road traffic signs contain important traffic information so that the
automatic location of traffic signs in the intelligent transportation system is
especially important. This paper proposes an improved tracking method for
automatic location of traffic signs in the image-based virtual space. Firstly, the
regions of candidate traffic signs are extracted. Then moment invariants are used
for traffic sign recognition. In Mean-Shift algorithm, the target model is
initialized using the above recognition result, and Mean-Shift algorithm is used
for tracking. On the basis of Mean-Shift algorithm, similarity of moment
invariants between candidate model and standard templates are calculated for
determining whether to update initial target model. Eventually, traffic signs are
located through coordinate system transformation. The experiments show that
the proposed method can not only effectively adjust the size of tracking window,
update the target model, and improve the tracking result, but also satisfy the
real-time requirement of our location system.
Keywords: Traffic Sign Location, Moment Invariants, Mean-Shift Algorithm,
Image-Based Virtual Space.

1

Introduction

As ancillary facilities, road traffic signs can suggest the dangers and difficulties in the
driving environment, to warn the drivers, and provide useful information for safety and
comfortable driving. Therefore, traffic signs location is important in vehicle intelligent
navigation and traffic management. However, manual location of traffic signs is
tedious and time-consuming. Therefore, automatic location of traffic signs becomes an
urgent task. Image-based virtual space is based on the real images captured from video
containing spatial location information, which can be easily achieved through capture
equipment. Since it contains not only image information, but also spatial information, it
can be used as data source for automatically locating traffic signs.
The key of automatic location is the automatic tracking of traffic signs. Lots of
tracking algorithms have been developed, including Mean-shift algorithm[1], Kalman
filter algorithm [2], Particle filter algorithm [3] and so on. Since Mean-shift algorithm
*
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is speedy and insensitive to rotation and scale, it is widely used in traffic sign tracking.
Mean-Shift algorithm also has its own shortcomings: firstly, it lacks the necessary
updating model; secondly, if the target object’s scale changes, tracking will fail because
in Mean-shift, the size of tracking window remains unchanged; thirdly, the tracking
might become ineffective when the target moves very fast. Due to the above
shortcomings, a lot of improved method was proposed.
Comaniciu [4] proposed a method to change the width of kernel window by 10%
plus or minus. Using this method, a good tracking result could be achieved when the
target became smaller. But if the target became bigger, the width of kernel window was
difficult to be expanded. On the contrary, it became smaller, which led to the fail of
tracking. Collins [5] proposed one method especially aimed to solve the target scale
changing problem based on scale space theory of Lindeberg. This method solved the
target scale changing problem effectively, but it was ineffective related to target
rotation. Huimin Qian et al [6] used the information volume measurement method of
multi-scale image for moving target tracking, which update the window scale through
the relationship of image information volume and window scale. In this method, the
calculation of image information volume was time-consuming, which influenced the
efficiency of tracking. Lae-Kyoung Lee [7] proposed an improved CAMShift method
which combines back-projection image and Kalman filter. This method was effective
even when the target’s scale changes, but it could not achieve a good tracking result
when the target was static.
In recent years, lot of methods were proposed which combined particle filter
algorithm with Mean-Shift algorithm (Mean-Shift Particle Filter MSPF) [8][9][10].
The idea of typical MSPF algorithm [8] was to add Mean-Shift searching process in the
particle filter algorithm, because the particles could converge to the maximum
estimation of a posteriori probability more easily. In this method, a local extreme
searching was carried out on each particle, which was very time-consuming.
In spite of the above achievements, there is still room for improving the Mean-shift
tracking algorithm, especially when used in different situations. In image-based virtual
space, the tracking accuracy of road traffic signs directly influences their location.
Since traffic signs have obvious color and shape features, moment invariants are used
for their recognition. At the same time, an improved tracking algorithm is proposed
which combines moment invariants with Mean-Shift algorithm. Experiments show that
our improved algorithm can achieve a better tracking result comparing with the
traditional Mean-Shift algorithm, and it can guarantee the real-time location of traffic
signs.
Three sections follow. In section 2, the methodology of this paper is depicted and the
important steps of our method are described in detail. Experimental results are listed
and analyzed in section 3. And then, the conclusions are presented in section 4.

2

Methodology

Automatic tracking of traffic signs is the guarantee of their automatic location. The
main contribution of this paper is the proposal of an improved tracking method which
combines mean-shift algorithm and moment invariants. The process of this method is
depicted in Fig 1.
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Firstly, the traffic signs are detected using color-based segmentation and shape
based detection method. And then, moment invariants are used for traffic signs
recognition. If a target exists, the target model in Mean-Shift algorithm is then
initialized using the above recognition result. Then the Mean-Shift algorithm is used
for tracking. During tracking process, when the tracking target is lost, the size of
tracking window is doubled, and then the detection and recognition process based on
invariant moments are carried out again in the new doubled window. If a target is
detected and recognized, which means the lost tracking target was tracked again, the
target model in Mean-Shift algorithm is then updated. And Mean-Shift algorithm is
used for tracking again.
The main part of our method includes: invariant moments based recognition,
Mean-Shift algorithm and invariant moments combined tracking and traffic sign
location, which are described in detail in the following.

Fig. 1. Process of traffic sign tracking using mean-shift and moment invariants combined method

2.1

Road Traffic Sign Recognition

We use moment invariants for recognition. Hu MK constructed seven moment
invariants [11] Ψ based on algebraic invariant theory, as listed in (1), where η pq stands
for normalized central moments.
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(1)

The moments of different orders are calculated using different power of image pixel
coordinates, so moments differ greatly, and their difference can be measured by order
of magnitude. At the same time, moments are not invariant when the image scales. In
order to reduce their differences, a scaling factor λ is introduced, and η pq is scaled
using the following formula:

η 'pq = λ p +qη pq .

(2)

Therefore, the seven new moment invariants used in this paper are:

；

；

；

；

；

；

ϕ1' = λ 2ϕ1 ϕ 2' = λ 4ϕ 2 ϕ3' = λ 6ϕ3 ϕ 4' = λ 6ϕ 4 ϕ5' = λ 12ϕ 5 ϕ 6' = λ 8ϕ 6 ϕ 7' = λ 12ϕ 7

(3)

The invariant feature of moment invariants is only effective when facing rotation,
moving or scale. While in practice, the affine transformation which is caused by
distance, photographic equipment and the viewer angle exists. Thus, affine moment
invariants are also used for matching, which are listed in the formula (4). Finally,
moment invariants ψ = ϕ , I  are used for matching, where i=1, ...,7, j=1, 2, 3.
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Moment invariants of template library of standard traffic signs are calculate, which are
expressed by Ψt . At the same time, the moment invariants of candidate traffic sign
regions are also calculated, which are expressed by Ψ f . Their similarity coefficient
bhtt is obtained through formula (5). A threshold is need for decision. While bhtt is
greater than the threshold, we decide that the traffic sign exists, i.e. the traffic sign is
recognized. Otherwise, no traffic sign exists.
bhtt =

2.2
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(5)

Mean-Shift and Invariant Moment Based Tracking

We initialize the target model using the region recognized in the above process. The
centroid position (x0,y0) of the target model is calculated by origin moments, where x0 =
m10/m00, y0 = m01/m00. The feature space is divided into several intervals based on their
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color. Then in initial frame, the probability of the feature u=1...m in the target model is
defined as
n
 x −x
qˆu = C  k  0 i
 h
i =1 

2


δ b ( xi ) − u  .



(6)

In formula (6), xi (i = 1,2, ..., n) is the coordinate of the i-th pixel , k x 2 is kernel
function, h is the bandwidth of the kernel function which generally equal to half of the
window width. Functions b and δ determine whether the pixel in point xi corresponds
with the u-th characteristic value. C=



1
 x −x
k 0 i
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h

n

2
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coefficients so that the probability of all the characteristic value is 1.Assuming the
center of current frame is y0 , { x i } i = 1 ,... , n h represents the set of pixels in the target
candidate region where nh is the number of pixels. The probability of the feature u=1...
m in a candidate region is defined as:
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Here using the formula (8) to indicate the degree of similarity between
the pˆ and qˆ with Bhattacharyya coefficient. The function ρˆ ( y ) is a degree of
similarity. Their local maximum in the image means that the candidate target of the
current frame and the target model has the most similar description.

ρˆ ( y ) ≡ ρ [ pˆ ( y ), qˆ ] .
Taylor expansion at

p̂( y0 )

ρ ( pˆ ( y), qˆ ) =
m
Where ω = 
i
u =1

(8)

and the similarity function can be approximated as:
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Then Mean-Shift vector can be deduced by seeking

maximum similarity of function:
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Finally, the optimal position of target is achieved through iteration in the current frame.
Set two threshold values T1, T2. Calculate the similarity coefficient of Bhattacharyya
Bhatt1 between the target model and the candidate model. If Bhatt1 is greater than T1,
which means the target is tracked, tracking continues. Otherwise, the size of tracking
window is doubled. The traffic sign is detected again, and invariant
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moments are using for matching again. If the similarity coefficient of invariant
moments matching is greater than T2, which means even though Mean-Shift algorithm
lost tracking in the current frame, but there is still traffic sign exists. So, the starting
model of Mean-Shift is updated using the new recognition result, and the iteration in
Mean-Shift algorithm continues.
2.3

Road Traffic Sign Location

After tracking of traffic sign, there are located in the world system. The latitude and
longitude of camera's optical center is recorded using GPS while capturing the images
in image-based virtual space. Assume between frame i to frame j, the camera moves
from position A to position B, then the latitude and longitude values of A and B are
known.
Convert the latitude and longitude coordinates of A, B to UTM coordinates. The
image coordinate of center point of the traffic sign, denoted as C is known. And
then, the camera coordinates of point C can be obtained through the image
coordinate conversion [5]. The coordinates are then converted to UTM coordinates,
and then converted to latitude and longitude in the world system. The latitude and
longitude of the center point is regarded as the coordinate of the traffic sign.
Through this way, the traffic signs are not only located as they appears while
traveling in image-based virtual space, their physical locations in the world system
are also achieved.

3

Experimental Results and Discussion

Our experiments are taken based on image-based virtual space taken in Hefei city,
Anhui Province, China. The tracking results are shown in Fig 2(a) and Fig 3(a).
In Fig 2(a), a round prohibition sign is detected and tracked using our method,
at the same time, in Fig 2(b), the same experiment was carried out using
Mean-Shift method. From Fig 2(b), we can see that the tracking of prohibition sign
was lost at 33rd frame. In our method, while the tracking window of target deviated,
the size of tracking window was then doubled, and moment invariants were used to
detect the target in the new doubled window. In this way, the target was tracked
again.
In Fig 3(a), an indicative sign is detected and tracked using our method and the
experiment was carried out using Mean-Shift method, which was shown in Fig 3(b).
Using Mean-shift method, the tracking of indicative sign was lost in 40th frame,
while in our method, it was still tracked until it disappeared.
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1st frame

7th frame

14th frame

21st frame

28th frame

(a) Result of our method

5th frame

12th frame

19th frame

26th frame

33rd frame

(b) Result of Mean-Shift algorithm
Fig. 2. Tracking Results of a prohibition sign

1st frame

20th frame

30th frame

50th frame

75th frame

(a) Result of our method

1st frame

10th frame

20th frame

30th frame

40th frame

(b)Result of Mean-Shift algorithm
Fig. 3. Tracking Results of an indicative sign

From the experiments, we see that our method can improve the traffic sign tracking
result effectively. Since tracking directly influence the location accuracy in
image-based virtual space, the effective of our location method is also proved. The
efficiency of our method is assessed by measuring the processing time, which is listed
in Table 1. From it, we can see that our method can meet the real-time requirement of
system. Note that our code is implemented with C++ and uses the OpenCV library.
Testing was conducted on a desktop system with an Intel Core 2 duo central processing
unit at 2.4 GHz with 2GB of memory.
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Table 1. Processing time of our method and classic Mean-Shift algorithm

Video Clips

Processing time
Our method

Mean-Shift algorithm

Processing: 0.18 seconds
Clip 1: 28 frames

Tracking: 3.46 seconds

Tracking: 2.53seconds

Location: 1.54 seconds
Processing: 0.26 seconds
Clip 2: 75frames

Tracking: 8.14 seconds
Location: 3.64 seconds

4

Tracking(40frames):
3.13seconds

Conclusion

We have described a novel method for road traffic sign location in image-based virtual
space. Firstly, the regions of candidate traffic signs are extracted. And then moment
invariants are used for traffic sign recognition. In Mean-Shift algorithm, the target
model is initialized using the above recognition result, and then Mean-Shift algorithm
is used for tracking. On the basis of Mean-Shift algorithm, similarity of moment
invariants between candidate model and standard templates are calculated for
determining whether to update initial target model. Eventually, traffic signs are located
through coordinate system transformation.
The experiments are carried out based on image-based virtual space taken in Hefei
city, Anhui Province, China. The results show that the proposed method can effectively
track the traffic signs, and then their location can be achieved. The efficiency of our
algorithm is also proved through its processing time.
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Abstract. For WMS-based projection plane data this paper puts forward a
comprehensive construct method and optimization technology of global 3D
modeling by Quad-Tree Model. In that model, tile region is set by its layer index
and grid index according WMS data organization characteristic. Followed, based
on statistical methods, by setting constant value to coordinate layers index we
implement layers optimal matching and keep layers of images tiles, DEM blocks
and model nodes consistent with each other. Even more important, for the
particularity of WMS-based projection plane data, we analyze tiles distribution
characteristics in zonal direction, and find out a technical means to optimize tile
mesh modeling based on area change curve segmentation dividing. At last,
according to experiment and experience, we propose out dynamic segmentation
strategy to optimize mesh size by fixed segments proportion array list and work
out its implementation in detail. In order to verify the validity of this approach,
this paper also gives the method of calculating the theoretical efficiency lifting
and the assessed result value. In fact, in our specific application, efficiency
improvements have been far beyond the 5 times since it integrates other
optimization methods.
Keywords: WMS, Global 3D Modeling, Geo-Design, Web Mercator Projection,
LoD, Digital Earth, Quad-Tree Modeling.

With the introduction of various Web Map Service (WMS), such as Google Earth,
Google Maps and World Chart[1] these services become more and more favored by
people. But most of these products are limited to mass-based inquiry service for the
moment, and it is hard to play a role in engineering applications under clients’ control.
In fact, WMS had been widely used in archaeology field[2], paleontology [3], marine
pollution monitoring[4] and so on. However, in the engineering field especially in
global 3D engineering design field, related applications are rarely seen in the
related application results because of many difficult issues, such as huge data
organization and global expression in projection plane or in 3D space.
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Prior to this, we face to Geo-design in large area (eg. railway design, highway design
.etc) and make out innovative solution to resolve a series of technical problems for
WMS-based applications by using widespread WMS geographic data resources such as
huge data acquisition and data’s engineering application, for example, we can easily
produce many types of CAD engineering image maps for any region in the world,
More importantly, no longer limited to WMS UTM projection, and can be applied to
others plane, such as Gaussian projection plane.
In this paper, we focus on WMS applications a deeper level of technical problems,
such as huge data efficient organization and expression with high-precision, and
provide good conditions for geo-design in large area engineering design, especially
further global 3D design we are committed to.

1

Tiles Grid System and Global 3D Modeling

Space definition and structure organization were discussed in document 6[6], giving a
relationship between Tile and Geospatial coordinates.
The global modeling of Web Mercator WMS data is to establish 3D spherical
expression model whose data come from 2D WMS plane data, and mark or express the
plane data in right position in 3D spherical space with credible accuracy.
At First the paper[5] we analyze the organization characteristic of WMS data tiles
and prove the feasibility of building global 3D quad-tree model by using WMS-based
projection plane data directly without coordinate transformation. Secondly, making use
of tiles index relation between parent node and child nodes, we build special quad-tree
model which abandon tile region splitting and merging of traditional quad-tree Model.
Now we can analyze the distribution characteristics of tiles in the latitude direction,
the Web Mercator projection global grid system is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Web Mercator Projection Global Grid Organization

As is shown above, in projection plane, the whole plane regions which Web
Mercator projection covered are divided equally according to quad-tree model in both
directions. However, for the reason of projection’s nonlinearity, the equivalent grids in
plane are not equivalent in sphere in the latitude direction.
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The previous section demonstrated the feasibility that WMS projection plane data is
suitable to global 3D modeling. This section we can answer the second question of how
to model global terrain.
As we known, for existing tiles, quad-tree model automate split and merge by
geographic region and position, and for new create child tiles or merge parent tile also
directly by region’s splitting or merging. To deal with WMS projection plane data in
global 3D modeling, the key matter is that we don’t know how to divide parent tile
region to four child tiles region, on the contrary merge is the same.
However if we grasp that no matter what kind of data are adopt for quad-tree
modeling, the relation of level and index between tiles will not change. Things become
very simple and you can bypass region segmentation when new tiles are created, but
relying this firm relation and giving out new tiles parameters (col,row,l), then
calculating out tile’s region by using Formula (1). For WMS Projection plane data, no
other more modification which deferent traditional global quad-tree 3D model need to
be mentioned.

2

Accuracy Assessment of WMS Data

Prior section we have built a global 3D model for WMS plane Data.
However, in order to build more efficient, more accurate 3D representation model, we
need to establish accuracy assessment system of WMS data, including both raster
image and terrain DEM.
2.1

Image Tile Storage Resolution (Q)

According to zonal tiles distribution, the image storage resolution can express as
following:
Q

l
i

=

α

l
i

(1)

m

where m is image size in pixel, usually a constant value of 256. i is the row index in
zonal direction but relative to the equator as zero index. So that need

3 ≤ l ≤ 18,1 ≤ i ≤ 2l −1 , l means level as the same above.
2.2

Terrain DEM Sample Resolution (P)

Terrain DEM store in single position with no data precision lose in store but much more
in LoD 3D modeling, each layer of DEM data are commonly derived from topmost
terrain layer, in this condition, different layer has different sample resolution as
following which can influent global 3D modeling expression accuracy

：
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P
2

=

l

P

0

(2)

l

where P0 is the topmost terrain layer sample resolution, and sometimes l also relative to
the topmost layer level if P0 does not means the sample resolution of layer index 0.
2.3

Mesh Size and Model Accuracy

Mesh size (g) of each tile in model is the only adjustable parameter to control
the effect and accuracy of expression at a reasonable level. According to mesh size, we
can draw out terrain expression resolution G as follows

：

G

l
i

a il
g

=

(3)

As an evaluation unit, each tile expression precision needs to consider the image
resolution, DEM sample resolution and terrain expression resolution together to define
model accuracy as following:
B

l
i

= F

(Q

l
i

, P

l

,G

l
i

)

(4)

For WMS Data, no matter projection plan data or geographic data, if data are not under
our control, parameters relative to data are always firmed and Q,, P are constant thus we
can give more brief expression:
B

l
i

=

f

(g )

(5)

？

Aimed at Web Mercator projection plane data, how to set mesh size for each tile to get
better effect and efficiency This is a core technology of this paper to optimize global
3D modeling. Before giving out our policy, we first analyze out test statistics data
toward some common WMS data source to reveal relation between mesh size and
expression accuracy.

3

Level Scale Matching and Constant Optimization Design

In order to better achieve expression optimization of a variety of data, global 3D
modeling for WMS data have to deal with all kind of factors including image tiles,
DEM blocks and terrain mesh and keep them to maintain the level of
corresponding scale consistent with each other at each layer.
For certain WMS Data source, we are committed to achieve the optimal
combination of all layers by statistical methods. According to the Formula (4), (5), (6),
if we give a constant value to g as reference base mesh size, for example g=80,
the statistical results show as following:
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Table 1. Scale Matching Design of Image, DEM and 3D Model Mesh in Different Levels

layer
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Image
Tile
size
Region
45
22.5
11.25
5.625
2.8125
1.4062
0.7031
0.3515
0.1758
0.0879
0.0439
0.0220
0.0110
0.0055
0.0027

256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

3D Modeling
mesh
resolution layer
resolution
size
19567.8
9783.94
4891.97
2445.98
1222.99
611.50
305.75
152.87
76.44
38.22
19.11
9.55
4.78
2.39
1.19

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

62617.2
31308.6
15654.3
7827.15
3913.58
1956.79
978.39
489.19
244.59
122.30
61.15
30.57
15.29
7.64
3.82

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DEM
Block
region

20
10
5
2.5
1.25
0.625
0.3125
0.1563
0.0781
0.0391
0.0195
0.0098
0.0049

sample

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

resolution

14842.6
7421.30
3710.65
1855.32
927.66
463.83
231.92
115.96
57.98
28.99
14.49
7.25
3.62

Firstly, from this table we can review the resolution of the image, DEM
independently, because the scale matching is actually a resolution match. It can be
concluded from the table that in order to achieve static data layer scale matching, we
can statically set the layer index relationship between image and DEM as following:
(6)
l DEM = l Im age − 5
Meanwhile, in order to simplify the relationship, global 3D model layer index
is forced to constraint with image layers. Thus:
(7)
l Model = l Im age = l DEM + 5
In fact, we are unnecessary to build terrain mesh for some top level model, for example
l<10 as shown in the shaded area. In that case, there is no sense of
such rough terrain expression.
Based on these relations, we can set mesh size for testing, as above mentioned.
When g=80, we find that resolution roughly match can be achieved between the
individual layers. In particular, the underlying model (0.60≈0.48≈0.45) achieves a high
precision resolution matching among images, DEM, and 3D model. This is exactly
goals what we need.
So as the basis for further dynamic mesh optimization, we will set the reference
base mesh size as g0=80.

4

Dynamic Mesh Size Optimization Techniques

For this type data source, in internal layer, a technology embarrassment occurs that the
precision in equatorial regions is too low, while it is the highest in poles zones, taking a
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fixed mesh size is obviously not suitable. We must build dynamic adaptive mesh size
assignment mechanism to change g value according to tile position in zonal direction.
To achieve mesh size optimization of tiles distribution, we need to continue to
analyze the distribution characteristics of tiles area in zonal direction. Apparently set
up a continuous mesh size will bring a lot of troubles such as tile edge seamless
processing which is not conducive to raise efficiency. Our main idea is to
achieve segment mesh size by dividing regional area. The principle of dividing is to
establish segment based on S il .
In fact, whichever layer the 3D model is divided to, tile areas change curve would
not suffer from phase excursion or miss because quad-tree LoD Model limits
its splitting and merging mechanism in-house. the paper[12] made out a dynamic gird
optimization method by zonal tiles segment, now we give out a new method for mesh
size(g0) optimization dividing segments by latitude space doubling increments, its
segments index j and layer index l relations to tiles index i may conclude as
following:



∴

R j = 2 R j −1

R j = 2 j ⋅ R0

2 j −1 ⋅ R0 × 2 l −7 < i ≤ 2 j ⋅ R0 × 2 l − 7

。

(8)

：

As R0 at least has one tile, So R0>0 For example as R0=1 we can draw out the
calculation of segments index j as following

2l−8+ j < i ≤ 2l−7+ j
 ln(i )

j=
− l + 8
 ln( 2)


(9)

Therefore, the segment index j can be quickly calculated and located from proportion
array list by current tile zonal index i . At last we should flexibly set mesh size factor
function k j , for example the following table lists the common factor function:
Table 2. Several Common Factor Function of Mesh Size(g0) and Its Application Characteristics
Factor Function
kj =
kj =

10 − j
8

5− 4− j
4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Application Characteristics
Suitable for global 3D terrain modeling
90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 with uniform accuracy expression
More suitable for mid-latitude region
40 60 80 100 80 60 40 20 for enhancing 3D expression
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Conclusions

This means that the number of triangles is reduced by 81.6%, and the model efficiency
is increased 5.43 times at least. It has very important significance for us to build global
3D interactive design platform and develop geo-design in large area engineering.
The conclusions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) By analyzing its structural characteristics, we prove that WMS-based projection
plane data can be applied to the global three-dimensional modeling, including WMS
images and terrain DEM. What’s more, we can take full advantage of WMS data LoD
organizational characteristics of layer-grid tiles structure to build global quad-tree 3D
model.
2) By establishing an evaluation system of global 3D quad-tree model precision for
WMS-based projection data we focus on mesh size to control and adjust model
precision.
3) Based on statistical methods, by layer optimal matching of constant value setting
we implement that images tiles, DEM blocks and model nodes consist with each other
in good condition.
4) By studying the distribution characteristics of tiles area in zonal direction,
we proposed dynamic segmentation strategy to optimize mesh size by fixed segments
proportion array list and work out its implementation in detail.
5) At last, we evaluate efficiency lifting of the global 3D modeling in theory by
comparing numbers of triangles before and after optimization.
Through these studies, we build a global 3D expression quad-tree model
of the plane data with high precision and high efficiency, thus clearing the main
technical barriers for global 3D Engineering Geo-design. It has very important
academic significance and application value.
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